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ABSTRACT 

Between the 183718 Rebellion in Lower Canada and the 1885 Rebellion in the 

North-West, there occurred a transformation in Canadian identity. In 1840, Lord Durham 

assumed 'Canadians' were French-speaking famiers, but by 1885 British colonists in the 

newly created Dominion of Canada had claimed the term 'Canadian' for themselves. This 

dissertation traces the discursive practices by which the transformation from canadien to 

'Canuck' was effected. Using visual images as prirnary documents, this study looks at the 

ways in which Briüsh colonists represented themselves as nativecanadians in sport, 

visual culture and public spectacles in order to conshvct and define a national identity 

which would distinguish them from bath British and Americans. 

The central argument made is that Native and French-Canadian cultural activities 

such as snowshoeing, tobogganing, lacrosse, and hunting were appropriated and 

transfonned by the professional and commercial middle classes in mid-Victorian Montreal. 

By appropriating these indigenous activities, and imposing on them British ideologies of 

order, discipline and fair play, Engfish-speaking Montrealers not only claimed distinctive 

visual attributes for themselves, but, in addition, the performance of these activities 

indigenised them through physical interaction with the environment, thus legitirnizing their 

daim to be 'native-Canadian'. 

Since identity is not just embodied and enacteci by individuals, but needs to be 

performed and acclahed, the means by which the proposed national identity was 

transmitted and displayed in public spectacles, are also examined. Through the display of 



hunting photographs at international exhibitions, through tours abroad by lacrosse teams, 

illustrations of the North West Rebellion, and owing to the œntral role played by the 

snowshoe clubs in the Montreal Winter Carnivals in the 1880s, a partiwlar image of 

Canadian identity was widely propagated. However, this image of an elite, white, male 

who possessed the robust physical health confened by a pure, northern climate and love 

of vigorous outdoor sports, effecüvely rnarginalised women and working people. Moreover, 

it is suggested that the snowshoe and lacrosse clubs created 'a myth of origin', which 

linked members back to 'their' history in Canada, but in the process, effectively erased the 

histories of the real Canadian natives. 
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The white Canadian Iooks at the Indian- The lndian is Other and 
therefore alien. But the lndian is indigenous and therefore cannot 
be alien. So the Canadian must be alien. eut how can the 
Canadian be alien within Canada? 

Teny Goldie, Fear and Tempfation ' 

In 1840, Lord Durham reported on the state of affairs in the British North Amencan 

Colonies, where he had found 'HHO nations wamng in the bosom of a single state." 

Those two 'nations' were English-speaking immigrants who had am-ved in the colony since 

1760, and the French-speaking descendants of the original settlers of New France. 

Durham's solution ta the problems which had precipitated the recent anned rebellions was 

to assimilate the French-speaking population by overwhelming and submerging it politically 

and demographically. In order to "elevate" French-Canadian inhabitants from what he 

perceived as their inferior language, laws and character, Durham sought "to give the 

Canadians Our Engfish character? Thus, for Durham, Canadians in 1840 were the 

French-speaking inhabitants of British North Arnerica. 

Wthin a generation this understanding was changing; Engiish-speaking immigrants 

and their offspring came to think of themselves as Canadians, and took on that 

designation. Increasingly, French-speaking inhabitants were referred to by 

English-speakers as 'French-Canadians' or canadiens. A dispute arising from a public 

- - - -- ' Teny Goldie, Fear and Temaon. Th- of the I n w n e  in C a m n .  A u s t m .  and 
New 7eaIand (Kingston: McGiII-Queen's University Press. 1989) 12. 

John George Lambton Durham, -0rt on the Aflairs of Bntish Nom . - 
fimeri-, 1839, 3 vols., edited with an Introduction by Sir Charles Lucas (Oxford: Clarendon, 191 2) 
2: 16. 



meeting held in 1860 by a group of Torontonians iflustrates this ~hange.~  The meeting 

was called in order to arrange the participation of 'Native Canadians" in the welwming 

parade planned for the visit of the Prince of Wales. The organizers were anxious to 

differentiate the group of 'Native Canadians" from contingents of the English, Scottish 

and Irish fratemal societies. The emblern chosen to signify their identity was the maple 

leaf. f he meeting gave rise to a dispute over the criteria which qualified "Native 

Canadians": opinions varied as to whether Canadians were only thase bom in the 

Province of Canada, or could include those who had been resident in any of the British 

North American Provinces since their youth. Thus the exact qualifications of Canadian 

citizenship were disputed around the eligibility of English-speaking immigrants, and lime, if 

any, thought was given to the status of French-speaking inhabitants, who were clearfy no 

longer considered Canadians? 

By 1869, an image of Canadians as a distinctive race in their own right was coming 

into focus and attempted to incorporate both French and English. Robert Grant Haliburton 

charactenied the inhabitants of the newly created Dominion of Canada as the 'Men of the 

North', 'a healthy, hardy, virtuous, dominant race" of men whose toughness, strength and 

vigorous energy had been instilled and maintainecl by the country's climate and 

geography? According to Haliburton, the inhabitants of the new Dominion manifested this 

Wative Canadians", Jhe Dailv Globe, roronto] Wednesday, 22 August, 1860. 
Until Confederation the terni 'Canadians'was frequentty used by British colonists to designate 

French-Canadians, aithoogh they also used the ternis 'Canadiens' and 'habitants'. After 1838 the 
term 'French-Canadians' was used increasmgly, frorn which we can infer that Enghsh-Canadians 
were appfying the term 'Canadian' to themselves. 

Robert Grant Haliburton, The Men of the North and their  lace in Historv: a lecture de . . 
live red 

re the Mo raw Club. March 31 f 869 (Montreal: J- LoveIl, 1869) 1. Thomas D'Arcy 
McGee, an outspoken nationalist and member of the legislature of the United Canadas, also 
charaderized Canada as a 'Northern Nation' in his May 2,1860 speech to the Assembly. Quoted 
by Alvin Finkel & Margaret Conrad, History of the Ca-ian Peoplstâ, Vol. II, 2* ed. (Toronto: Copp 
Clark, 1998) 27. 
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parücular character because they were al1 descended from Northem races, whether aiey 

were Celtic, SaxMeutonic or Norman. Northernness was, therefore, a unifying factor 

which wwld allow alt the inhabitants of Canada tu share a cornmon national identity. This 

identity was performed and displayed in a variety of ways: through literature and poetry, 

through the explorations and collections of natural scientists, and, as is argued here, 

through sports and public ~pectades.~ To be sure. this putative naüonal identity was not 

universaliy accepted. It was contested and rejected by those French-Canadians who 

asserted their own history, culture and retigious identity, and by those British immigrants 

who clung to their native identity and attegiance, and disdained being considered 

'cot~nial'.~ Neverthefess, ttranks to the rnuftiple foms of publicity and public display 

reeeived by indigenous sports activities such as hunting, snowshoeing and lacrosse, and 

the interest these aroused abroad, within two decades of Confederation a Canadian 

identity distinct from that of Britain or America had been established. The Montreal Winter 

Carnivais and the 1885 Riel Rebeilion provided a national arena in which to show it off. 

Although the Rebellion lasted only a few weeks, men from disparate parts of the Dominion 
-- -~ - - 

Examples of earfy English Canadian nationalist M i n g  indude the work of Charles Mair, - .  
discussed by Norman Shrive, matles Mar. b r a n r  Nationali& (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press, i'965)- The signifimnce of the landscape to the poetry of Archibald Lampman and 0th- is 
considered by W-E. Collin, The White Savannahs. The Firsf Sfygv of Canadian Poew from a 
Modern View~oint with an. introduction by Germaine Warkentin (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press, 1975)- See also, J-D- Logan, Sonas of the m e r s  of C m d a  a nd other home land Ivrics: . . an introductory essav on the m n  us and distinction of Ca noetry (Toronto: W. Briggs, 
1911). For the connection between national identity and exploration and natural science, see: 
Suzanne Zeîler, Inventin' Canada: Farly Victorian Science and the idea of a Transcontinental 
Mtion (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, t987),and Edward J. Parkinson, From there to here; 

on and the coloniriripof the Canadian lands- (Ph-D. diss., McMaster University, 
r 994). 

Ywng FrancManadian intellectuals took Lord Durham's accusations as a challenge not 
just to imitate french models, but to demonstrate the existence of a Frerich-Canadian national 
culture. This resuited, for instance, in the publication of F.-X. Garneau, Histoire du Canada 

sa découverte usqulA nos iwrs (Quebec: N. Aubin, 1845); novels set in French Canada, 
such as Piene Chauveau, Charles Guérin (1 846); and the patriotic poetry of Octave Cférnazie. 
For a full discussion of the efflorescence of F~endr-Canadian culture in this penod see, & Vie 

raire au Clu&ec. Un ~ewle sans histpJre ni 11- . Y - . . .  ", du. by Maurice Lemire and Denis 
Saint-Jacques, 6 vols. (Sainte-Foy: Laval University Press, 1996) vol. 3. 



came together to work as a tearn on the field of battle. ft was the first time Canadian 

soldiers fought together as a national army, and this acted as a powerful symbol and 

confirmation of cultural nationhood. 

Lord Durham's vision had not, however, been totally fulfilled. Canadian character 

had certainly been redefined as a combination of Anglo-saxon cultural traits and the 

vigorous, northem outdoor physique of the Canadian-bom male, accented by a soupçon of 

French-Canadian "genial hospitality and domestic joy ... the gay heart that never tires and 

the love of song." But French-Canadian identity had not been submerged, nor had the 

French population been overwhelmed politically. Haliburton's pan-canadian formula failed 

to reconcile French and English, or to win the stNggle between Canadian nationalists and 

British Imperialists. Even sol a transformation in Canadian identity did occur between 

1840 and 1885, and this thesis attempts to trace the process by which this was effected, 

and looks especially at the contribution of sport, visual culture, and public spectacle in the 

construction of this 'new nationality'. 

How do-we define national identity? Do we define it as the perception of identity 

(the expressed sentiments of the citizens), by descnbing the socio-political circumstances 

of the inhabitants (through deductions made from observation), or by how we represent 

ourselves as Canadians (the activities we label as being 'Canadian')? Until recentfy, most 

historical studies have taken the second approach, and daim that the prirnary factors of 

national i den t i  harnessed by nationalists in their political programmes have been the 

land, religion, ethnicity and history.'O Descn'bing the nation in terrns of the land and 
9 W. George Beers, Over the Snow or The Montreal Carnival, (Montreal: W. Drysdale & Co. 

and J. Tho. Robinson, 1883) 1 1. 
'O A specbum of approades is represented in Geoff Eley 8 Ronald Grigor Suny, eds., 

Becornina National: A Reader (New York: Oxford University Press, 1996). and John Hutchinson 
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landscape has been particularly prevalent in Canada. Wnh three founding peoples, each 

with their own religions, ethnic identities and histories, ît might be argued that only the land 

is left as a wmrnon elernent. Yet, even this is debatabte, for, in such a vast country as 

Canada the landscape changes dramatically from region to region, as does the expenence 

and population density of those living there. Furthemiore, since the Canadian landscape 

is shared in great part by that found in geographically contiguous parts of the United 

States, how useful a distinguishing marker can it be?I2 

Despite such observations, commentators on the nature of Canadian identity have 

been in general agreement that the northern character of the country's landscape and 

climate has wntributed to the shaping of Canadian identity. This argument can be found, 

aibeit with slight variations, in the work of some of the most distinguished English 

Canadian histonans, including Harold Innis, Arthur Lower, Donald Creighton, George 

Woodcock and W- L. Morton, as well as in the work of scholars from other  discipline^.'^ 

and Anthony D. Smith, eds., Nau'onalism (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994). 
" Some authors lament the lack of Canadian identity, or go so far as to argue that we are 

only "Imaginary Canadians," with a "purely fictional" national identity because Canada is not a 
nation but mereiy a British-American colony: George Grant, Lament for a Nation (Toronto, 1965); 
Tony Wilden, The lrnaainarv Canadian (Vancouver: Pulp Press, 1980) 2. 

l2 This argument is made by Ramsay Cook, The Made Leaf Forever. Essavs on Nationalism 
and Politics in Canada, 1971,2"d ed. (Toronto: Macmillan, 1977) 160. 

l3 Cook, Made Leaf 159. The best known work exploring the link between Canada and the 
idea of the north is Carl Berger, 'The True North Strong and Free", Nationalism in Canada ed. 
Peter Russell (Toronto: McGraw Hill, 1966) 3-26. Notable historical examples include: Harold A. 
Innis, The Fur Trade in Canada: an introduction to Canadian econornic historv,l930, rev. ed. 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1970); Arthur R.M. Lower, Colonv to nation: a historv of 
Canada (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1977); Donald G. Creighton, The commercial empire of 
the St. Lawrence. 176d1850 (Toronto: Ryerson, 1937); George Woodcack, The Canadians (Don 
MiIls: Fitzhenry & Whiteside, 1979)and W.L. Morton, The Canadian Identity (Toronto, University of 
Toronto Press, f96l). Canada's northem character has also been a defining feature in literary 
studies. See, for instance, Margaret Atwood, $unfival: a thematic auide to Canadian literature 
(Toronto: McClelland and Steward, 1966), and SIanae thinas: the malevolent North in Canadian 
literature (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1995); [an H. Angus, A border within: national identitv. cultural 
pluralitv. and wildemess (Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1997). 



Morton calls the place of the land in Canadian identity our "Northem destiny", whereby 

the wilderness character of the Precambrian Shield, combined with the irnperatives of the 

staples-exchange economy, created a strong seasonaf rhythm. Morton contends that, 

since the fur trade, lumbering and mining al1 required workers to migrate seasonally: Yhis 

alternate penetration of the wildemess and retum to civilization is the basic rhythm of 

Canadian Me, and fonns the basic elements of Canadian character, whether French or 

English."14 

Many historians have attempted to corne at the problem of rewnciiing French and 

English Canadian identity from another direction. Much of the literature on Canadian 

identrty addresses the centra! problern of English- and French-Canadian nationalisrn, but 

the worldwide revival of ethnic nationalism which began in the 1960s, and the political 

policy of multiculturalism and growing awareness of regional differences in Canada, Ied 

historians to examine more and more "limited identitie~".'~ Ramsay Cook, for instance, 

conceived of identity as multiple, "based on smaller comrnunities of affiliations: region, 

ethnicity, class, and, increasingly, gender ...". The problem has been, though, that the 

result of this approach was a bundle of disparate particularisms which defined themselves 

in opposition to the rest of society. As Cook comrnented, "lirnited identities" ended up 

"competing with 'the Canadian identity' rather than existing hamoniously under its broad 

~rnbrella."'~ 

l4 Morton, Canadian ldentitv 5. Simifar sexual imagery of male penetration of the female 
landscape will also be apparent throughout this study. 

lS The term waç wined by Ramsay Cook in 'Canadian Centennial Celebrations," 
International Journal 22 (Autumn 1967) 663, although it has often been attributed to J.M.S. 
Careless, "Limited Identities' in Canada," CHR 50 (March 1969) 1-10. 

l6 Ramsay Cook, Canada. Quebec and the Uses of Nationalism, 1986, 2"d ed. (Toronto: 
McClelland & Stewart, 1995) 230. 



An only slightly l e s  controversial unifying elernent for Canadian nationalism has 

been the desire for Canada and Canadians to maintain a distinction between themselves 

and the United States. Morton argued that the Canadian nature was different from the 

American because we had never had to fight the British for Our rights since the Americans 

did it for us?' This lack of a revolutionary past has k e n  claimed as a characteristic of the 

Canadian psyche, responsible for our proclivity for peacekeeping, and our willingness to 

accept colonial status.l8 Northrop Frye echoed this argument, adding that the American 

Constitution was a unifying force for the United States, whereas the 1774 Quebec Act 

separated French and English by providing for separate languages, legaf traditions and 

 religion^.'^ As Lower concluded: "the one detemining motive that runs through Canadian 

history, in both French and English Canada, is simply never ta become part of the United 

States".20 

There has been much discussion of the political aspects of Canadian identity. In 

reviewing the work of W. L. Morton, for instance, it is apparent that he conceived of 

identity as "a matter of allegiance, citizenship, [and] the sharing of political  value^.'^' mat 

is not to Say the cultural aspects of Canadian identity have been ignored. George 

Woodcock and Ramsay Cook have both distinguished between the nation as a political 

state, whose object is to achieve political and economic ends such as stability, prosperity, 

- - -  - 

'' Morton, Canadian ldentitv 33. 
l8 Pierre Berton, Whv We Act Like Canadians. A nersonal emloration of our national 

character (Toronto: McCielland & Stewart, 1982); Morton, Canadian Identity 86; Seymour Martin 
Lipset, North Arnerican Cultures: Values and Institutions in Canada and the United States, 
Borderlands Monograph Series 3 (1990) 4. 

lg James Polk, ed., Northrop Frve. Divisions on a Ground. Essavs on Canadian Culture 
(Toronto: Anansi, 1982) 47. 

Weif H. Heick, Historv and Mvth. Arthur Lower and the makina of Canadian Nationalism 
(Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1975) 1 f 6. 

21 Cook, &es of Nationalism 225. 
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and, in Canada, social welfare; and as a cuitural comrnunity, whose achievement "belongs 

to the realm of the activity of the hurnan spirit", narnely the arts, literature, philosophy and 

religion.= Both histonans assume that the individuality of the nation is expressed in its 

culture, and hence seek evidence of the emergence of national schools of painting and 

[iterature as ''the first reliable sign" of the nation corning to mat~r i ty .~  Historian Mary 

Vipond, and art historian Denis Reid, have taken a similar a p p r ~ a c h . ~ ~  The assumption 

behind this argument is that culture is epiphenomenal - a refiection of a more basic identii 

- it has no role in actually consfifuting national identity, it just produces elite goods which 

are an expression of an already existing identity? 

This study attempts a different approach. l take the position that culture is not 

just reflective, but is itseif a realm in which rneanings are constructed and cuntested. As 

Raymond Williams points out, 'culture' is one of the rnost complex words in the English 

language, and has three major usages, regarding the intellect, way of life, and artistic 

activity. Combining al1 three usages, culture is the result of complex relationships between 

'general human development and a particular way of life, and between both and the works 

and praciices of art and intelligen~e."~~ Culture is the forum in which a society's 

-- 

" Cook, Made Leaf x-xi. 
23 Woodcock 300; Cook, Made teaf 158-179; Cook, uses of Nationaiism 17. 
24 Dennis Reid, Our own Countrv Canada: beina an account of the national as~irations of the 

princioal landsca~e arüsts in Montreal and Toronto 1860-1890 (Ottawa: National Gallery of Canada, 
1978); Mary Vipond, "National consciousness in English-speaking Canada in the 1920s: seven 
studies" (Ph-D. diss., University of Toronto, 1974). See also Man'a Tippett, Makina Culture: 
Encllish-Canadian institutions and the arts before the Massey Commission (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1 990). 

25 While recognizing the visionary nature of PauCEmile Borduas's Refis alobale, for 
instance, Cook hesitates to daim "that his career syrnbolizes the transfomation of a whole 
society", or assign it any role in the groundswell of change leading up to the Quiet Revolution. 
Cook, uses of Nationalism ch.8. 

26 Raymond Williams, Kevwwds. a Vocabularv of Culture and Societv (London: 
Fontana/Croom Helrn, i 976) 80-81. 



discourses are realized, and, at the same tirne is the product of those discourses, 1 use 

the term 'discourse' in the sense of a coherent body of ideas and statements which 

produce 'a self-confirming account of reality by defining an abject of attention and 

generating concepts with which to analyse it" (for example, nationalist discourse, sport 

discourse. the discourses of class, race and gender)? When discourses are put into 

practice, they materialize and institutionalize those bodies of knowledge within a social, 

political and ewnomic context. Thus, the persons or institutions which dominate a 

discourse are dominant s o ~ i a l l y . ~ ~  In such a manner, E.P. Thornpson redefined social 

history to include culture as instrumental in the 'rnaking' of class identity? 

1 attempt to incorporate the insights of social anthmpology and cultural studies to 

analyse nationalist and other related discourses, and to discover the way people defined 

themselves as Canadians through representation and cultural p r a d i ~ e s . ~  This approach 

'' Chris Baldick, The Concise Oxford Dictionarv of Literarv Ternis (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1990) 59. 

2a Hence Foucault's contention that knowledge is power. Foucault's 'genealogicai' method is 
given an illuminating by Larry Shiner, "Reading Foucault: Anü-Method and the Genealogy 
of Power-Knowledge," Historv & Theory 21 (1 982): 382-397. See also, Patricia O'Brien, 'Miche1 
Foucault's history of culture," The New Cultural History, ed. Lynn Hunt (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1989): 25-46. 

E.P. Thompson, The Makina of the Enalish Workina Class (London: 1984): preface. 
A similar argument is made by Caria Hesse and Thomas Laqueur in their introduction ta a 

speciaf issue of Re~resentations 47 (Summer 1994): 1-1 1, rejecting the focus of study on 
determining ideologies of nationalism and presenting instead a series of essays illustrating diverse 
ways of making national cultures. Research which has focussed on cultural practice in the 
Canadian context includes: lan McKay, The Quest of the Folk. Antimodemism and Cultural 
Selection in Twentieth-Centurv Nova Scotia (Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1994); 
Cecilia Morgan, "Of Sfender frame and delicate appearance: the placing of L a m  Secord in the 
Narratives of Canadian Loyalist Histow, Journal of the Canadian Historical Association 5 (1994): 
195-212 and her Public Men and Virtuous Women: Keith Walden, "Speaking Modem: Language, 
culture, and hegemony in grocery window displays, 1887-1 Won, CHR, 70.3 (1 989): 285-31 0, 
Visions of Order (Toronto: Butterworths, 1982), and Becornina Modem in Toronto. The Industrial 
Exhibition and the sha~ina of a Late VictoRan Culture (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1997); 
Kay Anderson, Vancouver's Chinatown. Racial Discourse in Canada 1875.1980 (Montreal: McGill- 
Queen's University Press, 1991); Stephen Kenny, '"Cahots' and Catcalls: An episode of popular 
resistance in Lower Canada at the outset of the Union", CHR 45.2 (1 984): 184-208; Daniel 



recognizes that identities may be multiple and shift with time, wlth context, and according 

to the position of the observer? They are intangible; identities do not exist outside their 

social representation, or unless in relation to other identities. ldentity is afways a 

classification of 'Us' in contrast to 'Them'; furthemare, it is a wmplex process of how the 

group sees itself, how it identifies itself coflectively, and how it is portrayed by others. 

ldentity is therefore "contextual, oppositional and re la t i~na l " .~  My study is an atternpt to 

show that cultural products such as visual images, and cultural practices such as sports 

and public spectacle, are themselves 'Velds of cultural practice and cultural prod~ction."~~ 

Participation in these activities was rneaningful to the participants, and by analysing the 

strategies of representation employed we can discaver something about the mentalité of 

the period, namely, the "collectively shared mental practices or structures of a society" 

which organized and categorized people's perceptual and cognitive fawlties? 

ldentity formation is a multi-phased procesç in which the individual is both actor 

and spectator; and identity itself is always multiple because the identities of, for example, 

Francis, The Imacainarv lndian. the imaue of the lndian i n  Canadian Culture (Vancouvet: Arsenal 
Pulp Press, 1992); David-Thiery Ruddel, 'The Domestic Textile lndustry in the Region and City of 
Quebec, 1792-1 835", Material Historv Bulletin 17 (7 983): 95-126. 

'' CnS Shore, "Ethnicity as Revolutionary Strategy: Communist Identity Construction in Italy," 
lnside Euro~ean Identities Ethnoara~hv in Western Europe, ed. Sharon Macdonald (Providence, 
RI.: Berg, 1993) 36; Eric J. Hobsbawrn, Nations and Nationalism since 1780. Proaramme. mvth, 
reality, 1990, 2"d ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992) 11. 

32 Sharon Macdonald, "ldentity Complexes in Western Europe: Social Anthropological 
Perspectives", in Macdonald, lnside Euro~ean Identities 6; Shore 36, 

33 Cultural practices are "a primary deteminant of historical reality, because mental 
structures cannot be reduced to material elements, Ewnomic and social relations are not pn'or to 
or detennining of cultural ones; they are themselves fields of cuhral practice and cultural 
production ... All pracüces, whether econornic or cultural, depend on the cultural or mental 
representaüons or codes that individuals use to make sense of their world." Joyce AppIeby, Lynn 
Hunt, and Margaret Jacob, Tellina the Truth about Histoty (New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 1994) 
219. 

Roger Chartier, "lntellectual History," Modem Euro~ean lntellectual Historv Rea~~raisais 
and New Persoectives , eds. Dominick LaCapra and Steven L. Kaplan (Ithaca: Comell University 
Press, 1982) 285. 
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class, race and gender, are not discrete entities-one does not precede the other. Rather, 

they are affected by and dependent upon each other. My interest is to foreground national 

identity, but, additionally, to point out how other identities are irnplicated. I suggest that the 

process of national identity formation involves certain behaviours or attributes becorning 

identified as, Say, Canadian, through being perfomed by individuals and acclaimed as 

such by spectators. Others emulate these performances, and modify them, often 

appropriating cukuraf activities frorn cultures indigenous to the land. In colonial situations 

such as Canada, the ideology of the home country may also be imposed upon these 

behaviouts in order to 'regulate' or 'civilize' them. Members of the audience enact the 

performance themselves in order to take on the identity. These performances are 

meaningful for the audience and for the actors, who feel intemally M a t  it is to be 

'Canadian' through embodying that identity. When the individual's performance is made 

available as a public performance, the identity is further confinned through the recognition 

it receives frorn the audience. In fact, the audience authorizes and constrains the 

performance because the lirnits of what is acceptable behaviour are established by the 

audience's reaction. Thus the construction of identity is a dialeçtical process which 

oscillates betwëen actor and audience, embodiment and display. So, although the nature 

of identity might be posited on an ideologicai or intellectual levei, it does not become an 

identity until it is made real through cultural practices, which in tum construct identity. 

The central argument of this study is that Native and French-Canadian cultural 

activities were appropriated and transformed by the Montreal professional and commercial 

middle classes to constnict a particular Canadian national identity. Snowshoeing, rnoose 

and caribou hunting and lacrosse were initially indigenous a~tivit ies,~~ exotic enough to 

-~ - 

Aithough hunting is cornmon to many societies, moose and caribou hunting was the 
distinctive fom indigenous to the Northem Colonies. To this list of indigenous activities wuld be 



provide a distinctive identity when borrowed, yet amenable to the organization and 

regulation which would render them sufficiently respectable and 'civilized'. Canadian 

identity had two poles: on one hand, what was distinctively Canadian was actually Native, 

whether indigenous or French-Canadian, and on the other, British values and the ideology 

of order, discipline and fair play were crucial in counteracting the negative connotations of 

ernulating 'primitive' and 'barbanc' indigenous cultural a c t i ~ l i e s . ~  The loyalty of the 

members of the sport clubs to the British monarchy and British institutions was 

~nquestioned,~~ and the British pole of Canadian identity provided British immigrants with a 

sense of cantinuity with the Imperial past, wntinued social status, commercial contacts, 

and so on.38 But, the indigenous pole allowed colonists to connect with the North 
- - --- --- 

added canoeing, fishing, tobogganing and Native ~rafts and design~. My discussion of hunting in 
chapter 2 applies equaliy well to fishing, but canoeing desenres its own study since it was a 
signifiant attribute of Native cuiture and was adopted by hunters and as a leisure activity. 
Sirnilarly, Native crafts were important national signifies because of their ubiquity as tourist 
souvenirs, and should receive their own study. Tobogganing was very popular in the last two 
decades of the century as an inner-city leisure activÎty available to al1 classes. I inciude it in my 
discussion of the Montreal Winter Camivals, and discuss its popularity with various govemors 
general. lce skating and ice hockey are activities which were not of specifically aboriginal origin; 
however, since ice hockey was a 'native Cariadian' innovation and eventually superseded lacrosse, 
it has already received attention elsewhere. 

36 1 have used the terni 'British' througt-iout, but the English-speaking professional and 
commercial-middle classes of Montreal were from al1 parts of the British Isles, especially Scotland. 
However, there is some justification for using this covering term since Linda Colley argues that by 
the eariy decades of the nineteenth century the idea of being British had been popularized quite 
successfully, Linda Colley, Britons: Foraina the Nation. 1701-1837 (New Haven and London, 
1992). Aîthough he initially contended that the terni 'British' had no value, Donald Hamen Akenson 
now also accepts there was a 'British' consaousness in the colonies: discussed by P.A. Buckner, 
"Making British North America British, 1815-1860," Eldridge 42 n.66. 

37 The British character of English Canadians and their devotion to the monarchy and British 
traditions had already been noted by earfy travellers. For instance: George Heriot, Travels Throuah 
the Canadas (London: R. Phillips, 1807); John Lambert, Travels thfouah Canada and the United 
States in the vears 1806. 1807 and 1 808 (London: 181 0); Alfred Hawkins, Picîure of Quebec with 
Historical Recollections (Quebec: Neilson 8 Cowan, 1834); N.P. Willis, Canadian Scenery 
lllustrated in a series of Views bv W.H. Bartlett, 2 vols, (London: James S. Virtue, 1842). 

George Lipsitz, among others, contends that industrializaton and state building disrupted 
traditional forms of collective memory and disconnected people from the past. History and 
çommercialized leisure emerged in the nineteenth century as a way to smooth over "the ruptures 
and dislocations of rnodemity." George Lipsitz, Time Passaaes: Collective Memorv and Ameriwn 
Pobular Culture (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1990) 6. 



American landscape and past, and by its difference distinguished Canadians from the 

British, and from the American inhabitants of the emerging empire to the south, leaving 

Canadians sornewhere in-between? 

In 1840 Lord Durham conceived of Canadians as peasants with no culture; in 

1869 Haliburton envisioned thern as dominant, physically robust Men of the North, and in 

1885, representations of the Rebellion lauded Canadian starnina, pluck and initiative. 

Throughou! this study 1 have used sources which show the strategies of representation 

which effected this transformation and propagated a new Canadian identity. My analysis 

focusses on snowshoeing, hunting and lacrosse as three key indigenous activities 

appropriated by British colonists. In addition, I examine how indigenous winter sports 

becarne essential signifiers of Canadian identity in the Montreal Winter Carnivals, and how 

this new nationality was performed and fulfilled in the North-West Rebel l i~n.~ Visual 

images and material artifacts in general have become increasingly important sources for 

historians. When there are 'gaps' in the archives, and when a historian wishes to tackle 

issues of representation, voice, or the forging of identities, they become e~sential.~' 

John Plamenatr notes the two cantradictory rejections: of the Mother country, wfiich must 
"nevertheless be imitated," and of native culture, which is an obstacle to progress, "yet cherished 
as a mark of identity." John Plarnenatz, "Two Types of Nationalism" Nationalism: The Nature and 
Evolution of an Idea. ed. Eugene Kamenka (London: Edward Arnold, 1976) 23-36, quoted by 
Partha Chatte jee, Nationalist Thou~ht and the Colonial World - A Derivative Discourse (London: 
Zed Books, 1986) 2. Gellner also agrees a choice has to be made between imitation (of the 
western culture) and identity (indigenous tradition): "Ultimateîy the movements invariably cantain 
both elements, a genuine modemism and a more spurious concem for local culture". Emest 
Gellner, Thouaht and Chanae (London: Weidenfeld and Nicholson, 1964) 147-1 48, quoted by 
Chatte jee 4. 

Signifers' are the recognized material attributes of Canadian identity (e.g. snowshoes, 
physically activities); the 'signifiedg is the idea (which may have no existence in reality) indicated by 
the signifiers (the native-Canadian). 

On the value of images as historical sources. see Heather Dawkins. 'Politics of Visibiliîy, 
Dornestic Labor and Representation. The dianes and photographs (1853-74) of Hannah Cullwick," 
Paralleloaramme 10.4 (1 985): 47-50. 



Consequently, I sought visual images and representations of public spectacles wtiich 

claimed to celebrate national identity, and those whicti provided the visual vocabulary 

upon Wich Haliburton and other nationalists could draw for ttieir verbal rhetoric. l found a 

rich source of imagery in photographs and representations of snowshoeing, hunting, and 

lacrosse - al! activities which historicalty 'belonged' to aboriginal and French-Canadian 

culture, but which were taken up with great enthusiasm by English-speaking Montrealers. 

Furthemore, snowshoeing and lacrosse were frequently ernployed as crowd-pleasing 

highlights of public spectacle, advertised as 'Canadian' national events, and perfomed for 

visiting royalty or viceroyal representatives, thus indicating the significance with which 

they were credited by organizers. 

The nation was defined visually in m e r  ways too. For instance, in 1865 the 

Livemois Photographic Studio in Quebec City produced a sen'es of historical photographs 

which emphasized the military, religious and agricultural history of French Canada; 42 Paul 

Kane's series of paintings of the Prairie tnbes focussed on the Native 'pre-history' of 

Canada, since Native people were assurned to be in the last years of their existence;43 

and, late in the aineteenth century, the landscape of the west became a signifier of 

Canada in the work of photographers and artists." However, none of these different 

'' National Archives of Canada: Jules-Ernest Livemois Collection 1963-1 57. This series of 
over 20 photographs of plans, sketches, paintings, illustrations and extant buildings constitutes a 
narrative of the history of French Canada. lncluded are images of the discovery of New France, 
the history of its early settlers and missionanes, their batties against the British, and architectural 
achievements. The rote of the Church in the French Regime is heavily represented by numerous 
plans, illustrations and photographs of church buildings. 

See: Paul Kane's frontier: includina Wanderinas of an Artist Amona the Indians of North 
America, Edited with a biographical introduction and a catalogue raisonné by J. Russell Harper 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1971)- Frederick Arttiur Verner's work also featured native 
subjects. See, Joan Murray, The Last Buffalo: The Stow of Frederick Arthur Vemer. Painter of 
the Canadian West (Toronto, 1984). 

Reid, Our Own Country G8. See also, E. J. Hartt, The Sellino of Canada. The CPR and 
the beainninas of Canadian Tourisrn (Banff: Altitude Publishing, 1983). 



visual definitions explain the particular transformation in identity whicti I have outlined 

above, and none of them focussed on the experience of the native-bom or British 

immigrant who wanted to become native in a foreign land. 

The William Notman Photographic Studio in Montreal was the most famous 

Canadian photography studio of its day. By great fortune, an immense archive of over 

400,000 images still exists, and furnished many of the visual sources used in this study. 

Notrnan's work was representative of the best commercial photography of the time-he 

watched international trends carefully and won many prizes at international exhibitions. 

Wthin the Canadian context, his business was by far the largest, and he made innovations 

in format and style which were copied by others. His work may, therefore, be considered 

representative of other contemporary Canadian photography, and the size of the Notrnan 

Archive and the fact that it is well documented, means it is possible to assess the relative 

importance of one type of image in the context of al1 the others, thereby avoiding the 

problem of arguing fmrn an unrepresentative sample. 

The men who posed for Notman for team photos often appeared in other portraits 

made by his studio in their formal attire, with their wives and children. They were arguabty 

no less 'Canadian' in the latter photographs than in the ones f examine, but the ones 1 

chose were associated with daims about national identity. Other photographs or events in 

mis period may have celebrated Britishness or Frenchness, as did the St. Jean Baptiste 

Day celebrations, but my fows is on the manifestation and representation of Canadian 

identity, even if it cannot be claimed to have been hegemonic. 

The search to define a Canadian national identity was not necessariiy, however, a 



conscious quest. To be sure, nationalists like Dr. W. George B e r s ,  an avid promoter of 

snowshoeing and lacrosse, and Robert Grant Haliburton, a rnember of Canada First, 

specifically called for a 'new nationality', but for the average snowshoer or lacrosse player, 

the sporting ethos promulgated by the sport clubs was as much a demonstration of 

personal status, respectability, and manliness as of national identity, The Victonan era 

was characterized by its ernphasis on strenuosity, industry. personal discipline, polite 

mannes and the desire to be considered 'civilized'." Hence, the purpose of leisure 

activities was to elevate and refine one's moral standing; the abject of sport was as much 

to produce good citizens as it was to provide an outlet for 'base' emotions and energies. 

Sport was also a vehicle by which the nation might define itself in opposition to its colonial 

parent and the neighbouring American empire. Sport was a way to demonstrate the 

civility, autonorny and distinctiveness of its subjects, and a practice which migM develop a 

popular consensus regarding national identity. There were a number of sports which 

instilled Victorian values (notably, of course, cricket) but it was the indigenous 

sports-snowshoeing and lacrosse, in particular-which demonstrated Canadian 

distinctiveness, and it was these which were displayed at parades, winter carnivals and on 

international tours. 

The term 'Canadian' is somewhat slippery men  used in the wntext of the 

nineteenth century. Before Confederation in 1867 it referred to the United Province of 

Canada, which consisted of Canada East (fonerly Lower Canada) and Canada West 

(fomerly Upper Canada). After 1867 it applied to the mo le  of the new Dominion of 

Canada, which mnsisted of the Canadas plus Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and, by 1873, 

- - * There is a large literature on Victorian culture, although rnosUy in the British or Arnerican 
cantext. For a discussion of Victorian values associated with the body. see Bruce Haley, The 
Healthv Bodv and Victonan Culture (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, t978). 



Manitoba, British Columbia, Prince Edward Island and the lands in the North West 

acquired from the Hudson's Bay Company. Thus, what had been a Canadian identity in 

the original sense was later used as an umbrella term for a much larger tenitory, The 

effect was to impose rhetotically a central Canadian identity on provinces which in 

actuality already had, or were developing, their own identÏties. This ambiguity was 

evident even before 1867, as witnessed by the aforementioned dispute over the 

qualification of a 'Native Canadian". In the interests of economy, the tenn 'Canadian 

national identity' is employed in this study, but with the understanding that what constituted 

'Canada' and what constituted the 'nation' was often in formation. The actors in this study 

were foreshadowing the attempts to create a Canadian national consciousness which 

occurred after World War 1, by attempting to forge for themselves a sense of belonging to a 

new nation in its own n'ght, a nation on a par with that of Britain or the United States. This 

was, then, a daim for status as citizens of a progressive, modem, civilized nation linked to 

the British Empire (in a way yet to be determined), but repudiating the subordinate status 

of colonist or emigrant. 

This clalm for nationhood emanated from the largest anglophone centres, which 

were Iocated in Montreal and Toronto. Canada First was formed in 1868 by a group of 

young nationalists who sought to promote a sense of national purpose following 

Confederation? Although most of the members were from Toronto, I argue that the group 

drew on a visual and performative vocabulary already produced in Montreal. Montreal is, 

a Initially, the group sought independence from both the US. and Great Britain, and 
promoted British ernigration as a means to create the vigorous, Protestant, Anglo-Saxon, northem 
nation envisioned in the mtings of Robert Haliburton, Charles Mair, William Foster and George 
Denison. In 1874 the group founded the Canadian National Association, a political party whose 
am-Catholic stance and Iack of intemal unity had little appeal outside Ontario and quickiy 
collapsed. See, Car1 Berger, The Sense of Power; Studies in the ldeas of Canadian Imoerialisrn, 
1867-1914 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1970), and Norman Shrive, Charles Mair, 
Literaw Nationalist (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1965). 
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therefore, central to mis study, nui only because Notman was there, but because it was in 

Montreal that indigenous sports were taken up and became tremendously popular. 

Enthusiasm for these sports spread from Montreal to Toronto and many of the other major 

towns in central Canada and the eastern provinces, canying with them a partiwlar 

sporting e t t ~ o s . ~ ~  In addition, branches of clubs fomed in Montreal and Toronto were 

opened by ex-patnot members who moved to the west, particularly to Manitoba. Although 

central Canadian proponents of the growth of a 'new nationality' appear to have taken it 

for granted that their vision of national identity would be eagerly adopted throughout the 

Dominion, it remained the construct of a select group from central Canada rather than a 

univerçally accepted identity. Nevertheless, this study shows that the 'national' identity 

constructed in Montreal dunng the nineteenth century became the Canadian identity 

reçognized internationally by 1885. This was owing to the efforts of certain individuals, 

and to the publicity given to indigenous sports in international journals and publications, 

throug h foreig n tours, and various public spectacles. 

Analysis of the sources employed in this study shows that class, gender and race 

were inextricably part of Canadian national identity. The people who were involved in the 

definition and propagation of this identity were members of a particular cfass, but defining 

that class is difficult because its constituency changed over the course of the period of 

47 The most comprehensive account of Canadian sport in the nineteenth century is Alan 
MekaRe, Canada Leams to Plav. The Ernemence of Oraanized S~ort. 1807-1 91 4 (Toronto: 
McClelland and Stewart, 1987). A series of Ph.D. dissertations M e n  at the University of Alberta 
are key resources for Canadian sport history. These include: Peter Lindsay, =A History of Sport in 
Canada, 1807-1 867" (1 969); Allan E. Cox, -A History of Sports in Canada, 1868-1900" (1869); 
and Kevin G. Jones, 'Sport in Canada, 1900-1 920" (1970). 

J.M.S. Careless argues that metropolitan centres in Canada have both shaped the 
identities of their surrounding regions, and played a role in the development and difhsion of 'the 
national idea*. J.M.S. Careless, Frontier and Metro~olis: Reaions. Cities and Identities in Canada 
before 1914, The Donald G. Creighton Lectures, 1987 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 
1 989). 



study. In 1840, the number of men who participated in the early sports clubs was quite 

limited. Mernbers of the wealthiest, most powerful and most well-connected families 

belonged to exclusive clubs such as the Montreal Hunt Club, the Montreal Curling Club or 

the Toronto Yacht Club, In a sense, these men were the equivalent of an an'stocracy, and 

their interests and allegiances were often oriented toward BrÏtain rather than Canada. The 

men who joined the Montreal Snow Shoe Club after 1843, on the other hand, were either 

the young sons of weafthy families, such as the Molsons or Allans, or on a lower social 

and economic rung, but Hill able to cornmand respect for their positions as professionals, 

businessmen, rnerchants, shop owners and contractors. With circurnstances ranging from 

wealthy to rnoderately cornfortable, they might be termed the emergent urban middle class 

However, part of the reason why the Montreal version of Canadian national identity 

became increasingly widespread is that the sport clubs which promoted indigenous 

Canadian sports proliferated trernendously in the nineteenth century. More and more men 

participated in these sports and adopted the behaviours and values they prornoted. 

Therefore, over time, the membership of this group widened to encompass men from the 

lower ranks: bookkeepers, derks, sales personnel and other salaried employees wtio 

joined sport clubs, often thanks to the sponsorship of their employers* Furthemore, its 

appeal expanded because, although the sports clubs catered to and promoted this middle- 

class constituency, men from a wider social spectrum who did not share their class 

interests, could still identify with the gendered and racialised dimension of national identity 

which they constnicted. 
- - 

A quantitative dass analysis is made by Alan Metcaffe, "Organized Sport and Social 
Stratification in Montreal: 1840-1 901 ,* Çanadian Sort: Socioloaical Pers~ectives, eds. Richard S. 
Gruneau and John G. Albinson (Don Mills, Ont: Addison-Wesley, 1976): 77-1 01, and his The 
Evolution of Organized Physical Recreation in Montreal, 1840-1 895," Histoire SocialefSocial 
History II (May 1978): 144-166. Aithough the rnethodology of Metcalfe's study has been criticized 
by Robert Wayne Simpson, The Elite and Sport Club Membership in Toronto, 1827-1888" (Ph-D. 
diss. University of Alberta, 1987), Simpson's own study of Toronto sport ciubs largely confimis 
Metcaife's findings and conclusions. 
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There is no one term which signifies this wide spectnim of ernployment and 

financial status: 'rniddle class' is too vague, and salaried employees could hardly be called 

'bourgeois' in this period. I have atternpted to resolve this problem of terminology by 

employing the covenng terni 'professional and commercial middle classes." Although it is 

somewhat cumbersorne, the advantage of this description is that it indicates the 

employment status of the elite members of the group, while hinting at the existence of a 

lower rank h i c h  includes salaried employees through the use of the plural. In addition, 

in each chapter I have described and given examples of the membership of the groups 

concemed in order to highlight their changing composition over time. 

This study examines the Ieisure lives of sportsmen in Montreaf. They were 

overwhelmingly English-speaking. Many were bom in Canada; some were immigrants 

from the British Mes. Few French Canadians belonged to the Montreal sports clubs, and 

even fewer belonged to clubs outside Montreal. A very srnall minority of clubs were 

fomed specifically for the French-Canadian community, but it was only af€er 1890 thât 

French Canadians participated in organized sports in numbers comparable to their 

English-speakirig ~ounterp&~.~ Consequently, the national identity wnstructed by the 

professional and c~mmercial middle classes in Montreal had no direct input from french 

Canadians, although it did draw on aspects of French-Canadian culture and history. The 

effect of this was tc !??arginalise French Canadians and to create the perception arnongst 

English Canadians that French Canadians were somewhat of a 'dying', or at least an 

increasingly assimilated race. 
- " Sport dub membership in Montreal during the period 1840-1885 was almost exdusively 

drawn M m  the English Canadian community- Rie only two French-Canadian snowshoe ciubs with 
any permanence were Le Canadien (founded 1878) and Le Trappeur (founded 1884). It was not 
until after 1890 that the French-Canadian community participated in sports in a large way. 
Metcatfe, 'Evolution" 152.159. See also, Gilles Janson, Em~arons-nous du soort: les Canadiens 
francais et le s~ort au XlXe siècle (Montreal: Gu&in, 1995). 



The other 'dying' race was, of course the Native pe~ples.~' The existence of 

cross-cultural exchange between Native and European has long been recognized, but the 

emphasis is offen on the impact of European tools and technology on traditional native 

culture.52 Simiiarly, the problem of assimilating indigenous people to white culture has 

been discussed in many different c o n t e ~ t s . ~  However, the cultural appropriaiions made 

by Europeans of indigenous cultural activities and the assimilation to Native culture by the 

colonizer have rarely been d i s ~ s s e d . ~  My interpretation is that what Montreal colonists 

The notion that colonized indigenous populations were members of a 'dying' race, doomed 
to extinction, emerged in the late eighteenth century as a response to eyewitness accounts of the 
deletenous effects of contact on aboriginal populations, and to contemporary theones of racial 
hierarchy. See, Brian Dippie, The Vanishina Arnerican: white attitudes and US. lndian Policy 
(Middletown, Conn.: Wesleyan University Press, 1982) and Roy Harvey Pearce, The Savaaes of 
Arnerica: A Studv of the lndian and the ldea of Civilization, rev. ed. (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 
Press, 1985). The topic is exploreci in ternis of visual representations by Maureen Ryan, "Picturing 
Canada's Native Landscape: Colonial Expansion, National Identity, and the Image of a 'Dying 
Race'," Revue d'art canadienneCanadian Art Review l7:2 (1 990) 138-1 49. 

52 This was particularly tme in the fur-trade literature, such as Harold Innis, The Fur Trade in 
Canada: an introduction to Canadian economic historv 1930, rev. ed. (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1970), and E.E. Rich, Histow of the Hudson's Bay Com~anv. 1670-1870, 3 vols. 
(Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1960). Even though recent work, such as Daniel Francis and 
Toby Morantz, Partners in Furs: A Historv of the Fur Tmde in Eastern James Bay. 1600-1 870 
(Montreal: McGiIl-Queen's University Press, 1983), has given more agency to Native peoples, the 
focus is on economic relations rather than cultural values or identity. For a review of this literature 
see Bruce G. Trigger, 'The Historians' Indian: Native Americans in Canadian Historical Writing 
from Charlevoix-to the Present," CHR 67:3 (1 986): 31 5-42. The effect of the Conquest on French 
Canada has its own large Iiterature and schools of thought. A provocative argument is made by 
Jean Morisset, who charges that the British colonists stole the name 'Canada' and the canadien 
identity in their "pathological quesr to constmct an identity. Whereas his focus is on the fact that 
this "national rape" was blindly accepted by French Canadians, and on the conternporary 
consequences, my study analyses closely the practices wfiich constituted the theft in the first 
place. Jean Monsset. L'identité Usumée: L'Amérioue Écartée (Montreal: Nouvelle Optique, 1985) 
xiii. 

53 For instance, J.R. Miller, Skvscra~ers Hide the Heavens. A Histow of Indian-White 
Relations in Canada, rev. ed. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1991); Sarah Carter, Lost 
Harvests: Prairie lndian Reserve Farms and Govemment Policy (Montreal: McGiII-Queen's 
University Press, 1990); Karen Anderson, Chain Her Bv One Foot. The subiuaation of women in 
seventeenth centurv New France (London: Routledge, 1991). 
Y Robert M. Pirsig has made a similar observation about Arnerican culture, arguing that 

cowboy culture owed much to Native culture: Lila An Inauin, into Morals (New York: Bantam Books, 
1991). Philip Deloria and Daniel J. Hennan both address the question of how American identity 
was fomed, but corne up with different answers. Deloria argues it was through 'playing Indian', 
while Herman contends it was through playing 'Indian hunter': Philip Deloria, Plavina lndian (New 
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claimed as Yheif national identity was in fact greatly indebted to the very cuiture they were 

at pains to erase - that of Canada's aboriginal peoples. Furthetmore, from the British point 

of view, Canada had another set of 'natives', namely the French Canadians, and I will 

argue that in the colonialist act of imagining a British history of Canada the 'habitants' 

became elided with the 'Indians', thus marg inalising bath.'' 

Haven: Yale University Press, 1998). Daniel J. Herman, The Farmer, the Naturalist and the Hunter 
in the Genesis of an fndigenous ldentiv (Ph.D. diss., University of Califomia at Berkeley, 1995). 
in Canada, Denys Delâge has addressed the influence of Native peoples on French settlers before 
the Conquest: Denys Delâge, "L'influence des Amerindiens sur les Canadiens et les Francais au 
temps de la Nouvelle Francen, Lekton 2.2 (Autumn 1992): 103-291. lntellectual and cultural 
appropriation has been seen as part of the process of displacernent of aboriginal peoples by the 
colonizers: Hamut Lutz, "Cultural Appropriation as a Process of Displacing Peoples and History," 
Canadian Journal of Native Studies 10.2 (1990): 167-182. Changing Eumpean perceptions of 
native peoples and the cultural stereoiypes which coloured their understanding are discussed by 
Olive P. Dickason, The Myth of the Savane and the Beainninas of French Colonialisrn in the 
Americas (Edmonton: University of Alberta Press, 1984), and Francois-Marc Gagnon, Ces 
Hommes dits Sauvaaes. L'histoire d'un ~réiuaé aui remonte aux memiers découvreurs du Canada 
(np: Editions Libre Expression, 1984). Interaction between Natives and French settlers is 
discussed by Cornelius Jaenen, Friend and Foe. Asoects of French-Amerindian Cultural contact 
in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries (Historical Sites Branch, Ontario Minisby of Natural 
Resources, 1976); attitudes toward Native Peoples in histoncal writing is surveyed by Donald B. 
Smith, Le Sauvage: The Native Peo~le in Quebec Historical Writina on the Heroic Pefiod (1 534- 
1663) of New France Mercury Series (Ottawa: National Museum of Man, 1974). A more popular 
approach is taken by Jack Weatherford, lndian Givers. How the Indians of the Americas 
Transformed the World (New York: Crown Publishers, 1988, and Louise Côté, Louis Tardbel& 
Denis Vaugeois, m d i e n  Généreaux. Ce aue le monde doit aux Amériaues (Quebec: Boréal, 
1992)- None of these works, however, focus on the effect of contact on European settler society. 
A similar approach to mine is found in a recent study of contemporary Birmingham which sunreyed 
the effect of British Asian and AfrofCaribbean immigrants on British national culture. The author 
argues that immigrants do not simply adapt to places, they also transform them: Darini 
Rajasingham, "The Afterlife of Empire: Immigrants and the Imagi(nation) in posthlonial Britain" 
(P h.D. diss., Princeton University, 1993), abstract in Dissertation Abstracts International 44-05A 
(1 997) 1856. 

5~ I use the ternis Native, abonginal or indigenous peoples interchangeably to refer to First 
Nations peoples, but the conternporary sources invariably used 'Indians', 'red-skins' and other 
names we now recognize as derogatory and racist. On the politics of naming Natives in the 
American context, see Carroll Smith-Rosenberg, "Captured SubjectsfSavage Others: Violentiy 
Engendering the New American", Gender & History 5.2 (Summer 1993): 177-1 95. For a 
discussion of the problem of terrninology and the difficulty of finding viable alternatives for western 
culture's generalized notion of the primitive, see Marianna Torgovnick, Gone Primitive: Savacre 
Intellects. Modem Lives (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, IWO) 18-23. Note though that 
Torgovnick has hersetf been cn'ticized for ignoring history: Matjorie Perloff, Toietance and Taboo: 
Modemist Primitivisms and Postrnodern Pieties," Elazar Barkan & Ronald Bush, eds., Prehistories 
of the Future: the ~rimitivist ~roiect and the culture of modemism (Stanford: Stanford University 



Despite the cuftural borrowings which facilitated the construction of this ideal 

Canadian identity, Native peoples were virtually excluded from the records of the sports 

clubs and public spectacles. When they were present, it was to demonstrate the mastery 

whicb native-Canadians had gained over indigenous activities, or to act as exotic 

spectacles for commercial purposes. Like women, Native people's inferior and 

subordinate status bore witness to the 'natural' superiority of the middle-class white males. 

To be sure, a few Native people gamered attention in the press because of their race and 

superior athletic abilities, but this popularity was often short-iived and did nothing to 

challenge the power hierarchy. 5s 

The identity wnstmcted was a very particular creation." It was particular in the 

ways it was identified, imagined and manifested, and also because, even though it claimed 

to be 'national', it was the identity envisioned by a particular class, at a particular time and 

place: it was the identity the professional and commercial middle class of Victorian 

Montreal sougM for itself and spread to other central Canadian cities and toms. It 

envisioned an idealized image of what I term a 'nativecanadian' - an overwhelmingly 

masculine figuré of robust health who delighted in nigged, outdoor physical activity and 

espoused British ideals of order, hierarchy and fair play. I derive the tenn 'native- 

Canadian' from the 1860 meeting of "Native Canadiansn cited above, and use it to refer to 

56 Like the super-star black athletes of today. they were admired by the public for only as 
long as their health and strength lasted. 

Nidiolas Thomas, a social anthropologist, calls for the examination of particular identities. 
He acknowiedges that this might lead to extremes of "endless mapping of particuiar, local 
phenornena", yet wants to avoid global theorizing which results in useless generalization: 
Çolonialism's Culture: Anthroooloriv. Travel and Govemment (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1 994) 66. This is reminiscent of J.M.S. Careless's cornplaint that after calling for more 
regional studies in an article in 1969, ten years later he felt like a "famer in a flood: 'Lord, I know I 
prayed for min, but this is ridiculous". J.M.S. Careless, "Limited Identities-Ten Years Later", 
Manitoba History 1 (1 980) 3-6. The problem is that particular or regional identifies miügate against 
the existence of a unifying Canadian identity. 



British colonists who became indigenised - a transformation in identity wtiich I argue 

occurred ttirough participation in certain cultural activities. This ideal Canadian was white, 

male and confonned to contemporary definitions of middle-class respectability and moral 

rectitude. Consequently, the perfomative acts and visual representations which are the 

subjed of this thesis were agents in the making of this class." Furthemore, the ideal 

Canadian was not neutral, but gendered male, and, although women did not participate 

greatly in the sports activities 1 examine, it is precisely because they did not that 

'masculinity' could be defined in opposition to 'femininity'? Women are largely absent 

from the narratives of nation-building, and few women appear in this s t ~ d y . ~ ~  When they 

did participate, it was usually as privileged spectator~."~ For instance, according to 

SB For a discussion of the 'making' of the middle class in the British and American contexts 
see: Leonore Davidoff & Catherine Hall, Familv Fortunes: Men and Women of the Enalish Middle 
Class. li8CLl85O (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1 987); in the Arnerican context: Mary P. 
Ryan, Cradle of the Middle Class: The Familv in Oneida Countv. New York. 1790-1865 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981); Stuart Bfumin, The Ememence of the Middle 
Class: Social ExDerience in the Amencan City. 1760-1904 (New York, 1989) and 'The Hypothesis 
of Middle-Class Fonnaüon in Nineteenth-Century America: A Critique and some Proposats", 
Arnerican Historical Review 90.2 (April 1985): 299-338, Canadian studies examining rniddle-class 
formation include: Andrew C. Holman, "Cultivation' and the Middle Class Self in Two Victorian 
Ontario Towns: Personal Conduct, Masculinity, and Class Expression", paper presented to the 
Canadian Historical Association Conference, Brock University, May 1996; Lynne Marks, Revivais 
and Roller Rinks: Reliaion. Leisute and ldentitv in late 19" Centurv Srnalt Town Ontario (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1996); and Nancy B. Bouchier, 'ldealized Middle-Class Sport for a 
Young Nation: Lacrosse in Nineteenth-Century Ontario Towns, l87l-l89l," JCS 29.2 (1 994): 89- 
109, 

59 Studies of masculinity in Canada have largly focussed on a later penod, and often on the 
working dass rather than the middle class, for instance: Joy Parr, The Gender of Breadwinners: 
Wornen. Men. and Chanae in Two Industrial Towns. 1880-1950 (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press, 1990); Steven Penfold, "'Have You No Manhood in You?" Gender and Class in the Cape 
Breton Coal Towns, 1920-1 926,' Acadiensis 23.2 (Spring 1994): 21-44. Sport historians have 
worked on this issue, but often without the benefit of a feminist analysis: for example, J A  Mangan 
and James Walvin, eds., Manliness and Moralitv: MiddleClass Masculinitv in Britain and Amenca, 
1800-1940 (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1987); M. K. Mott, "Manly Sports and Manitobans: 
Settlement Days to World War One" (Ph.0. diss., Queen's University, Kingston, 1980). 

Cecilia Morgan, Public Men and Vimious Women The Gendered Lanoua~as of Relioion 
and Politics in Umer Canada. l79l-l85O (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1996) 10-1 1. 

It was not until the 1880s that women snowshoed and tobogganed in any number, and the 
only women who evet participated in the races were Native - for which they were disparaged and 
insulted by the press. Skating was popular with women ftom the 1860s. when the first indoor rinks 



cantemporary reports, women's presence was desired at the annual snowshoe races in 

order to witness (and hence rnemorialize) their men's exploits. lheir femininity 

accentuated the men's masculinity; to encourage their attendance, club rooms and 

spectator stands were buift to provide 'the ladies' with shelter frorn the very elements 

which their menfolk took pride in braving. 

Montreaf is the geographic focus of rny study since it was there that indigenous 

sports were first appropriated and transformed by native-bom and British immigrants on a 

large scale. Montreal remained the hot-bed of organized sport until the end of the century, 

Iargely owing to the activities of the Montreal Amateur Athletic Association, aithough similar 

organizations with the same ideologies quickly sprung up in Toronto and other major cities 

and towns. Montreal is also a necessary place to look for the formation of national identity 

since it was there that the cultural and political tensions among British, French and Native 

societies were most directly felt." The sekontained English-speaking community was in 

close contact with its french-speaking counierpart and two nearby Native reserves at 

Caughnawaga (Kahnawake) and St. Regis (Alcwesasne). The Montreal region had been 

the area in whi& the 1837-38 Rebellions were most vigorously purçued, and the area in 

which industrial production was most advanced? In addition, Montreal was an 

were opened in Montreal, and was constmed as a safe and respectable acb'vity - more artistic 
than athletic - and held safely indoors- 

<a Although recent ferninist scholarship has questioned the veracity of the concept of public 
and private spheres, it is a useful heuristic device and acts as a rerninder that even when women 
are not present in the sources, their historical presence cannot be discounted. 

63 This is what Mary-Louise Pratt calls "the contact zonen: lm~enal Eves: Travel Writina and 
Transculturation (London: Routledge, 1992) 6. The contact zone is where transculturation (or 
cross-cultural exchange) happens, but Pratt considers this only as an exchange from colonizer to 
colonized, or in ternis of the ways the colonized contest the colonizers' representations. My 
purpose is to discover the ways in which the culture of the colonized detemined colonial culture. 
" The proximity of the two linguistic groups is considered a detemining factor in the 

Rebellions: Allan Greer, The Patriots and the Peo~le: The Rebellion of 1837 in Rural Lower Canada 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press 1993) 42-51. Being the most industrïally advanced area, 



immigration centre, so the need to dmerentiate oneself from 'others' was therefore rnuch 

more pressing for Montrealers than for urban centres with a more homogeneous 

population. Nevertheless, the desire for a distinctive identity was apparently felt 

elsewhere too, as witnessed by the objectives of the meeting held in Toronto which was 

cited above- The illustrated periodical which is the primary source for chapter 5 also 

demonstrates the connection between Montreal and Toronto because many of the reports 

and images reproduced by the Toronto publishers were taken from Montreal newspapers. 

As railway communications increased, Morrtreal sport teams travelled to other cities, and 

hosted out-of-town teams, and this promoted the spread and acceptance of similar 

standards and values amongst the urban professional and commercial middle classes in 

various provincial centres.65 Montreal is the focus of this study because it initiated and 

manifested these ideologies and tensions on a rnuch larger and more varied scale than 

any other city. 

ln ternis of the temporal boundaries of this study, 1 argue that the history of 

Canadian sport began not in 1807 with the formation of the Montreal Hunt Club as some 

sport historians-argue, but in 1840 with the first tramps of the Montreal Snow Shoe Club, 

which 1 see as initiating the construction of a native-Canadian identity? It is no 

coïncidence, in my interpretation, that this was imrnediately after the 183718 Rebellion and 

Montreal also manifested the earliest dislocations caused by industrialization. See, Gerald J. J. 
Tulchinsky, The River Barons (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1977) ch. 12. Institutional 
changes and new state regulations implemented after 1841 are discussed by Man Young, 
'Positive Law, Positive State: Class Realignment and the Transformation of Lower Canada, 181 5 
1866," Colonial Leviathan: State Fornation in Mid-Nineteenth Centurv Canada eds. Allan Greer 
and lan Radforth, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1992): 50-63. 

65 HroCh points out that national consciousness does not develop evenly among social groups 
or geographic regions, and that historians have generally neglected this regional diversity. Noted 
by Hobsbawm, Nations and Nationalism 12. 

Competing periodizations are discussed by Barbara Schrodt, "Problems of Periodization 
in Canadian Sport and History", Canadian Journal of the Histow of Smrt 21 -1 (May 90): 65-83. 
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on the eve of political Union? The tramps were colonizing expeditions - symbolic ads of 

possession of land Won' by the British during the Rebe l l i~ns .~  By reaching back into the 

pasts of both French-Canada and Native peoples, the British colonists aggressively 

appropriated for themselves an historical continuity with the Canadian landscape in order 

to construct a native-Canadian ident i i  which could counter emerging French-Canadian 

nationa~ism.~~ By the time Confederation had become a political fact, a sense of the 'new 

nationality" called for by D'Arcy McGee was already under con~truction.~ The raw 

matenals for a nationalist program were ready to be taken up by groups such as Canada 

Fi rst. 

Similariy, I argue that the successful defeat of the Métis and Native peoples in the 

North West in 1885 marked an important moment in Canadian history because it was 

67 Hegel and Marx theorized that every nation has a single founding revoluüonary event 
(Balibar 2). For French-Canada mis would be the 183718 Rebellions, whereas for English Canada 
the rejecüon of the American Revolution by the Loyalists came to be a siginificant moment. 
Despite the fact that the Loyalists only accounted for a small percentage of the population by rnid- 
century, their response to the Arnerican Revolution was one of the foundational 'myths of origin' of 
British Canada after Confederation. The real influence of the Loyalists on the character of British 
North America was, however, far less important than the British influence: Philip Buckner, "Making - 

British North America British, 1815-186OW, Kith and Kin: Canada. Britain and the United States 
from the Revolution to the Cold War, ed. C.C. Eldridge (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 1997) 
22. Related arguments are made by James Sturgis, "Leaming about Onesek The Making of 
Canadian Nationalism, 1867-1914", Eldridge 96-97, and Ailan Smith, 'Old Ontario and the 
Emergence of a National Frame of Mind," in F.H. Armstrong, HA. Stevenson and J.D. Wilson, 
eds., ASD~C~S of Nineteenth Centurv Ontario (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1974) 194. 

88 Thus the Conquest of 1859 was won anew in symbolic fom. For a discussion of the 
colonking role of scientific expeditions, see Suzanne Zeller, lnventina Canada: Earlv Victorian 
Science and the ldea of a Transcontinental Nation (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1987). 

69 After 1840, the French-Canadian intelligentsia strove to counter Lord Durham's accusation 
that they were a people with no history or Iiterature (Durham 3:294), and this resulted in the 
foundation of scienüfic and literary societies, and the establishment of several joumals and 
newspapers. In tandem with this was a conservative religious revival, marked by the resumption of 
the St.-Jean-Baptiste Society (1 842), and the reinvigoration of the Catholic Church led by Bishop 
Ignace Bourget. See also note 8. 

Thomas D'Arcy McGee was a fervent and pmlific advocate of national unity and Canadian 
identity, and considered as one of the Fathers of Confederation. 



Canadian rather than British officers who were credited with leading the troops to victory. 

The fact that the Canadian state was able to mise an amy of its "own" soldiers signified its 

status as a nation, for one of the key criteria of nationhood is considered to be the ernotive 

power of the state tu mobilize citizens to die for their country.71 Thus, the last vestiges of 

British Colonial rule and cantrol were shed. In addition, the Rebellion was a symbolic 

conquest of the North-West Wich established the extemal and intemat boundaries of the 

new Canadian nation. The new nation had k e n  bom; it had established geographic 

boundaries, political autonomy and a putative cultural identity. This moment was, 

however, short-lived. In the upsurge of french-Canadian nationalism which enrpted after 

Riel's execution, the national identity wtiich had corne into focus in Montreal proved 

ephemeral and unsuited to the task of rewnciling English and French Canadians, and 

would be challenged and re-f~rrnulated.~~ The year 1885 was also a watershed since it 

saw changes in the sporting sphere, as well as coinciding with the initiation of activities by 

the Impen'al Federation League, both of which gave rise to new identity issues. 

A study of this nature calls for an interdisciplinary approach in order to provide the 

theoretical framëworks required for an analysis of nationalism, cultural performance, sport, 

class and gender. The vexed question of Canadian national identity, and nationalism in 

general has inspired a large literature? Afthough most people have some sense of what a 

nation is, and how they feel about their own nationality, defining 'nation' and 'nationalism' in 

schofariy ternis has k e n  notoriously difficult. Theorists of nationalism are in general 

" Hobsbawrn, W o n s  q d  79; Balibar 94. 
f2 Arthur 1. Silver, The French-Cman idea of Caederation. 1864-1904 

- .  
, 1982, 2d ed. 

(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1997) ch. 8. 
Apart from a large bibliography, journals devoted to the topic inciude C'[ations and 

m, and C a m  Review o-es rn N- . . 



agreement that nationalism creates nations, not the other way round;74 but answefing the 

question M a t  is a nation?' is much more problemati~.~~ This dilemma was surnmed up by 

Ramsay Cook: 

a nation may be desmibed in a number of ways-juridically, ethnically, 
geographically, retigiously, politically or economically. But it is not defined 
by such objective aïteria.76 

Subjective critena are said to be impossible to pin d o m  - how c m  scholars measure or 

define 'national consciousness', or even know that it e x i ~ t e d ? ~  Furthemore, as Eric 

Hobsbawm points out, "defining a nation by its rnernbers' consciousness of belonging to it" 

is tautological? lnstead of assurning a definition, he looks at the historical development of 

nationalism and how it conceives Yhe nation'? To this end Hobsbawm and co-editor 

Terence Ranger developed the concept of the nation as a product of a collection of 

'invented traditions' which inculcate particular values and noms of behavio~r .~~ Through 

repetition of these ritual or symbofic practices, continuity with the past is implied and 

'' This view is articulated by Hobsbawm, Nations and Nationalism 10. 
75 Hobsbawm, Nations & Nationaiisrn 5. 
76 Cook, Ma~fe Leaf 1%. For instance, Smith defines nation in ternis of its historic temtory, 

common myths and memones, public culture. single economy and common rights and duties for al1 
rnernbers. Anthony D. Smith, "The Nation: Real of Imagined?" The Warwick Debates on 
Nationalism, wiüî Emest Gellner, Nations and Nationalism 2:3 (1996) 359. 

77 Eric Hobsbawrn, "Some Refiections on Nationalism", Imagination and Precision in the 
Social Sciences: Essavs in Memorv of Peter Nettl, eds. T.J. Nossiter, A.H. Hanson, Stein Rokkan 
(London: 197 2) 385. Hobsbawrn, Nations and Nationalism 1 1,48, notes the difficulty of 
discoven'ng how ordinary people viewed the nation, given that official ideologies or statements 
made by the elite cannot be assumed to speak for them. 

Hobsbawm, Nations and Nationalism 7-8. 
'B Hobsbawrn, Nations and Nationalism 9. Other approaches have been taken. For instance, 

the role of warfare is discussed by C- Tilly, ed., The Formation of National States in Western 
Europe (Princeton N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1975); Nationalism as a political instrument is 
discussed by John Breuiliy, Nationalism and the State (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 
1982): Socio-demographic processes setüng in motion 'nation-building' are discussed by Karl 
Deutsch and William J. Foltz. eds., Nation-Building, (New York: Atherton Press, 1966). 

Eric Hobsbawm & Terence Ranger, eds., The Invention of Tradition (Cambridge: 
CambridgeUniversity Press. 1983). Aithough most of the examples presented concern the 
imposition of 'invented traditions' from the topdown, Hobsbawm does attempt to show the process 
working from the bottom-up in his discussion of football mals. 



constnicted. lnvented traditions bfing people together in a shared symbolic performance. 

Both the actors and the audience members are part of the performance of the invented 

tradition, and a shared identity is conferred on al1 the participants. The concept of 

invented traditions, therefore, is a very fmitful way of analysing sports activities and public 

spectacles. 

Benedict Anderson argues that 'imagined cornrnunities' are realized through the 

agency of Protestantisrn and print-capitalism, and his work is useful because it can be 

extended to include the constitutive role of visual imagery? If nations are 'imagined', they 

are also 'envisaged', because mental imagery combines both visual and verbal 

representational s y s t e m ~ . ~  Debate has raged back and forth in the disciplines of 

phitosophy and cognitive psychology between those who liken mental images to pictures, 

and those who liken them to linguistic descriptions. What is significant for my argument is 

that, whatever happens subsequently in the mind, the raw materials of mental imagery are 

sensory percepts, namely, data supplied by the senses, of which 'the visual' play a crucial 

part? Recenf writings about an 'anthropology of the senses' suggest that we 'know' 

Benedict Anderson, lmaained Communities: Reflections on the Oriain and S~read of 
Nationalism, 2nd ed. 1983, (London: Verso, 1991) 15. 

82 For a discussion of the dual-coding model, which posits the interconnectedness of the two 
systems, see Allan Paivio, lrnaaes in Mind: The Evolution ofa theory (New York: Hanrester 
Wheatsheaf, 1991) 343. 

Michael Tye, The lmaoew Debate (Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 1991) ix-1. Whether 
mental images are primariiy visual or verbal, boüt sides agree that they "are intemal 
representations that 'stand-in' for (re-present) the corresponding abjects:" Stephen M. Kosslyn, 
lrnaae and Brain: The Resolution of the lmaaerv Debate (Cambridge, Mass: MIT, 1994) 3. "At the 
level of perception alone, it seems that the world does not simply present itseif to us finished, as if 
Our eyes were merely windows that allowed images to enter and pass on, unchanged, into the 
brain." Rather, 'a substantial portion of our experience of 'reality' is self-created." Enrin Laszlo et 
al, Chanainu Visions- Human Counitive M~Ds: Past. Present and Future (Westport, Con.: Praeger, 
1996) 5. In other words, our perception and understanding of M a t  we see is aiways a 
representation of reality which has been produced through the filter of Our mentalité [the historically 
specific "collectively shared mental practices or structures of a society:" Roger Chartier, 
"lntellectual Historynl' Modem Euro~ean lntellectual Historv Rea~~raisals and New Pers~ectives, 



things about the world in more ways than one- Anthropologists have begun to recognize 

that some cultures efaborate and combine the senses as conveyors of meaning rather 

than by privileging the visual, as we tend to do in the west. Traditional Chinese 

philosophy, for exampfe, privileges Yhe act' as opposed to Yhe gaze', and the Songhay of 

Niger believe that Sound itsel cames powerful forces." Sol whereas Anderson and others 

have exarnined the constmction of national identity through literature and print, I propose 

to show how it was also realized (represerrted visually, and enacted) through visual 

images and corresponding performative acts? 

Hobsbawrn and Anderson bath explain how people are able to feel themselves as 

part of a national group through activities enacted in the present, but Anthony D. Smith 

takes a different approach which seeks a shared identity rooted in the past. He argues 

that language and ethnic culture are two key elements in the formation of a nation, Neither 

of these are 'invented' or 'imagined', but both have a long history which can be 

appropriated by 'modemising nationali~ts".~~ Smith places much emphasis, too, on the 

role of the 'ethnie' and cultural memory: 

eds. Dominick LaCapra and Steven L. Kaplan (Ithaca: Comell University Press, 1982) 285.1 
David Howes, ed., The Varieties of Sensow Ex~efïence. A source book in the 

anthro~oloav of the senses (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1991) 7-1 1. Michael Taussig, 
Mimesis and Alteritv: A Particular Histow of the Senses (London: Routiedge: 1993) 46. 

The signifwnce of 'realizing' representations will be discussed further in chapter 2. The 
role of literature in 'imagining' comrnunities is explored by Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, 'Three 
Women's Texts and a Critique of Imperialism", Critical lnauiry 12 (Autumn1985): 243-261; 
Timothy Brennan, 'The National Longing for Fom", Nation and Nanation ed. Homi K. Bhabha 
(London: Routiedge, 1990): 44-70; and Teny Goldie, Fear and Tern~tation. 

Anthony 0. Smith and Emest Gellner, 'The Nation: real or imagined? The Watwick 
Debates on Nationalism," Nations and Nationalism 2.3 (1996) 381, 361. This would suggest that 
Smith holds the position that nations, at least in their essential, original form, pre-exist nationalism. 
This wns counter to the understanding of most other theonsts, such as Emest Gellner, who see the 
ongins of nations as being an invention of the late eighteenth century, specifically the French 
Revolution. See also Anthony D. Smith, Theories of Nationalism, 1971, 2"d ed. (London: 
Duckworth, 1983)' and The Ethnic Oriains of Nations (Oxford: Blackwell, 1986). 



Memory is bound to ... a homeland- It is also crucial to identity. That is why 
nationalists must rediscover and appropriate shared memones of the past. 
Identification with a past is the key ta creating the nation, because only by 
'remembering the past' can a collective identii corne into being. The very 
act of remembering together ... mates a bond between citizens whose self- 
interest ofien brings them into canflict. Hence the constant need to 
reawaken public memon'es, to engage in cornmernorative rites and 
remembrance ~erernonies.~~ 

Although he cornes from a completely different epistemological tradition, Homi 

Bhabha aiso stresses the role of history and rnemory in the construction of a 'narrative of 

nation'? He argues that the nation is imagined through the construction of myths of origin, 

which Eegitimize nationhood by claiming historical roots and continuity. He proposes 

studying "narratives and discourses that signify a sense of 'nationness"' by drawing 

attention to their language and rhetonc. Etienne Balibar cancurs with Bhabha, conceiving 

of the narrative of nation as a "tetrospective illusion" of an essential nationality fulfilling its 

destiny." 1 extend this analysis to include visual 'narratives', and take up the significance 

of history and collective memory, particulatly the self-interested creation of a 'British' 

history of Canada. 

Whether it is through the communal act of remembering a 'real' past, or through the 

construction of myths of origin for an 'imagined' nation, history is a wnstituting element of 

the Canadian national identity which evolved in the period under study. 60th explanations 

are fruitful in showing, firstly, how abonginal culture was rediscovered and appmpriated to 

Smith and Gellner, The Nation: real or imagined?" 384. 

Smith dismisses what he calls the 'deconstruction' school, seeing analysis of meaning as 
no substitute for causal explanation, Anthony D. Smith, "The Nation: Invented, Irnagined, 
Reconstnicted?Millennium: Journal of International Studies 20.3 (1 991) 362. 

Etienne Balibar, "The Nation Fom: History and Ideology", Face. Nation. Class: Arribiauous 
Identites, eds. Etienne Balibar & Emanuel Wallenstein (London: Verso, 1991) 86. This is echoed 
by Partha Chatte jee, M o  argues that every nationalism has to create a past for the nation to 
demonstrate ''the rise, progress and efflorescence of its own particular genius": Chatte jee 9. 



provide a distinct character - an essential native element - to be combined with the 

civilized and superior British character so admired by Lord Durham, and, secondly, how 

the histones of Native peoples and the French Regime were co-opted in order to construct 

a new British nanative of the Canadian nation. 

The aim of this study is not to enter into the debate over the "rise, content, fom, 

timing, intensity and sape" of the nation and nationalism, but to illuminate particular 

cultural practices which were agents in the construction of national identitygO There is 

some consensus amongst scholars of nations and nationalism, who include histonans, 

sociologists and anthropologists, on the chronology of the development of nationalism. ln 

the first phase, the intelligentsia, often from "the (foreign) ruling ciass or elite," and with no 

particular national or political agenda in mind, rediscovered literary, folkloric and "popular 

traditions"? These furnished the raw materials of a 'national tradition" for the next phase, 

in which nationalist doctrines were fonnulated by "a body of activists devoted to the 

political agitation in favour of 'the national idea'." 92 The third stage of development was 

reached when these nationalist doctrines were disseminateci using the organs of the state 

and received mass s ~ p p o r t . ~  

90 Anthony D. Smith disparages such an approach, claiming "it is a short step to relegating 
causal analysis for the more exciting and apparently rewarding task of revealing how the nation has 
beenk 'nanatedu by its devotees": Smith, ''The Nation: Invented," 362, 

Hobsbawrn suggests the motivation for this phase was essentiafiy a Romantic desire for 
pur@ and simplicity, exemplified by the uncompted peasantry. Nations and Nationalism 103, 104. 

Hobsbawm. Nations and Nationalism 104. Gellner agrees nationalisrn requires "some pre- 
existing difFerentiating marks to work on": Chatterjee 4. Hobsbawm dates this 'proto-nationalist' 
stage to the penod 1830-1880, and sees the third stage beginning around 1870. 

gJ This three-stage process descn'bed by Hroch, forms the basis of Hobsbawm's 
understanding: Miroslav Hroch, Social Preconditions of National Revival in Europe, 1968 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985). Elaborations on Hroch's three-part mode1 indude 
Hugh Seton-Watson's distinction between 'old' and 'neut nations. The 'old' nations (such as the 
English, Scots. French, and Dutch) acquired their national identity before the nineteenth-centuiy 
nationalist movements. Hugh Seton-Watson, Nations and States: An Enuuirv into the Oriains of 
Nations and the Politics of Nationalism (London: Methuen, 1977). In the 'new' nations, such as 
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The importance and agency of performance in the construction of national identity 

must also be addressed. For my understanding of cuitural performance and perfomative 

acts, 1 draw on readings of phenornenological theory made by Judith Butler, and, to a 

lesser extent, John MacAIoon and Tom F. Driver? Butlef s work is particularly apposite 

since she is concemed with the construction of identity, afbeit gendered rather than 

national. Hers is a radical reading of phenomenological theory, combining both the ritual 

theory of Victor Turner, which sees social dramas as a means for settling intemal conflicts 

and creating social unity, and of syrnbolic actionists such as Emile Durkheim or Michel 

Foucault, who focus on the creation of political authority and leg i t ima~y.~~ In her words: 

"an açcount of ... [identi] as ritualized, public perfomance must be combined with an 

analysis of the political sanctions and taboos under which that performance may and may 

not o m r  within the public sphere free of punlive consequence."% Furthemore, she goes 

beyond the theatrical phenomenological mode1 which considers the self as existing prior to 

the act, or the act as reflecting or contrasting with 'the real', instead understanding 

performative acts as constitutive of the actor's identity as well as "constituting that identity 

as a compelling illusion, an object of belief.'m Although she does not differentiate between 

Canada, national identity was formed by a "srnall educated political elite" at the same tirne as they 
created nationalist movements: Chatte jee 30 n.4. Gellner also saw nationalisrn as the imposition of 
an elite culture on the lower classes: despite the pretense that 'a culture of the people is being 
stamped upon the character of the nation ..A tends to be the 'great ladies' who go to town in what is 
claimed to be a peasant dress." Sturgis 98. 

Judjfh Butler, 'Performative Acts and Gender Constitution: An Essay in Phenomenolo~ and 
Feminist Theory," Perfomina Feminisrns: Feminist Cmal  Theorv and Theatre, ed. Sue Ellen 
Case (Baltimore: John's Hopkins University Press. 1990): 270-282; John J. MacAioon, ed., Rite, 
prama. Festival. S~ectade. Rehearsals Toward a Theorv of Cultural Performance (Phitadelphia: 
ISHI, 1984); Tom F. Driver, The Maaic of Ritual: Our Need for Liberatina Rites that Transfonn Our 
Lives and Our Communities (San Francisco: Harper, 1991). 

Butler 277 n. 9. Key texts inciude: Vidor Turner. Dramas. Fields. and Metaphores; 
Svrnboiic Action in Hurnan Society (Ithaca: Corne11 University Press, 1974); Michel Foucault, 
gisci~line and Punish: The Birth of the Pflson trans. Alan Sheridan (New York: Vintage Books, 
1 978). 



acting in public spectacles and being a member of the audience Anne McClintock also 

recognizes the productive work of performance and spectacle. She argues that 

nationalism "is experienced preeminently through spectacle," Whereas print culture was 

onfy available to a small portion of the nineteenth-century population, mass national 

spectacles were mobilized by nationalists to 'organize a sense of popular, collective 

~ n i t y . " ~  Thus, perfomative acts are social acts, shared with the collective, requinng an 

audience in order to produce meaning, but çonstrained by the limits of respectable 

behaviour. I examine each facet of this process, namely, the performance of indigenous 

activities as physical acts, as visual spectacles observed by audiences, and as 

representations in photography and joumalisrn. 

Sport historians have not until recently turned their attention to sport as a cultural 

performance, and most of the work on this has been done by those influenced by the 

British cultural studies scho01.~~ British sport historians tend to work from the Gramscian, 

neo-Marxist theoretical position, which sees sport as reflecting the power relations of 

capitalisrn, yet tries to avoid the economic deteminism of Marxism and the repressive 

alienation of Amusserian stnicturalist Marxism. lt does this by employing the Grarnscian 

concept of 'cultural hegemony' wtiich seeks to explain why societies with inequalities of 

class, gender and race still hold together. Cultural hegemony is the process by which a 

dominant culture seeks to establish as comrnon sense (and as Yhe national interest') 

Anne McClintock, "'No Longer in a Future Heaven': Nationalism, Gender and Race," 
Becornina National: A Reader, eds., Geoff Eley and Ronald Grigor Suny (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1996) 273. 

* Amencan sport historians have been more influenced by Weberian modernization theory 
and anthropology. Useful reviews of the literature include: David L. Andrews and John W. Loy, 
"British Cultural Studies and Sport: Past Encounters and Future Possibilities," Quest 45 (1993): 
255-276; Steven A. Riess, "From Pitch to Putt: Sport and Class in AngbAmerican Sport, J S H  21 -2 
(Summer 1994): 138-184; S.W. Pope, "Introduction", The New Amencan S ~ o r t  Histow: Recent 
&cimaches and Persoectives, ed. S.W. Pope (Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1996). 



"systems of meanings and values that apparently justified these inequalities" and 

effectively exdude alternative rneanings and practi~es.'~ Hegernonic control is not just 

domination; there is a reciprocal quality to hegemony because it works by eliciting consent 

from subordinate classes. A Gramscian approach therefore allows for individual agency 

and for the contestation of social pradices.lm 

Richard Gruneau, a Canadian cultural theorist working from within the Gramscian 

Neo-Mamist cultural studies schoo!, positions sport within the realm of popular culture, 

drawing on the tools of cultural studies to consider sport as a social practice which "cm 

meaningfully dramatise the reality that subordinate groups actually experience" and can be 

"a vehicle for the expression of subordinate group a~piratkns." '~~ This is an approach 

which has been used to varying extents by other Canadian sport histonans, and which 1 

attempt to empfoy here, atthough rny focus is on the professional and commercial middle 

classes rather than the working cl as^.^^ Furthemore, some Canadian studies of sports 

have accepteci the metaphoric connection between sport and national identity without 

analysing in detail how it was made, and have been concerned with the period after 

1880.'0" In contrast, my project is to uncover the strategies of representation which made 

'00 Amon Hall, Trevor Slack. Gany Smith and David Whitson, S~ort in Canadian Society 
(Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1991) 44-45. 

'O1 On the implications of a neo-Gramscian position, see lan McKay, The Quest of the Folk. 
Antimodemism and Cultural Selection in Twentieth-Centurv Nova Scotia (Montreal: McGill-Queen's 
University Press, 1994) 295307; and T. J. Jackson Lears, The Concept of Cultural Hegemony: 
Problems and Possibilities," Arnerican Historical Review 90 (1 985); 567-593. 

Aian lngharn and Stephen Hardy, "Sport: Structuration, Subjugaüon and Hegemony." 
Theorv Culture & Society 2.2 (1 984) 87. Gumeau's approach is also set out in his, "Power and 
Play in Canadian Society," Power and Chanae in Canada ed. Richard J. Ossenberg (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1980): 146-1 94. 

lm A very accessible sunrey of the Mole terrain of Canadian sport historiography is 
pmvided by Richard Gruneau and David Whitson, Hockev Niaht in Canada: Soort. Identities. ana 
Cultural Politics (Toronto: Garamond Press, 1993) chs. 1 8 2. 

l M  For example: Bruce Kidd, The Stniaale for Canadian S~ort (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press, 1996); Don Morow, 'The Canadian Image Abroad: The Great Lacrosse Tours of 1876 and 



certain sports and certain sport behaviours the symbolic equivalent of national identity 

between 1840 and 1885- Consequently, the performance and representation of those 

sports are the subject of my analysis, rather than the history of the sport itself. More 

particularly, 1 detail the contribution of aboriginal 'sport' culture to Canadian national 

identity. 

I approached this study from the point of view of a cultural historian, seeking to 

discover how society constructs meaning and how society, in a reciprocal movement, is 

constructed by its own structures of meaning. The subject of this investigation is cultural 

products - photographs, paintings, illustrations, performances and institutions - and the 

objective is to isolate not just the meaning of the cultural product, but how it meant, or how 

it represented meaning to its audience. Cultural performances are not refiections of 

reality, but enactments of discourses, the performance of a negotiated script for a knowing 

audience. These acts are represented in visual images or in text. As representations they 

are mediated twice - once by the actor and again by the recorder. 

1883," Proceedinas of the FiHth Canadian Svm~osium on the Historv of Soort and Phvsical 
Education, University of Toronto, August 1982: 11-23 and "Lacrosse as the National Game," A 
Concise Historv of S ~ o r t  in Canada, eds. Don Morrow et al. (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 
1989): 45-68. Studies outside Canada indude: S.W. Pope, Patriotic Games: Soortina Traditions 
in the Amencan Imaaination. 1876-1926 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997); Pope also 
provides a useful overview of the literature on sport and Arneflcan identity: Steven W. Pope, 
"Negotiating the 'Folk Highway' of the Nation: Sport, Public Culture and Arnerican fdentity, 1870- 
1940," Journal of Social History 27.2(Winter 1993): 327-340; David 1. Andrews, 'Welsh 
Indigenous! and British Impenal?-Wefsh Rugby, Culture, and Society 1890-1914,"JSH 18.3 
(Winter 1991): 335-340; Alan Baimer, "Sportive Nationalism and Nationalist Pofitics: A 
Comparative Analysis of Scotland, The Republic of Ireland, and Sweden," Journal of S ~ o r t  and 
Social Issues 23 (August 1996): 314-334; Gertrude Pfister, "Physical Activity in the Narne of the 
Fatherland: Turner and the National Movement (1 81 9-1 8ZO)," Soortina Heritaae 1 -1 (1 996): 14-35: 
M. Cronin and D. Mayall, eds., S~orüna Nationalisms: Identily. Ethnicitv. lrnmioration and 
Assimilation (London: Frank Cass, 1998). Articles published in The Sports Histonan 18.2 
(November 1988) on the wnnecüon between sport and nationalism in Cornwall, Scotiand and 
Ireland are available online from http~~.umist.ac.~kR)MIST~Sport/  



The new cultural history has made us aware that al1 cultural products are 

susceptible to historical inquiry, including material objects such as clothing, household 

items or paintings, and cultural performances such as parades, theatre or e~hibitions.'~ In 

this study, my historical sources include photographs, camival brochures, archival papers, 

newspaper reports, and illustrated per iod ica l~ .~~~ Since sports events, parades, theatrical 

presentations and civic celebrations are ephemeral, 1 rely on newspaper reports, trying 

always to remember that they are representations. Recognition of the role of 

representation in constnicting social reality undetlines the growing awareness arnongst 

scholars that even seemingly value-free sources such as census records and court 

documents are themselves representations. In order to 'see through' the representational 

strategies employed in these texts, whether they be written or visual, we must analyse the 

stnrctures within them which create meaning. Visual images must not be considered as 

objective records to be evaluated in ternis of their 'accuracy' as reffections of society, but 

as re-presentations mediated through the co-operative efforts of the producer and the 

subject.'07 It is therefore necessary to subjed visual sources to the same rhetorical and 

Skepticism about such an approach is discussed by Peter Burke, ed., New Perspectives 
on Historical Wr-ng (University Park: Pennsylvania University Press, 1991) 13-14. 

'" Visual images have received Iittle attention as historical sources. They are generally 
employed as illustrations rather than as objects of anaiysis. Even in picture histones, this is the 
approach taken. For example: The Pioneers: the ~icture stow of Canadian settlernent, with an 
introduction by J.M.S. Careless, (Toronto: McClelland & Stewart, 1968); George Woodcock, The 
Canadians (Don Mills: Fitzhenry and Whiteside, 1979). and Rude Wiebe & Bot, Beal, eds., War in 
the West: Voices of the 1885 Rebellion (Toronto: McClelland & Stewart. 1985). In other cases, the 
history of the arts (usually restncted to fine art rather than popular art) is given perfunctory 
average in a separate chapter, and the agency of culture in general is ignored. 

lo7 This is discussed in detail by John Tagg, The Burden of Re~resentation. Essavs on 
Photoara~hies and Histories (London: Macmillan Education, 1988). His contentions are support4 
by the work of cognitive psychologists. For instance, Comoldi notes "there is an abundance of 
evidence that we perceive objects not as they are, but as we interpret them", Cesare Comoldi et al, 
S s  (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1996) 9. See also Laszio et al. 4-5. The tendency of photographs to be 
held in archives and rnuseums and catalogued for their supposed anthropological and historical 
value, rather than being recognized as products commissioned for specific purposes, aggravates 
the assurnption that photographs are documenbry records: Eva Major Mamthy, The Place of Art 
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textual examination we would apply to the analysis of written documents. Issues of genre, 

context, authorship, production, circulation and reception al1 have to be considered for 

visual images, as they do for textual onedrn I canstrue 'the visual' widely to include 

cultural performances since these are representations enacted or realized as visual 

spectacles. 

In order to analyse the meanings constnicted by visual cuiture, I have worked in an 

interdisciplinary manner, bring ing the tools of other disciplines to bear on historical 

sources. From art history I have taken the process of fonnal analysis which pays attention 

to al1 the decisions and mediations made by the producer of the image. These include 

composition. use of IigM, colour and line, representational style, genre. pose. and s ~ a l e - ' ~  

However, I was not interested in the aesthetic evaluation of the image, or where it fits in 

the art historical canon.'1° Instead, I used format analysis to answer questions about the 

iconography of the image and thus detemine the representational strategies employed in 

its construction, and trace the way similar strategies operate in other spheres of 

practice."' 

Iconology, the act of reading the image meaningfully, and iconography, the rhetoric 

in the Study of Historyln Archivaria 38 (Fall 1994): 131-1 38. 
'" This argument is made by Roger Charüer, The Cultural Oririins of the French Revolution, 

trans. Lydia G. Cochrane, (Durham & London: Duke University Press, 1991) 19; and Catherine 
Belsey, critical Practice ,1980 (London: Routledge, 1988) 137. 

'Og An excellent 'how-top article for visual analysis is David D. Perlmutte, "Visual Historical 
Methods: Problems, Prospects, Applications," Historical Methods 22.4 (Fall 1994): 167-1 84. 

''O This is the traditional purview of art history, although many art historians reject purefy 
aesthetic evaluations in favour of an historical approach; this has done much to break down the 
bam'er between high art and popular art. 

11' This is a similar strategy to that employed by Elaine Sceny, who analyses the syntax and 
fieton'c of "participial acts" at the sentence level and then shows how the same strategies operate 
at the rnacro level. Elaine Scany, Resistina Re~resentation (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1 994). 



of creating the image, are two other useful art histoncal analytical techniques. Iwnology 

has to consider not just how the image looks, but also ask questions about its historical 

context, the ideas which went its making, the motivation of its patron, the expenence of its 

maker. its circulation and its re~eption."~ An iconologiml reading of images cannot stop at 

the image itself, but must turn its gaze ouhnrard and ask wtiat knowledge(s) the 

audience(s) brought to the act of looking and how they were in tum instructed (or 

'interpellatedt) by the imagesH3 I use these tools from art history to analyse five sites 

where Canadian national identity was created. 

Chapter 1 begins by arguing that Bntish colonists in the 1840s appropriated 

aspects of the culture of both French-Canadian and indigenous 'Canadian' natives, 

particularfy snowshoeing. I argue that the Montreal Snow Shoe Club, and the many other 

snowshoe clubs which emerged in the petiod between 1840 and 1885, were in effect 

engaged in emulating the Nor'Westers and, through them, the voyageurs. By 

appropriating snowshoeing from Native and French-Canadian culture, English-speaking 

Montrealers not only clairned for themselves a visual attribute which had a long history as 

a signifier of Canada, but in addition, the very act of snowshoeing indigenised thern 

through their physical interaction with the environment, thus tegitimizing their daim to be 

'12 However, of the twelve articles in a special edition of Journal of lnterdisci~linarv Historv 
17-1 (1986), purporting to use visual images as historical sources, only one asked histoncat rather 
than pureIy art historical questions. Simon Schama's article on royal farniiy portraiture was the 
exception, looking beyond the image to consider the genre as 'an active agent shaping the 
historical self-consciousness of monarchy.": Simon Scharna, The Domestication of Majesty: 
Royal Family Portraiture, 1500-1850," and Historv. lmaaes and their Meaninq eds. Robert 1. 
Rotberg and Theodore K. Rabb (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986) 159. 

Il3 This understanding of the interpellation of viewing subjects is now widely accepted in rnany 
disciplines. The concept is expressed particufarfy well by Michael Leja, "Modemisrn's subjects in 
the United States," Art Journal 55.2 (Surnmer 1996): 65-72; and Suzanna Danuta Walters, 
Material Girls: Makina Sense of Feminist Cultural Theorv (Berkeley: U. of California Press, 1995) 
14.26-27. 



'native-Canadian'. I l 4  I suggest that the snowshoe clubs created 'a myth of origin', linking 

the snowshoers back to Yheir' history in Canada, effectively pushing aside the 

French-Canadian and Native histories. In addition, I consider how club niles and 

expectations established and enforced an ideal middle-class, masculine mode1 of 

deportment and values. 

Through consideration of a series of studio photographs of hunting trips, chapter 2 

highlights the appropriation of Native hunting skiffs and the construction of an idealized 

figure of the Canadian Sport Hunter wtiich can be considered as the visual vocabulary 

foming the basis for Haliburton's vision of the Canadian 'Men of the North'. Owing to 

Notman's efforts at self-promotion, these particular images were seen by a huge 

international audience and thereby propagated widely a particular image of Canadian 

identity - namely, an elite, white, Protestant, male who possessed the robust physical 

heâlth conferred by a pure, northem climate. This image effectively rnarginalised women 

and the lower classes, since it imposed on hunting the British ideology of sportsmanship 

as the prerogative of the elite male. Furthemore, the visual attributes of Native guide and 

habifant famer are elided in the photographs, denying both marginalised groups the 

specificity of their own histories. 

The appropriation and transformation of the Native ritual of baggafaway into the 

modem game of lacrosse, is the subject of chapter 3. Lacrosse was a 'primitive' game 

which was organized and modemized through the imposition of the British idealogy of 

discipline and fair play. It was also the means by which the male body was restrained and 
- - 

Teny Goldie uses the term 'indigenization' to denote the European colonists' task of 
becoming native in a foreign land, which he suggests was accomplished, in pari, by incorporating 
the Other ttirough literature. I propose to expand his project to examine indigenisaüon through the 
appropriation of abonginal cultural activities. Goldie 1 3. 
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trained in accordance with dominant notions of middle-class respectability. In his wsade 

to create a distinctive Canadian identity around indigenous sports, Dr. W. George Beers 

worked to publicize and enshn'ne lacrosse as Canada's National Game. Through anaiysis 

of his 1869 treatise on lacrosse, I illustrate the ways in which the game was regulated, and 

how, from being integral parts of indigenous daily Iife, snowshoeing and lacrosse were 

transfomed into cornpetitive sports from which Native participants were eventually 

excluded. 

Since identity is not just ernbodied and enacted by individuals, but needs to be 

displayed and acclaimed, the means by which the proposed national identity produced 

through hunting, snowshoeing and lacrosse was transrnitted and displayed through public 

spectacle, are examined in chapter 4. I argue that Canadian identity had two poles: on 

one hand, what was distinctively Canadian about Canadians was actually Native, whether 

indigenous or French-Canadian, and on the other, British values and the ideology of order, 

discipline and fair play were emulated since they were considered the hallmark of a 

civiiized nation. The repertoire of public spectacles invented by the snowshoe clubs in the 

1870s fomed the basis for the programme of the five Winter Carnivals held in the 1880s. 

These were civic festivals designed to attract tourists from Europe, Amenca and the rest of 

the Dominion, and were opportunities for the professionai, commercial and middle-class 

mernbers of the Montreal sport clubs to counter the prevailing image of Canada as a 

snawy, inhospitable wildemess, and to enact and display the Canadian national identii 

which had been under construction for the past four decades, distinguishing it from bath 

the United States and Great Britain. Tuming from the visual record to textual re- 

presentations of public spectacles, 1 show that, while the organizers strove to convey the 

impression of social and cultural unity for foreign visitors, different, sometimes conflicting 



meanings were wnstnicted by performers and local spectators. 

The 1885 Riel Rebellion can be read as the culmination of the transformation in 

Canadian identity from being associated sofely with French Canadians, to the idea that the 

inhabitants of the new Dominion were members of a new nationality. For the first time a 

Canadian Field Force was rnustered rather than relying on British troops. The 

commanding officers were British, but it was the Canadian officers wtio were remarked 

upon in newspaper reports. Analysis of images of the Rebellion published in the illustrated 

press in chapter 5 shows that it was represented as a Canadian venture, and that victory 

was achieved through Canadian leadership. The hero of the Rebellion was the Canadian 

officer who precipitated the charge at Batoche which defeated both Natives and M6tis as 

viable 'other' nations. l argue that, as a result, a dominant centre was created and the 

national boundanes were re-drawn. 



CHAPTER 1 

I R w  OF THF NEW WOW-L SNSNOW SHOE CI URS S. 

Colonialism, one rnight Say, does not operate through principles 
of 'exchange'. Rather it appropriates, decanîextualizes, and 
represents the 'other' culture, often with the complicity of its 
colonized subjects. It legitimates its authority only by asserling its 
cuhtal superiority. 

Ruston Bharucha, n>eatrrs and the WoM ' 

it was raining on the evening of Wednesday, 27M Novernber 1878; rnernbers of the 

Montreal Snow Shoe Club (MSSC) who had tumed out for their regular m l y  tramp over 

Mount Royal were disappointed, for there would be no euting tonight. Some of them 

adjoumed instead to the new Club Rooms they shared d t h  the Montreal Lacrosse Club 

(MLC), and held a meeüng there? Although the season was only just underway, interest 

in snowshoeing was high this year, and membership w a s  increasing, but the Club admitted 

only those men proposed and vouched for by two existimg m e m b e d  Since there were no 

objections to the narnes nominated at the last meeting, mey were duly elected, and a trÏo 

of prospective members were put forwaid for ballot at the next. The only other business 

on the agenda that evening was the pmposat that, in couperation with the MLC, the MSSC 

should erect an arch to honour the arrival of the newly appointed Govemor General of 

Canada, His Excellency the Marquis of Lome, and his W e ,  Her Royal Highness Pfincess 

' Ruston Bharucha, Theatre and the World: Perfomamce and the Politics of C u m  
. . 

(London: Routledge, 1990) 1-2. 
WC: MSSC Minutes 1878-9, (407). The records of aie MSSC are found with those of the 

Montreal Amateur Athletic Association [MAAA] (MC: MG 28,1351), of which the MSSC became a 
mernber organization men the MAAA was founded in 1881 - The MLC and MSSC rented prernises 
jointly in the Montreal Gymnasium building at the corner of vrtrat is now Mansfield and de 

The MSSC had 300 membert in 1878: Don Morrow, 'The Kniihts of the Snorwrhoe. A 
Study of the Evolution of Sport in Nineteenthcentury Montreai", Journal of Wrt His- 15.1 
(Spnng 1968) 5 n.5. 



Louise. To finance this patnotic endeavour, a subscription Iist was opened- 

Triumphal or cornmernorative arches were a familiar feature of public celebrations 

and processions in nineteenth-century Canadian cities. Their use drew on traditions 

dating back to antiquity, men they were syrnbolic demarcations of the border of foreign 

territory that had been conquered; in passing through the a m ,  the ruler claimed the 

territory anew.' Arches featured in elabrate medieval and renaissance royal progresses 

and entries into cities, and by the nineteenth century were often built on the initiative of 

specific group~ .~  In Montreai, arches were regularly erected at significant sites along the 

route of the annual St- Jean Baptiste Day Parade, and were potent poIitical syrnbois for 

the Orange Order? Elaborate arches decorated with evergreen boughs, fiags, royal 

ernblems and crests had been positioned at signiiicant sites along mutes taken by both the 

Prince of Wales in 1860 and Prince Arthur in 1869 during their visits, but this was the first 

one built specifically by snowshoers? 

L.M. Bryant, "The Medieval Entry Ceremony at Pan's,' Coroqations. Med 
Modem M o w r W & t W  

. . ieval and 
, ed. James M. Bak (Berkeley: University of Califomia Press, 1990) 90. 

David Cannadine, 7he Conte* Performance and Meaning of R ia l :  The British Monarchy and the 
'Invention of Tradition', c.1820-1917," The Inven#on of Tradition, ed- Eric Hobsbawrn and Terence 
Ranger (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983): 101 -164. 

For example, the arch of the Scotb'sh Societies was built at the corner of Dominion Square 
for Lord Lome's reception. It is illustrated in W. Stewart MacNutt, of Lome. From the P r i m  
Pamrs of the M w i s  of Lome. 1878-1 883 (Fredericton: Bmnswick Press, [1955]) 155. 

On the St Jean Baptiste parades. see &an Gordon, 'Inventing Tradition: Montreal's Saint- 
Jean-Baptiste Day Re-examineci-" Paper presented to CHA Annual Conference, Brock University, 
June 1996. For the p o l i i l  significance of Orange Arches see Ian Radforth, *Royalty and 
Orangeism: Political Confrontation during the visit of the Prince of Wales to Upper Canada, 1860.' 
Paper presented to the CHA Annual Conference, Mernorial University, June 7997, and Scott W. 
See, The Orange Order and Social Violence in Mid-Nineteenth Century Saint John," 
13.1 (Autumn 1983): 68-92, 

Some of these are recorded in photographs hetd in the National Archives of Canada. For 
example: a lumber arch in Ottawa: C-11112; an evergreen arch mth the cross of St. George: G 
21 83; an evergreen arch decorated with flags and the words "God Save the Queen" built by the 
town of Aylmer: C-29335; a plain evergreen arch buiit for Pnnœ Arthur's ianding in Halifax: PA- 
112188. See also Chuen-yan David Lai, &&es in Bntish Colurnb . ia (Victoria, B.C.: Sono Nis 
Press, 1 982). 
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With dazziing eniciency. work &an on the arch at the corner of Beaver Hall Hill 

and Dorchester the next rnorning, and it was ready in time for the Governor General's 

arriva1 the foflowing day! Since the design for aie arch was prepared by Hutchison & 

Steele, an architectural company which later designed the ice palaces for the Winter 

Carnivals, it seems probabte that the plans had already been drawn up before the MSSC 

meeting, perhaps at the instigation of the MLC. This would also explain how dozens of 

rnembers of both clubs muld be noMed in time to take part in the e~ent .~  For this was not 

just a flimsy Iittle structure: it was a tri-partite tn'umphal arcfi, wvered with green baughs, 

with a circular arch in the centre and a tower on either side. "A Hearty Welcome" was 

ernblazoned on the top around a rosette of snawshtxs, dozens more snawshaes and 

lacrosse sticks decorated the surface, and the Union Jack and Red Ensign fiew overhead 

[Figure t -11. The novel aspect of the design was mat rnembers of the MSSC and MLS 

were arranged on the structure dressed in their snowshoe costumes, creating a "IMng 

arch". As the royal carnage passed under the arch, cheers and applause filled the air, and 

the snowshoers burst into a rousing rendition of the national anthem.1° 

In subséquent years, snowshoe arches, as they were usually called, became a 

regular feature of major Montreal civic celebrations, because they were a satisfying 

solution to the problem of displaying Canadian identity. In 1840 Lord Durham had sought 

to impose English character on the French-speaking inhabitants af the United Province of 

Canada, and to swamp them politically and demographically in a sea of British settlers. 

This presented the British colonists with a challenge - how to becorne Canadians 

NAC: MSSC Annual Repart 1878-79.6; MSSC Minutes, 27 November 1878, newspaper 
clipping . 

The contractor was L. Paton & Co, builders, the famiiy business of James Paton, who had 
been an MSSC member sinœ 1875. 

'O Gazette [Montreal] November 27-29, 1 878. 



Fig. 1.1 : "A Hearty Welcome," Graphic, December 28, 1878. 
Reproduced in Robert M. Stamp, Royal Rebels: Princess Louise 
& the Marquis of Lome, (Toronto: Dundurn, 1988) 127. 
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thamselvas, without losing their ~ri t ish character and heritage. In the political realrn Mis 

embroiled provincial politicians in a sbuggle against the British Colonial Office for the right 

to responsible govemment - a struggle which was, nevertheless, in line withBritish beliefs 

in the principles of pariiarnentary democracy. in asserting the right of provincial 

legislatures to seff-detemination and rule by elected representatives, British colonists 

were asserting their identity as a special type of Briton, and, in contrast to the United 

States, as a special type of North American. In the cultural realm, British colonists also 

sought to create an identity for themselves as native-Canadians. They evidently made this 

transition successfully, because by 1877, W. George Beers, a Montreal dentist and sports 

aficionado, wuid compare the lack of interest shown in sports by 'French Canadians" to 

the *deep personal interest of the %anuck" of English descent"" 

National identity may be 'imaginedl and 'invented' hrough a variety of means, as 

has been shown in the proliferation of studies which followed the disciplinary 'tum' from 

political ideology as the site in which nationalism and national identii are constnicted, 

towards the cultural realm." Given the strong contemporary connedion between sport 

and nation, it is-not surprising that histonans have looked at the role of sport in the 

formation of national identity, although most have focussed on sport in the twentieth 

" W. George Beers, 'Canadian Sports," Scn'bnef s Monthly (May-Oct, 1879): 506-527. 
John Robert Colombo daims that the figure of Johnny Canuck appeared in newspaper cartoons in 
the 1860s. He was a personification of Canada, depicted "as a wtiofesome. if simpleminded young 
man wearing the garb of a habitant, famer. logger, rancher or soldier ... offen drawn resisting the 
blandishments or bullying of John Bull or Uncle Sam." -dian Encvclopedia (Edmonton: Hurtig 
Publistiers, 1988) 1 1 12- 

'* This trajectory was initiated by Richard Hoggart, E.P.Thompson. and Raymond Williams 
and led to the foundation of the Centre for Contemporary Culkiral Studies at the University of 
Birmingham in 1964. An insighfful discussion of the linkage between cultural studies and the 
history of sport is provided by Andrews and Loy op. cit. 



century.13 Sport histonans have carnrnonly considered the nineteenth century as the 

period during which there was a transition between 'folk games' and organized sport. 

Modernkation theorists maintain that this transition occurred in response to social and 

economic changes precipitated by industrialization, white, from a MaoQst viewpoint, sport 

has been considered an 'opiate of the masses," which acted as a social safety valve, 

allowing the Iabouring classes some healthy exercise after a dey of toil. More recentfy, 

some sport historians have adopted a Gramscian apprwch and have reconceptuafized 

sport as a site or arena in which values, ideologies and meanings are activeiy constructeci 

and contestd4 From this understanding, sport is not just a neutral adivity, because in 

the organization and playing of sport, social hierarchies and relationships are producd 

and negotiated, and identities are fomed and transf~rrned.~~ Sport in the nineteenth 

century was, therefore, a rneans by wfiich participants intemalized values and behaviours 

promoted by the sport clubs, which were fratemal societies providing a place in which new 

social and class identities could be negotiated. In addition, participation in organized 

sports redefined gender by contrasting masculinity and appropriate manly behaviour with 

fernininity, thus prescribing and delimiting both. These clubs were not state-nin 

"apparatuses", because the dominant Canadian political ideology favoured the promotion 

of voluntarism in order to maintain a laissez-faire stance. Nor can sports be seen as the 

imposition of middleclass values on subardinate classes because, as we shall see, the 

labouring poor had little access to organized sport in Victorian Montreal, and in any case 

were acüvely excluded. Organized sport can more accurately be seen, then, as part of the 

Two examples which deal with the late nineteenth century are. Pope, Patnotic Games - - 
, and 

Andrews, Welsh lndigenous! and British lrnperial?". 
l4 For example. Richard G ~ n e a u  and Whitson, Hockey M M  in Ca- - - 

f l ! ! l n d b t s :  a socta! hlstorv of Manbme Ras&& 
. . - .  - Colin D. Howell, 

(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 
1980). 

l5 Peter Donnelly, 'Sport as a Site for 'Populaf Resistance," eppylar Cultyres and Politisil . . 
-, ed. Richard S. Gruneau (Toronto: Garamond Press, 1988): 69-82. 



process of creating a consciousness of kind which produced and reaffinned class and 

gender values and identity.16 

In addition, through analysis of the stmtegies by which clubs and members 

represented themselves to the public and to each other, we can see that they also 

participated in the construction of a Canadian national identity. Mingfed together on the 

snowshoe arches were visual attributes which signified 'Canadianness', and by 

distinguishing the different streams of referents, we can determine how these 

predominantly British calonists envisaged themselves as nativecanadians. The 

snowshoes and lacrosse sticks constituted one type of stream, and referred to the 

indigenous or abonginal culture of the continent, M i l e  the evergreen boughs referred to its 

natural environment. The winter uniform wom by the club members (many of whom 

belonged to bo# the MLC and the MSSC), was a combination of Native and French- 

Canadian dress. Lastiy, flags and royal emblems referred to the British heritage of the 

members, and their loyalty ta the rnonarchy, while the concept of ereding a tnumphal arch 

to welcome royalty was a European import. Thus the components of Canadian national 

identity were British, French Canadian and Native, and the sports club members were 

performing or enacting this new composite identity as they stood waving from the arch. In 

being 'truly representaüve of our national sports," as a press report daimed, the 

snowshoers were also representing the character of the nation and its inhabitants.17 

' A similar argument is made in regard to the social purity movement by Mariana Vaivede, 
The M e  of u t .  S o a ~  and Wa&r Moral Reform in Erlg(iS Cmda. 1885-1w (Toronto: 
McClelland and Stewart, 1991) 29. . 

l7 NAC: MSSC Minutes, November 27.1878, nempaper dipping. The connecüon between 
sports and national ctiaracter was well-established in the nineteenth century. Ses, JA. Mangan, 

sim in the Vkt0 c S-1. The Emergenœ and Gond- . . of a 
tional ldeplggy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981). 
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This chapter will examine the discursive process by which a distinctive Canadian 

identity was created by the rnernbers of the Montreal snowshoe clubs between 1840 and 

1880.18 The activity of snowshoeing. the presentation of self through clothing and 

behaviour, the ideology espoused, and the history 'remernbered' by the snowshoers were 

al1 strategies of representation wtiich constituted identity. However, this was a particular 

and exclusive identity which spoke only for the white, male, middle-dass, Anglo- 

Saxon/Celtic membership of the sport clubs. Nevertheless, it was an identity circulated 

widely at home and abroad as 'Canadian' identity, and well remgnized by 1880. 

How could Bnüsh colonists become native in a foreign land? In order ta become 

naturalized they wuld either choose to incorporate the real indigenous inhabitants into 

tbeir own cuiture and woridview, or reject this Other entirely, but bath avenues were 

pr~blematic.'~ The perceived prirnitiveness of Native peoples would undermine the 

colonists' daim to be a civilized nation, while rejecting Native peapie entireiy woufd cut 

colonists off from acquiring their natural affinity with the landscape. In the nineteenth 

century it was vGidely believed by white colonists that, as an inferior and primitive race, 

Native people were doomed to extinction in the face of a more advanced civilization. 

Aboriginal peoples were also viewed through the lens of European stereotypes which 

imagined Natives as either 'noble' or 'barbarous' savages. British colonists therefore 

atternpted to become native-Canadians by incorporating the idealized image of the former, 

while rejecting the perceived irrationality and uncivilized character of the latter?O The 
'O I will take snowshoeing up again in chapter 4 to discuss the important role it played in the 

Montreal Winter Carnivals in the 1880s. 
la These are the options envisioned by Goldie, op. cit. 
" It was important tu retain the barberout savage in order that their negative qualities would 

highlight the positive qualitites appropriated from the noble savage by the colonists. Sihiated 
outside the boundary of national identity, the barbarous savage defined its limits. Deloria 20-22. 



attributes and activities of the noble savage provided colonists with the indigenising 

experience of contact with the landsape and climate of North America which was 

essential to feeling thernselves at home in a new land. Snowshoeing, canoeing and 

hunting for moose and caribou were activities teamed from Native peoptes, and mastering 

thern gave white colonists the skills required to navigate and survive in the North Arnen'can 

natural environment? Taking the appropriation of Native culture one step further, the 

British colonists 'improved' Native skills by irnposing their own notions of science and order 

upon them. These were not imperative life skills for British colonists living in the urban 

environment, but were strenuous physical activities akin to the manly sports popularized by 

British public schools, and so were transformed into uniquely Canadian organized sports, 

governed by rules which ensured discipline and 'fair play'. This intewention justified the 

colonists' claim to have invented the sports, and legitirnized their claim to be native- 

Canadians. 

The British were not, of course, the first cofonists of North America, and in 

appropriating Native culture, they were also appropriating aspects of French-Canadian 

culture. For, if we look back in the history of snowshoeing in Canada, we find a 

succession of erasures. Eariy explorers who amved in the New Wodd were at first startled 

by the strange "gutted shoes" wom by Native peoples, but quickly realized what an 

efficient method of transportation they had devised. Dun'ng the French Regime, the 

*' There are two streams of thought about the appropriation of Native peoples in the stmggle 
to create Arnerican national identity. Deloria points to the recurrent propensity for Arneficans to 
"play Indian" in order to claim themselves as native Ameficans, while others have argued that white 
Indian-hunters such as Daniel Boone or Buffalo Bill Cody were the desired patriotic role modef. 
For the latter see, Daniel J. iierman, 'The Famer, the Naturalist and the Hunter in the Genesis of 
an lndigenous Identity" (Ph.D. diss. University of Califomia at Berkeley, 1995). Aboriginal curture 
was a theme of the initiation rituais for the American lrnproved Order of Red Men fraternal 
societies: Mark Cames, "Middle-Class Men and the Solace of Fratemal Ritual," Mark Cames and 
Clyde Griffen, eds., Meaniw for Manhood: Constructirrw of W i i n i h r  ln Victorian Amena - *  . 

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1990): 37-66. 
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military, habitant famiers, engagdes in the fur trade, and the unlicensed coureurs de bois 

ail used snowshoes as a matter of course. So, when British merchants and settlers 

amved after the Conquest, snowshoes in their eyes were as much an attribute of French- 

Canadian culture as they were of Native peoples, and they considered both groups as 

'native'. By leaming snowshoeing and other 'native' skills, the British merchants, clerks 

and factors wnnected with the fur trade - the Nor'Westers - were able to live in the pays 

d'en haut during the winter season, and could thus themselves daim to be 'North Men' and 

therefore native. 

The men who formed the MSSC in 1843 were of the generation of the sons and 

grandsons of the original Nor'Westers, and some, like Col. Ennatinger, had worked in the 

North West themselves." But by that time the era of the fur traders was dying and their 

merchant successors had bewme 'river barons' who led a far less active and 

adventuresome Me. At this time too, the valley of the St. Lawrence was becorning 

increasingly seüied, with a netwark of roads making the cart or sleigh a popular and viable 

means of transport. Snowshoes, the indispensable winter tool of the NoWesters, were 

already be&mkg an anachronism in the developing urban areas, and were no longer a 

necessity but a divedissement? Yet. we can imagine that the young men of the newly 

united Province of Canada who ïead about the life of traders tike John Jacob Astor may 

NoWesters was the nicknarne of mernbers of the North West Company established in 
1776 as an umbrella group of predorninantly Scots Montreal traders. The last two suwiving 
partners of the Company, Simon Fraser and John McDonald of Garth, were alive in August, 1859: 
Caroiyn Podruchny, "Festivals, Fortitude and Fratemalism: Fur Trade Masculinity and the Beaver 
Club, 1785-1827," &M Faces of the Fur Trade: Selead P m  of the Sevenai North &neri- 
Fur Trade Conferen=. H m x .  Nova Scotia 1995 ecls. JO-Anne Fiske, Susan Sleeper-Smith and 
William CI Wicken (East Lansing, Michigan: Michigan State University Press, 1998) 34.42. Sir 
George Simpson, the Chief Factor of the Hudson's Bay Company, died at Lachine in 1860: 
Lawrence J. Burpee, 'The Beaver Club, The Canadim HI-l -n Annual -& . - . . 
1924, 81. 

Paul Carpentier, Ra- B neige (Sillery: Borèal, 1976) 96. 



have yeamed to share the thrill and adventure of the early fur trades and explorers, to 

participate in the same heroic actMties, and eam respect and renown?' Physical prowess 

as dernonstrateci through sport was an avenue by which young Montrealers could show 

their worth, but only the British games of cricket and football were played in the private 

schools, and these hardly fit the bill. The earliest sporting clubs fomed in British North 

America promoted the favourite sports of the newly aniveci Scotüsh, Engiish and Irish 

colonists. For instance, the Montreal Curling Club was established in 1 807, and this was 

joined in 1829 by the Hunt Club. In addition, cricket was played wherever the military were 

gamsoned. But, beginning in 1840, a new type of sport club emerged - initially in 

Montreal, but quickiy spreading to other major cities and townsa These clubs prornoted 

indigenous Canadian activities such as snowshoeing, lacrosse, and later tobogganing, 

and were the preserve of the growing numbers of merchants, businesmen, professionals, 

and managers. These clubs valorized endurance, strength, steady nerves and fair play. 

and through them members constructeci dass and gender identities, as well as coming to 

see themselves as members of a new nation with characteristics which differentiated them 

from the British and Americans. Foremost amongst them were the Montreal snowshoe 

clubs. 

- - 

24 Washington Irving's biography of Astor, was published in 1836 and vividly 
depicted life in Fort William during the North West Company era and compareci the fur traders to 
Highland Chieftains. See Patricia Jasen, YVild Thinas. Name. C-re and T o u m  in Ontario, . . 

1790-1 91 4 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 1 995) 83. The influence of Thomas Carlyle's 
hiemes and Hero Worshi~ shoufd not be underestimateci, and is especiaily signifiant since he 
advocated men of "strength, energy, and action". This was taken up and elabarateci by Charles 
Kingsley in advocating 'muscular Christianity'. See Haley, ch. 5. 
" Alan Metcalfe, Canada I eams to Plav. The mergence of Q-nned Sgort. 1867-1914, 

(Toronto: McClelland & Stewart, 1987) 17. mer histartes of sport in Canada which include 
accounts of snowshoeing in Montreal, but are not otherwise cited, are: Allen E, Cox, "A History of 
Sports in Canada - 1868 to 1900." Ph.D. diss, University of Alberta, Edmonton, 1969. 

A Quebec club was fomed in 1845. Jean-Paul Massicotte, 'R6le ethno-historique de la 
raquette," CJHS 17.1 (1986): 1-1 0. 
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Wittiin the next two decades, Montreal was emerging as an industnalized city and 

her citizens were re-grouping to fomi new alliances along ethnic and class lines in order to 

fit changing working and living conditions. Before industrialization, land and old wealth 

had legitimized social dominance, but the growing group of men made wealthy through 

business enterprises now challenged the old hierarchies. Professional men -lawyers, 

doctors, engineers, architects - who had once senred and identifid with the an'stocracy, 

now saw their interests shared more ciosely by the new entrepreneurial classes, and 

formulated their own ideal of service as justification for working for a ~ i v i n g . ~  The smaller 

entrepreneurs - merchants, storekeepers, contractors and businessrnen - as well as 

salaried managers, accountants and clerks, saw themselves as distinct from both the 

landed elite and the working poor. It was this rniddling group, wtiich 1 describe as the 

professionaf and commercial middle classes, who made up the bufk of sport club 

membership in the second haffof the nineteenth c e n t ~ r y . ~ ~  Club membership was a way 

for these men to publically clairn and display their status. The members jealously guarded 

their reputations as respectable, hard-working ciüzens. They distinguished themselves 

from the ultra-rich, who belonged to clubs promoting British rather than indigenous sports, 

and were much-les interested in asserting their Canadian identity than they were in 

-- 

Robert Wayne Simpson, The and mort CI& Mernbersh~ in Toronto . . 1 a7-I ssi 
(Ph.D.diss, University of Alberta, Edmonton, T987) 67-73: Simpson daims the influence of 
professionals as a group has been underestirnated. He argues that the professional classattitude 
toward philanthropy, benevolence and working-class organizations was "instrumental in regulating 
participation in numerous urban activiües" (39). 

28 As already noted in the Introduction, there was a lower range within the membership, since 
it also included store-clerks, bookkeepers and cashiers (usually sons of rnembers, or worthy young 
men sponsored by their employer), and the proportion of members who were salaried workets 
increased over time: Metcalfe, "Organised Sport" 18,83. Metcalfe shows that many of the club 
members "rose to the most responsible positions in the commercial, financial and educational worfd 
of Montreal": 'Evolution" 158 n.43. For a discussion of the difficuity in defining and quantifying this 
"new middle cfass," see John Lowerson, S~ort  and the Enalish Middle-d-s. 1870-1914 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1993) 6-1 5. 



maintaining their ties and allegiances to England. 29 

Snowshoeing began, then, as an organized sport in i840, when a group of twelve 

young Montrealers began meeting together on Saturday aftemoons in order to tie on 

snowshoes and go out together on a ten or Welve mile tramp in the environs of the city? 

On their return they celebrated at Tetu's Cafe at the corner of St. James and St Peter 

Streetç. Snowshoeing was not only an acüvity the NoWesters would have engaged in, 

but tramping expeditions were also a simulation of their journeys. In symbotic ternis, the 

tramping expeditions can be seen as ritual joumeys: the participants mustered their 

brigade within the city, then set off into the bush charting their own course across country. 

Once the tramp was over, or at the haff-way point, it became part of the ritual for club 

members to socialize and make rneny, just as their British and French-Canadian 

predecessors had at the trading forts and at Beaver Club meetings hetd in Montreal in the 

winter sea~on.~' The connecüon between the MSSC and Nor'Westers, (and their abilities 

Zg This was also true af Toronto sport clubs. See R. Wayne Simpson, 'Toronto's Earty 
Sporting Clubs: A 'Compact' History", Pmceedinos of the 5th C a n m n  Svmmsium on the history 
pf Soorl and Phvsical Education University of Toronto, August 1982: 199-204. Simpson shows that 
the Jarvis and Robinson families were involved with cricket, curling, lawn bowling, and yachting - afl 
imporled rather than indigenous sports. 

Aithough there are no records of the early years of the Montreal Snow Shoe Club, 
familiarly known as 'the tuque bleu', it was claimed by a Club history written in 1882 that the 
founders were young men from some of the oldest families in Montreal: Hugh W. Becket, 

dubs t h r 0 u g . h . h  
* .  ime (Montreal: Becket Bros-, 1882) 4-6. 

Becket was a long-standing member of the club and served as an officer for many years. This 
book and the records of the MSSC, which include Minute Books, annual reports, scrapbooks and 
newspaper reports, are the evidentiary basis for this study. The first President of the MSSC when 
it was fortnalty organized in 1843 was Col. Ermatinger, a fur trader and magistrate; other members 
were his brother, the Chief of Police; E. Lamontagne, Iater a New York wine merchant; C. J. 
Coursol, judge, rnayor and M.P.; and bank managers, Dawyers and donial aides: Afan Metc#tfe, 
"Organized Sport" 79. Metcaffe claims that ''the members were drawn frorn the highest social 
strata of Montreal society", however the MSSC and the MLC never attracted more than a small 
handful of young men from the ultra-n'ch families such as the Molsons and Ailans. 
'' lt was the costom for those Nor'Westers who were not wintering in the pays d'en haut to 

meet at various hotels or tavems in Montreal during the off-season from December to April for 



as native-Canadians) is illustrated by an 1863 article, entitled "Canada in Winter". In 

discussing snowshoeing, the author claims that "the old Montreaf Club, the pioneer 

ocganitation, a NoWest famify of Murrays, Hughes, CofFin and other notables of twenty 

years ago, proved equal to the beating of the fieetest Indians 

In taking up snowshoeing and organiùng sporting fratemities, Montrealers were 

engaging in a Native activity which dated h c k  further than the recorded history of the 

continent, and had strong links to the French Regime, as well as to the history of the 

British in North Arnerïca. In the act of snowshoeing, they were cunstituting themseives as 

a new type of native-Canadian, and in the process writing a Brifish history of the nation. 

Over the years, the memory of these 'first' snowshoe dub mernbers of 'olden times' was 

repeatedly evoked in official Club histories. in newspaper reports. at the annual dinnen 

and weekw Club get-togethers. Nicholas Hughes was particulariy revered as the living 

remnant of the Club founders. He was for many years President, and was subsequently 

accarded the titie 'Honorary President', along with the nickname "Evergreen" which he 

probabiy eamed owing to his considerable height as well as his longevity. The exploits of 

other Club menibers in 'days gone by' were rnemorialized too in 03-repeated stories. verse 

and song. In 1868, for instance, George Parys was reported as having wntten of them, 

and another long-time and active member, W. George Beers, contributed several popuiar 

snowshoe songs to the Club which glorifïed past deedd3 Besides the men themselves, 

%inter bacchanalian feastsn. These revelries were held under the auspices of the Club, founded 
by the fur traders in 1785 as an dite dining dub, whose mernbership was restn'cted to active and 
retired fur traders and their colleagues who had wintered in the nom. These 'North Men' or 
'NotWestersl were mostly connected with the North West Company, but honorary mernbers and 
guests were also invited, 

32 This article was written by W. George Beers and originally pubfished in m s h  Amerim 
2 (Dec 1 863): 166-71. 

33 NAC: MSSC Minute Book 1861 -1 869,93. 



certain snowshoe expeditions, or 'tramps', gained mythical status in Club fore. The famous 

tramp to St. Vincent de Paul in the early days of the Club when the participants were 

caught in a blizzard and 'went fifteen miles astray' was a favourite: "Such hair-breadth 

escapes and wonderful adventures as belong to it were surely never matched by any other 

exc~rsion".~~ Another famous outing was the race to St. Hyacinthe when one group made 

three miles in twenty-five minutes, mile another Yound themselves, after half an hour's 

hard running, farther from the "Mouniain House" than at the start? Other tramps were 

remembered as examples of athletic prowess, such as "the expedition to St. John's when 

five men ran fourteen straight miles, and others to Lachine, in which the club raced for the 

whole distan~e' '~ Been commemorated in Song the time when a group of snowshoen 

overtook a train held up by snow drifts: 

Men may talk of steam and railroads, 
8ut too well our comrades know 
We can beat the fastest engine 
ln a night tramp o'er the snow. 
It rnay puff, sir, it rnay blow, sir, 
It may whistle, it may scream, 
But lightiy dipping, gentiy tipping, 
Snow shoes leave behind the ~tearn.~' 

What seems to have appeaied particuiarly to the snowshoers' imaginations in hese stories 

was the ability of their members to navigate the 'wilderness', and to endure and conquer 

the worst conditions that nature wuld throw at them. They prided themselves on their 

pluck, theirstamina; and, consequentty, their-manliness; attributes wtrichwere partohhat 

Newspaper clipping appended to MSSC Minute Book for Febnrary 15, 1868,93. A very 
lyrïcal description of another tramp to St. Vincent is given in a newspaper clipping in MAAA 
Scrapbook 1,132. 

35 ibid- 93. 
* ibid. 93. 

Becket 79. 



Don Morrow has termed 'the snowshoe ethos'? Tales of horrendously d f i cu l t  tramps 

were valued because they dernonstrated the admirable qualities of the men. This was 

aiso one of the attractions of the mountain steeplechase races introduced in 1869, and of 

the annual race meetings, for at these cornpetitions individuals and clubs couId 

demonstrate their athleticism. Through repetition, these stories became part of the history 

of the club as well as of the new nation, especially since they linked snowshoeing back 

into the history of the fur trade. This was a strategy of representation which was used 

again in connection wiai lacrosse. 

In the history of the fur trade and its British, French-Canadian, and Native peoples, 

the snowshoers found a mode1 to emulate in constructing a nativeanadian identity for 

themselves. Physical prowess was one aspect of this identity, and sociabiility was another. 

Sociability was always a principal feature of MSSC routine. The destination of every 

tramp was an inn or restaurant.39 Once arrived, the snowshoers would enjoy a meal 

punctuated by toasts, then someone would start up a tune on a piano or other musical 

instrument, and the mernbers would join in with songs and dancing. Great ihifarity would 

ensue, with some of the men taking the ladies' place in the dance, their sex signified by a 

handkerchief tied around their am.' Similar stories of sociability are told about the 

voyageurs in their winter camps, and about the Beaver Club, whose meetings began at 

Mormw daims that in 1860 the ethos included manliness, skill, vigour and a pronounced 
devotion to the activity. Dunng the 1870s "snowshoeing became an ethic, syrnbmlic of right values, 
moral punty and al1 that was nght and good for saciety": Morrow, 'Knights" 16.29- 

Tavems traditionally served as venues for garnes and garnbling, and one of the problems 
faced by clubs was the need to overcome their scurriious reputation. See Howard A. Christie, 
'The Function of the Tavem in Toronto 1834 to 1875 with special reference to Sport'' (M.P.E. 
.thesis, University of Windsor, i 973). 

40 Frank Oppel, ed., mes of the Cana- North (Secaucus, N.J.: Castle, 1984). 



four o'dock in the aiternoon and often went on into the small hours of the m~rning.~' The 

Beaver Club was one step doser to aboriginal culture than the snowshoe clubs, and a 

calumet or peace pipe was passed around to mark the beginning of the Club's format 

ntuals, which included speeches and toasts. After the meal, the more informal activities 

began: singing voyageur songs, reminiscing about life in the fur trade, dancing and re- 

enacting canoeing adventures? Snowshoen had a similar approach to music. Singing 

was important on the tramp; it helped the men keep in step and passed the time enjoyably. 

Songs were written specially for the clubs by their members and were often the means by 

which club histones were passed on and club identity created? Besides club songs, they 

adopted and adapted English and French songs at will. "En roulant ma boule" was a 

particular favourite, as it had been at Beaver Club dinners, and many of their songs ended 

with a 'snowshoe call' rnodelled on an 'Indian ~tiriek".~ At the first Montreal Snow Shoe 

Club Concert given in February, 1873, 'Evergreen' Hughes sang "En roulant ma boulen 

while the chorus of 50 snowshoers imitated the paddiing of voyageurs in ~ a n o e s . ~ ~  This 

parallels the description of a Beaver Club soirée: 

They met at Dillon's Hotel to drink toasts in madeira, sing the old songs of 
the .voyageurs, the "sonorous" voice of James McGill was mentioned-and 
do a litüe play acüng: sitting on the floor and Pretending they were paddling 

" Colonel Landmann, c, (London: Colbum, 1852) describes a 
dinner which included 120 bottles of wine and dancing on tables. Quoted by Burpee 86. 
" Podruchny argues that reminiscing was an important part of the Beaver Club cuiture, 

facilitating fratemal bonding and self-affirmation. Further, "Reminiscing was an essentiai method in 
teaching and revering masculine values of strength, courage, fortitude, and perseverance gained in 
fur trade experience": Podnrchny 45. 

For example, the reminiscences in "In the Days when we went Snow Shoeing", Becket 
100. 

John J. Bigsby, The Shoe and C a m  or Pimes of Travel in the C a s ,  [i850], vol. 
1, (New York: Paladium Press, 1969) 11 9, quoted by Grace Lee Nute, The Vova- 1955, (St 
Paul: Minnesota Historical Society, 1972) 155. John Palmer, a traveller in 18 17, noted that "Indian 
manners, custorns and language, especially war whoops, were closely irnitated at Club dinnerç": 
Podruchny 44. 



In other words, there was a striking similarity between the activities of the NorWesters and 

the snowshoers; and French Canadians had a similar reputation for their hospitality and 

love of merry-making. Hence, in developing these traditions of physicality and sociability, 

the snowshoers represented themsefves as the natural heirs of the fur traders, French 

colonists and Native peoples. 

The clothing wom by snowshoe club members also mmbined references to 

Natives and French Canadians and furthe? highlighted the historical connotations of 

sriowshoeing. During the 1854)s and 1860s ten or so new clubs were formed, many 

having a fleeting existence of only a few seasons, as for example, the Beaver, Aurora and 

Dominion clubs. Every club adopted the same uniform of white blanket coat tied with a 

long sash, complernented by a wool tuque, plus leggings and rno~casins.~~ However, by 

the 1870s each club had its own distinctive colours, used for epaulets or trim on the coats, 

and for the tuque. W. George Beers, for instance, was photographed in the Notrnan 

Photographie Studio wearing the unifom of the St. George's Snow Shoe Club: white mat 

with distinctive membership badge, purpie epaulets and purple and white tuque [Figure 

1.21." Since the snowshoe clubs from time-to-time made rules regulating the colour, style 

" Donald MacKay, The Square Mile: Merchant Princes of Montrd (Vancouver: Douglas 8 
Mclntyre, 3987) 14-1 5. 

*' In chapter 4, 1 argue that in the late 1870s French-Canadian clubs adopted difTerent 
coloured coats as a distinguishing marker. The blanket coat is the subject of a forthcoming MA. 
thesis by Eileen Stack, Department of Textiles, Fashion Merchandising, and Design, University of 
Rhode Island. For a detailed discussion of clothing as a fonn of communication, and a discussion 
of the role of unifomis as a means of legitimating membership and 'maintaining rigomus 
adherence to noms" even in leisure time, see Nathan Joseph, Unifomis and No- 
Comrnunttx&on Thrwah C- 

. . * 

(New York: Greenwood Press, 1986) 3. 

Unless otherwise stated, al1 figures are photographs produced by the William Notman 
Studio, and al1 other artists are unknown. 
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Fig. 1.2: "Dr. W. George Beers," 1881. NPA: 60469-811 
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and detailing of tiheir uniform, and stipulated m e n  it shoufd be wom, it is clear that these 

dothes were not just everyday winter Wear, but actually a special set of cloffiing which one 

wore when snowshoeing. In putüng on this uniform, the snowshoe club members were 

dressing up as a 'composite native': the moccasins and leggings were aboriginal, the sash 

was a French-Camadian ceinture fl&chde, the tuque was a French liberty cap, while the 

blanket coat resernbled typiwl habitant winter ~ loth ing.~ The figure of the habitant was 

an historical stereotype of the French-Canadian censitarie from the French Regime, but 

French-Canadian farrners and rural dwellers were still frequently referred to as habitants 

or habifans by English colonists. 

Evidently, the snowshoe uniform was regarded as 'picturesque,' and constituted a 

distinctively Canadian 'look'. Time and again, contemporary newspaper reports remarked 

upon the novel and picturesque sight of snowshoers in their blanket mats with snowshoes 

slung over their shoulders, trudging through the streets to their club rendezvous. 

'Picfuresque' was a term associated with painting and drawing which was populan'zed by 

William Gilpin in the late eighteenth century, and persisted throughout the nineteenth 

century. It was a system of composition by which a landscape was made 'pleasing' 

through a careful wmbination of 'rough' and 'srnooth' elements. Rustic figures were 

positioned in specific areas of the composition in order to provide interest and indicate 

scale. When nineqeenth-century newspaper writers recorded the 'picturesque sight' 

The blanket coat was a version of the French capote, a mid-length, hooded coat made 
from wool blanket chth: Eileen Stack, 'The Significance of the Blanket Coat to Anglo-Canadian 
Identity," paper presented at 25'" Annual Symposium, The Costume Society of America, Sante Fe, 
New Mexico, May 22-25, 1999, 1. See also, Francis Back, 'The Canadian Capot (Capofe)," 
JIAuseum of the Fur Brade Quarterly 27 (1991): 4-15. 





Fig. 1.3: Millicent Mary Chaplin, "Canadian Farmer," c.1840. 
watercolour. NAC: C-866 



Canadian; a generic nativehvoodsman/famer figure stood for ail? Extensive trans- 

cultural bonowing had occurred between voyageurs, coureurs de bois, habitants and 

Native peoples since the sixteenth-century? Both habitants and voyageurs had adopted 

elements of aboriginal clothing, particulariy in foot and leg Wear, both used pipes and 

beaded tobacco pouches, and, of course, both had adopted aboriginal means of transport 

- birch-bark canoes, snowshoes, and toboggans. The unifom chosen by the snowshoe 

clubs was rernarkably similar to the winter clothing wom by these 'Canadians of old'. Paul 

Carpentier agrees that snowshoe club unifomis referred to nistic and romanticized figures: 

"L'image type de I'habitant canadien fut reprise et ranimée par les fondateurs des clubs de 

raquettes ... certains d'entre eux prétendaient etre les derniers de fa race des voyageurs.'" 

The outfit also bore a close resernbfance to the winter dress of the other 'composite 

natives', the Red River Mbtis, as depicted by an 1851 traveller (Figure 1-41. Thus, 

snowshoers were enacting a cultural fiction: their clothing invented memories of Canada's 

olden days, linking British colonists to the aboriginal and French-Canadian past of the 

continent. As a further step in this discursive process, this visual image of 'Canadians' 

was reinforced by, and may well have been an influence on, the 'happy habitanf images 

This statement is not, of course. tnie of paintings produced in the West to document the 
last remnants of a dying race. The expectation for these paintings was that Native people would 
appear in paint and feathers. lt was afso not true of images produced by French-Canadian artists- 
For an more extended discussion of the visual conflation of these figures. and the way in which this 
conflation of attributes confirrned and helped to consütute the discourse of Native peoples as a 
'dying' race, see my 'Visual Representations of Native Peoples in Quebec 1760-1 840", M.A. 
thesis, York University, 1992. The difference between French Canadian and British arüsts' 
representations is examined in my 'Representation as Colonial Rhetoric. The image of 'the Native' 
and 'the habitant' in the formation of colonial identities in eariy nineteenth-century Lower Canada," 
Journal of C a m  Art H i s t ~ ~ y  16.1 (1 994): 1 1-29. 

Y Washington Irving, 181 0 commented that the dress of the voyageurs was 'half civilized. 
haif savage," being a blanket mat, trousers or leggings, moccasins and woven belt. He considered 
them full of gaiety and fun, obliging and civil, as well as prodigiously hard working. Quoted by J.E. 
Foster and D.R. Richeson, comps.. The Fur Tmde in C a m  since 1787, vol. 73 (Ottawa: 
National Film Board of Canada) 20. 

* Carpentier 102. Unfortunately. the author does not develop this comment or provide any 
evidence for the statement. 



Fig. 1.4: Frank Blackwell Mayer, Winter Dress of Red River half- 
breeds," 1851 ; drawing, Newberry Library, Chicago: Frank B. Mayer 
Papers, Sketchbook 44. Reproduced in Jennifer S.H. Brown, 
Strangers in Blood: Fur Trade Families in lndian Country (Vancouver: 
University of British Columbia Press, 1980) Plate 16. 
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produced by illustrators for the popular press and painters such as Robert Todd, Cornelius 

Kn'eghoff and William Raphael? By taking on the rustic persona of the NoWesters, 

voyageurs and coumurs de bois, snowshoe club members disptayed themselves as sons 

of the soil, closely linked with nature and the land. They positioned themselves within an 

invented mythological national past and appropriated the visual attributes of both 'real' 

Canadian natives in order ta do so. Organized club snowshoeing functioned to usurp and 

erase the Native and French-Canadian histories of snowshoeing, obscuring the fact that 

snowshoes were not just part of the British history of Canada, but were also part of the 

French-Canadian and Native histones of Canada. When John Mercier McMullen 

published the first history of Canada as a single province in 1855, he had little regret that 

Native people were disappearing, or that French rule was over. He saw the latter as an 

authontarian regime which had retarded the development of agriculture and industry. 

Significantly, though, he recognized the coumurs de bois as worthy ancestors, the only 

French Canadians who had any vigour, self-reliance or ir~itiative.~~ Cultural performances 

like snowshoeing allowed colonists to link themselves wïth selected aspects of the history 

of the continent, and, since the activity itseif was indigenous, performing it naturalized 

them as 'native~~anadians', whether they were Canadian-born or not. 

- - - 
56 Consider, for example, Robert Todd, 'The Ice Cane, Montmorency Fallsn c.1845, 

Cornelius Krieghoff, "Merryrnakingn 1860. and William Raphael, 'Behind Bonsecours Market, 
Montreal" 1866. ft was not untif 1880 or later that the 'empty' landscape itself was ernployed to 
signify the nation in painting and photography. See Reid, Our Own Cou* C a n e  64,  and 
Jonathan Bordo, "Jack Pine - Wilderness Sublime or the erasure of the abonginal presence from 
the landscape," JCS 27.4 (Winter 1992): 98-128. 

John Mercier McMullen, J+isto@ of Cana*. from Its First Discoverv to the Present Tirng 
(8rockville, 1855) discussed in M. Brook Taylor, promoters. Patriots. and Partims. . . 
. . 
yi Nineteenth-Ce h Ca- (Toronto: University of Toronto, 1989) 1 544 56. Coureurs 
de bois were unlicenced traders who defied French mercantilist rules by trading with the English. 



The Bntish contribution to snowshoeing was in providing an instiional framework 

which ensured the sport was organized exclusively in ternis of race, class, and sex, and 

that the members' behaviour was disciplined and regulated. It also ensured that the dubs 

were at the forefront of public displays of imperial loyalty. Montreat was the hot-bed of 

organized sport in British North America in the second half of the nineteenth century, and 

this was entirely due to the initiative and enthusiasm of English-speaking citizens. French 

Canadians were either uninterested in participaüng in these sports, rejected them because 

they were dominated by anglophones, or were respectful of the Catholic Church's 

disapproval of organized sports as being a morally dubious and subversive force? It was 

not until the late 1870s that specifically French-Canadian snowshoe dubs were fomed; 

the rosters of the major clubs before that time include onfy a hanrfful of French-Canadian 

names. French Canadians were not actively diswuraged from joining, although the need 

to be sponsored by h o  existing members mitigated against this, as did the fact that there 

were far fewer francophones than anglophones in the professional and commercial middle 

classes. The Canadian Snow Shoe Club was established in 1870 "in the hope that it 

might encourage the practice of the sport among yowig French Canadians," and by 1873 

half of its 50 members were French-speaking. However, it is ciear from a newspaper 

account of the annual dinner in that year that, francophone membership n~~thstanding, 

the leadership and conduct of the club was dominated by English-speaking rnember~ .~~  

Exclusively French-Canadian clubs did not emerge until the end of the decade, when Le 

Canadien, L'Union, Le Trappeur and Les Patriotes were formed- By the time the Winter 

Carnivals were being held in the 1880s, French-Canadian clubs were growing quickiy, and 

- -~ - ~- 

Donald Guay, Co- du Swrt: Le mrt et la société guébecoise W I X B  siécle 
(Montreal: Lanctot, 1997) ch.5. 

NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 1,33. 
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Beers hoped that snowshoeing %th other spo rts... will draw the nationalities together, and 

do as much as any other thing to make us al1 Canadians, in the strict sense of the word? 

Aithough Canadian identity was being constructeci from French-Canadian and 

Native signifiers, the snowshoers did not necessarily want the 'real' natives involved. 

What the British colonists sought to do was to utilire their image of the noble savage and 

the happy habitant in constmcting Canadian identity, but often the living version of these 

cultural fictions got in the way? This is what happened in 1885 when French-Canadian 

members of the snowshoe clubs becarne invoived in organizing the Winter Carnival, wïth 

results which were inwnvenient and uncornfortable for their anglophone counterparts. 

This is also what happened with Native participants in snowshoeing and lacrosse. Native 

people initially participated in the snowshoe club annual races, but were increasingly 

excluded after the number of snowshoe clubs grew dramatically after 1868. Whereas. in 

the early years, Native people had wmpeted with whites in al1 the events, a few 'Indian 

Races' became the nom, retained largely because they were a crowd-drawing spectacle. 

Native people resisted their exclusion and took whatever opportunities they could to turn 

the situation to heir advantage. For instance, at the 1873 Maple Leaf Snow Shoe Club 

races the white contestants protested when the race was won by Peter Thomas, a Native 

snowshoer. The protest was decided in favour of Thomas since the race had been 

advertised as "open", although the race organizers had intended this to mean open to 

members of other clubs. Thomas had challenged this understanding by entering the race, 

1 UWateQ (Montreal: George Bishop 8 Co., Febmary 1884) 10. 

Pratt calls this the 'impossible necessity of becoming indigenousn - impossible because 
our image of the indigene is a European constniction, or cultural fiction. Hence, we can never get 
back to the 'real' indigene, because Natives have only ever been seen as images. Mary-Louise 
Pratt, brierial Eves: Travel Writirlgarid T r a n m  (London: Routledge, 1992) 13. 



and the principle of fair play ovemode racism in this case.62 lt was not a coincidence, 

therefore, when shortly afterwards the Montreal Pedestn'an Club becarne the first 

Canadian sport club to adopt a definition of amateur status. This excluded anybody who 

had ever competed for money, or had ever been paid for any reason in connection with 

athletics, 'or is a labourer or Indian." This disqualified al1 the celebrated lndian runners, 

snowhoen and lacmsse players." There was further controversy at the 1875 Caledonia 

Club races over the running of the 'Indian race' owing to a rumour that the first and second 

contestants had shared the pnze rnoney. White members were "outraged, but mostly 

through fear that this would have a deleterious effect on the viability of the races, because, 

they claimed, the "lndian races fom one of the attractions of a snowhoe race, and should 

be contested faim and h~nest ly . '~  More blatant still was the running of the lndian race at 

the 1875 Grand Mifitary races, when the leading snowshoer fell and the next runner waited 

for him and let him overtake and win the race. Since the increased populanty of 

snowshoeing in the 1870s as a spectator sport reflected the increased emphasis on 

competition and, more irnportantly, gambling, protestations made by white commentators in 

the latter two cases were probably the result of concem over fair gambling rather than fair 

play.= At timeâ, though, as when Thomas and Keraronwe entered the 'open' race, Native 

people refused to be complicit in their own oppression. This, for instance, led white 

commentators to cornplain that the war costume wom by Natives in the Ottawa Snow Shoe 

e2 NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 1,33. 
. Frank Cosentino, Afros. A b o m  A m u r  Smrt . . 

in P e e l  
Canada's Ethnic Group Series, Booklet No. 16 (Ottawa: Canadian Historical Association, 1998) 18. 

MC: MAAA Scrapbook 1,292 
85 WC: MAAA Scrapbook 1,292 

Momw, "Knights" 17. The increased participation in snowshoeing reflected the influence 
of Beers and the popularity of lacrosse, since snowshoeing was winter training for lacrosse: 
Lindsay, "History of Sport" 71. 



races of 1873 "was not calculated to strike awe into the hearts of ~trangers".~ 

The "English character" that Durham sought to impose on French-speaking 

Canadians was an ideology of manliness, discipline, hard-work, temperance and moral 

virtue. Although industnalization did not get underway fully in Montreal until the l86Os, 

there is evidence to suggest that even by the 1840s ideas about class, gender and race 

had created a masculine, white, colonial, bourgeois identity based on the belief that hard 

work was its own reward, and moral conduct rather than material wealth was a measure of 

success and usefulness in society. As recent scholarship shows, this was a profoundly 

gendered identity in which the male was the measure of al1 things, and women considered 

the subordinate repositories of moral virtue." This growing group demonstrated their 

virtue in the fratemal associations and networks which gave their Iives meaning and 

conferreci s t a t ~ s . ~  Since historians rarely find evidence of the middle class 

acknowledging a sense of class consciousness, they have been forced to infer bourgeois 

awareness of belonging to a class from observation of a shared life styie. For instance, 

Stuart Blumin found consumption practiceç, occupational category and residential location 

differentiated classes in Philadelphia; and Mary Ryan found that similarities in religion, 

family practices and dornestic values idenüfied the middle cfass in Oneida, New Yorlt?O In 

67 NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 1.33. 
ua Morgan, Public Men and Virtuous Women 162. 1 use the terni 'bourgeois' and 'middle 

class' here as virtually interchangeable, since it was not until the 1860s that the category of 
salarieci employee became a factor in the social hierarchy. Untif then, the middle class wem 
bourgeois, ie. they owned property and the means of production. 
'@ The achievement of responsible govemrnent has usually been interpreted as "an advance 

for democracy and for Canadian autonomy", but recent scholarship emphasizes instead the 
strengthening of executive powers after 1850 and the active role taken by the colonial bourgeoisie 
in reshaping society through professional bodies, voluntary associations and social reform: Allan 
Greer & lan Radford, eds., Colon. State Fornion in Mid-ni-nth-centunr_çanada a . . -  

(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1992) 7-8. 
'O Blumin meruence of the Middle CI= ; Mary Ryan, Cradle of the Middle Cf-. 



the Canadian context, Andrew Holman has looked for the ways status was expressed 

through display of the self in Galt and Gode~lch.~' He argues that the discourse of 

'cultivation' and taste was a gendered ideal which induded locally constructed noms 

prescribing personal appearance, body management, personal demeanour and 

institutional affiliations. This accords with the connection Leonore Davidoff and Catherine 

Hall found in their seminal study of the English middle class, between domestic IÏfe and 

professional and business success, where a strict code of behaviour and properiy ordered 

household were crucial ways to signify status? 

Sporting clubs, and associational life in general, were a place outside the home in 

which this code of behaviour was foimulated and inculcated. The snowshoe ethos 

complemented the values of temperance and polite manners taught within the sphere of 

the respectable middle-class family. It was the cultivation and display of moral superiority 

which distinguished the middte class from both the elite and the lower classes. Sporting 

clubs are, therefore, a profitable place in which to explore the formation of a middle-class 

consciousness, and the means by which it was represented to the public, whether through 

photographie portrait, press report, or the sport itself. 

While French Canadians were not actively discouraged from joining the clubs, 

Natives were actively excluded, as were undesirable anglophones. Most clubs adopted 

the organizational structure developed by the MSSC, which was run by a hierarchy of club 

officiais and cornmittees, and employed the "blackball voting system" by which new 

- - - -- -- 

Tl Holrnan op. cit. 
Davidoff and Hall, op. cit. See also, John Tosh, "Domesticity and Manliness in the 

Victorian Middle Class. The Famify of Edward White Benson," m f u l  Assertions. Masculin~ies iq 
. .. . 

. * .  w, eds. Michael Roper and John Tosh (London: Routledge, 1991) 45. 



members had to be proposed, seconded and voted in almost unanimously." This ensured 

that, although the yearly subscription was actually reasonabiy priced (e-g. $2-00 for the 

1872-73 season) and within the range of the lower ranks of clerks and bookkeepers, only 

the 'right' people muld join, especially since the uniform, snowshoes and meals increased 

the ~ o s t . ~ ~  

Aithough membership was carefully controlled, clubs did provide an opportunity for  

social mobility. When the snowshoers mustered and formed up for a tramp, they cast O* 

their everyday social and class standings, and were re-ordered into their club hierarchy. 

The tramp itself was a lirninal state in which mundane rules did not operate: individual 

prowess had to be subordinated in order to rnaintain an orderiy single file, social position 

had no precedence over club ranking, and economic success was subordinate to 

discipline, manliness and other aspects of the snowshoe ethos. Men whose status was 

relatively low outside the club, might therefore accrue extra status through their club 

a~tivities.~~ Club rnembership would bnng them into contact with wealthier and more 

successful members who might provide them with opportunities to enhance their social 

and economic  statu^.^^ 

Morrow, "Knights" 30, n.88. Morrow explains that "one negative vote in ten was suffident 
to prohibit mernbership to a proposed candidate". 

74 NAC: MAAA Swapbook 1 ,  33. In camparison, Curling Clubs were for a more elite 
membership since they cost $8-10 per season: Samuel Edward Dawson, Montreai W i m r  C a m  
Fehiay4.1864. th to 9~ of Wntreai ([Montre=al J: 
Montreal Gazette Printing Co., 118841) 10. Snowshoes cost between $1-50 and $3.50 in the 14380s. 
See also note 26. 

75 Evergreen Hughes was a prime example. He was a Iife-long govemment cferk with 
relatively littfe social status outside the MSSC, but had trernendous social standing because h e  was 
an athletic hero and long-time Club President. Another example was a young grocer called 
Charles Radiger who is mentioned in the MAAA records as having won many victories against 
Native opponents. He re-appeared fater as a successful Winnipeg trader who was an honoured 
guest at club dinners in Winnipeg and Montreal. WC: MAAA Scrapbook 1,35. 

78 Simpson's study of Toronto sporüng clubs canciudes that the elite used clubs to further 
business interests and "develop, maintain and nourish social interiocking relationships": Simpson, 



The club officers - President, Vice-President(s), Secretary, Treasurer, heads of 

cornmittees etc. - became minor celebrities in Montreal society. Their names were always 

prominent in advertising, programmes and newspaper coverage, and they were special 

guests at the annual meetings of other clubs, at which they proposed congratulatory toasts 

and were toasted in retum. These dinners were a tirne when al1 the members proudly 

dispiayed their medals, proving both their own prowess and that of their club? For 

instance, the Febniary 1880 annual dinner of the MSSC was attended by the Presidents 

of the Montreaf Golf Club, the Montreal Lacrosse Club, St. George's Snow Shoe Club, the 

Quebec Snow Show Club and guests from New York- In this fast regard, it is evident frorn 

the Scrapbooks that Becket was also a member of, or at least in touch with, a variety of 

American sport and athletic clubs. No doubt contact with American clubs facilitated 

business even further. Membership lists show that many of the professional and merchant 

companies in Montreal were represented by their owners or employees in one club or 

another, and often in several. Hugh Becket, for instance, was a printer, and a member of 

the Montreal Snow Shoe Club, Lacrosse Club, Base-Ball Club, Pedestrian Club, and the 

Fish & Game Protection Society of MontreaLT8 W.George Been was a dentist, and at one 

"Elite and Sport Club Membership" 484. 

At the March, 1873 Canada Club annual dinner Mr. Maltby, the 2nd Vice-President of the 
MSSC was an invited guest and "sported some tciree or four dozen medals, being literally covered 
with such trophies": NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 1, 33. Even sol the display of unifomis and badges at 
such dinners was "probably less powerful than their presence in the office, drawing room or study 
where clients, neighbours, pupils and parishioners could reflect on the worth of their holders." 
Lowerson 23. 

WC: MAAA ScrapbOok 1, p. 41,300. NO doubt members were also freemasons and 
member of other fratemal societies. The 'blackball' voting method was used by freemasons, and 
one of their initiation rituals called "riding the goat" was similar to the "bounce", adopted by the 
MSSC. The masons' version had the initiate blindfolded and tossed in the air from a blanket, while 
the MSSC version was for a group of members to toss a new member up in the air manuaily. The 
latter became well known because a Notman photograph of the bounce was used on a variety of 
advertising posters and programs for the winter carnivals. For a discussion of the culture of 
fraternalism, see: Christopher J. Anstead, "Fraternalism in Victorian Ontario: Secret Societies and 
Cultural Hegemony," (Ph.D. diss, University of Western Ontario, London, 1992). 



time or another a member of the MSSC, MLC, Beaver Snow Shoe Club and St- George's 

Snow Shoe Club. 

The sport clubs fomed a business network that was advantageous to both the 

clubs and their rnernber~,'~ although not immune frorn criticism by other members of the 

business community. Mr. Maltby replied to one of these cornplaints in his toast to "Our 

Winter Sports" at the MSSC annual dinner of Feb 15, 1873. He was reported as saying 

that: 

The great point in these winter sports was that they gave health and 
strength to those who partook of them, and so fitted them for their ordinary 
duties. There was he was sorry to say opposition among the merchants of 
Montreaf to these sports, on the ground that they took up too much of the 
time of the young men? 

This aflegation must have provoked some controversy in the community because it was 

taken up again by Mr. A.W. Ogiivie of the MSSC during speeches at the Canada Snow 

Shoe Club's annual dinner in March of the same year. It was reported that he said "he 

was certain employers largely benefited by giving their employees every opportunity to 

indulge in such healthful exercises." He then pointed to Mr. Maltby, a champion 
- 

snowshoer and Montreal manufacturer, "a young manufacturer of whom the manufacturers 

of S t  Gabriel Loch were reasonably proud," as a perfect illustration of the benefits of the 

sport to business." Mr. Maltby's reply is interesting because it illustrates how athletic 

analogies justified the concept of govemment regulation of the economy: 

In the course of his reply Mr, Maltby expressed his conviction that this 
Province was destined to becorne the manufacturing centre of the 
Dominion, but said a Fair Play tariff was absolutely necessary, and 

This was particularly tme after a number of sporting clubs merged to form the Montreal 
Amateur Athletic Association in f 881. 

UJ NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 1,7. 
NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 1,33. 



instanced his own experience as "a hard struggle to maintain headway? 

'Fair play' in snowshoe races and other ampetitive amateur sports was achieved through 

handicapping the most able cornpetitors, in just the same way that the National Policy was 

later designed to work to the benefit of Canadian rnanufact~rers.~~ By 1880, at least one 

dry gwds company had recognized the possibilities of sport as a business management 

tool, for it formed its own athletic club "to increase Ynendly feeling' between ernployers and 

ernpl~yees".~ 

The business network also ensured special club needs would be met, and that any 

profit to be made would go to club members. For instance, when Hugh W. Becket's history 

of the Club was wn'tten, it was publisheâ by Becket Bros., a printing company started by 

his father when he emigrated fmm Swtland in 1832; and when club unifomis became 

mandatory, they could be purchased at Gardner's or Lanes' stores. Gardner was certainly 

a member, and Lane probably was t00.'~ 

Controiling membership and excluding mechanics and labourers both inculcated 

certain behaviours and ensured that undesirable behaviour would not occur. Manliness, 

for instance, was conceived and displayed difTerently by different classes, which was 

manifeçted particularly cleariy by middle-class attempts to control what they perceived as 

working-class violence in field sports. Snowshoeing was repeatedly referred to as 'manly'. 

ibid. 33. 
" The link between political adivism and playing-&Id rhetoric is explored by Mark Dyreson, 

'Regulating the Body and the Body Politic," in Pope New American S m  137. 

NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 2, 300 (764). 

J.K. Gardner and J.L. Gardner were both active on MSSC cornmittees organizing events 
for the winter carnivals. See Sylvie Dufresne, "Le Carnaval d'hiver de Montreal (1 883-1 889)," 
(MA. thesis, University of Quebec at Montreal, 1980) 205. 



An early 1842 report referred to it as "manly exer~ ise" ,~ a term reiterated countless times 

over the next We decades. Over the years its status became more and more elevated. In 

1868, snowshoeing was "the manliest and best of all" sports;87 in ,1872 it was "a healthful 

and manly exercise, besides being a purely national pa~t ime".~ However, it was a 

parücular type of manliness, a terni which had several connotations for the snowshoe 

clubs. The ideal snowshoer was 'plucky' with a 'never-say-die' attitude, h e  had 

tremendous stamina, a healthy constitution, was loyal to his nation and the Empire, and 

ready to fight when called. In the rhetoric of the tirne, al1 these qualities wre encouraged 

and imbued by vigorous outdoor exercise and the exclusive Company of men.8g 

Snowshoeing irn proved Canadian men's physical development and that, in turn, " broug ht 

with it cultivation of the rnind?O At the dinner given for Lord and Lady Dufferin on January 

16, 1873, after a torchlight procession of snowshoers had tramped over Mount Royal in 

their honour, the Govemor General's speech acknowledged these connections: 

In studying the characteristics of Canada he had k e n  impressed b y  the 
enthusiastic devotion of the people to manly sports and exercise. The  
importance of these could hardiy be overrated. They contributed in a great 
measure to the civility of the nation's temper and the independence of the 
national spirit ... Perhaps no people could boast of a greater variety lof sports 
than Canada. In the choicest and most appropriate language, he 
insbnced, among others, snow-shoeing, toboganing, skating and lacrosse, 
the last of wttich he charactenzed as the gayest, liveliest and manIlest of 
garne~.~l 

Montreal Gazsi&, 8 Jan. 1842 [subsequently referred to as quoted by David 
Brown, 'The Northem Character Theme and Sport in Nineteenth-century Canada", Cana- 

al of the Histow of SDOG 20.1 (May 1989) 47. 
a7 NAC: MSSC Minute Book (1 861-1 869) 93: F e b ~ a r y  15, 1868 report om annual races. 
* NAC: MAAA Scrapbcmk 1,4. 

Thomas Hughes, Tom Brown's School~, lBSr ' ,  (London: Macmillan, 1958) had 
tremendous contemporary influence in popularizing the concept of 'muscular Cthn'stianity'. 

so NAC: MSSC Minute Book (Jan 1870-Mar 1884) 362: newspaper clipping of report on 
annual dinner held at Windsor Hotel, 9 Feb. 1878. 

NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 1, January 1873. 



In singling out snowshoeing, tobogganing, skating and lacrosse, Lord DufTerin had clearly 

been influenced by the distinction between imported and indigenous games made by 

Beers and others. If it is surprising that he showed a preference for lacrosse, it must be 

remembered that this was considered the summer equivalent to snowshoeing, and that 

many of the members of the MSSC were afso members of the Montreal Lacrosse Club, 

therefore the ethos of snowshoeing was directly transferred to the game of lacrosse. 

Reports of the dinner for the viceregal couple were carried in newspapers abroad, and 

Becket clipped an article from the Boston J o u m  which commented on the torchlight 

procession: 

... a curious and erninently Canadian scene was presented in Montreal last 
Wednesday night ... There were hundreds of loyal and strong-lirnbed 
Canadians in the lines ... and the torchlights, reflected by the snow, made a 
very brilliant spectacle ..A is a hardy race whose sports are of such a sturdy 
sort as t h i ~ . ~ ~  

The connection between Canada, Canadian character, physique, climate and outdoor 

sports was clearfy understood, even abroad. 

What was also clear was that Canadian national identity was constructed as a 

male preserve. Endurance, 'pluck' and 'courage' were essential elements of the snowshoe 

ethos and served to emphasize its manly qualities because they were qualities only 

recognized through public, outdoors activities not available to women. 93 Generally, adult 

ladies were restricted in their participation in snowshoeing. They were not accepted as 

members of the original snowshoe clubs and their participation was confined to 'strolling' or 

spectating rather than racing. Lindsay reports the brief existence of the Prince of Wales 

- -  

92 M C :  W Scapbook 1, J o u m  [Boston], 22 January, 1873. 
All-male associations also "embody men's privileged access to the public sphere, mile 

sirnultaneously reinforcing women's confinement to household and neighbourhood": Tosh, "What 
Should Historians do" 186. 
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Ladies Snow Shoe Club in 1861, but it was not until the 1880s carnivals that women in any 

number adially participated in the spot"  Later clubs did allow women as guests. and 

the MSSC instiiuted a "Ladies Night dinner once a year, but not until 18û4. It should be 

pointed out, however, that despite the fact that snowshoeing was almost aiways reported 

as being an exclusively male activity, wornen did actually snowshoe, whether for practical 

reasons or for exercise, sometimes even with snowshoe clubs. A letter in the Montreal 

Gazette indicates that they were snowshoeing in small parties, albeit 'accompanied with a 

protective male fiiend," as earfy as 1842. The writer was decidedly against this practice, 

however, on the grounds that it was not exercise Yitted for ladies, even as matter of 

heatthful amusement, nor ... affording the most advantageous display of the graces on their 

part."" It is unclear when women began snowshoeing with the clubs. Beers' article 

"Canada in winter," first pubtished in 1863, mentions that there were "in the aristocratie 

clubs many lady members who are proficient in the sport." An 1868 portrait of Colonel and 

Mrs. Wolseley shows them both dressed in blanket suits, althocgh she is posed with a 

toboggan rather than ~nowshoes;~~ and a cartoon in Canadian lllustrated News, April 6, 

1872 shows Canadian women as proficient snowshoers while an Arnerican man fails 

miserably, which indicates that nationality could transcend gender when a mmpanson with 

Americans was mncerned. A clipping of an illustration from the London Gra~hic (c.1873- 

78)97 shows men and women on a mwnlight outing, and Beers' 1879 article "Canadian 

Sportsn remarked that few years ago a party of Quebec ladies trarnped on snowshoes 

a Gazette. February 9, 1861, cited by Lindsay, "History of Sport" 68. The MSSC invited 
ladies to join in Wednesday night tramps on Febniary 19,1878. NAC: MAAC Scrapbook 1,36 
(93)- 

g5 Ga7ette, March 12, 1842, quoted by Lindsay, 'History of Sport" 367. 
* Louisa Wolseley's blanket coat is particularly interesting since, judging from the cut and fit, 

it appears to have been her own rather than one of Notrnan's studio props. The beaded fringe of 
her woven sash, and the embroidery on the cuffs of her sleeves combine Native and French- 
Canadian references. Stack 6. 
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into the biish with their husbands, camped for two nights in the snow, and retumed better 

than ever.* By the 1880s women were increasingly accepted as active snowshoan. An 

illustration from Dominion lllustrated Mo&&' 1889, depicts women snowshoers mustering 

at the McGill Gates, while N.M. Hinshelwood in 1903 reported that "The ladies are as 

enthusiastic as the . 

At other times, women were represented as desired spectators, especially at the 

annuai club races when efforts were made to make them cornfortable by spreading the 

stand with ta rpa~ l in .~~  Most clubs, however, only grudgingly made roorn for women. For 

instance, ladies were only invited to dinner by the Winnipeg branch of the St. George's 

Snow Shoe Club after the annual steeplechase;lo1 and the Erneratd Club held ladies' 

nights when dozens of ladies wearing the blanket costume "mingled with manly fonnsm only 

once a month.lo2 

As noted above, while women were generally excluded from the sport and club 

activities, they could be included for rhetoncal purposes, in order to prove the vigorous 

nature of Canadians as a race. Hence, at tirnes, the stereotype of Canadians as a 

physically vigorous, hardy people was extended to the female sex. The souvenir booklets 

for the 1880s Winter Carnivals frequently referred to the healthy, rosy cheeks of young 

Canadian girls: 

faces are ruddy from exercise, and eyes are flashing with healthfid 
excitement. A Canadian belle in white blanket suit, gaily trimmed, and with 

- - -- - - 

NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 1, 1 38. 
gB N.M. Hinshelwood, Montreal and V m  beirlg a of the old tom. a ~iç$gnal record . - . . 

. 
pf the modem cdy. rts morts and  as mes- (Montreal: Desbarrats & Co., 1903) 90. 

lm NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 1.4: newspaper dipping, February 1873. 
101 M M. January 1 5, 1885, p.1. 

'Oi! Gazette January 27, 1885, p.5. 



pale blue tuque jauntily set upon her head, stepping springingly along with 
mocassined feet is a sight worth going to Canada to see.lw 

The pfuck and courage of Canadian giris was also remarkable: 

nothing astonishes Our winter visitors more than the indifference to danger, 
and the genuine delight in hard, rough pleasure shown by Our Canadian 
girls.'04 

When women were active in wn'tten and visual images, it was often to afford men the 

opportunity to display gallant and manly behaviour. Hence in the image accompanying the 

article "Our Winter Sports" the woman is the recipient of male assistance - a dependent foi1 

against which ta cbntrast the autonomous male [Figure 1 .5].fm 

To be sure, there was also an elernent of sexual titillation involved in women 

parücipating in the rnanly sport of snowshoeing, and later tobogganing. In fact, by the 

1880s sports acüvities had become an opportunity for young people to mix socially. This 

was the purpose of the skating parties initiated by Lady Dufferin at Rideau Hall in the 

1870s, and W. George Beers commented that the skating rink "has become a sociable 

club for both sexes, where they may meet and enjoy a chat, etc, as well as skate."lo6 A 

snowshoe club was even formed to facilitate social intercourse for young Montrealers - the 
policy of the Mary Bawn Club was apparently to enrol brothers and sisters jointly so that 

every girl would have an escort on the weekly tramp, but this did not always turn out to be 

her brother.lm A less favourable view was expressed by the Catholic clergy. who 

vehemently opposed the mixing of the sexes, paru'cularly on the toboggan hills, on the 

103 awson's S m m e n t ,  7 884,4. 

'O4 W. George Beers, Qver the Snow or The W t r e a l  Camivai (Montreai: W. Drysdale & Co. 
and J. Tho. Robinson, 1883) 40. 

lM MC: MAAC, Scrapbook 3,83 (1 886) 
'O6 Beers, Over the Snow 40. 
'O7 John C. Martin, "A Montreal Winter Glimpse," in Oppel263. 
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grounds that such contact was i rnm~ral . '~ Perhaps their fean were well-founded since 

the writer of Bishop's Winter (=amival I l l u s a  had no such qualrns, positively revelling in 

the titillating possibifities snowshoeing presented for publicly touching female flesh: 

the foot of ferninine gender looks its prettiest in a well-fitting rnoccasin. lt is 
more attractive, and tying on the snowshoe the thongs pass over the 
arched instep and around the neat ankle; and the strings get loose so 
often, and the shoe cornes off at the fences. Thus the galfantry of the stem 
escort is called forth very often. In this kind of snowshoe tramp, needless 
to say, they do not walk in lndian file, they saunter aiong two by two, and 
very often continue to do so through their after life.lOg 

Needless to say, men never needed help with their laces! 

The code of rnanliness espoused by the professional and commercial middle 

classes assumed its members woufd be models of moral virtue. Thus, when an article 

appeared in the Montreal Wv Witnes~ on February 6, 1873, condemning the presence of 

"an unlimited supply of champagne" at the dinner given for the governor general by the 

snowshoe clubs, and claiming it had disastrous effects on the young boys present, it was 

considered a serious bfack mark. An editorial a few days iater infomed readers that the 

"presidents of two of the snowshoe dubs" denied there was any "uproariousness as the 

result of the use of champagnen; but the criticisrns were apparently deemed so damaging 

that a libel suit was taken out against the Witness. A subsequent letter dated February 

27th published in the Ga- from "an old snow-shoef indicated that the suit had been 

decided against the yVitness. The Miter clairned that most of the snowshoers at the tramp 

were mamed men, and not 'lads'. He affirmed: 

Snow-shoers are proverbially srnaIl drinkers, and do not look to intoxicating 
- - 

'O8 Dufresne, (1 980) 133-1 34. Mgr. Fabre, Archbishop of Montreal, issued a mandement 
condernning toboggan sfides and snowshoeing clubs 'Mere women were allowed ta appear 
wearing the costumes of the snowshoe clubs - leggings and blanket coat - which he regarded as 
exciusively male attire. He accused the women of indulging in transvestism": Carpentier 102-3. 

109 yyinter C amivallJlusttated 10. 



drinks for that strength of wind and limb so necessary to carry them over 
our tough mountain track, our weekly tramp to Lachine, or el~ewhere.~'~ 

This incident illustrates the gravity with which the snowshoe clubs viewed 

accusations irnpugning their moral propriety.ltl The MSSC was particularly jealous of its 

reputation, and its executive asserted that the Club was not an excuse for intemperate 

drinking. For instance, an entry in the MSSC Minute Book for January 29, 1862 records 

that six members came out for the Wednesday evening tramp and sang songs afterwards, 

and specifically adds that there were no toasts and most of the members drank ~offee."~ 

This was not the first time snowshoeing had been linked ta drinking, for a newspaper 

report on the annual steeplechase held in January of 1873 had noted that "a tramp across 

the mountains is not, as some think, an excuse for Iiquor drinking, a cup of good hot coffee 

being al1 that the boys desire ".lq3 ln March, after anoüier steeplechase up Mount Royal, a 

reporter noted "the frugal meal snowshoers affect."114 In fact, liquor and wine were 

always forbidden fiom MSSC meetings, and even malt beer was prohibited in the mid 

187O~."~ The St. George's Snow Shoe Club rules also prohibited "card playing and the 

''O NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 1,7. The speed with which this case came to court is 
breathtaking and indicates the influence of the sporting club network. 

"' The Temperance Movement was strongly supported in Canada East, where half of the 
population were teetotallers in 1850. Jan Noel, C a n a d a .  T e m n c e  C w d e ~  Refore 
Çonfederatipn (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1995) 169. 

'12 NAC: MSSC Minute Book, January 19,1862,551. The Wednesday evening tramp was 
started in 1850. Mernbers met at the McGiII Gates and then tramped up McTavish Street and 
across the mountain through the C6te des Neiges Cemetery to a tavem or hotel on the C6te des 
Neiges Road. NAC: MAAA Souvenir Bwklet, 1905, p. xix. 

'13 NAC: MAAA ScrapbOOk 1,3. 
MC: MAAA Scrapbook 1,6. The same phrase was used in a report dated January 29, 

f 874: Scrapbook 1, (1 32). 
'15 Motrow claims that this was not the case at the Montreal iacrosse Club annual dinners. 

Perhaps the reason for this would be that the MLC did not have social gatherings on a weekIy basis 
like the MSSC, and for that reason did not run the same risk of being considered disreputable. 
Momw, "Knights" 30, n.90. 
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use of spiritous liquors in the Club roorn". "6 However, complaints continued to plague 

the clubs from time to time, and Beers came to their defence again in an 1877 article. He 

claimed that at the weekly club house suppers there was "never a breath of vulgarity, 

perhaps too much smoking, but never any drinking; always the restraint of gentlemen with 

the dan of healthy athletes ..."Il7 Notw'thstanding these avowals of temperance, there 

were again complaints about drinking and misconduct, and the firing of rifles on the streets 

after an annual MSSC dinner held at the Windsor Hotel in February of 1878, at which 

drinks were allegedly available to y o ~ t h s . ~ ~  

It has been argued that the Beaver Club fuifïlled the duaf function of being a 

transition from life in the bush to polite society, m i l e  also being a private outlet for hard 

drinking and rowdy behaviour which would contravene the respectable standards of potite, 

urbane society.'lg The snowshoe clubs can be seen as providing a similar service for their 

rnembers. They facilitated indigenising forays into the wildemess, as well as being a space 

in which the newly emerging professional and commercial middle classes could construct 

and rehearse their class and gender identities. In James Scott's terrns, it was in the clubs 

that the members wrote the public and hidden transcripts of their cl as^.^^^ However, they 

'le MC: Records of S t  George's Snow Shoe Club, l8ï4-l89OS Article 9, p. 3. 
'17 NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 2, 127, cutting from Beers, 'Canadian Sports" op. cit. 
l 1  NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 2,93. 

Podruchny 4244.. See also, Jennifer Brown op- cit. 

James Scott, -ion and the Arts O 
- .  

f Resistance: Hidden Transcrit& (New Haven & 
London: Yale University Press, 1990). 'Hidden transcripts' are the critique of power developed by 
both the powerless and the powerful within their own social circles.(xiii) They contain not only 
speech acts but a whole range of practices, eg. poaching, tax evasion and shoddy wotk, or, for the 
dominant: patronage, hired thugs or tampering with land üties(l4) The public transcnpt is a 
performance of deference and loyalty by the oppressed, or the flattering mask of the dominant, 
which shows them as they want themselves to be seen, thus affirming their power and concealing 
or euphemizing their misdeeds.(l7-18) Scott's emphasis is on discovenng new ways to 
understand subaltem resistance to domination; my interest is focussed more on understanding the 
public transcript of the middle class and the ways in which its performance constructed class and 
national identities. 



were also a place where members could safely transgress these identities. Since their 

values eschewed dnnking and excess, the public transcript proclairned by the snowshoe 

clubs officially proscribeci such behaviour; but the hidden transcript sedulously concealed 

frorn certain others (wornen, the working class, Natives) the struggle these men had with 

sobriety. The clubs may have been a refuge in which they could from time to time indulge 

in alcohol privately, without wrnpromising the public transcript of their class by k i n g  seen 

dnnking by subordinate others. Scott argues that the powerful have a vital interest in 

keeping up the appearances appropnate to their fom of domination; since moral virtue 

was one of the bases of this group's daim to social status, being seen inebriated by their 

subordinate others would have undermined their claims to respectability.12' Furthemore, 

these clubs were also the consumers of their own performances, and the whole range of 

practices which the snowshoe clubs invented were part of the public transcript which 

proclaimed and maintained their social status - although not always apparently with total 

success. 

Apart from appealing to the courts and newspapers for redress, the clubs 

contested accusations of immorality or intemperance in their songs, which might have had 

the effect of convincing the members, if not the general public, of their innocence, and was 

a mechanism by which a middle-class ideology was promulgated. One popular ditty was 

Sung to the tune of "Camptown Races". The last four verses ran: 

Moralists who disesteem 
The joys that in snow shoeing teem 
Let the moral in Our race 
Draw the snicker from your face 

Perseverance is our word 
"Giving inn is never heard, 

' Scott 70. 



Men can't follow in our track 
With beer in belly or crime on back. 

We require no stimuli, 
Our tramp's a substitute for rye 
Men who love our mountain track 
To shoulder rifle are never slack. 

Canada wants plucky men, 
Able with am, as weJl as pen, 
in the tramping on snow shoe, 
There's a national woric to dos1* 

As is apparent in these lyncs, patn'otism and loyalty were part of the special 

character of snowshoers. At every dinner toasts were raised for the Queen and the 

Empire. Whether or not the cheers and patriotic speeches were as genuinely heartfett as 

the newspaper reports suggest, they were part of the established ritual of snowshoe 

gatherings - an elernent that had to be included in order to complete the 'performancet. 

From very early on in their existence, snowshoers had always showed thernselves ready 

and willing to fight In 1861, as a result of the Fenian threat, the Victoria Volunteer Riffe 

Regiment 3rd Battalion was formed by members of the MSSC, the Aurora Snow Shoe 

Club, and the Beaver Lacrosse Club, and so preoccupied did members becorne with their 

Volunteer duties that snowshoeing activities declined badly during the first part of the 

decade? Not infrequently protestations of readiness to fight - the "Ready! Aye Ready!" - 
were made. For instance, in February 1878 one of the speakers at a dinner pledged "the 

lacrosse and snowshoe men of the Dominion, should they at any time be calleci upon ta 

'" NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 1,6 (33) c. 1873. Reprinted in Becket 260. 
'23 Morrow, "Knights" 14. The decline was also partly blamed on the fashion for skating at the 

newly opened Victoria Rink. The Fenians were members of an underground Irish-Amencan 
movement founded in 1857 and dedicated to securing Irish independence from Britain. The 
Arnerican wing was organized into military clubs made up of Civil War veterans, some of whom 
supported an invasion of Canada in order to provoke war between Britain and the US. and thus 
facilitate an Irish uprising. 



defend that empire whose integrity was their pride".124 

Quasi-military discipline was part of the snowshoe ethos. The clubs were 

organized by a hierarchy of offciais, and singlefile tramps were enforced with a leader at 

the head and a wtiipper-in at the rear. A photograph taken c.1878 of a party of 

snowshoers making their way down Mount Royal through the serpentine path illustrates 

this orderliness [Figure 1.6]? To be sure, it made sense to stay in 'Indian-file' because it 

made travelling easier, and was safer when the party was large, or the weather or going 

bad. However, more significantly, tramping in 'Indian-file' was also part of the 

perfonnance, an acting out of m a t  was thought to be something characteristic of Canada. 

Indian-file was hierarchical, disciplined but also an acting out of k i n g  'primitive' males 

conquering the landscape. The leader of each tramp was usually the senior club officer 

present and his "authority was absolute as to route etc., none danng to 'head' him and 

'follow the leader' was a law adhered to with a zeal 'worthy of better cause"'.126 In fact, 

there were rules against breaking ranks unless participants were told to 'go as you please'. 

Thus the 'primitive' connotations attached to the concept of 'lndian-file,' were ovenivritten 

by the 'civilized'British ideology of order and di~cip1ine.l~~ Although social status was 

underrnined by this performance, gender hierarchies were confimed by the absence of 

women, thus muting that dislocation. ln the hands of the snowshoe clubs, snowshoeing 

was not just an enjoyable activity; it defined masculine, national identity, built stoicism, and 

taught men the skills and discipline they might need in the event of war.lz8 Technical 

'24 NAC: MSSC Minute Books l87û-I884,364. 
125 See Morrow, "Knighk" 9, n. 19, for a discussion of the terni 'Mipper-in". 
'"j Becket 29. 
12' If is possible to see this in reverse. The snowshoers had ta be by the whipper- 

in to make them stay in single file, so the 'primitive' acüvity of tramping in single file 'civilized' them. 
12' Montreai H e w ,  19 Feb. 1864 reported that 130 men of the Victoria Volunteer Rifles were 

going to Chambly with snowshoes for the weekend, indicating that snowshoeing was considerd a 
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'improvements' in snowshoe design also made it a more 'ciuilized' and 'scienüfic' activity, 

cornpleting the transformation of snowshoeing from utilitarian to leisure activity. The club 

members favoured the new lighter weight and narrower shoes which facilibted cornpetitive 

racing, but were inadequate for hunters or 1~rnberers.l~~ 

Many aspects of club membership signified the military nature of the organization: 

the singlefile tramps, the uniform, the ribbons and medais awarded in competition, the 

exclusively male rnembership, and the hornbsocial gatherings. But it was always a 

specifically Gan- activity. The British Garrison is generally considered by histonans to 

have been responsible for much of the early history of sport in Canada, but they were 

British troops and promoted British games - cricket and football in parti~ular.'~ Whenever 

Garrison troops entered snowshoe cornpetitions great sport was made of their comic 

ineptitude on snowshoes. Gamson races were as much a figure of fun as novelty races 

like the barre1 race, the 'squaw' race or potato race.13' Even though some of the troops 

undoubtedly did becorne proficient at snowshoeing, and even fomed their own club, the 

public transcript maintained that they were not good snowshoers because they were not 

Canadian; Canadian lads were the best snowshoers. This became a critical issue when a 

Canadian Field Force was raised to combat the rebellion in the North-West in l885? 

martial art in Canada. A composite photograph of the 'Officers of the Rifle Brigade, Montreal 
1870," features Prince Arthur, who was stationed in Montreal for two years of officer training, and 
confimis that snwshoes were part of military training: Stanley G. Triggs, Th@ Corn~osite 
p h o m h s  of William N o m  (Montreal: McCord Museum, t 994) 47. 

smed, n.p- 
lJO Monow, "Knights" 14 n.34. 
13' Morrow, 'Knights" f 4-1 5. 

This will be discussed at length in chapter 5. 



es of Çmadmm 

Through repetition, the wnnection between indigenous sports, sport clubs and 

Canadian character was forged into a national identity which may have been particular to 

Montreal and may have excluded a significant proportion of the population, but was 

powerful nevertheless because it had high visibility and circulation. This definition of 

essential Canadian characteristics had a visual component, evident in the countiess 

'winter portraits' reproduced in photographic studios, dub portraits and periodical 

illustrations, and a perfomative wunterpart, acted out repeatedly by hundreds of 

snowshoers on the streets of the city.'" Combined together and publicized by rnembers of 

the press who were also advocates or participants in indigenous sports, these constructed 

a powerful and pervasive discourse of Canadian national idenüty, which became 

thorougtily embedded in the mentalité of both participants and spectators - understood, but 

not necessarily consented to, by ali members of society. 

The spectacle of the snowshoe tramp was indeed a common sight during the 

1870s and 1880s. Every night of the week different snowshoe clubs mustered for a tramp 

over the mountain; every Saturday aftemoon clubs met to go off in various directions on 

longer tramps out of town; every season a sequence of events was repeated - the nightly 

and weekly tramps, the annual mountain steeplechase, the annual club races and the 

annual club banquets. For those who were excluded, but could afford the time and money 

required - ladies, infants, the old, the infirm - the act of spectating was considered the next 

best thing. The snowshoe club concerts of the 1870s, and the 1880s Montreaf Winter 

I3j Butler, 'Perforrnative Acts" 270. Carl Berger points out the interest in Norsemen and the 
north, but none of his sources for this interest are earlier than 1869. Photographic portraits and 
snowshoe clubs predate this verbal expression by over two decades. Berger, Sense of Power, and 
"The True North Strong and Free," j+lationaiisrn in Canada . . 

ed. Peter Russell (Toronto: McGraw Hill, 
1966) 3-26. 



Camivals were planned specifically to supply their audiences with a sirnulacrum of a 

typical snowshoeing experience, in order that they too would know what it was like to 

perforrn the activity. Conversely, the witnessing gaze of the audience validated the 

narrative of nation being porûayed, and authorized the identity mnstructed. UltimateIy, 

then, the performers and spectators alike knew what it was to k Canadian, because they 

al1 leamed the same script, rehearsed over and over again on the streets of Montreai in a 

ritualized manner. Furthemore, the seasonal patkm of weekly tramps was in cantinuity 

with the rhythm of life known to Europeans since contact with the New World- Using 

unconsciously masculinist imagery, W.L. Morton called this "alternate penetration of the 

wildemess and retum to civilization" our "Northem destinv, and saw in this "the basic 

element[s] of Canadian character'? 

lnspired by scientific developments in geology, botany, meteorofogy, climatology, 

and terrestrial magnetism, expressions of nationalisrm and expansionism flourished in the 

nineteenth ~entury. '~~ As a result of the Hind and Palliser expeditions, for example, the 

North West began to be viewed as habitable, agricultural land, and 'inventoty science' 

gave birth to the vision of Canada as a transcontinental nation.136 If we wnceive of the 

snowshoe tramps as symbolic joumeys into the wildemess, joumeys which conquered the 

terrain, mapped it and possessed it, the snowshoers. can be seen as perfoming a 

'national' task. Becoming proficient in navigating and surviving in the 'wildemess' around 

Montreal, gave the colonists the confidence and desSre to conquer new lands in the North 

West and to conceive of a transcontinental nation. Amen'can and Canadian sport 

historians usually assume that the survival skills of the frontier -hunting, canoeing, 

' Morton, C a n a n  Identi& 4-5. 
135 Lelier, J-nve-BaQâ 178. 
'% Zeller, bventiqg Canadq 257. See also Douglas Owram, Promise of Eden: The Canad . . im 

sionist Movement ând the ldea of the West (Toronto: 1980). 



snowshoeing - became leisure activities in the emerging cities, and were imbued with the 

sunhval skills required in industrialising societies, namely, time-discipline, team work, 

physical fitness etc.In In a nice twist, it seems that Montreal snowshoers did indeed make 

a survival skill over into a rational pursuit, but then used it as a springboard to success on 

the frontier, because the example of the expeditions and the opportunity of lesming the art 

of snowshoeing must also have provided immigrant colonists and city dwellers with the 

knowiedge and confidence required to imagine the possibility of settling the North West, 

where h-ontier conditions required a more intimate connedon with the land. Branches of 

eastern snowshoe clubs opened in Winnipeg and other western cities, and facilitated the 

establishment of settiers fmm the east. Members of the S t  George's Snow Shoe Club, for 

instance, opened a branch in Winnipeg, and the Montreal club provided departing 

members with a big send off, M i l e  the new branch welcomed them on their arriva1 in 

Winnipeg. Seventy-seven members moved from Montreal to Winnipeg in 1882 alone, 

bking with them the ideals of character and behaviour which they had leamed in the 

Montreal club. In this way a common identity and national ideal was spread across the 

Since al1 the snowshoe clubs organized similar activities, espoused similar 

values, saw each other at annual races and dinners, and read about each others' exploits 

in the newspapers, they had a set of common interests and a common culture and were 

readily able to imagine themselves as a larger, national community, one which shared the 

13' For example, this is the assumption made by, Lindsay, "History of Sport" 2. 
''13 Morris Mott takes a different view, and argues that British pioneers from Upper Canada 

were influential in shaping western culture through importing British sports and values. He 
overiooks the existence of an embryonic Canadian identity, because he fails to see the important 
distinction between indigenous and imported sports : "The British Protestant Pioneers and the 
Establishment of Manly Sports in Manitoba, 1870-1 886," JSH 7:3 (1 980): 25-36. The activities of 
the Winnipeg clubs was recorded by local newspapers and followed very closely the pattern of 
events and ntuals established in Montreal. See, for instance, the activities of St. George's Snow 
Shoe Club recorded by the Man- Free Press in January of 1885. These included weekly 
tramps, with a regular rendemous and supper with songs, dances, etc. Steeplechases were held 
at regular intervals, and ladies were invited to supper on special occasions. 
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interests of snowshoen in Winnipeg, Brandon. Toronto, Ottawa, Quebec City, Saint John, 

Halifax and other cities and towns which fonned clubs.13Q 

This consciousness of kind was regularly realized in material form by group 

portraits. Notrnan's studio was very active in producing composite club photographs for 

which members posed individually in his studio, and their portraits were then assembled 

en masse against an appropriate painteâ background.'" This was a very cumbersome 

and technically demanding method of production, the benefit of which was that the end 

product provided a sharply focussed, unobscured portrait of each and every rnember. 

Everyone was given his due, but together they made up the corporeal body of the 

snowshoe club; and, given that the snowshoe costume had become a visual identifier, 

they also represented Canada, Canadians and Canadianness. Inversely, although each 

portrait was individualized, the member's position within the composite composition 

indicated their position in the club hierarchy. Since snowshoeing was the preserve of the 

professional and commercial rniddfe classes, and since women and Natives were excluded 

from the portrait, the image which emerged of ideal Canadian citizens was white, male and 

rniddle-class. - 

The setüng of the dub composites invariably conveyed a narrative message: 

members were posed either at the rnuster before the tramp, at the mid-point of the tramp, 

or on the lower slopes of Mount Royal, at the end of the tramp.141 One of the earliest 

~ 

'=O By 1881 snowshoe clubs had been founded frorn Newfoundland to Manitoba: Becket 3û4. 
lu) The Notrnan Studios made composites for the MSSC, St. George's Snow Shoe Club, Red 

Cap Snow Shoe Club, Halifax, Terra Nova Snow Shoe Club, and others. 
14' For example: the St George's Snow Shoe Club is shown mustering at the McGill Oates in 

an 1880 composite: Triggs, Cowos& 66. Composites with members assembled as if at the end 
of the tramp are the most cammon type, eg. MSSC groups 1877,1884,1890 and a night tramp 
1886; Terra Nova SSC 1875; Red Caps, Halifax, 1885. 
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composites of the MSSC, from 1872, shows members assembling outside Lumkin's Hotel, 

a log building on the other side of Mount Royal, which was the destination of the 

Wednesday night tramps [Figure 1-73. Great care went into the planning of such a 

composite, and its numerous scenes-within-a-scene. The individual studio portraits were 

taken with backlighting, to create the illusion of moonlight; and the srnall group seated 

around the campfire were photographed with strong front Iighting to give the illusion of fire 

light, thus enhancing the buth claims of the photog~=aph.~~* Aithough urban development 

had not spread this far, the Cdte des Neiges was a well trodden toll route and Lurnkin's 

Hotel was not situated in quite such a remote wildemess as the picture purports to show. 

However, the setting suited the image and story the Club wanted to tell of intrepid 

snowshoers penetrating the 'ernpty' snowy wilderness. 

Notman was not rnotivated to create these composite club portraits solely by the 

promise of profit from sales. The 1877 MSSC composite, which features Lord Dufferin in 

the foreground, was created to send to the Paris World Exhibition and was later donated to 

the Club [Figure 1.81. The subject was apparently sufficientiy novel, and the technique 

sufficiently demanding, for Notrnan to consider it worthy of international exhibition; as a 

result, the image of distinctively dressed Canadians as physically vigorous lovers of winter 

sports received widespread international circulation. The presence of Lord Dufferin 

added trernendous recognition to snowshoeing as a respectable pursuit, and increased 

public interest in the portrait? Notrnan attempted to solve the problem of composing a 

'" Triggs, Cornboa 62. 
la Exhibitions were believed ta be powerful educational tools: "one va* and combined 

experiment of visual education". J o u m  3 (1854) 9'65. Quoted by Elsbeth A Heamon. 
"A Commercial Leviathon: Central Canadian Exhibitions at home and abroad during the nineteenth 
centuv  (Ph.D. diss, University of Toronto, 1996) 27. 

lu Royal visits are unifying events which allow people to imagine themseives as a national 
community, but are also moments when society is sorted out into a hierarchy of those who have 







picture with so many figures by dividing them into several circular groupings, 

foregrounding key figures such as leading MSSC members Nicholas Hughes and Angus 

Grant, and highlighting Lord Dufferin by placing him in a relatively empty space between 

two groups, framed on either side by snowshoes. The landscape included a fence and 

brick house, indicating the meet was taking place in a fess rernote area than the 1872 

version, thus portraying snowshoeing as a leisure activity suitable for tounsts rather than 

as a quasi-expedition. 

The visual image of Canadian winter sports as a defming charaderistic of the 

nation, was also disseminated abroad by souvenir portraits taken for visitors and residents 

to send back to England. An advertisernent for the sewices of the Notman Studios dated 

April 10, 1867 indicates that elements of the snowshoe costume became winter 

costume (at least for urban dwellers), as well as a national signifier: 

This style is very effective, and has the additional advantage of affording to 
friends at a distance an excellent idea of our Canadian winters, and of the 
foliowing Canadian sports and out-door amusements: 

SnowShoeing 
Tobogganing 
Sleighing......'45 

The Notman archives contain hundreds of portraits taken of individual club members in 

their snowshoe ouffits.'* These were sold to the sitter as well as being used to constnict 

more or less social power and status. "The minor royal event..makes manifest the aspirations 
towards gentility on the part of the middling sort-" llse Hayden, -bol and Privileae: The Ritu& . . 

ntext of-Bntish Roy- (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1987) 9. Four of the five 
governors generai serving in Canada in the period 1872-1898 were photographed, depicted, or 
reported as wearing a blanket mat: Stack 3. Vice-regal support for sports helped unify the new 
nation and strengthen the link to the Empire: Gerald Redmond, "Imperial Viceregal Patronage: The 
Govemors-General of Canada and Sport in the Dominion, 1867-1909," The Intematignal m a l  of 
jhe History of Sppd 6.2 (Spnng 1988): 193-21 7. 

145 -, Apnli O, 1867. 
'" Over 450 photographs of sitters wearing blanket mats were taken by the Notman Studio 

between 1860 and 1 900: Stack 5. 



the huge club composites which Notman became famous for. However, many other 

porbaits in his collecüon show his advertisement stnick the right chord, and that visitors 

and non-club members desired to be photographed as ifthey were in an outdoor Canadian 

winter ~e tüng. '~~  Military men posted in Montreal often sent home their portrait taken in 

outdoor winter clothing. The photograph of Capt. Hawkes and Capt. Howe suggests that 

an outdoor setting, a ceinture fldchée, and snowshoes was enough to signify the scene as 

'Canadian' [Figure 1.91. Families also chose the outdoor setting and snowshoe 'theme' for 

their souvenir portrait. General Wyndham and Family, for instance, are posed in an 

outdoor winter setting [Figure 1.1 01. Mrs. Wyndham and her daughter hold snowshoes, 

and the youngest child sits on a sleigh wearing a miniature snowshoe costume - blanket 

coat with epaulets and sash. The strength of the equation between winter costume and 

Canadian identity is demonstrated by the fact that the ceinture fidch4e, a synecdoche for 

the whole costume, was a very popular national signifier in photographic portraits dunng 

the 1870s. As Jana Bara has shown in her study of photographic portraiture: 

It hung from the fumiture, it was bundled on the top of bookcases, it 
streamed from the chairs, it cascaded fmm the tables. Pensiveiy fingered 
by women, tolerated by men, it was to be seen everywhere, except in the 
portraits of 

When the sash was wom and used in combination with snowshoes and sleds, they 

became powerful visual attributes of Canada and Canadians. 

The ultimate way in which identities may be reproduced and confirmed is, of 

course, through children. Every age is wncemed for the upbringing of its youth, so finding 

evidence of wncem with proper education and socialization is no surprise. What is 

- - 

It is apparent from the Notman files that many of these winter portraits were taken during 
the summer months, so the setting, clothing and props were chosen to create a specific image. 

l* Jana Bara, "Through the Frosty Lens: William Notrnan and his Studio Pmps, 1861-1 876"' 
j-listp[y of Ph- 12:l (Jan-Mar 1988) 28. 
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Fig. 1.9: "Col. Hawkes and Capt. Howe," 1867. NPA: 1-24948 
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Fig. 1.10: "General Wynd harn and- Family," 1.867. N PA: 30495-81 



significant is what each age deerns 'proper' in ternis of childrearing. In the second haif of 

the nineteenth century, the professional and commercial middle classes in Montreal 

pictured themselves as hardy, plucky Canadians and consequently brought their children 

up to fit that image. Since the discourse of national identity was based on interaction with 

the ciimate and geography, fmm an eariy age children were taken outside. As one visitor 

commented on his 1871 visit to Montreal: 

... we proceeded to Montreal to enjoy a liffle of the Canadian 
winter ... Montreal is a merry place in winter ... Every vehicle is on mnners, 
from the most stylish sleigh or characteristic hay-cart down to the tiny 
things used to give Young Canada its daily rations of fresh air.14g 

The writer of an 1884 camival souvenir brochure claimed further of snowshoeing that "the 

happiest hours of life with Young Canada are those he spends in this glorious and healthy 

exercise. "150 

Ouring the first hatf of the nineteenth century childrearing, and by extension social 

stability itself, had been considered the primary responsibility of the mother, whose job it 

was to ami her sons with the manly attributes of Christian virtue and patri~îism.'~' But the 

increasing influence of wornen in the lives of young boys, as mothers and teachers in 

public schools and Sunday school, fed to fears later in the century that boys were overiy 

femini~ed.'~~ Sports were seen as a masculine corrective to this cultural feminization.15j 

At mid-cenhrry many newborns might be the first in the family bom on Canadian 

-, Vol. Vfll, No. 89, May 1871, p.151. 
of the M o n m l  Winter CarnivâL, (Montreal Railway News, 1884) 22. 

15' Morgan, Pubüc Men and Virtuous Womw 152, 155. 
lS2 Michael Kimrnel, Jbl anhood in America. A C u w l  HistpD1 (New York: The Free Press, 

1996) 121. 
15j These fears were themselves founded on gender stermtypes since women were no fess 

supporters of temperance and patriotism than men. Sturgis 1 7  1-1 12. 



soi1 - the first truly nativecanadians who did not need Haliburton's ingenious rhetoric to 

daim the title. And what better way is there to display nationality and cfass status, than to 

encourage children to take part in quintessentially Canadian activities? Most of the 

snowshoe club annual races, therefore, induded a Boys' Race, with entrance determined 

by age or by height, and by the 1870s a High School Snow Shoe Club had been formed 

and heid annual races. A newspaper report dated February 1873 praised the boys for 

their well-organized races. and particularly for their punct~ality.'~ In essence. these boys 

were rehearsing the public transcript Wrjtten by the adult snowshoe clubs, thus leaming 

and claiming their identity and being trained for Mure business and civic respon~ibilities.'~~ 

For instance, one of the boys singled out for praise from the High School Club was the 

Secretary-Treasurer, Robert D. McGibbon, son of the Mr. & Mm. Alexander McGibbon 

who offered their home to the snowshoe clubs to entertain Lord and Lady Dufferin. 

McGibbon Snr.'s repty to the vote of thanks given by the MSSC for his hospitality, 

indicated that he saw participation in outdoor sports as a prime parental duty? His son 

was later the man who was credited with suggesting the idea of holding a Winter Carnival. 

'Young Canada" was a visual and literary trope often portrayed in snowshoe outfit 

For instance, William Notman's 1866 portrait of his son, William McFarlane Notman [Figure 

1.1 11, is entitied 'Young Canada," and he was photographed in a snowy outdoor setting 

- - - 

'% Punctualify was often noted and admired by newspaper writers in these decades. (For 
exampfe, NAC: St. George's Snow Shoe Club, Annual Report, 15 November 1881,8.) Any 
deviation h m  the published starting time of events was remarked upon with disapproval. This 
growing concern wiar punctuality reflects aie transition to industrial tirne. The effort the clubs made 
to keep 'on tirne' and the increasingly 'scientiftc' way they measured time and distances for the 
snowshoe races also illustrates the way in which sports in general were active ideological agents. 

'S For a discussion of the ways in wtiich private schools imbued ideologies of Christianism, 
DaMnnism end Imperialisrn, see: David Brown, "Sport, Darwïnism 8 Canadian Private Schooling to 
191 8", ÇJHS 16.1 (May 1985): 27-37. 

'= NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 1, February l8'73,7. 





wearing snowshoes and dressed in a blanket coat tied with a woollen sash, leggings, 

rnittens and moccasins. Studio portraits of children dressed in winter garb in a winter 

setting became popular in the 1870s and later. A portrait of Blanche and Minette Fauteux 

taken by the Quebec City Livemois studio shows the two siblings dressed in miniature 

snowshoe club blanket mats complete with faux club colours, sash, and tuque. One is 

seated on a toboggan and the other holds snowshoes [Figure 1.121. This portrait was 

taken in 1885, and indicates that the trope of Young Canada had an extended existence, 

and had gained favour amongst French Canadians &y this time. 

The figure of Young Canada was often included in wnnection with snowshoe 

activities, and connoted the history and the future of the dub and the nation in general. At 

the first Montreal Snowshoe Club Concert given in March of 1874, the audience and 

newspaper reporters were amused by the inclusion of a young boy on the stage to 

personify Young Canada: 

Mr. John Murray, who is a tall, powerful looking fellow, every inch like a 
sturdy Canadian hunter ...[w as accompanied by his son] who has reached 
the considerable height of three feet nothing, and looked chamingly funny 
with a pair of snow shoes almost as long as himself strapped on his 
back. 

A large wloured Notman portrait of Charles Peers Davidson and his scn in full costume 

was considered a fitüng gift for the retiring MSSC President in 1878.158 The wver of a 

souvenir programme for the 1884 Winter Carnival, entiiied "Old and Young Canadan 

Figure 1.1 31, shows two figures standing in the fields at the foot of Mount Royal; one is the 

taIl, elderly Angus Grant, a long-üme mernber and officer of the MSSC, identified by his 

lS7 NAC: MAAAScrapbookl, 145. 

NAC: MSSC, Minutes 1870-7884. 
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Fig. 1.72: Livernois Studio, "Blancheand Minette Fauteux," 1885. 
NPA: 89OO5Ol4 



Fig. 1.13: "Old and Young Canada," Whter Carnival Illustrated, 
(Montreal: George Bishop & Co., 1884) 



well-known dog, Chimo, and the other is a young boy.lS9 They face each other dressed in 

snowshoe attire. The young boy's stance is upright and prood, apparently listening while 

the older man explains the finer points of snowshoeing, Both are visuaf epitomes of 

nativeCanadians, but the young child is Canadian bom and petsonifies the new nation. 

He is "Young Canadaw: the nation irnaged as the body of a young boy- 

While Montrealers worked at the task of identifying thernselves as a group, the 

Canadian national identity they had canstructed was disseminated abroad through visual 

images, and also through text. From the 1860s and nght into the 1 8 9 0 ~ ~  articles about 

'Canada in Wintef, 'Canadian National Sports' and 'Canadian Sports' appeared in 

abundance in popular newspapers and magazines. Through these the notion of 

Canadians as a hardy, northem race given to outdoor winter sports, became familiar to 

Arnerican and British readers. The repetition of these themes is striking, and al1 are 

basically variations on those first articulated by W. George Beers in an 1863 article for The 
. . 

ntish Amacan Ma- in which he distinguished between imported sports Iike skating, 

and curling, and Canadian sports like snowshoeing, tobogganing, ice-boating, and moose 

and bear huntirig? The distinction between imported (British) and Canadian (indigenous) 

sports was reiterated by subsequent newspaper and magazine articles for both Canadian, 

British and Arnerican audien~es.'~' The existence of such insistent repetition of the linked 

lS9 Chimo was the successor to Monday, who had k e n  poisoned in 1878. Morrow reports 
that Grant would constantly forget his compass, prefemng to rely on his dogs for direction. 
Morrow, "Knights" 35 n.103- 

lW Beers, "Canada in Winter" 166-1 71. 
' For example: Frederick G. Mather 'Wnter Sports in Canada" in m e r ' s  New Montt& 

-, Feb 1879, 391400 notes the "peculiarly Canadian" pastimes of tobogganing, sleighing 
and snowshoeing. A similar comment is made in Illustmted l ondon Ne-, Sept 11/86, 289-290. 
Charles Dudley Wamer recognized "a Canadian type which is neither English nor Amerka" in 
"Comrnents on Canada", m e r ' s  New Mpnthlv Ma-, WIII March 1889,520-548, All 
quoted by David Brown, "Northern Character Theme 49-51. 



themes of climate, geography, distinctive sports and character with national identity 

indicates that these had become the distinguishing characteristics of Canadianness. By 

1886, American readers had evidently accepted this formufa. Under the heading "Our 

Winter Sports. How they are Becoming Popular in Unde Sam's Domains ... An American 

Picture of Our Leading Pastirnes ..." was published an article by Newell B. Woodworth of 

the Saratoga Toboggan Club: 

the hardships and physical exercise of earfy Canadian life gave little tirne or 
inclination to the people to use the snowshoe and toboggan for pleasure. It 
was not until some forty years ago that a leisure class having developed, 
the Anglo-saxon element, with their Norseman blood and natural love of out 
of doors sports, seized upon the lndian snowshoe and toboggan wherewith 
to utilize for sport the deep snows of the long Canadian winter-climate 
conditions which the French habitant long considered on the darkest 
side.lM 

lmplicit in this history is a link between the present and the long distant part, and the 

assumption that snowshoeing was an indigenous activity improved and rnodernized by the 

innately predisposed British colonists. 

The perfomance of snowshoeing was vital to rnernbers because it was a 

demonstration of the desired qualities of the snowshoe ethos - endurance, pluck, starnina, 

discipline, and fair play. Hence, as club rnernbership continu& to climb in the 1870s and 

1880s there was sorne disapproval of the 'driving rnembers" who joined the club for Ïts 

social benefits, and did not actually participate in the weekly tramps. They were gaining 

the status of rnernbership and attendant social opportunities, without having to develop or 

demonstrated these virtues. Some veteran snowshoers were so disgruntied with Ulis state 

of affairs, that they formed Our Club in 1 874 and organized a forty five mile cross-country 

tramp to St. Andrews. This was an epic tramp wt-iich would be recaHed for years to corne. 

- - 

lm NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 3,1886,83. 



Apparently snowshoeing had been getting too 'soft' in "these days of light shoes and well- 

beaten tracks". One reporter commended the members "for their pluck, and trust that the 

example they set will be worthily followed, and that before long we may return to the days 

of legitimate snow-shoeing." Another reporter noted that the object of this new club "is 

the pracüce of genuine snow s h ~ e i n g . " ~ ~  Evidently, there was the feeling that 

snowshoeing was not M a t  it had ken ,  and that without actively snowshoeing, rnembers 

should not, and could not, daim the honoured title of snowshoer? 

However valiant the club members were on the tramps, however, their only 

audience for this performance was fellow snowshoers. A series of concerts given by the 

MSSC provided a new opportunity to show off rnembers' prowess to an outside audience. 

If the concerts had received a critical reœption, the snowshoe clubs would no doubt have 

modified their values and pracüces in the same way they responded to allegations of 

drinking. ln the event, they received rapturous reviews from the audience and newspaper 

reporters - who, of course, were of the same social class and predisposed to praise them 

anyway. The desire to proselytize the snowshoe ethos within the local community, and to 

gain the sanction of the wmmunity, was the driving reason behind the nurnerous 

snowshoe concerts given in the 1870s by the MSSC and other clubs. But, ostensibly at 

least, the idea of giving a concert was motivated by charitable impulses. An emnomic 

depression began in the early 1870s, and late in 1873 the MSSC rnembers hit on the idea 

of staging a concert of their songs in order to mise money for the Montreal General 

Hospital. It was not the first time the club had donated to charity, but it was the first time it 

- - -  

lm NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 1,145 (emphasis added). 
164 Club records show scorn for those who shouldered their shoes and took the road, or went 

to the rendezvous by camage. 



had done so publicly.lp5 The corncert was held at the Queen's Hall on February 17, 1874, 

and was so well received that it vuas repeated in March at the Mechanic's Hall- One 

reporter promised: 

Our citizens will have an opportunity this evening to discover that Our Snow 
Shoe Clubs are more than a mere combination of rnuscular Christians, 
*ose love of vigorous ~xerc ise absorbs their entire leisure. They will, no 
doubt, learn that there exists also a good fund of musical and art taste..? 

Judging frorn the rave rewiews of the gala, his prognostication was correct. The 

program consisted of a combinaa'on of choruses, solos and readings, and al1 were 

received with extravagant praise by the Montreal press, who were rnindful of the amateur 

status of the performers. The f a d  that so much talent could be found amongst the 

Montreal middle-class elite, was evidence of the level of cultured sophistication and civility 

achieved in Canada. Reviews in: the various Montreal newspapers al1 agreed that this was 

a 'novel" and "uniquen event, largely owing to the spectacle created by the 'picturesquen 

snowshoe unifomis, and the stage dec~rations:'~ 

Over the entrance door a t  the back was hung Sandham's well-known 
picture of the Club,lm sumounded with Engfish and Canadian fiags; above 
thiswas the amis of the Club, surrounded by the motto 'Tuque Bleu," and 
above al! was the emblernatic cap of the Club. On the right of the stage 
was the motto "Our Surnnner Sportsn and grouped in tasteful forrns were a 
number of lacrosses, while a pair of handsome gold fiags surmounted by a 
picture of a lacrosse field, and several little red caps sufficiently 
represented the summer game. 

On the left of the stage was the motto "Our Winter Sports", and 
here were displayed a vanety of snow shoes ... 

On each side in front were two raised stands, sumounted by large 

'- M o m ,  "Knights" 33. William Notrnan was a Govemor of the hospital and a generous 
contributor. Montreal a obituary, 2 6  Nov. 1891. 

'66 NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 1, 145. This is a further indication of criticisms made against the 
snowshoe clubs. 

187 The Montreal Snow Shoe Club (Tuque Bleu) Concert," NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 1, 136- 
This was actually a large Notman composite photograph, caloured by his employee, the 

painter Henry Sandham. 



shields covered with dark maroon cloth, and both stands and shields were 
literally loaded with cups and medals, trophies of the Club. Our reporter 
cuunted 38 cups and 104 medals, and gave up in despair of ever getting to 
the end.'= 

Some favourite tales of Club history was also told at the concert: Mr. Hughes gave his 

poem ''The tramp to Lachine" as one of the encores. Furthemore, the songs and readings 

not taken direcüy from MSSC sources were chosen for their relationship to snowshoeing 

and its values. Patriotism, loyalty to the Queen, hunting and the rnilitary were al1 alluded to 

in the programme, and so claimed as representative of snowshoe values. 

Seven other concerts were given by the MSSC in various locations, the last k i n g  

held in 1880, and other snowshoe clubs followed suit.''O Concerts held in aid of poor relief 

were welcomed by the towns chosen, although reading the newspaper reports of these 

events it is clear that the concerts were enjoyed most by the local elites, who saw them as 

highlights of their social season. The narrative-making possibilities of the concerts were 

also seized upon. Carefully pasted into the pages of W. H. Becket's first scrapbook of the 

acüviiies of the Montreal Amateur Athletic Association, is an illustration entitled 'Grand 

Concert of the Montreal Snow-Shoe Club, at the Academy of Music." This composite of 

eight vignettes is ernblematic of the concert and the activities of the Club, and tells the 

story of the concert in cfockwise fashion [Figure 1-14]. It took place on January 25, 1878 

at the concert hall of the Academy of Music in Montreal. It was wnstnicted as a series of 

tableaux vivants interspersed with solos and choruses Sung by rnernbers of the MSSC. 

The tableaux were arranged against painted backdrops and presented to the audience 'as 

lsQ NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 1,145. 
lm For example: S t  George's organized a concert to be given in Chazy for Febniary 1876 

and a benefit forthe Montreal General Hospital in January, 1881: NAC: St. George's Snow Shoe 
Club Records, 15.89. St. Andrews Snow Shoe Club gave a concert in Hawkesbury in 1878, and 
the Independent Snow Shoe Club planned one for Sherbrooke in the 1878-79 season: MC: MAAA 
Scrapbook 2,27, 186. 



Fig. 1-14: "Grand Concert of the Montreal Snow Shoe Club, at the Academy 
of Music," February 9, 1978. NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 2,24 
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near as possible an illustration of ouf weekly tramps."171 The first scene showed the Club 

members dressed in their blanket mat  costumes, gathering at the corner of Union and 

Sherbrooke, ready to depart. After a rousing rendition of the Club Song, the 'Tuque 

Bleuen, written by the ubiquitous W. George Beers, a second tableau showed the Club 

ascending the winding path up Mount Royal by moonlight towards a wooded area 

commoniy known as 'the Pines". Another Beers' Song followed, whose chorus featured a 

piercing 'Indian" dl, and then the audience saw the stage transfonned into the interior of 

the Club Room at Prendergast's, a hotel on the Cdte des Neiges road, on the other side of 

the mountain. Here members of the Club perfarmed a series of musical entertainments, 

induding piano and violin solos, duets and choruses, and a comedic 'tuni'. The final 

tableau showed the snowshoers retuming in a snow storm down the Mountain to Union 

Avenue. The concert ended, as was custornary, with 'Gad Save the Queen." 

The illustration commemorating the concert appeared in the M i a n  W s w  

News, and is the final stage in a series of re-presentations. It represents the concert 

tableau, which represented the real Club tramps, which were themselves enactments of an 

imagined histo j of the new Dominion of Canada and its Canadian inhabitants Clearly, the 

snowshoe clubs were as rnuch spreading a vision and an image of rniddle-dass 

deportment, and a narrative of nation with which to idenûfy, as they were helping the poor. 

By the time R.D. McGibbon proposed a week-long winter camival in the Fall of 1882, a 

veritable 'genre' of cultural performance had been created by the snowshoe clubs, 

including torchlight processions on snowshoes, triumphal 'living' arches, concerts, 

cornpetitive races, picturesque costumes, songs, verse and stage de~orations.'~ 

17' Becket 6. 
ln The carnivais are examined extensively in chapter 5. 



Conclusi~n 

A political cartoon published in Gnp, a satir id magazine published in Toronto, 

indicates how well established the connecüon between snowshoeing and the nation was 

by the 1880s. Entitied "The Tnie State of Her Feelings", the cartoon shows Miss Canada, 

dressed in blanket mat, with sash and tuque, in dialogue with Arnerican Brother Jonathan 

[Figure 1.15]. Even in England, the snowshoe uniform signified Canadian identity, 

although it was anachronistic enough to be the object of ridicule. A Punch cartoon from 

1883 poked fun at Lord Lansdowne, the newly appointed govemor general, dressed "ln his 

new Canadian costume adapted to remaining for some tirne out in the cold" [Figure 1.161- 

Lansdowne's appointment to Canada was considered political exile because he had 

broken with Gladstone over Irish pol i~y?~ Ironically, it was his enthusiasüc participation in 

the 1884 Winter Camival, where he wore the blanket suit and tried out the toboggan slide, 

which ensured him tremendous good will from the Canadian public, or at least those 

members represented by the Montreal newspapers! 

Understanding the snowshoe tramps and the rituals which developed from them as 

cultural perfomiances illustrates the ways in which race, class and gender are inextricably 

linked and work together to construct social realities. Historians have paid lip-service to 

the idea that class is 'presented','dernonstrated', 'exhibited', and 'displayed', but few take it 

seriously as an enacted @ e r f ~ m . ' ~ ~  Some historians have gone further toward 

recognizing the agency of perfomative acts. For instance, John Tosh stresses the 

importance of "public affimiations" in displaying masculine status and power at home, at 

173 R.H. Hubbard, Pideau Hall: an w a t e d  histont of Government House. m, (Ottawa: 
Queen's Printer, 1967) 72. 

174 Even in a collection of essays promisingly entitled The Theatre of m, the authors fail to 
consider the performative act of sport, concentrating instead on 'topophilia' - the sport site. Karl B. 
Raitz, ed., The Theatre of S D ~ ,  (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 1995). 



I THE TRUE STATE OF HER FEELINGS. 

i BROI-HER JOSATSAS (50/i[Oql4fZf~f)-~ Ah. she loves me : I knùw i t  ; 1 f iel  it in rny 
v q -  banes. bhe wants :O j ine me in the holy bands of political union." 

! & . N ~ A  (me&ating the i u / r i ~ e ~ ) - "  k5r- Jona:Aan. pray don't deczivc 
I purse l f  on t h &  p i n t  M y  h a r t  is perfectly u-ctde f assure yon- 1 simplj- wmt 

1 to trade lrecly with you. chat's dl-" 
I 

Fig. 1.15: William Bengough, "The True State of Her Feelings," cartoon, 
Gr@, January 19,1889. Reproduced in Carmen Cumming, Sketches 
from a Young Country: The Images of Grip Magazine (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1997) 187. 



PUNCH'S FANCY PORTRA1TS.-NO, 138, 

R 

Fig. 1.16: "Lord Lansdowne in His New Canadian 
Costume, Specially Adapted to Rernaining For 
Some Time Out in the Cold," Punch, June 2, 1883, 
262. 
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work and in all-male association.175 and Robert S. Brown has argued recently that sport is 

a form of epideictic rhetoric, namely, intended for display at public occasions. In the 

context of American football, he argues mat the public performance of sport provides 

messages to the community which shape national ider~tity.''~ I wish to argue that the 

performative aspect of the sport was crucial experience for the individual sport member as 

well as a display of idealized behaviour for 'native-Canadians' as a group. 

The snowshoe tramps were 'meaningful drarnatizations* by which urban dwellers 

becarne indigenised through contact with the wildemess landscape and climate and 

through the performance of an indigenous activity.ln In addition, by emulating the heroic 

past of the British settiers in Canada as signified by the exploits of the Nor'Westers and 

Beaver Club members, and writing over the history and contributions of both French- 

Canadian and Native peoples, Montrealers built up rnyths of ongin which constituted the 

foundation of a new British Canadian identity. Thus by 1884, an account of an histonc 

snowshoe tramp given in Dawson's S~d~plernenf shows that snowshoeing had been 

constnicted as an historically Canadian activity. The uwiter claimed that "[tlhe first great 

snow-shoe tranip on record is the expedition under M. de Courcelles in 1666," during 

which "[tlhe regular soldiers suffered rnuch, but of the Canadians not a man was f r ~ z e n . " ~ ~ ~  

By clairning this as the first 'recorded' tramp, the text erased the abonginal ongins of 

snowshoeing, or at least categorized thern as pre-histonc. In addition, the author claimed 

the regular soldiers, who were French, could not withstand the climate, but the Canadians 

''' Tosh, "What Should Historians do" 12-1 3, 184-7. 

''13 Robert S. Brown, "Football as a Rhetorical Site of National Reassurance: Managing the 
Crisis of the Kennedy Assassination" (Ph-D. diss, Indiana University, 1996). 

ln Richard S. Gruneau, 'Freedom and Constraint: The Paradoxes of Play, Games and 
Sports,' JSH 7.3 (Winter 1980): 6û-86, and 'Power and Play" 146-94. 

lemer& 12. 



could. Rhetorically, the author thereby categorized 'Canadians' as hot-lndian' and 'not- 

French' - thus establishing and legitimizing the British daims to native-Canadian identity 

and history. In his speech at the MSSC Jubilee celebrations in 1890, Sir Donald Smith 

went a step further, totally erasing the history of snowshoeing before 1840 by descn'bing 

the "earty days of snowshoeing when there were no clubs." as if snowshoeing only began 

when the British colonists founded snowshoe clubs, and not centuries before that.ln This 

is the equivalent in text, to what I have shown happened in images. The strategy of eliding 

both native pasts is also evident in the William Notman's Hunfing and Trapping senes 

which are the subject of the next chapter. 

Lastly, the niles and regulations of the snowshoe clubs prornoted particular 

characteristics and values which provided the basis of a shared group identity. They 

constructed a common script and choreography - a route and routine which was repeated 

nightly, weekiy, and yearly. Through club mernbership and the interaction between clubs, 

men were able to recognize a cunsciousness of kind which was masculine, Anglo-saxon, 

Protestant, and of a particufar social status. 

ln NAC: MG 28 1421 Records of the St. George's Snow Shoe Club, 18744890,204. 



CHAPTER 2 

CO1 RH-S' HUNTlNG PARTY: 'A STORY RlGHTl Y TOW 

A man who has IMId in the Canadian wifderness, baüied with its 
difficutties, and became practically conversant wiar the 
necessities of the country.-.woutd be 'Canadian in heart and 
feeling'. 

The No& Amencart, January 3,1852 ' 

The snow was piled high as Colonel William Rhodes and his party arrived at their 

destination, on a cold January day in 1866. Loaded down with tons of hunting gear, 

Rhodes, his son and three Huron guides quickfy unpacked. But instead of pitching their 

camp in the bush, they went inside the Montreal photographie studio of William Notman, to 

set up for what we muid today caH a 'photo-shoot'. Rhodes, his son, and three native 

guides had travelled from his home south of Quebec City. Hauling their tons of equiprnent 

via the convenient services of the Grand Twnk Raiiway, instead of on backs and sleds, 

had made this hunting trip something of a Iwcury. They were outfitted with a large canvas 

tent, numerous pairs of snowshoes, amking pans, bfankets, rifie, snares, axes, caribou 

heads, field-gfass, rope, boulders, back-packs and clothing. Aiso on hand were trees, 

bushes, branches. underbrush, and cut wwd; not to mention Notman's own supply of 

snowshoes and sled, plus white fur skins and bushels of salt to act as artiftcial snaw, and 

magnesium to create the effect of a c=ampfire. 

Once the joumey to Bleury Street was over, the 'scene' had to be set up in the 

glas-roof& studio. Living or fkeshiy felied trees  were ananged in front of a painted winter 

backdrop, with bushes and branches positioned as underbnish. White fur skins were 

placeâ on the floor and twigs scattered about naturalisticatly. The tent was set up. held in 



place with tirnbers and ropes held taut by boulders. Coarse salt was scaftered 

strategically and the Rhodes' hunting party and equipment could finafly be depioyed for the 

camera in a sefies of views which together produce a narrative history of a Caribou hunt? 

By the time the 'shoot' was over, many hours had been spent in planning, travel 

and photographing, and considerable expense had been allocated by both parties to the 

venture- Col. Rhodes was a Director of the Grand Trunk Raiiway, so perhaps the journey 

was w t i s ,  but he must presumabiy have been paying his guides. Likewise, it was 

probably Notrnan himseif who taok the photographs, but he was na doubt assisted in 

setting up the studio, preparing the plates and developing the pnnts by paid employees. 

The matenal wst alone b r  the 29 expsures taken wuld have k e n  considerable. 

Technically, it would have been extremely diicult, but not impossible, for these 

photographs to be k e n  taken in the field, Notman used a cumbersome box carnera and 

glas  plates ta take these images, and it was not untif 1880 that photographe= were f d  

by development of the dry-plate process from the necessity of setting up trays of chernicals 

with which to sensitire the plates immediately before exposure, and to develop them 

imrnediately afterwards. Neverthelem, Alexander Henderson, one of Notmanrs peers, did 

take scenes of hunting parties in the bush at this tirne, which suggests that in Notman's 

mind the photographs were portraits (and therefore must be taken in the studio where 

lighting and composition couid be tightly controlied) rather than landscapes or genre 

scenes, which wouId have ta be taken in #e field? 

Stanley Triggs is the main authority for information on the Notman Studios. The hunting 
scenes are mentioned in most of his publications, but have nowhere received a thorough treatrnent 
See, for example, J. Russell Harper & Stanley Triggs, eds., of a Perioâ: A Collection of 

n P h w h s  1856-1 913 (Montreal: McGill University Press, 1967 ). 
Aiexander Henderson's phatograph collections indude: Ca-an V i m s  and Shrdies. 

p h o t - f r o m .  His "Breakfast in Hunters Camp" (c.1865) is reproduced in Edward 
Cavell, Sornetirnes a Great m. A Photo Albylil of C a m  185M975 (Banff: Aftitude PuMishing 
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The first of the series resulting from these sessions was en- "Cariboo Hunting 

in Canadan. Notman sent a set of these photographs to Edward Wilson, who reviewed 

them at lengfh in the May, 1866 issue of his magene, The Philadel~hia Photpgraoher.4 

Briefly told, two of the subjects are presented first-the Hunter, Col. Rhodes [Figure 2-11- 

and one of his native guides, young Octave Figure 2-21. They set out on a hunting trip into 

the northern mountains [the Laurentians] pulling their amis and equipment on a heavity 

laden sied [Figure 2-31. One of the party is too keen and goes ahead unwïsefy, but 

becornes exhausted and is overcome in a Minard [Figure 2.43. Luckiiy, he is rescued and 

reunited with the rest of the party. They make camp [Figure 2.5) and later sigM some 

game [Figure 2.61, and bag a caribou [Fgure 2.7,2.7a]. At night they carouse around the 

camp fire, resting and telling stories Fgure 2-81. Sunday is spent cleaning up around 

camp and observing the Lord's Day [Figure 2.9). The fast image sees them returning 

home, bearing their kilt [Figure 2-101- 

A second photo session took place three rnonths later, at the end of March W66, 

More  the ice left the waters of the St Lawrence in the Montreal region? It, too, was 

reviewed in The'Philadel~hia Photpara~her in August of that yearV6 This tirne, the hunters 

were out for moose. Using Wilson's wmmentary as a guide to Notman's intentions, the 

story begins by presenting the native guides, who represent three generations of the 

Huron GrosLouis family: the oldest is shown watching for game [Figure 2.1 f ]  and al1 three 

4 The Philadel~hia Ph-hec 3-1 9 (May 1866) 9, 129. Since the ales of the 
photographs Vary slightiy in different collections, I have used the tities published in Notman's 
advertising and in the W. 

The approxirnate dating of the photographs is deterrnined frorn a unpublished chronology 
compiled by Nom Hague of the Notman Archives. 

6 The Philabelphia Phot- 3.32 (August 1866) 235-6. 



Fig. 2.1 : "The Hunter," Canboo Hunting, 1866. NPA: 19361-1 



Fig. 2.2: "The Guide," Cariboo Hunting, 1866. NPA: 19362-1 





Fig. 2.4: "Exhausted," Cariboo Hunting, 1 866. NPA: V602 









I 
Fig. 2.7a: "Hunters Resting," Cariboo Hunting, 1866. Photograph mounted 
as part of a small set. MTL. 







Fig. 2.10: "Returning," Cariboo Hunting, 1866. NPA: 1 9259-1 
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are then seen busy setting up camp and preparing the equiprnent pgure 2-12]? After a 

strenuous day of hunting mey go to deep in their 'cabane' w lean-to, while Gros-Louis, the 

son, takes the watch [Figure 2-13]. But he quickty starts tv dore and in the early moming 

the hunters are awakened by the sound of sbange noises made by "a huge black bruin" 

raiding their supplies [Figure 2. f 41. The intruder is quickfy dispatched, leaving the party 

with a good appetite for breakfast [figure 2-15], tater they witness the death of a fallen 

moose [Figure 2.1 61, and the final image sees thern packing up camp and trudging home 

heaviiy faden with game [Figure 2-1 71. 

Again, Notman twk around 30 exposures, but this time he seems to have had a 

more specific plan in mind. Whereas the images in the Catfbm Hunfing series were sold 

loose in two portfolio sets which varied in size and selection of images, the Moose Hunfing 

series seems to have been more çarefully planned out in advanœ. It was also sold in sets 

of two sizes, but each mntained the same seven Mes. A chronoiogical sequence was 

established in five of the tities, and the last two were of the Huron guides. Indication of the 

passage of tirne ("Eariy Mom", "Breakfast", "Night") emphasized the narrative qualities of 

the series, and the inclusion of a "Return" image underlined the class and race of the 

hunters - they wouid retum to 'c~fization' rather than staying in the bush for extended 

periods of time like Native hunters or habitants. The sequence of titles in the reviewed set 

was exactfy the same, except that the images of the "Old Huntef and the "Three Guides" 

were pfaced at the beginning ramer than the end. The dose correspondence between 

these sets seems to indicate that Notman was capitafizing on, or devefoping his ideas 

Since al1 three of the Gros-Louis' were namecf François, 1 w i l  note their relationship, i.e. 
Gros-Louis, the grandfather, Gros-Louis, the son, and Gros-Louis, the grandson. They were 
Huron from Lorette, descendants of the few remaining Huron who escaped from Christian Island 
after the fall of iiuronia in 1 640: NPA: Triggs files. 



- -  . 
Fig. 2.1 1 : "The Old Hunter," Moose Hunting, 1866. NPA: 20501-1 



Fig. 2.12: "The Three Guides," Moose Hunting, 1866. NPA: 20490-1 













about, the second series based on his experience from the first. The notations in the 

Picture Book for the exposures for Cariboo Hurtting are very general: "Col. Rhodes 8 

Guide" and "Col. Rhodes" are entered for every one of the 29 poses [Figure 2.i8].8 

However, the notations for Moose Hunfing are the actual Mes subsequentiy used in al! 

three sets- Furthermore, these mes are given a numbered sequence in subsequent 

advertising, indicating a sttongiy developed narrative. 

The final set of photographs illustrating Trapping in Canada" was taken in the 

summer of 1866 and reviiewed by Wilson the following March! Unlike the other two 

series, this one does not have a narrative. tt instead resembles a catalogue of Canadian 

wild-Me availabfe for the sport-hunter. Seals, wolvefine, beaver, and lynx are shown at the 

mercy of the hunkr's gun. An image of beavers at work, and of the old guide are included 

in the reviewed set. 

The considerable effort and expense involved in producing these photographs 

indicates their significance to the parties invdved, especially since a second sitting 

ocuirred in ~ a r d i  of 1866, and a third in August The photographs must have k e n  of 

importance to both Notman and Rhodes, who was fatured in the Can'boo Hunting set and 

one of the Tmpping series, and whose son, Armitage, was featured in the Moose se rie^.'^ 

a The Picture Books held in the Notman Archives contain a record of the portraits taken by 
the Notman Studio in Montreat. The exposures were numbered consecutively and the sitter's narne 
was noted. If the negatives were carte-de-visite size a print was glued to oie page, otherwise just 
the size of the negative was noted. A sample page is illuçtrated in Figure 2.18. 

O ia P h o t w ~ h e r ,  4.39 (Mar. 1867') 79-80. 
'O For the sake of sirnplicity, 1 will foifow Stanley Triggs' identification of Rhodes' son, 

Armitage, as given in his letter to Joan Morgan, dated October 6, 1978 (NPA: Triggs files). 
However, if Rhodes manied shortly after leaving the military in 1848, as reported by J.M. LeMoine, 

, fourth series (Quebec: Augustin Cote, 1873) 
274, his son would only be a teenager in f866, and this man looks older. Furthermore, teMoiners 



l -: 
. - . - 

Fig. 2.18: Sample page from the Notman Studio Picture Book, 1866 
NPA: 19312-1 



Thmugh interpretation of the meaning of these images, this chapter explores the 

mativations for their creation, and the roie they pfayed in the developing nationalist 

discourse of the penod. The key to understanding these ph~t~graphs is an examination of 

the portrait of Colonel Rhodes made for a series of illustrateci biographies produced by the 

Notman Studio, enMed portradg of Rntish Ameri- - .  . Through a is  anamis, I show that, 

abetted by Witliem Notman, Col. Rhodes attempted to fashion himsetf as a native- 

Canadian by imposing el'rte Briüsh sport traditions on the 'primitive' form of hunting which 

existed in Canada. 

The meeting of 'Native-Canadians' in Toronto in 1860, described in the 

Introduction, was a manifestafion of the desire of native-born or naturalized Canadians to 

find a way to identw fhemselves as Canadians rather than Britons or Americans. The 

American Civil War and the Fenian threat in the eady 1860s further undertined the need 

for what D'Arcy McGee called 'a new nationalitp. The desire to define and identify what 

was 'Canadian' was manifested in many ways? It was not just in Upper Canada that 

citizens sought to generate a local culture through the schools, joumalism, literature and 

learning; this désire was also evident amongst the English-speaking inhabitants of Lower 

Canada, The French-speaking inhabitants had their own, different vision of Canadian 

identity, and the stinging rebuke by Lord Durham that they were a race with inferior 

language, laws and character had stirnulated young infelfectuals to produce works of 

description of Rhodest home with "rosy-cheeked English boys romping on the lawns", was 
published in 3865 and gives the impression Rhodes' ctritdren were still young: mie Leaves; 

and -bec S m ,  3d series (Quebec: Hunter, Rose, 1865) 86- i think it 
more likely that the moose hunter was Colonel Bell, or one of Rhodes' other hunting associates, 

' Man Smith, 'Old Ontarion 194-217. White Ï t  is a rather superficial account, this article 
suggests the plethora of media through which the idea of creating a Canadian nation was worked 
out. 



literahire and history.12 The meeting of 'NativeCanadians' proposed that they distinguish 

themsefves by wearing the emblem of  a mapie Ieaf in the parade to welcome the Prince 

of Waies, but by lwkbg at sport we can see that national identity was also being 

consttucted, perfonned and displayed through physical activity. In f866, at a moment 

when lacrosse and snowshoeing were about to increase exponentially, Notnian and 

Rhodes visualized the new nativecanadian as the idealized figure of the 'Great Northem 

Hunter'. The series of photographs examined drew on cornmonly understood strategies of 

representation, and can be read as a narrative creating a mythic story of bewrning native 

in a foreign land, just as the snowshoe tramps can be read as a symbolic jaumey of 

conque& and indigeni~ation.'~ Together with snowshoeing, the Notman images of the 

Canadian Hunter pre-visaged Hallburton's renowned 'Men of the North;" both created a 

cultural fiction which defined and legitirnized nationhood by claiming historical roots and 

continuity in the landscape. 

The historicat context of these photographs was the period between the Quebec 

Confederation Conference hefd in 1864 and the ratification of the British North Amerka Act 

by the British Parfiament in 1867. in other wards, mis was a penod of highly charged 

debate which led up to the creation of the new Canadian state. ln addition, the 

photographs were producecl in the context of the recent St. Alban's raid and other 

violations of Canadian neutrality related to the last days of the Arnerican CM1 War, as well 

as the imminent threat of Fenian raids. American determination to end the Recipmcfty 

l2 See Introduction, note 8. 
l3 The imposition of aie story f o n  (a centrat subject with a beginning, middfe, end and an 

identifiable narrative voice) narrativizes and thus gives the Iist of events meaning (1 1). The author 
does this ftorn a certain subjective position Wich has already determined at the beginning what the 
end (the gloze or inner meaning) will be (24): Hayden White, The Value of Narrativity in the 
Representation of Reality," C r i t i c a l .  (Autumn 1980): 5-27. 



Agreement further added to the perception of estrangement between Canada and its 

southern neighbour. 

While the uttirnate existence and politicat idenüty of the new nation was being 

debated in 1866, Notman's photographs can be read as attempts to envisage and embody 

its 'new nationality'. When national consciousness has to be forged in opposition to a 

dominant power - in Canada's case, Britain and the newfy formed United States - the new 

nation seeks to assert its cultural difference, often by means of its ethnic identity or 

distinctive language. In BMsh white semer colonies this was not so easy, since they 

shared a common ethnic and linguistic background with the Mother Country. For them, the 

task became locating other "markers of difference" which would defi ne what was both 

distinctive and superi~r about the new nation. In the case of Australia, historian Marilyn 

Lake has argued that this was a mode1 of rnasculinity: "the ftee, mobile, independent (yet 

loyal to his mates) bu~hworker".~~ Daniel J. Hennan has argued that middle-class 

Arnericans identified with fiontiersmen like Daniel Boone, and gained an indigenous 

identity throügh hunting, natural history, and expl~ration.'~ In the case of Canada, I would 

argue that the rïew nationality was also gendered male, and that it was similarly 

authenticated by experience and interaction with the peculiar characteristics of the 

Canadian clirnate and Iandscape. However, what was distinctively Canadian, was Native, 

for national identity was imagined and invented by appropriating and cfaiming indigenous 

cultural activities such as hunting, snowshoeing and lacrosse, and 'civilizing' them thruugh 

imposing British notions of discipline, wder and fair play. Canadian identity was not just 

buik in opposition ta indigenous culture, it was built on it. Moreover, the Canadian modet of 

l4 Marilyn Lake, "Mission Impossible: How Men Gave Birth to the Australian Nation- 
Nationalism, Gender and other Seminal Acts", -der & HistpD14:3 (Auturnn 1992) 312. 

IS Hennan %mericm Nativesn 
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manliness was constructed and propagated by the professionai and commercial middle- 

dêsses, and based Qn their ide& and values. Hence, any exêminati~n ~f Canadian 

national ibentify, at hast as col?s!nic?ed ir! Montreal berner! the Rebe!!Kms, has !O 

consider the multiple discounes of class, tace and gender. 

The Notman hunting photographs realized (or, made real) Rhodes' indigenisation 

through the expen'ence and pracüœ of hunting, and thereby proposed hirn as a mode1 of 

the ideal Canadian. How far Rhodes and Notman were consciously and purposefully 

engaged in creating a 'narrative of nation' is, of course, highly debatable. However, on an 

empirical level, both had motives for establishing a particular vision of Canadian identity, 

and their business interests were furthered by displaying this vishn ~f eanadian identity to 

murtiple audlençes- In the pr~cess, both N~tman and Rhodw partiçipiited in the bmad 

movement led by the professional and commercial rniddle-classes to reform and reshape 

Very little research has been done into the history of nineteenth-century Canadian 

photographic institutions.16 By far the most is known about William Notman and the 

photograiphers and artists who worked for hirn, but the history and output of other 

photographic studios is very sketchy indee~i.'~ Conçequently, it is hard to estimate with 

l6 The few works speciRcally on nineteenth century Canadian photographic history indude: 
Ralph Greenhill, Wv P h o t w h v  in Canada (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1965), Ralph 
Greenhill & Andrew 8irrelL Canadian- (Toronto: Coach House Press, 
1979); LiJy Kdtsrn, ed. 
(Toronto: Fitzhenry & raphy in Toronto," J-iistern, of 

C m  1839-1944 

2.3 (1978); Dennis Reid. Our Own Country Ca-; Andrew BineIl, 'Suruey 
Photography in British Columbia, 1858-1 900," B.C. S t u m  52 (Winter 1981-2): 39-80, and 
several articles in a special edition of Historuof 20.2 (Summer 1996). 

" Hannah Maynard's work and studio in Victoria has been researched quite extensively. 
See: Claire Weissman Wilks, Jhe && Box. f he-ric Geniys of Hannah Mavnard (Toronto: 
Exile Editions, 19801, and Petra Rigby Watson, "Hannah Maynard's Multiple Expasures," m~ of 
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any precision how representative or exceptionai his work was. The Hunfing and Trapping 

series are unique in Notman's oeuvre. No other grwp of his photographs so deariy 

cunstitute a narrative; and they are, therefure, of partiwlar interest. However, ph& 

narrafivw qnd hunting wnes wre not exclusive to Notmao. His m i n  Quebec Ci#y 

cornpetitor. 3.8. Livemois, praduced a historical collection of photographs in 1865. 

Thmugh ais  series ef eveF 20 photegmghs ef plans, sketches, painüngs, and illustmtiens, 

Livemois traced the history of French Canada fram its diswvery, through the history of 

eariy settiers and missionaries, battles against the British and the Natives, and the growth 
1 

of citied8 This was a wry different account to that of the British history of the cofony, and 

emphasized the role of the Church and the French Canadian struggle for survival in a 

similar vein to that taken by L X .  Garneau's Histoire du Cana&, published in 1845. 

Anather photographer in Mantreal, Aïexander Henderson, produced an album series in 

1885 entitfed Canadian Views and, which largely wnsisted ~f landwpes, but 

lacked ar! overal[ narrative theme,j9 

20.2 (Summer 1996): 155-1 57. Other studies have exarnined the work of 
photographers documenting Native communities in the West, for example, Margaret B. Blackman, 
"Studio Indians' Cartes de visite of Native People in British Columbia, 1862-1 872," Arch . . i v a  21 
(Winter 85-86): 68-86, and Dîniel Francis, Çonyina Peo~le: Phot- Bntish Colurnia First . . 
Nations 18641 94Q (Saskatoon: Fih  House, 1996). We know some of the work of other major 
nineteenthrcentury photographers such as William James Topley, George Martin, James fnglis, 
the StifF Brothers, and Alexander Henderson, but there are no studies comparable to #ose done on 
the Notman studios. A collection of photographs from the Livemois studios are available in an 
exhibition catalogue: Michel Lessard, ed., The Livemois P h o t w h e r s  (Québec: Musée du 
Québec, 1987). 

ta B. t i v e e ~ h i c  - r R-ofHistoncal - .  
. . araving~ and Views of H i m l  Places, Quebec, April 1865- NAC: Jules-Emest Livernois 

Collection 9963-1 57. 
le See GreenhiIl and Bimll51; and Edward Cavell, Sometimes a Great w o n .  A Photp 

Album of Ca- l8Sbl925 (Banff: Altitude Publishing Ltd., 1 984). 
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scrapbooks. The Peter's Album, for instance, contains a sequence of photos of a caribou 

hunt in New Brunswick in 1884, and another of Goat Hunting." Hunting trips were also 

the subject of photographs taken by Livemois, and Henderson?' The Topley studio in 

Ottawa was very active in the 1890s photographing trips for hunting clubs such as the 

Buckskin Club? lnterest in documenting hunting trips persisteci into the twentieth century, 

and the content and styfe of photographs change M e  over tirne? A photograph of a 

trapping camp taken in the 1 9 4 0 ~ ~  for instance, is afmost a replica of Notman's images - 
with a cânvas tent pitched in the forest, a campfire, and a pair of snowshoes propped up 

in the bottom left-hand In fact, hunting scenes can often be fwnd pasted into 

scrapbooks and photo albums in a narrative order, with captions, indicating th&, by the 

tum of the century when hunters had easy access to Kodak cameras, the hunüng trip had 

become a genre with a certain represenbtional formula? A poster advertising fishing 

trips at Oak Lodge, Peterborough is made up of a montage of thirteen photographs, 

suggesting that the typical hunting narrative of 'starting out'. 'setting up camp', 'hunting', 

'displaying the catch', 'packing up' and 'retuming', had actualiy becorne a tourist 

expe~tation.~ Various types of hunting in Canada were also the subject of illustrations in 

NAC: 1958-179, Capt, James Peters' Album: 'Caribou Hunt in New Brunswick. 1884" vol. 
1, n-p.; 'Caribou Shooting" vol, 2,244, 'Goat Hunting' vol 2,424, 

21 NAC: 1947-1 02 contains Livemois m'nter hunüng sœnes with sleds, snowshoes etc. NAC: 
1947-1 02 indudes Livemois fishing trip scenes from c. i88WO- NAC: 1983-069 contains an 
album of 40 photographs by Alexander Henderson, "Canadian Views and Studies by an Amateur", 
18ô5. 

* NAC: 1936-270 Toptey Colledon 
Examples can be found in NAC t 966-33,l966-94,lWl-l2O, 1936-271, 1974-31 6,191 7- 

24, and 1962-4t 
*' Photographer unknown, Hudson's Bay Company T-205: J. E. Foster and D.R. Richeson, 

* vol. 73 of camps., , slides (Ottawa: 
National Film Board of Canada) 29. 

25 For example: NAC 1 970-249 contains a series of captioned photograp hs by Arthur L. 
Handford of a hunting trip at Belleview Camp, Slate Fatls, Ontario in November t907. 

NAC: 1968-1 14 Aibertype Company Collection, PA 32781. 



the pen'odical press. The Canadian il lus^ N e w ,  the Jllustrated London New, 

, and Le were among those which reproduced hunting 

scenes? 'Canadian Sports Scenes," incfuding hunting, were likewise the theme of a 

series of cerarnic dishes produced for the Canadian market, which are curnrnonly found in 

museum c~llections.~~ 

Notrnan's hunting scenes are of interest in part because he was one of the first 

practitioners of the photographie medium and can be seen to have established many 

precedents. it must be acknowiedged, however, that he, in tum, was drawing on devices 

and solutions already formulated in the medium of painting,zg What is of particular interest 

about the Hunfing and Tmpping series, is that they explain how the transformation in 

identity from 'ïinadïen ' to 'Canuck' prdbed by Lord Durham could be achieved. Along 

with images and peiformances of other indigenous adivities, they are the visual 

vocabulary upon which Haliburton and the nafionalists of Canada First could draw in order 

to formulate their ideai of Canadians as 'Men of the North.' They explain how British 

colonists could becorne native in a foreign land. 

For instance: madian Illustrm Neyys'., April29, 1871, March 25, 1872, October 5, 
1872; October 24, 1874; September 1 1, 1 875; October 6, 1877; December 22, l 8 ï ï .  u t r a t @  
m o n  News:; November 13,1858; December 18, 1858. L'Opinio-: vol. ix, p. 79,130. 
Le Monde Illustré, vol. xvii, p.737. 

For example: Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto; McCord Museum, Montreal; Canadian 
Museum of Civil'üation, Ottawa. See Elizabeth Collard, The Potter's View of Canada: Cariadi= 
Scenes on nin-nth-century earthemm McGill-Queens University Press, 1983). 

Atthough hunting scenes were a smaii, but established genre in painting, they became a 
familiar 'type' in photography. For a discussion of sporting art as a genre of painting see, Stephen 

v n t h - C e - d .  A S w  and Polrticat H 
. . 

Deuchar, . . iSfPlY (New Haven 
& London: Yale University Press, 1988). Images of hunüng are not much in evidence befbre 
c.1840 in Canada, according to Jim Burant, 'La chasse, or "A-hunting we will go!" The Archrvisi - .  
1 17 (1 998) 4-9. 
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After descnbing the career and business interests of William Notrnan, and his 

motivations for enviçioning a Canadian national idenfity. 1 tum in this chapter ta a 

discussion of Colonel Rhodes and an analysis of his portrait in 

encans- Sobsequenüy, I pmvide a detailed visual anaiysis of the Hunting and Tmpping 

series, after having first outlined the historical context of sport-hunting in Canada. 

Notman: Artist and Business 

Than ks to the work of a r ~ h ~ s t  Stanley Triggs, there is extensive background 

information about William Notrnan. He was bom into a prosperous, middle-dass, 

Presbyterian family in Paisley, Scotland in 1826. He received some art training in 

Glasgow, and it was probably there that he leamed the crait of photography. A M  a welC 

intentioned but fraudulent attempt to rescue the family textile business from bankniptcy, 

Notman fled to Montreal in 1856 and quickly set up a photographie studio. He met 

immediate success in his new profession, and by 1859 his whole family had joined him in 

Montreal, He quicidy hired talented artists to assist him, and his studio wages bookshows 

that by 1864 he had 35 employees working f~ll-tirne.~~ 

Notman's studio initially catered pn'rnarily to the portrait trade. ln 1866, 

photography was still an exciting new medium and was in the process of negotiating a 

place for itself within the fine arVcraft hierar~hy.~' The Notman Studio had many 

competitors in Montreal, most of whom were vying for the lucrative portraiture business.* 

Stanley Triggs, m i a m  Notman: The Starn~ of a ShJdi~ (Toronto: Art Gallery of Ontario, 
1985). Chapters 1 & 2 describe Notman's early life in Scotland and his move to Montreal. 

j1 Denis Reid's. Our Own Country Ca- has the fullest discussion of Notman's leadership 
role in the art community in Montreal. 

* Notman had plenty of cornpeütion, since the Mitchell & Co. Canadian Classifiad Directory 
for 1865 lists 34 photographers in Montreal: Greenhil and Birreil 44. 
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As an adjunct to full-size portraits, during the 1850s and 1860s there was a new fad for 

collecting photographs of famous people such as politicians, royalty, clergy, and 

entertainers in the fom of carte de visife, which were collecteci in albums.33 Thus, Notrnan 

not only sold cade de visite by the dozen as csilling cards, but also sold pfints of notable 

people to collectorsY Portrait photography, therefore, was a means by which people 

represented themselves to others. The quality and effect of the image (the way one 

'fashioned' oneself) was important, but proflering a carte de visite also proclaimed one's 

social and ewnomic status since it was only the prosperous middle classes and elites who 

could afford such evidence of cultural capital.36 

Photographs were also putchased by tourists, either to be frarned and hung like a 

painting, or to be mounted in an album. Landscapes, city scenes, and views of popular 

attractions were the most cornmon subject matter, and photography drew on the aesthetic 

93 Stanley G. Triggs, YVilliam Notman's Studio: The C a ~ d i a n  Picture (Montreal: McCord 
Museum, 1992) 25. Triggs estimates that two thirds of the studio's output was portraits: Jana t. 
Bara, 'The lmage of Canada. lconological sources of Canadian popular symbolism: nineteenth- 
century souvenir photographs." (Ph.D. diss, Concordia University, Montreal, 1991) 185 n.239. 

Y Carie de visite, were papa prints mounted on calling cards measuring approximately 4" x 
2%". This fad appears to be related to the fashion for colleding engraved portraits in albums, 
which was popular a century before. See Marcia Pointon, JianqiDg the Head: Portraiture & S o m  . . (New Haven 8 London: Yale U.P., 1 993) 54-61, and Audrey 
Linkman, The Victorians P h o t v h i c  Port- (London: Tauris Parke Books, 1993). Studies 
relating to the Canadian experience indude: Alan Thomas, "Photography and the Indian: Concept 
and practice on the Northwest Coast", B.C- S- 52 (1982); Margaret B. Blackman, "Studio 
Indians". 

'Cultural capital' denotes the social status or currency conferred by evidence of taste. 
Hence Bourdieu's insight that "tastes classify". Qistinction. A Social Cnti~iye of the JIbdgfLment éf - .  

Tas& (Cambridge: Harvard U.P., 1984). John Tagg makes a similar argument in The Butden & 
37-38. Aithough Notrnan catered to a wide range of customers, it was possible to 

purchase cade de visite from other photographers for a cheaper price. J.G. Park, for instance, 
sotd 1 dozen carte de visite in 1868 for $1 5 0 ,  and claimed they were "jjust as good as those for 
which you have to pay frorn $3 to $4 elsewhere": -, Febniary 8,1868. To put this 
into perspective: a male de& at Toronto's Eatons store in 1869 earned $8 per week: Robert 
Collins, The Aae of lnnp~ence I87Wl88O (Toronto: Canada's Illustrated Heritage, 1977) 30, 64 
quoted by Bara, 'Image of Canada" 20. 



conventions and traditions of painting to create the image. Notrnan and his sons 

eventually documented the landscape, the people, towns, cities and public works right 

across the country. Canadians who saw Notman's photographs consequentiy got a sense 

of their national image long before the government took on the task of promoting national 

identity? 

Durîng the 1860s Notman was very active in disseminating his photographs in 

various foms. Apart from publishing two volumes of Photog~ja~hic Sefeçtion~, wttich were 

comprised of photographs of paintings and engravings, North American Scenery, a set of 

photographs of C.J. Way's paintings, and The Canaian Handbook and Tourisfs Guide, 

in 1865 Notman initiated the publication of a series of paperback booklets entitled Port- 

of British Arnerican~.~~ These were sold by subscription and each contained several 

biographies edited by Fennings Taylor and accompanied by tipped-in carfe de visite size 

photographs of welkknown Canadian personages. Judging by the fact that the series ran 

for three years, at a time when serial publishing was a precanous business, this proved to 

be a successful venture. 

Besides actively promoting direct sales, Notman showed himseif to be an astute 

businessman with a fiare for pubficity.ls For instance, at the 1860 opening of the Victoria 

Roger Hall, Gordon Dodds, Stanley Tnggs (eds), The World of William Nomn:  Th& 
Nineteenth-Cenm t h r o u g m t e r  tens (Montreal: McClelland & Stewart, 1993) 26. Notman's 
sons camed on the business until 1934, when the remaining business records and approxirnately 
400,000 glass negatives were deposited at the McCord Museum in Montreal. 

37 WilIiam Notman, Po- of Rntish Arnericans bv Wi . . Iliam N o m  wiai Bio-hia - .  clerk and clerk as of the w a t i v e  Counc 
(Montreal: John Love11 Printer) Vot. 1 (May t865), Vol. 11 (1867), Vol. 111 (1868). 
" Notrnan specutated in real estate and was a member of the syndicate which built the 

palacial Windsor Hotel. Socially, he was a mernber, and sometime President, of the Longueuil 
Yacht Club, govemor of Montreal General Hospital in the 1880s and a mernber of the YMCA- 



Bridge, Notman presented a handsome gift of photographs and stereographs to the Prince 

of Wales in a finely-crafted maple box?' According to Triggs, "Notman family tradition 

holds that Her Majesty was so delighted with the gift that she pronounced William Notrnan 

'Photogapher to the Queen'.'- Although royalty was not exploited much as an adverüsing 

device before 1876, Notrnan proudly had this titie mrved on the pediment of a Grecian- 

style portico at the entrance of his studio? The resulting publicity increased his business 

and his prestige: 

It remaineci the fad for years arnong the more affluent to have their 
photographs taken, in cardage or sieigh, in front of the studio with the 
portico confiming the royal attribution serving as a background? 

The Huniing and Tiappjng series were important to Notrnan, and worth the trouble 

taken to produce thern, because they were suitabte for submission to the international 

exhibitions so poputar and influential in the second half of the nineteenth century. They 

demonstrated his technical prowess and artisüc skill, as welf as k i n g  noveLa They were 

a M e s  which locate him as a rnember of the upper echetons of the professional and commercial 
f Canadian Bi- middle-classes. Pictionaty o 14 vols, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 

1 966-) 1 2:79O- - 
38 The Maple Box, as it became known, contained "two large leatherbound, silk-lined 

portfolios of photographs," one labelled Upper Canada, one Lower Canada. They were bound 
separateiy, but were both contained within a finely-wrought box of bird's eye maple decorated with 
silver moontings. Only the addition of a beaver as decoration could have improved the syrnbolism! 
See: Hall, Dodds & Trîggs, Wodd 12; Stanley Triggs, m m  Notman: The Stamr, of a Studip 
(Toronto: Art Gallery of Ontario, 1985) 24; Triggs, -n's 25. Further details of the 
manufadurers of the box are given in Henry Hopper Miles, ca-ue of the ~roduds of C a n a  

nal Exhrbrtion.don. Y862 
- . -  

(London: G. Noman, i 862) 8, W. 
Triggs, -25. 

' John M. Mackenzie, P r o ~ m d a :  The m i o n  of Bnbsh Public 0- . . . . 
1880-1 960 (Manchester: Manchester U.P., 1984) 3. Never one to miss an opportunity, Notman 
inciuded the words "and under the patronage of the Emperor of France" to his publicity after the 
1 867 Pans Exhibition. (NPA: Advertisernents file). 
a Hall, Dodds & Ttiggs, Worfd 25. 

Audrey Linkman daims that in the 1850s and 1860s is was generally accepted that 
photographing groups of figures '%vas one of the most dinicult operations in phatography": Linkman 
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also a means by which he could counter the lack of knowledge and interest about colonial 

life shown in English newspapers of this period? In terms of sales, winning a medal at 

one of these events was apparently on a par with royal patronage because Notman took 

every opportunity to advertise his medals: in his advertising. in his promotional pamphlets 

and on his insignia? The Hunting and Trapping scenes were medal winners for Notrnan 

at the 1867 Pans Universal Exposition, despite the fact that they were not favourably 

d i~played.~ In fact, photographs from the Hunting and T-ng senes were prize winners 

"in every international exhibition in which they were entered.lW 

Notman also gained renown and respect *thin North American photography 

circles because he was a fiequent contributor to P h i l a d e w  P m  and other 

leading joumals. He pioneered various technical innovations, as well as contributing 

articles on his own studio practices. He shared freely information about the studio set-up 

required for the Hunting and Trapping scenes, his innovative special effects, and the 

technically demanding composite pictures he produced in the 1870s. He opened at least 

nineteen branch studios in the new Dominion and the north-eastem United States, where 

the bulk of his b;siness was in providing portrait services for the American schools and 

English newspaper had a Yrequently superior and mocking tone, a great deal of 
misinformation, and a strong prejudice against the Americansn in the period 841 -61 : Ged Martin, 
'Introduction: The North Atlantic Triangle Revisited" in Eldridge xi-xxii. 

'S Notman made a point of submitting his work to international exhibitions and fairs, and won 
numerous medals and honourable mentions. These are Iisted in Harper and T riggs, Port&n.p. 
footnote 18; a further list which also notes entnes to minor exhibitions is provided in Triggs, 
170 n.76. An example of Notman's use of his medals and appointment to the Queen as advertising 
can be found in the Montreal H e m  8 Dailv Commercial G;i7p&, January 16, 1863. 

48 G. Wharton Simpson reported that "Mr. Notman sends a fine display of his cabinet 
pictures and fine hunting scenes but they are hung so high that they cannot receive any justice 
from inspection in the Exhibition". "Photography at the International Exhibition at Pans," 

ebhia Photpgtapher, 4.[?] ([?]1867) 207. 
47 Triggs, m ' s  Stum 57. 
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their graduating classes? Not oniy was his work availabie from his studios. but also from 

"stationery and book stores, al1 major Canadian hotels, the transcontinental trains, and 

every large railway station in the country.aQ It is clear from the enthusiastic reviews of his 

photographs, that Notrnan's work was highly regarded by his peers and that he was seen 

as one of the leading photographers of his day? 

'Ordinary' people wuld patronise Notrnan's studio because he extended his work to 

as wide a customer base as possible through fiexible packaging and sales schernes. For 

example, he did not restrict sales of the Hunting and Trapping series to sets. He 

advertised the availability of single copies, and wstomarily offered the opportunity for 

customers to chose their own sets ftom his vast collection of images." A portfolio 

collection entitled m s  P W m e s  and Pursuits in C a n a  cornbined images from al1 three 

of the Hunting and Tmpping series. Thus, he ensured the availability of his products at 

every price range, from the smallest single prÏnt to large, luxuriously bound, hand-signed 

portfolio editions. His business success ensured that images of Canada and Canadians 

were circulated widely at home and abroad. 

In sum, Notrnan's overriding concem was to maximize sales. He attracted business 

through aggressive promotion of his studio at international exhibitions, through newspaper 

" Tnggs, 29. Triggs has recently revised this esümate, claiming that Notman had 
twenty four studios in Canada and the United States: Stanley Tn'ggs, 'The Notman Photographie 
Archives," Histow of P h o m  20:2 (Summer 1996), 182. 

4Q DCB 12:788. 
" For example, a reviewer for the prestigious London Art Journal, New Series IV (1 865) 95 

called Notman's photographs "among the most brilliant carte-&-visite portraits we have ever 
examined". 

51 For instance the large set of seven photographs sold for $8.75, h i l e  individual Mes cost 
$1 -50. The small set of nine photographs sold for $4.50, and single copies cost 75cents eacb. 
See Figures 2.20 and 2.21. 



advertising, and by frequent contributions to the photographic press. This, and his 

success at international exhibition gained hirn notonety and, consequently, he was 

patronized by visiting royalty and the major figures of the day. This in tum enticed the 

Montreal elite families, as well as those who were less weaithy, ta corne to his Bleury 

Street Studio for their family portraits: 

Ahey al1 came to Notman's Studio. High Oniciais, cabinet ministers, heads 
of state, Govemors General-the cream of the social establishment and the 
mercantile and commercial classes-plus these ordinary, "attractive" 
townsfolk, paraded to the door of Notman's new studio.-.52 

Colonel William Rhodes: The 'Great Northern Huntei' 

Colonel William Rhodes' reasons for posing for the'hunting photographs are less 

clear-cut, but it seerns that he too was interested in furthering commercial interests, and 

the very fact that he collaborated in the production of the series indicates he was not 

averse to personal promotion. When Notman chose Rhodes as his subject for the hunting 

series, he could hardly have done better. Rhodes had a British, military, and political 

background; he- was the owner of a country 'seat' in Megantic, a successful businessman, 

an agricufturalist and sportsman. In short, he was a self-made man, but in fhe British style, 

not the American carpetbagger model wtiich was looked upon with opprobrium in the 

British North American  colonie^.^ 

Amrding to contemporary biographies, William Rhodes was bom in Yorkshire in 

" This passage refers to Notrnan's Ottawa Studio, opened in 1868: Hall, Dodds and Triggs, 
Wodd 22. 

53 At mis time the Civil War had just ended and US. business was associated with 
undehanded tadics, confidence ûicksters and rude characters. The perceived avaffcious 
character of Arnedcans and their deteriorated health is discussed by David K. Wiggins, 'Worlc, 
Leisure and Sport in Arnerica: The British Travelers Image, 1830-1860," CJHS 13.1 (1 982) 30-32, 
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1821, the second son of William Rhuàes. Esq. of Bramhope H a l l -  He joineû the rnilitary 

on t 8 May, 1838 and was posted with the 68th Regiment of tight lnfantry to Quebec City 

in 1842. When he retired fimm the anny in 1848 as a Captain, he elected to rernain in 

Canada and purctiased "Benmore", a riverside fann in Mégantic, a county south-west of 

Quebec City. At this time he married Miss Anne C- Dunn, the grand-daughter of the 

Honourable Thomas Dunn, who had been a Provincial Administratoc Rhodes Monged, 

arerefore, to the upper ranks of the professional and commercial middle classes as I have 

Imsely defined them. 

Assigning specific ctass position is trernendously difficuit in this penod since class 

boundaries shifted continuousty thmghout the century. t have chosen type of 

empfoyrnent as the definition of the tower Nngs of the rniddte cfass, seeing the distinction 

between working dass and rniddle cfass as being between rnanuaf Fabour and saiarÏed 

'brain' workers. Although some of the latter may have had onfy a rnarginally higher 

income, they were employed regularly and it was in their interest to emulate the values and 

behaviours of their employer, *mas wage laboure~s became more and more conçcious 

of belonging to a group in opposition to theirs. The upper ~ n g s  of the middie classes are 

even more nebulous. If he had retumed to England, Rhodes would have been one of 

thousands of second sons of minor rural gentry who muld no longer Mord to five on their 

land holdings. Although, in theory, mis would give him a reiatively high social status, 

above the ranks of merchants, bankers and shopkeepers; in practice, he would have been 

forced to eam an income in sirnilar ways to oiem. in Canada. he muid aspire ta high 

Rhodes' biographical details are drawn from the W M n g  sources: Notman, PoRraifS 2:3$- 
50; Rev. Wm. Cochrane, ed., Jhe Ca--. Men of or m s s  -le in 

re.. ,5  vols. (Branfford: 
Bradley, Gametson & Co., 1893): 2:21; LeMoine, w a v a  (1865) 85; ?3:522. 
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status since he had military and. later, pditical standing and could afford to purchase a 

seigneury. Hence, in irnposing elite sporting traditions on hunting practised in Canada, he 

was cfaiming high social status for hirnseff as a 'country gentleman', and providing a rnodel 

for ahers to emulate- Hawever, he was not one of the old landed famlies who made up 

the social elite, or one of the ultra-rich industrialists who were alço at the pinnacte of 

Canadian society. Rhodes still needed additional income, and was aMe to lead a number 

of entrepreneuriai schemes to pcovide mis. It was, therefore, in his interest to participate in 

the shaping and reforming of society in cuder that it would benefit him and those other 

members of the professional and commercial rniddledasses with whom he associated and 

identifieci. 

Rhodes was elected to the House of Assernbiy for the County of Mégantic in 1854, 

and hefd that seat untif 1858.55 If was during bis time as a Member fhat he was active as 

Chairman of the Executn/e Cornmîttee and mernber of vaflous sub-cornrnittees responsible 

for choosing and purchasing exhibits for the Canadian section of the 1855 Paris Exhibition. 

It is evident fmm the promotionai literature wfiich was produced for this exhibition that the 

over-riding airneof the organizers was to promote emigration to Canadaw S i m  Rhodes 

was appointed provincial Minister of Agriculture and Immigration in 1887, immigration was 

a long-standing concern in his pditical career. In fact, he was know for his boosterïsm: "it 

is no matter for surprise that Colonel Rhodes should with great zest have associated 

hirnseif with others to advance pmjects, which in a legitimate and whdesome way were 

5S The biographies difkr on detaiis. Cochrane daims he entered the Canadian Comrnons in 
1850 and again "more than 25 years Mef(21)- Fennings Taylor daims that he errtered the House 
of AssembIy in 1854: Natman, For- 2:41. 



calculated to develope the resources of, and attract w e a h  to the c o ~ n t r y . ~  

Misapprehensions and generaf fack of knowfedge about Canada were a #om in 

the sida of those whose interests h y  in increased immigration." Businessmen, railway 

promoters, agriculturalists and professionats alt saw the benefits which would accrue fiom 

increased land settlement, and the international exhibitions and fairs in this period 

proviaect h m  witti the opportunity to promote Canada as a desirabte destination for 

emigrants from Northern Europe. In order to do ais, a new national image had to be 

constnicted- The 1851 Great Exhibition hdd in London had been a successfül first 

appearance for Canada on the world stage- Six& medals were awarded to Canadian 

exhiba there, but the Executive Committee headed by Cd- Rhodes noted that a better 

effort was required in t 855. They were "determined to give that national and general 

character to the Canadian section ... Wich was watttïng to the exhibition of 1851".59 

At mid-century, Canadianness was distinguished outside and within North America 

prirnarÏly by dimate and geogtaphy. In the popular mi&, Canada was a northem land of 

cold and snow. * The Executive Committee for the 1855 Exhibition offered a prize for an 

essay to be distnbuted at the Exhibition, and J-C. Taché's winning essay set out to correct 

this misconception. He expressed the hope that, 

if the vast nurnber of persons throughout Europe, who have been taught 
that Canada is the perpetual abode of ice and snow, can be convinced of 

Notman, Portr;tits 42. 
" Information about Canada in British newspapers was both spane and dismissive: Ged 

Martin, '"Our advices h m  Canada are uniniportart: The Times and British North America, 1841- 
186Iw, in Eldridge, 61-93- 

Taché, -da at the Unive-rho~ 
- .. 

149. The 1855 Exhibition has k e n  
chamcterised as 'ernphatically a national display:" Heaman, "Commerciaf teviathon" 120. See 
also pp. 1 17-1 42 for her full discussion of this exhibition. 



their errw, the aim of the author will have been attained--,= 

Taché went on to make the argument that the Canadian dirnate is 'iiery heaiüiy" with "no 

endernic disease", and mat 

Our winters, which Europeans believe to be dreadful, are with us the 
season of enjoyment, and rnany strangers after passing a winter in Canada 
have been heard to Say: 'Weil! after all, your winter is ddightful, and is not 
hard to bear?' 

These were arguments repeateû regularly over the next two decades in order b persuade 

the wodd (particularty Northem Europe) that Canada was more than just a snowy waste, 

and that in fact the weather was a positive -bute.= Henry Hopper Mites declared in his 

catalogue of Canadian products at the London International Exhibition of 1862 that winter 

is the 'happiest tirne' in Canada, not the fearfuf time reported by eariy visitors and sefflers: 

The misapprehensions existing on the subject have thus corne down as an 
established tradition to the present tirne. They operate, it is feared, in 
preventing the most ancient and nearest colonies from rece~ng  speediiy 
such accessions of emigrants as are alone needed to place them on a 
footing of permanent pr~sperity.~ 

The other virtue of the cold, northem clirnate was, according to Edward Gibbon's 

theones, mat it irnbued its inhabitants wiai 'special virtues of physical hardiness and 

* J.C. Taché, "Sketch of Canada, its industrial condition and resources", repnnted in Tactié, 
da at th- Universal Exhrbitio~ - .. 

70-7 1. Encouragirtg immigration was "the pn'ncipaf object" of 
Taché's essay, so he was at pains to make it accessible ail dasses-short enough to make it 
"palatable to the people", but lacking the literary flourish Mich would appeal to the educated (for 
which deficiency he apobgized repeatedly). Other essays were also selected, but Taché's was the 
only one printed in time for distribution. 

Taché, -t the Universal Exhibition 91. 
LU For example, the same argument was made in f 890: "Our dimate, however severe at 

times, is bracing and heafaiy. No malaria here, rest assured! The sons offfie soif, are a sturdy 
race.." Wekoming address to Congress of the Forestry Association, Quebec, Septernber 2-5, 
1890. Reported in J E  LeMoine, u v e s .  g894: Carnian hisfnnr. - Iite~re.-omithology, 
6m series (Quebec: LJ. Demers & Frère, 1894) 31 5- 



pdiacal liberty? This argument was made by Alexander Morris in another of aie prize 

winning essays for the 1855 Exhibition. al1 of which Rhodes may wel! have read in his 

position as Chaiman of the Exewtive Cornmittee. Morris "constructed a fuli-blown image 

of the British North Amencan Provinces as a 'Great Britannic Empire of the North,' with its 

'goodly band of N~ithrnen'.~~ lt was mis latter identity that Rhodes embodied for Notman's 

camera. 

ln an 1863 artide published in London, J.Mc LeMoine, a weR-known Quebec author 

who published in both French and English, tried to tempt English readers to visit Canada- 

He asked why so few "enterprising young Englishmen" came to "enjoy the scenery and 

bright summer skies of Canada", where "the whde country seerns to be Nature's rich 

preserve for game of al1 sorts'? The C a n a m  Handboak and Tourist Guide. published 

in 1867 to accompany the start of Thomas Cook excursions to the new Dominion, echoed 

LeMoine's plea? Thus attempts to alter the popular image of Canada were motivated by 

the desire to encourage tourism and, above ail, immigration. 

ln betwéen his periods of political office, Rhodes appears to have devoted his tirne 

ta farming and business- Repartedly, he was a leading agriculturalist who experimented 

with irnprovernents in farm stock and soi1 management, and oversaw the erection of butter 

and cheese factories and the opening of coloniation roads. In addition, Rhodes was a 

Suzanne Zeler, Land of Pro* P r o m i L a n d .  The of Vidonan science in 
Canada. CHA Booklet No. 56, 1997, 9. 

Zelter, J ~ v e m  C a m  176- 
J.M. LeMoine, "Fin and Feather in Canada (1) reprinted h m  the London Canadian News, 

with corrections," -le baves (1873) 239. 
bT H.6 Small, ed. The Canadian Han-k and Tomst Guide... Photography by W. Notrnan, 

1867, facsimile edition (Toronto: Coles, 1971) 5. The text indudes an acmunt of a moose hunting 
trip and camp. (86) 



founding Director of the Grand Trunk Raiiway, and President of the Quebec and 

Richmond and Quebec and Trois Pistoles Raiiways. He was Chairman of the Quebec 

Warehousing Company, and instrumental in establishing the Union Bank, of whicfi he was 

a Director, as well as king  a partner in rnining enterprises in Mégantic County. 

These business inteiests would al1 have p r o M  from increased immigration, and 

Rhodes' experience with the Paris ExfibÏÏon woufd have indicated ta Mm that this could be 

accomplished through contesting the negative stereotypes of Canada held by people 

abroad. Parücipating in the Notman photographs, and proflering himself as an idealized 

naüve-canadian, may have been a way to achieve this- The role suited him perfectty; he 

was already knom as a sport-hunter and was the President of the Quebec Fish and 

Game Protection Club. Lord Monck was irnpressed enough with Rhodes' hunting 

prowess to report the results of two 1863 trips to his son, Henrylm and LeMoine mused 

that, after Confederation: 

It will not be me of the least glon'es ... to be able to boast of possessing the 
Canadian, the adopted home of a Briüsh officer of wealth and intelligence, 
known to the sporting worfd as the Great Northem Hunter. Who has not 
heard of the battues of Col. Rhodes on the snow-dad peaks of Cape 
Tourment, on the Western Prairies, and al1 along the Laurentian chain of 
rnountains.3 

This notoriety may explain why, despite Rhodes' comrneraaf and political achievements, 

the portrait chosen to accompany his biography in Portraits of Rntish A m e r i w  
. . , depicted 

him in hunting gear in Notman's studio winter setting (Figure 2-2 93- 

W. L. Morton, Monck 2,8, quated in Bara, 'Image of Canada" 159 n.225. 
LeMoine, W a v e s  (1 865) 85. Frances E. O. Monck remembered Rhodes as 'the 

rnighty hunter" and noted that he preferred "maniy sports such as cariboo shooting" in her - .  retrospective journal, Jdy C a n a & &  of a v a  te C a m  in 4864-65 (London: R. 
Bentley, 1 W1)t 48-9, cited by Bara, 'Image of Canada" 173 n.226) 
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Fig. 2.19: Colonel Rhodes and Guide, 1866. Tipped-in 
to W. Notman, Portraits of British Amencans, Vol. II 
(Montreal: J. Lovell, 1867). NPA: 1931 0-1 



This collection of illustrateà biographies first appeared in Montreal as monthiy 

booklets c.1864. The booklets were sdd by subscription, and each month readers were 

presented wiat five biographies, averaging around ten pages in length, accumpanied by a 

u'pped-in cate de visite portrait made by the Notman Photographic Studio. Subsequently 

bound in airee volumes, mich were pubfished in 1865, f867 and 1868, these bookfets 

made up a collection of photographie portraits of the most notable politicians, clerics, 

jurists, professionals and business men in the British North Amencan Provinces. The 

biographicai texts were written and edited by J. Fennings Taylor, a senior civil servant with 

access to #e parliamentary library and personal auquaintance with the subjects.* 

Ostensibly, they seem fo have been yet another of Notman's sales media - a means by 

which to sel1 his carte de visite portraits of notabfe persons to a wealttiy market- However, 

the text indicates that Taylor and Notman had a bigger, national purpose in mind. 

The subjects chosen by Notrnan and Rhodes for their highly sympathetic 

biographies included the "pioneers and founders" of aie state, and "men of great force and 

charactef from aie past. As indicated by the Me, their objective was to =te a hi- of 

the British in canada as opposed to that of French-Canada?' By collecüng together notes 

and sketches about important people and incidents in the history of the Brifish CoConies 

they daimed that: 

Then, perchance, we shall understand aright the principles and charaders 
of the "United Empire Loyafists,"-af a race of men M o ,  rather aian bow 
dom to the Republican id01 which their faithless wuntrymen had set up, 

7' ln his study of nineteenth-century penodicals, Fraser Sutherfand comrnents on the search 
for identity: "...the source of interest is in the titles, in the cumpeting popufanty of Brifish and 
Amencan and Canadian. It was as if literate Canadians were trying to decide which national@ 
they had, and would have." Fraser Sutherfand, The M o n t h l m  (Markharn, Ont Fitzhenry & 
Whiteside, 1989) 21. 



abandoned their possession and forsook their kindred.? 

Taylor was therefore articulating a notion of Canada as being distinct from both the United 

States and French-Canada. He dahed th& "general history is but the aggregate of 

individual history." so. by constructing a narrative of great men leading to the present, 

narnely Confederation, he would create a history of "British America", the new state which 

was about to corne into being. By fevrving memories of the shared histories of Nova 

Scotia, New Brunswick and Upper Canada, Notman and Taylor sought to unite the 

Provinces into a naüon. 

The conventions of the biographicai genre of this era are most curious ta the late- 

twentieth century reader. The biographical information is frequentiy intempted with 

asides which muse fioridiy upon the rneaning and morality of history, commerce, and 

phiiosophicaf speculations. The text of are Rhodes biography is highfy opinianated, and in 

some ways in conflict with the photographie portrait, This conflict gives us a window into 

the competing identities and tensions in this period of national and class formation. 

Although Taylor ciaimed to have k e n  chasan for the task as an impartial witer, 

the piece on Rhodes is riddled with insults. Far instance, Taylor jibed Rhodes for being 

one of the British troops in Q u e k  City who had 'nothing to do' but woo ywng Canadian 

wornen. He then insinuated that Rhodes was elected because he: 

not only succeeded by purchase to Sir Dominick's landed property, but he 
succeeded also by election to his political property, as his seat in the 
House of Assembly, for the County of Megantic, was not inaptly called* 

Taylor snicketed at Rhodes' enthusiasrn for growing 'swedes' and then prevaricated over 

72 Notman, Po- vi. 

'J Notman, Brt- 41. 



his commercial success - subtîy accusing him of exploiting "poor man's labof for his own 

gain, but then back-peddling and saying that was as it shoufd be. Referring to his 

commercial enterprises, Tayior insuitecf and wmplimented Rhodes in the same breath: 

Commerce and enterprise, whether they mean rnuch or little. far-reaching 
industry or sordid thrift, will not pmbabiy be mted vmttt the higtrest 
virtues ... He who inmestç himsdf in such projects may bemwed by public 
considerations, but he ought to be moved by personal ones aiso.--Thus in 
giving Colonel Rhodes credit far his zeal in behaif of the two enterprizes we 
have especially mentioned, we are not blind to the fact that his interest may 
have, and ought to have run in the same groove with his exerti~ns?~ 

Later in the piece, Taylor was more explicitiy insulting by claiming that Rhodes had been 

given his commercial positions "not because he was especially qualified, by experience or 

stvdy" but because "friends and neighbors, for reams of their own, have thought fit in 

some way to associate him with such ~b jec ts"?~  Behind these remarks is the growing 

middfe-ciass belief in the value of 'dignified' work and the need for the rniddle ciasses to 

free themselves from servitity or dependence on patronage. in opposition to the perceivecl 

corruption of the aristocracy. Historians who have studied the gmwth of the middle class 

have noted the importance of the beiief in 'respectable' m r k  as the expression of 

individuality. and masculine identity as a marker of ciass consciowness." In Taylor's 

opinion, therefore, Rhodes had achieved his success and position due to patronage rather 

than hard-work and abifity; to him, Rhodes' smacked of the Old World gentry more than 

the New World middling sort. 

'' Notman, Po- 45. This is no doubt a Merence to Sir Henri-Gustave Job, seigneur of 
Lotbinière which neighboured on Mégantic. Jofy was Premier of Quebec in 1878, and Tayfor's 
surmises were bom out in 1888 when he campaigned f9r Rhodesr efection "to ensure a Protestant 
presence in the Cabinet": W B ,  l 3 : S Z .  They were also both assdated with the Cangress of 
Forestry . 

For instance, DavidofF and Hall 229-34; Tosh, "What shoufd Historians do?" 185-1 86. See 
also Holman, "Cuitiion*. 
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Despite these insinuations, Taylor was apparentiy genuine in his admiration for 

Rhodes' prowess as a sport-hunter. He copied in full the newspaper account of one of 

Rhodes' 1862 hunting trips, and to LeMoine's appellation of Rhodes as "aie great northern 

hunter," he added his own recommendation that Rhodes' name be placed "conspiwously 

on the muster-roll of those who may fiUy be called the Nimrods of the N ~ r t h . " ~  

Robert Lanning has argued that. besides constructing a national history, wliected 

biographies iike Portraits aded as tods of socializaüon." They presented a catalogue of 

'representative' C a n a d i  as examples and strategies for others to emulate- The subjects 

were chosen because of their politicat or financial success, and the te& pointed out the 

rneans by which such social rnobility could be accomptished - through wltivating personal 

qualities of hard-work, initiative, setf-improvement and saber respectablity, and airuugh 

participating in appropriate social networks, dubs and institutions. The very repetition of 

word and image which makes the books dull reading to twentieth-century eyes, sewed to 

create and reinforce a particulat national and class identity. 

Nineteehth-century photographie portraiture drew on conventions handed d o m  

from eighteenth-century portrait painting. Pose, expression, and background 

accoutrements were ail contrived to represent the subjed in a manner which befitted their 

conception of themseî~es?~ Thus the merchants and businessmen, their families, and the 

Notrnan, Portrai& 50. Nimrod is a Biblical appellation: "a mighty hunter before the Lord." 
Genesis x, 8-9, Using metaphors which linked the alonizers with Biblical mythology, and the 
colonized with classical myth was another representaüonal strategy which distinguished between 
the two- This metaphor is visuatiad in "A Chance Shot". 

Robert tanning, a r a ~ h v  & aie Fornon of the 
-dle-çiaçs (Ottawa: Carleton University Press, 1996). 

7g For exampk, the head-on-view signifieci =a culturally unsophisticated ciassn, whereas the 
three-quarter pose was considered aristocraüc. Tagg 36. 
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signifies that Rhodes has ben. or is about b go. hunting for caribou -the exotic 'big 

game' of Canada? 

Rhodes is dressed in sporting attire-not the fornial dress chosen by ail the other 

subjects. He is wearing a Manket mat. fashionable persian lamb hatlB4 leather gbves and 

boots, and hdding a sheathed rifle. At his side and on the sled are the caribou trophies. 

The fact that the game is in the form of trophies - heads with antlers to be mounted on a 

wall as %ulturaI capital '- indicates that his purpose in hunting is not to kill game for food or 

to self the hides, as Natives or French-Canadian habitants would, Instead, it indicates that 

ha desired to present himseif in line with the British tradifion of gentlemen sport-hunters 

who valued the chase more than the kill- 

The presence of the Native guide kneeling at his feet, white Rhodes stares into the 

distance, establishes a hieratchical relationship between whites and Natives. lt confirms 

the subordination of Native peoples to white nile. The pose is highly suggestive: Rhodes 

could be a lord accepting tribute, a priest blessing a kneeling penitent, or it could be an 

allegory of Jesus as saviour of the Native peoples. lnterpreting this as a rdigious figura is 

not inappropriate since historians of the nineteenth century agree that religious ideas and 

concepts were crucial to Victorian culture; they shaped how people thought about God and 

how they interpreted their w ~ r i d . ~  Protestantism, in particuiar, made 'the sacred' central to 

From the numbering in the Picture Book, ii is evident that this portrait initiated the 
exposures taken for the Caribou Hunting series. 

'The skin of the Persian lamb seems to have corne into great favor dunng the last few 
years. When properiy prepared, it produces a very servicea bte artide. .." Advertisement by 
Messrs. Job C. Thornpson 8 Co, 297 Notre Dame Street, Montreal. m t r e a l  budiness s k e m  

(Montreal, 1 û64) 65. 
" A figura is a type of visual metaphor. s fomi which is transfonned and Wigured over time, 

giving a new meaning for a new context, but still retaining hase earlier meanings, for which the 
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social and cultural life and infused meaning and order into education. the family, and the 

state? Rhodes' demeanour is likewise suggestive since the conventions of portraîture 

ctiaracteristicaliy represented farnous men as if in a moment of abstraction, deep in 

thought and unaware of k i n g  ~een.~'  The possibility that the Native as 'barbarous 

savage' might take advantage of Rhodes' reverie to attack with his hidden axe, creates an 

element of tension, but this is wuntered by the obvious absorption of the guide in his task. 

The double hierarchy of race and dass is confirmeci by the pyramidal composition which 

positions Rhodes and his gun as the centre and apex of the triangle: in control of both the 

indigenous people, the indigenous wildlife and, by rneans of indigenous transport (the 

snowshoes and sied) the land itself. Since indigenous peoples and Nature were 

customarily identified with the Terninine',= the fact that the guide is in a subordinate 

position, perfonning a persona1 seMœ to Rhodes, underscores the masculinity of the 

white hunter and the exclusion of white wornen from the hunt and the wilderness, and 

therefore too, from national citizenship. 

subsequent meanings are a fuffilment. Any cross in a visual image, always ultimately points back 
to the Crucifixion, whatever context it is in. Of course, this figura1 meaning will only be understood 
by an audience familiar with the Bible. 

86 William Wesffill, Two Worlds: the Protestant culture of nineteenth-centurv 0- 
(Kingston: McGiII-Queen's University Press, 1980) contends that religion provided a blueprint for 
society, although other historians have argued for a more rnodest appraisal of the role of religion: 
see review article by Chad Reimer, "Religion and Culture in Nineteenth-Century English Canada," 

25.1 (Spring 1 990) 195. 
' Alan Trachtenberg, J3e-a American Photog&w: lmes as History Mathew R m  

walker Evans (n.p.: Hill & Wang, 1989) 46. Sontag makes a similar point "For politicians the 
threequarter gaze is more common: a gaze that soars rather than confronts, suggesting instead of 
the relation to the viewer, to the present, the more ennobling abstract relation to the future." Susan 
Sontag, On Phot- (New York: Farrar, Straus & Giroox, 7 973) 37-38. Conternporary 
photographie manuals confirm this interpretation. See for instance: Marcus Aurelius Root, 
Camera and the wncil of The Heliowhic Art (Philadelphia: f 864): facsimife edition with an 
introduction by Beaumont Newtiall, (Pawlet, Vermont: Helios, 1 971 ); and Henry Peach Robinson, 

ct in P h o w h v  b e i w t s  on com~osrtt~n and chi~curo for ~ h o t w m ~ h e r s . ~  . . 
(London: Piper & Carter, 1869). 

The identification between nature and femininity is explicated by Carolyn Marchant. 
* - 

ath of Nare:  Wmen. Ecology and the Sraentrfic Revolution (San Francisco: Harper. 1980). 
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This portrait is a visual ernbodirnent of an idealized 'Canadian' identity? Notrnan 

and Rhodes collaborated together to represent an aspect of what ttiey considered to be 

characteristicalfy Canadian, nameiy 7he Great Northem Huntef. Bara suggests that the 

Canadian Mounted Police as a cultural imn was a continuation of the traditional prototype 

of the hunter as seeker, or hem; however, the Canadian Sport-Hunter represented in this 

and the Hunting and Trapping series is its antecedent?O The images created and 

refiected a race hierarchy which subordinated the primitive/Native 'lords of the forest' to the 

civilidnative-Canadian 'Nimrods of the North'. They mfirmed the stereotypical image 

of the distinctive geography and dimate of Canada and yet explained how it might be 

negotiated and enjoyed. They embraced the Briüshness and masculinity of Canadian 

identity, al1 the while emphasising what was uniquely Canadian. 

Through pose, visual attributes and composition, Notman and Rhodes together 

consûucted a portrait wtiich spoke to its audience@) on many different levels. 

Furthemore it was reciprocated by a parallel narrative in Taylor's text which likewise 

aggrandized Rhodes' role as a sport-hunter - a Nimrod of the North - and underscored the 

connotatiork ofclass, race and gender that it evoked. The fad that Rhodes did not pose 

for the Moose Hunting series may be explained by Taylor's reminder that "the moase is not 

usually regarded by gentlemen chasseurs as a suitable object of sport ... Hunting the 

caribou ... is however quite another thing .le' 

It is evident h m  the Pichire Book that this portrait was taken at the same time as the 
Caiboo Hunting senes, but Rhodes is only ever identified in Portraits. In the Hunting and 
Trapphg series, he stands in for the ideal nativecanadian. 

00 Bara, "Image of Canada" 175,213-214. 
@' Notman, port- 47. He reiterated the point again later: ".,.a caribu is not an animal for 

a poor man to make money out of; he is emphatically a gentlemanly mark for the accomplished 
chasseur,.." (50) 



Hunting was an activity which bore many political and social connotations in the 

1860s. It was the object of a struggle between traditional practices and traditions, and 

regulations irnposed from outside. More fundamentally, it was enacted on the site of 

contested terrain, for at this time the traditional hunting grounds of the Native people were 

being transfomed into elite leisure preserves? 

When the British rnilitary amved in Nom America they began to impose British 

hunting traditions on their new colonies.93 Hunting was transfomed from a subsistence 

activity to a sporting acüvity, in total disregard of long estabfished aboriginal and French- 

Canadian needs and practices. In Britain, hunting was the presenre of the an'stocracy and 

rnonied elites, where viciousiy severe hunting and poaching laws presenred small and big 

garne for the sport of the upper classes, regardless of the effects on the poor. In Canada 

ail classes had k e n  allowed to hunt, but under the British regime hunting becarne 

bifurcated: the lower classes hunted for subsistence; the monied classes hunted for sport. 

The activity was increasingly regulated by laws of access and use which increased the 

difficulty - the sporting qualities - of the hunt. ln his history of hunting in Quebec, Paul- 

Louis Martin concludes that "hunting became refined, ritualistic, tastefuf and wnferred on 

those who practised it an aura of aristocracy from feudal times? In the period frorn 1760 

The earliest pnvate clubs were chartered at the beginning of the century, they appeared 
more after 1857, and a huge number were fomed affer Confederation. Paul-Louis Martin, Btoire 

la W s g 4 b e c  (Montreal: Boreal Express, 1980) 54,7843. 
63 The early history of sport in Arnerica has been traced by Jennie Holliman, m r i c a ~  

S~or is  i178S-1835~,1931 (Philadelphia: Porcupine Press, 1975); and, more recentiy, by Nancy L. 
StNna, Peo~le of hwess: S~ort .  -or in w o - A m e n a  (Urbana & Chicago: 
U. of Minois Press, 1996). In the Amencan colonies a distinction was aiso made between 
backwoodsmen and sportsmen, and garne laws were also enacted to protect game: Sûuna 16-17. 

Paul-Louis Martin, 61 (my translation). A similar interpretation is given for the 
history of hunting in Ontario by Francoiç-Xavier Ribordy, "Histoire sociologique du droit de la 
chasse et de la peche en Ontario", m t m  [Canada], 30:2 (1988) 155-173- The history of 



to 1875, rules were imposed which Iirnited hunting to two days per week, in daylight and 

only in certain places. Furthemore, fowi were only to be shot 'on the wing', which greatiy 

increased the difficulty, and made access to guns and ammunition indispensable even for 

rural French-Canadian farrners and labourers, who more comrnonly used nets and other 

rnethods. The Lord's Day Act of 1845 further disadvantaged these hunters since it forbade 

hunting on Sunday (which was traditionally their hunting day), but the Sabbath hunting 

legislation was subsequently withdrawn for Canada Eastg5 By the 1860s there was no 

game left in the vicinity of towns and cities and onty those wealthy enough ta be able to 

afford the tirne and expense of a trip to the northem regions wuld hunt. Sol although 

hunting was still relatively more available to al1 in Canada than in Britain, the British 

Regirne had imposed regulations which created serious class differences in ternis of 

access and techniques? 

The Notman Hunting and Trapping senes refiect these faws and represent 

Rhodes' party as exemplary sportmen-hunters. They bag only two trophies, they are only 

seen stilf-hunting (not running down moose in deep snow, which was considered very 

unsporting bewuse the moose was at such a disadvantage). they do not hunt on Sunday 

or at night? This was in direct contrast to the perceiveci pradices of subsistence hunters. 

hunting is also describeci briefly by Lindsay, "A History of Sport" 244-250. 
Kevin Warnsley, "Good Clean Sport and a Deer Apiece: Game Legislation and State 

Formation in Nineteenth-century Canadaw,GJHS 252 (Dec 1994) 6. Clearly, state formation was 
occumng in response to specific class interests. Cox gives another example, noting that the law 
against playing bal1 and other games broke down c.1895 when a Toronto judge ruled it was legal to 
play the etite game of golf on Sundays: Cox 29. 

Paul-Louis Martin, H i s t e  56. 
O7 In 1 931, Grey Owl was still complaining about the unsporting practice of: "...pseudo- 

bushmen, whoçe experience is confined to running rnoose down in deep snow, blundering on them 
in sections where they are numerous, or shooting them at the watets edge, which anybody can 
do." Grey Own, The Men of t h e J Q 3 I  (Toronto: Macmillan, 1976) 88. 



and created a distinction between Natives and the lower classes and the genflernanly 

elites. Rhodes and his party were, therefore, enacting far the camera ideafized versions of 

sport-hunting which could only be engaged in by those with the time and money to afford a 

trip into the 'wildemess', namely the ultra-rich, or wealthy rnernbers of the professional and 

commercial middle-classes. The story was didactic, a primer for the uninitiated, a narrative 

setting out the protocol for hunting parties. Moreover, the attractions and rewards of sport- 

hunting in Canada were displayed for the tourist gaze. 

R. G. Moyles & Doug Owrarn argue in lmperïai ïlreams and Colonial Realitie~, that 

hunting was "part and parcel of empire building" on al1 continents and closely Iinked with 

the "aristo-military caste.Im These writers argue that sportsmanship was training for the 

military. This is undoubtedly the case, and a theme which 1 will take up in chapter 5. 

However, I would suggest that there was even more to the connection: the physical a d  or 

performance of hunting was, like snowshoeing, a gesture of conquest and possession 

which Notman recorded in his photographs. In tracking animals in the bush. hunters like 

Rhodes lite-lly became familiar with the land; they gained mastery over the skills required 

to navigate the terrain. Hunting accomplished the intefior exploration of the nation, just as 

mapping and surveying expeditions did? Grey Owl desuibed the possessive 'controlling 

gaze' of the pioneer trapper: 

He may climb a mountain, and look as far as the eye can reach, out over 
illimitable leagues of forested hill and valley stretching into the dim 
distance, with a feeling of ownership, and there is none to Say him nay. 

R. G. Moyles & Doug Owram, -rial Drearns & Colonial Remes. m r s h  Views of . . . . 
a. 1880-1 914 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1988) 61. 

For hunting, see Heman, "American Natives": for mapping and surveying, see; Zeller, 



And to al! intents and purposes it is his, ttierein to work his will...lw 

The performance of hunting also enacted mastery over the country's largest 

animals. Most significantly of all, it enacted mastery over, and enabfed colonists to step 

into the place of, its abonginai peoples. After all, Native people were the pre-eminent 

signifier (or visual attribute) of the New World. Since Native people were widely 

considered to be a dying race at this time, Notrnanrs photographs visualize the process of 

colonists inheriting the role of 'native-Canadian'.lol As Rhodes leamed woodcraft skills 

from his guides, his footsteps literally and symbolically traced over and erased theirs- 

They went ahead of him as guides, but in terms of power relations were relegated to the 

role of servant. In almost every photograph, the Native guides were posed as if they were 

working - carrying burdens, cooking, repairing equipment or acting as a guide. They were 

rarefy shown with a gun in hand. as if to reassure the viewer that these were Wiendly' 

Natives who posed no threat to the new ownen of the land.'02 They were objecüfied, the 

exotic spectacle of Our gaze, and ttius reduced to a subordinate position.103 The 

photographs dernonstrated that new class and race hierarchies had been successfully 

established by aie colonists. In the photographs Rhodes was the nativecanadian, the 

abon'ginaf man, dernonstrating to the world what that entailed. As we will see again in the 

'O0 Grey Owl20. Aithough this was first published in 1931, Grey Owl was describing an 
idealized life in the bush lived forty years before. 

'O' Bruce G. Trigger, 'The Historians' lndiann. For further references to Natives as a dying 
race, see above, Introduction n.44. 

'02 The assumption tharcanadian' Natives were passive and docile (as opposed to the 
perceived aggression of Arnerican Natives) was chaffenged by the threat of violence in 1863: 
Douglas Leighton, "The Manitoulin Incident of 1863: An Indian-White confrontation in the Province . . 
of Canada", Ontano HistqLy 69:2 (June 1 977) 1 i 2-1 24. 

'03 The classic statement regarding the power of the gaze is Laura Mulvey, Visual Pleasure 
and Narrative Cinema," Screen 16.3 (Autumn 1975): 6-18. The political consequenees of colonial 
visual representation are suggested with regard to the Tutsi of Rwanda by John Bale, *Capturing 
The African' Body? Visual Images and 'Imaginative Sports', JSH 25.2 (Sommer 1998) 234-251. 



case of lacrosse, when colonists claimed ownership of indigenous expertise it was proof of 

their 'legitimate' dominance and authority, but expertise possessed by a Native was 

discounted as the natural characteristic of a primitive race. 

There is a spiritual element to this colonization too. The sportsmen-hunters 

brought Christian ethics, rnorals and values with them into the bush to replace Native 

beliefs. The hunting party became the equivalent of an initiation ritual, where the individual 

pitfed himself against the elernents and wildlife: 

... the so-calleci 'true' sportsman preferred to concentrate an the method, the 
stalking or what was frequently referred to as the 'matching of wits' between 
man and anirnaLtW 

The heathy air and exercise and the spiritual refuge of the bush were often described by 

Victorian hunters as a "beneficial antidote" to the confines of refined civilization. The 

northem wildemess was conceived as a New Eden? 

Protection of game in this New Eden was a growing issue in 1866, wt-ien the 

financial potentiaf of tourism was becoming recognized, and depended upon providing 

visitors with good hunting and f i~hing. '~ Following a similar pattern evidenced in other 

parts of the- British Empire, the perceived decrease in game was blamed on the 'wasteful 

praclices' of the indigenous pe~ples. '~~ The 1864 Report of the Quebec Fish and Game 

'04 Moyles and Owtam 68. 

'O5  Moyles and Owram 67. 
l m  The growing Muskoka industry is discussed by Jasen op. cit. The popularity of hunting 

and fishing in the late part of the century is discussed briefly by Bill Parenteau, uAngling, hunting, 
and the development of tourism in late nineteenth-century Canada: A glimpse at the docurnentary . . record." The Archtvist 1 17 (1 998): 10-19. 

'O7 The general pattern aiter colonisation was the replacement of indigenous hunting 
techniques by European methods, along with a change in the relationship between peoples and 
animals. Hunting shfied from a useful SUM-val skill to a regulated, recreational activity accessible 
only to the mostiy European elite. Game quickly began to disappear, so pressure groups were 
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Protection Club, for which Col. Rhodes was President, noted the lack of govemrnent 

action in enforcing game laws, and compfained that "it is the conscientious sportsman 

alone who is precluded frorn enjoying a brief excursion during  inter''.^^ The Report 

argued that it was only in the protected club resewes that fish and game nurnbers were 

increasing. In other words, the colonists wuld 'save' the land from the depredations of the 

Natives through the imposition of private ownership and restri~ted.access.~~ 

It was owing to pressure from clubs like this that in Septernber 1865 a new 

amendment to The Fisheries Act was given assent? This Act addressed problems 

caused by pollution from sawrnills and directed that fish-stairs be installed at mill-dams and 

s1ides.l" Spear-fishing was forbidden, as was fishing by torchlight and other native 

practices considered 'unsporting', basically because they were too efficient. fn other 

words, the calonists had 'saved' the land and wildlife from the Natives lhrough the 

formed to 'protect' animal stocks through legislation denying aboriginals access to hunting grounds. 
M- MacKenzie, Jhe Frnpire of Nature. Hunting, Conseniration and British lmm rialism (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 1988) 298. This is also discussed by Elizabeth Vibert, "Tradef s 
Tales: British Fur Traders' Narratives of the Encounter with Plateau Peoples, 1 807-1 846" (D.Phil. 
diss, Oxford University, 1993) 329-336. A response to MacKenrie can be found in William 
Beinart, 'Empire, Hunting and Ecological Change in Southem and Central Africa," past and 
P m  128 (1 990) 162-1 86. The shift of orientation from the prevention of poaching to ecological 
management and tourism is also described by Ribordy, op cit.. 

la J. M. LeMoine, mple Leaves: a budget of Iqe- his-l. cntl- . . . . 
-en-, 2nd series (Quebec: Hunter, Rose, 1864) 164,209. 

lm A similar attitude was expressed at a meeting of the American Congress of the Forestry 
Association, which Rhodes attended when it was held in Quebec City in 1890. The Congress had 
recommended as early as 1882 that the govemment should retain public lands for forestry if they 
were not suitable for agriculture, and that portions should be leased to individuals in order to protect 
them. See: &p~-n wointed to attend the Amen- Forestn, Corlgress h e m  

Ohio. Amil 7.5-7'9th. 1882 and s m t l v  &Montreal. Province of Qu&ec. A- 
1882 (Toronto: Blackett Robinson, 1882). The 1890 Congress was reported in Quebec 

omina Chronicle, September 2-5, 1890, and subsequently in LeMoine, s a v e s  (1 894) 308. 
"O wm, January 2,1866. 

A law had existed since 1860 providing for fish-stairs, but rnany salrnon rivers still had 
none. LeMoine, WIe Leaves (1865) 21 3-4. 



intervention of the state at the behest of particular dass inter est^.^^^ 

The colonialist attitude towards "protecting" wildlife from Native predators is ironic 

when we recognize that the source of environrnentafl degradation in this penod was the 

deleterious practices of industrial capitalism. Deforestation was caused by unregulated 

lumbering, new roads and railroads dismpted migraBon routes, forest fires were caused by 

careless pracüces, mills and dams changed water-flmw, and sawdust fmm mills dogged 

and darnaged river habitats.l13 Thus, the New Eden wrestled from the hands of the 

indigenous people had quickly k e n  despoiled by the new native-Canadians. 

fronic too, is the fact that, despite the modest kill depicted in the Notman 

photographs, 'the great northern hunters' retumed from their hunting trips with vast 

numbers of dead animals. The Pyebec Momina Chronicle, 29th December, 1862, 

reported that Col. Rhodes and Col. Bell had returnedf from hunting nom of Quebec City 

with 10 caribou, 4 lynxes, a porcupine, white partridgces, hares etc. One of the caribou 

trophies was to be sent to England as a regimental souvenir. Another trip reported in the 

uebec Mercuri, January 10, i866, saw Messrs. P. McNaughton, Allan Gilmour and John 

Gilmour retum with 10 caribou, 200 trout and a few hares. Since the prevailing game laws 

did not fix a limit, the size of these bags was not illegal, but - to put it in the perspective of 

garne 'protection' - when a lirnit was set in later years, oniy one moose, two caribou and 

'12 In 1865, the government obtained two mnvictionrs for infringements of the Game Act. 
largely through the efforts of the Montreal Fishing & Game Club which had offered a reward of $10 
for information feading to a conviction. The convictions had k e n  obtained by prosecub'ng people 
selling prohibited game in the market. Tackling the problkrn from the market end seemed to be a 
way of dealing with the problem. It had afso come to the Montreal Club's attention that the menu of 
the St James Club House had included out-of-season fish and game. A promise had been 
exacted from the Club that mis would not happen again: LeMoine, w e  Leaves (1 865) 215. 

'13 Jean-Louis Martin, 73. 



two deer were allowed per~eason?~ 

Although we do not know for certain who took the photographs for tbe Hunfing and 

Trapping series, it is certain that William Notrnan at least directed the sessions, given that 

they were taken early in his business career, ernployed many of his innovative special 

effects and became such an important part of his promotional scheme~."~ The 

photographs were soid in a variety of guises. Initially, the Canboo Hunting series was 

adverb'sed for sale in two sets [Figure 2.20].l16 The large set wnsisted of 7 images (each 

approxirnately 8" x 10") mounted on heavy cards which were contained within doth-bound 

covers. It is distinguished by the inclusion of the two images which were created using 

unique special effects. These are 'Exhaustedtl in which the effect of a blowing snowstom 

was reproduced by passing the glass negative through a spray of Chinese lacquer 

atomized in the air, and 'Around the Camp Fire', a night scene photographed by using 

buming magnesium to create the effect of a camp fire.l17 The small set (image size 

approximately 4" x 6") comprised nine photographs, again in cloth-bound coverscllB The 

"* Jean-Louis Martin, Wtoire 164. Lord Monck reported to his son that Rhodes retumed 
from a January 1, 1863 trip with ten caribou "besides a great many other things", and his February 
7, 1863 trip resuited in sixteen caribou. Quoted in Bara, 'Image of Canada" 159 n.225. 

Il5 Photographers like Marcus Aurelius Root and Henry Peach Robinson, who aspired to the 
status of artist, placed great weight on the necessity for the photographer to control every aspect of 
the sitüng, alttiough they were mindful of the need to keep their sitters happy. 

'16 Figure 2.20 is an advertisement which appeared in m, Part Vll, 
h i c h  was subsequently bound into volume 11, published in 1867, 

Notman's special effects are descnbed in The Phil-ia Phot- 4-48 (Dec 1867) 
399; Beaumont Newhall, 'Wlliam Notrnan, 1826-1891" m e s .  Journal of Phot-hv of the 
Geo-, (Nov 1955) 58, and Triggs, 35 

'la This was the new Cabinet size print pioneered in Canada by Notrnan. However, he was 
subsequently forced to conform with the slightly smaller Cabinet (image size 5%" x 4" on a 6%" x 
4W mount) which became the standard in England. Linkrnan 76. Figure 2.7a is an example of 
how these were rnounted. 



TWO SETS. 

G O I N G  OUT,  THE GUFDE- 
G A M E  IN SIGHT. EXH AUSTED, 
THE HUNTER, CAMP FIRE. 

SUNDAY IN THE BUSH. 

GOING OUT, A R R I V A L  IN CAMP, 
G A M E  IN SIGHT,  HUNTER'S RESTING, 
THE H U N T E R .  CHANCE SHOTd 
THE GUlDE, SUNDAY IN BUSH. 

RETU RN 1 NG; 

Tlie aboi-c Sct Ü1 c o v c i ~  cnii I,c sent viz nook p s t  cc> nny p:wt 
of ttic Provincc for 14 ccnts prc-pnid by çtmips,  o r  to ntty lm-: ftf 

tlic Uriitccl Kitigdom for 55 cciit* prc-paiJ 114' st;lrtip.;.  

Fig. 2.20: "Now Published: Cariboo Hunting, Two Sets," 
advertisernent in W. Notman, Portraits of British Americans, Vol. 
(Montreal: J. Lovell Printer, 1867), endpaper 



Mes advertised for each set looseiy corresponded with the order given in The 

PhilêdefDhia P h o m e r  teview artide by Edmund Witson. The Moose Hunfing series 

was sold m the same two sized sets, but mis time each set was made up of the same 

S e m  tities, as advertised in Figure 2.21. ln addition, Natman ernployed a wider range of 

sizes for Moose Hunting. Besides the 8" x 10" and 4" x 6 us& for Canboo Hunting he 

also took three of the Mooçe hunt images in the 6" x 6 format and one at il6 plate (3%" x 

2%"). These srnaller versions were presumaMy to seil at lower cost, and therefore widen 

his customer base. 

Notman did not restnct sales of the series to sets. He advertised the availability of 

single copies, and custornarily offered the opportunity for wstomers to chose their own 

sets from his vast collection of images. A portfolio collecüon entitied Sports. Pastimes a 
Punuits of Canada combined images from al1 three of the Hunting and Trapping se rie^."^ 

Aithough it wuld be argued that his willingness to sel1 images separately undemines the 

contention that Notman did conceive of the series in ternis of creating a chronology and a 

narrative, I would suggest that it is mereiy further evidence that one of his prime motives in 

taking photographs was that he was in business to M k e  a profit. The fact that he thought 

these subjects would be marketable, and sold them so successfulty in a range of guises 

adds to their significance and distribution. 

The Notman Archives do not, unfortunately, contain any sales records as such. 

However, we know that if an image was wnsistently in demand, Notrnan's practice wais to 

give it a new number in a Wew' series, presumably to save time and make retrieval of the 

lT9 W. Notman, Spgrts. Pasti[~es a d  Pu- of Ca-hed from N m  
(Montreal, n.d.). Another similar portfoIio entitied, Jhe Ca-ian Scene~ is held in 
Collection 1964-061 at NAC. 



ADYEBTISeSIBSrrS. - 

THE FOLLOWING WILL BE FbBhIkD 

SEVEN PHOTOGRAPHS FROM N-ATURE, - - 

1. Night-Asiccp in thc ~ & a n c ,  

2. Xnrly bforn-Tlic surprise. 

3. TLc Breakfi& 

4. The Dath, 

5. Thc Rcturii.. 
/ 

5. Ttc Tlirce Crnidcs. 

7- T h e  0 l o ~ & t e r :  -- 
- .  . . ..............-........ 

I q g c  Sct in Cloth B%cd Covcra, i r iw  As8.75 . - 
Singlo Copies, P~~ . . . : . . . . . .  1.60 =ch. - ..--...*............*..... 

Su1:dl Sct do. do. ........................*............ 3-60 

.................................... Single Copi=, a?. 0.75 fach. 

- - 
W. NOTMAN, 

- - Photographer ta the Oueen 

Fig. 2.21 : "Moose Hunting, consisting of Seven 
Photographs from Nature," advertisement in W. Notman, 
Podraits of British Americans, Part 7 (Montreal: J. Lovell 
Printer, 1867) n.p. 



negative more wnvenient. Sinœ several of the hunting scenes were designated as 

View, it appears that these were indeed good sellers. They apparently remained popular 

for some decades since at least one was reproduced for the Imperia1 Series produced by 

The Ottawa Postcard Company which operated around the tum of the century? These 

images also appear fairly commonly in archiva! collections, indicating a wide distribution. 

The Cariboo Huiiting series tells the story of the indigenisation of coloni~ts.~~' The 

key image is "Exhausted"; the figures are difficult to identify, but it seerns to be Rhodes 

who has succurnbed to the elernents. Iconographically, this image is a Biblical figura 

which evokes the parable of the Good Samaritan, who helped a fellow traveller laying by 

the wayside, and brought him to an inn, or the parable of the raising of Lazanis, whorn 

Jesus awakened from death.lP In either case, what is represented is a cathartic moment 

in wfiich Rhodes has been overwme (in this case, by Nature), taken to the brink of death 

and then re-bom. Thus he allegorically becomes autochthon -sprung from the land - a 

native-Canadian. The young tree at his head is a symbol of this new growth; the 

maelstrom of snow is the signifier out of which the 'Canadian' is born. 

Along with attempts to improve perceptions of the Canadian climate, emphasis was 

placed on Canada as a northem nation. The dominant image promulgated by advocates 

of Impen'alism and Canadian nationalism towards the end of the century was that 'me 

'" A postcard reproduction of 'Game in Sight' is illustrateci in Paul-Louis Martin, Histoire 100. 
It is apparently post marked November 1909. For postcards, see Jacques Poitras, b cam 

&écoise. Une a v m e   hot- (Laprairie, Qu& Éditions Broquet, 1990) 
12' The terni "indigenization" is used by Terry Goldie to characterise the European calonistç' 

task of becoming native. I have exîended his analysis from literature to include visual culture. 
Goldie op. cit. 

lz2 Luke X, 33-35 and John XI, 1 f -13- 
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northem climate imparted ... a high degree of energy, vigour, and strenuousnessn. These 

speakers "supposed the geographical situation of the nation rnust profoundly affect the 

chzracter and outlook of her people." Historian Car1 Berger attributes the new attitude 

praising the benefits of the dimate, to a lecture given by Robert Grant Haliburton to the 

Montreal Literary Club, on March 31, 1869. Haliburton declared: VVe are the Northmen o f  

the New World; and the distinctive character of the new Dominion "rnust ever be that it is 

a Northem country inhabited by the descendants of Northern races".lP The attributes 

Haliburton equated with 'northern' were "toughness, strength, and hardihood," attributable 

to a climate which "tended to instill and maintain the strenuous attributes of the Nordic 

races." Thus race, climate and geography were al1 combined rhetorically to disenfranchise 

(dis-patriate) the indigenous peoples of North America and substitute instead 'the 

Northmen' of Europe as the legitimate natives-Canadians. ALthough Berger dates these 

attempts to promote the Canadian climate tu 1869, it clearly was an idea which had existed 

for some time, since Rhodes had already been called ''the Great Northern Hunter", and 

"Nimrod of the North" by LeMoine (1 865) and Fennings Taylor (1867). 1 would contend 

that the metaphors used, and ideas about the characteristics of the new Canadians, must 

al1 have been nburished and made comprehensible by the visual vocabulary provided by 

photography and art. 

Snow was one of the visual attributes of northem lands, but snowshoes and Native 

peoples were the pre-erninent signifiers of Canada, prorninently displayed in virtually al1 of 

the photographs in these series. Most often they were positioned in the corner of the 

image, as a repoussoirwhich guides the eye. At times Notman highlighted them, as in 

"Around the Camp Fire", or made them a focal point, as in "Sunday in the Bush". In 

lP Quoted by Berger, Sense of Powe~ 53. 
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"Exhausted the improbable manner in wtiich the discarded snowshoes were propped up 

in the bottom corner indicates that they were not included for the sake of realisrn, but 

because of their rde as signifiers. In "A Chance Shot" they were given the same position 

and role. 

Thus setting and visual attributes identify these hunting trips as specifically 

Canadian activities. They were not English hunting scenes for, besides the snowy setüng, 

there were no dogs and no horses; they were not Amencan hunting scenes since caribou 

and moose are northem garne, and the Arnerican hunting costume differed con~iderably.'~~ 

It is unlikefy also that Arnerican representations would depict Native peoples in anything 

other than adversarial positions at this point in tirne? Undoubtediy, these were British 

colonial scenes in which the ordered, regulated, 'civilized' British culture had been 

superimposed on a new landscape. The Irnperial 'big garne hunting' so familiar in lndia 

and Afn'ca, had been diswvered in Canada, the exotic animais here are moose and 

caribou; the 'great white hunter' had his equivalent in 'the great northem hunter' of the 

Canadian wildemess. 

"A Chance Shot" is an allegory which tells how ancient knowledge is passed to the 

new nativecanadian. Rhodes and the young guide are shown crouching in the snow, 

staring ahead, presumably at a caribou according to the clue provided by the trophy at 

12' The American hunting costume wom until mid-century was a short doublet reaching to 
mid-thigh, with an upright collar and short cape. A few buttons or hooks held it close in front, along 
with a wide leather bett buckled around the waist. Often a hunting shirt was wom undemeath with a 
red fringe around the coltar and c m :  Holliman 26. 

12' The largely negative images of Native peoples in the American press are examined by 
John M. Coward, The Newspâper Indian. w v e  Arnerican Idem in the Press. WO-IR90 . . 
(Urbana: University of Illinois P, 1999). Unfortunately the author restricts his discussion almost 
exclusively to verbal imagery. 



their feet. The young guide is leaning very dose to Rhodes, peenng over his right 

shoulder. The iconographie figura here is of the dassical Muse, literally inspiring 

(breathing into) Rhodes with indigenous knowiedge and ~ i s d o r n . ' ~ ~  So in this image, 

Rhodes (after being re-bom in "Exhausted") has taken the place of the abonginal hunter; 

he is now the 'Canadian' hunter. The progressive, civilized British colonists have taken the 

place of a primitive, dying race. Thus Native peopfes have been visually 'written-out' of the 

history of Canada. 

This interpretation is confirmed by the subjects' activity. They are 'still-hunting', the 

most common technique used for hunting moose and caribou, but also one of the most 

difficult for non-Native hunters to leam. Grey Owl claimed that "stilf-hunting is an art 

leamed from the Indian, an accomplishment in wtiich few white men ex~el" . '~~ Native 

trackers were invariably used to find the prey, and then the hunters would approach 

quietly, crouching or crawiing on their stomachs. In Rhodes' words, as reported by the 

In some instances the caribou have to be approached by crawiing on the 
ground.- "On one occasion of this kind," says our fn'end, "previous to the 
final stalk, it being very cold weather, I had one of my men badly frost- 
bitten, as he dare not move for some time for fear of alanning the deer, so 
vue had to retire, warm ourselves by running about and eating, and #en 
recommence the at ta~k." '~~ 

In this passage Rhodes shows he haç leamed the skills of the Native. In fact, he is 

lZB This pose is repeated again in "Early Mom-the Surprise," '%zapping the Carcajou", and 
'Trapping the Beaver". A similar representational strategy was used by Benjamin West for his 
portrait of Superintendent of lndian Afhirs, Colonel Guy Johnson (c.1767-1776) in which a Native 
person in cerernonial dress stands as a shadowy figure behind Johnson's shoulder. J.C.H. King 
suggests West intended the Native figure to represent "civiIizationls antecedent". J.C.H. King, 
'Woodland Artifacts ftom the studio of Benjamin West 1738-1 820", American Indm Art M-, 
17:l (Winter 1991) 35-47. See my comments on biblical and classical mythology above, n.77. 

Irr Grey Owl87. 
la Quebec M e r u ,  I O  Jan. 1866,6-7. Also quoted in Notrnan, Po- 4749. 
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better than 'his' Native men, because it is they who get frost biîten, not hirn- He is now the 

privileged possessor of knowiedge vuhich makes him the native-Canadian. He has been 

indigenised through appropriating aboriginal cultural activities- 

The new native-Canadians' cornfort in the wildemess is represented in "The Camp 

Fire": 

After an exciting day, Our heroes have seated themselves upon the ground 
to tell the adventures of the day's chase. The pipe is in neariy every 
mouth, and a happy, contented-looking group they are? 

Whereas the wildemess had always been a source of danger and anxiety for eariy 

European visitors, these men are relaxed in their environment, they know how to be wann 

and sheitered in the forest because they are 'real' native-Canadians who have mastered 

the skills necessary to survive in the bush. Furthemore, they are not out fishing by 

torchlight or engaged in other low class, unsporting poaching activities. This image 

speaks of how gentlemanly sport-hunters 'desport' thern~elves.'~ 

Wilson's reference to pipe smoking is also interesting for the connotations evoked. 

Apart from the &lumet, or peace-pipe, associated with Native culture, a day pipe was a 

comrnon visual attribute for French-Canadian habitants in paintings and iilustrations. As 

discussed in chapter 1, British colonists and visitors to Canada tended to confiate Native 

peoples with habitants, relegating them both to Canadian pre-history by assuming the 'real' 

lm Wilson, m a  Phot-hec 3.29 (May 1896) 130. His text is an indicator of how 
the contemporary audience would have understood and responded to the photographs. 

'30 Struna 24. Night hunting was a popular practice in the Amencan states; the light from 
buming torches refiected on the eyes of their prey and held the animals transfixed for long enough 
to enable the hunters to get ofF a shot. 



history of Canada began with the British Conque~t.'~~ The habifant was a cultural 

stereotype, â sturdy French-Canadian peasant famer dressed in homespun, pious but 

fun-loving, never seen withaut his dog or pipe. This stereotype became generalized to 

include French-Canadian working or lower dasses in general. Thus, Octave, the 

youngest guide, was Octave Dandurand, a young man regulariy employed by Notman in 

the winter months, probably to cut wood and keep the fires going.'" Whether he was 

Native or French-Canadian in real life is unclear frorn the historical record; but Notrnan did 

not find it necessary to make a mpresentational distinction between the two because both 

identities served the same purpose? They were both histofical identities, both natives in 

the eyes of British colonists. Through their conflation, both were subordinate to the new 

nativecanadian by race and class. This ready interchangeability of Natives and French 

Canadians as equally exotic figures is illustrated by the fact that a Notman portrait of 

grandfather Gros-Louis, a Huron, entitled "Old frapper," was used as a model by 

Krieghoff for a painting entitled 'The Habitant", and later given the title "An Old Voyageur" 

in the context of a visual history of the fur trade? To European and colonial eyes, then, 

there was no particular distinction between Natives, French-Canadian famiers, or the 

~rench-canadian urban working class. After all, thà'hardy Canadian was supposed to 

be a cross between an lndian and a and the two could stand in for each 

other, thus relegating them bath to a subservient position in relation to British colonists. 

13' For instance, Peter Kalm noted that tfie habitants were dressed partly French and partfy 
Native. Kalm folio 812, cited by Delage 116. 

'32 Notes accompanying letter fram Stanley Triggs to Joan Morgan, dated October 6, 1978. 
NPk Triggs files. 

133 The only way Notman could have distinguished Octave definitively as a Native would have 
been by resorting to stereotypical visual attributes such as feathers, braids or tattoos. 

134 Triggs, Stam 150; 'The Fur Trade in Canada since 1787', , Canada'ssual Hiçtorv, Vol. 
73 (Ottawa: National Film Board of Canada) No. 24. 

'= Beers, Qver the Snow 5. 
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Since they were boai made historical figures, they couid also be seen as phantom 

presences in the images, the antecedents of the new native-Canadian. 

In the Hunting series the guides are identified as members of the Gros-Louis famiiy 

from Lorette, and in the studio records al1 are give the same 'Christian' name, with no 

regard to differentiating between them in ternis of their Native names. Even their farnily 

name is racially ambiguous. In the images everylhing about their representation identifies 

them as subordinates: their homespun dothing, the fact that they are always shown 

performing domestic tasks, and, above all, their body language - bowed heads and backs, 

and gaze turned away from the camera, uriable to retum the scrutinia'ng gaze of the 

c o l o n i ~ e r . ~ ~  The experience of being photographed must also have had an effect on the 

way the Gros-Louis farnily visualized themselves in the social landscape of Canada East. 

In the imaginary history being wrïtten by Notman and Rhodes they were taught to play the 

role of 'natural i n f e r i o r ~ ' . ~ ~ ~  However, their refusal to engage with the camera rnay be a 

mark of consent, or a prevarication. We are unable ta tell which. Yet the land between 

Lac St. Jean and the St. Lawrence which the photographs purported to represent was the 

hunting grounds of the Huron, and the hunting rights to the territory between the RM&e 

13' Tagg 11. 

My analysis of these images shows that Notman and Rhodes cleariy represented the Native 
guides as subordinates, virtually indistinguishable from the cultural stereotype of rural French- 
Canadian famiers, or from some of the Montreal working class whose portraits he twk  for souvenir 
photographs. (For example, 'The News' Boy" and "First Sleigh Sir"). However, on another 
occasion, Notman photographed the Gros-Louis men in his studio, dressed in westem dothing in 
standard portrait poses. (NPA: 20071,20072,20073) This underiines even further that the Hunting 
and Trapping series were tableaux vivants, enactrnents of a public transcnpt. Few other native 
people were photographed in the Montreal studio, apart from the lacrosse teams and the 
occasional celebrity such as Sitting Bull, who was photographed with Buffalo Bill in 1885. 
Notrnan's son, William McFariane Notman, however, produced numerous photographs of Native 
peoples living a traditional lifestyle on the westem plains, as promotional images for the tourist 
trade. For a discussion of Canada as an 'imaginary nation', see Tony Wilden, 
Canadian (Vancouver: Pulp Press, 1980) 2. 
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Blanche, S t  Anne and Jacques Cartier rivers as far as the head of the Batiscan belonged 

to the Gros-Louis family? Thus, far from being subordinates. in European tems the 

guides owned the land on which the hunt occurred, In reality aiough, we know that 

indigenous concepts of land stewardship (rather than ownership) were ignored by 

wlonists. Images like these participateci in the discourse which naturalized and at the 

same time produced racist assumptions about the racial and cultural inferiority of Native 

peoples, and colonial entitlement to claim land. 

"A Chance Shot" was chosen for reproduction with the review article in The 

P h i l a d e h b i a a o h e r ,  which indicates that it was cansidered special. Wilson 

presented it to his readers to give Yhem a better opportunity of judging of these pictures 

Man any description of ours could give them. It will speak for itse Cleady, Wilson 

believed seeing the pictures was necessary for fult understanding, and that his verbal 

description was not enough. This implies a recognition on his part that there is a language 

of iconography, a visual language which is not just an equivalent to verbal language, but 

which 'says' something differently. 

One of the most commonly used strategies employed by Notrnan to produce visual 

meanings was the creation of wntrasts. This had much to do with the rules of picturesque 

painting, by which an artist constnicted a view from a combination of sublime and beautiful 

elements in order to create a hanonious w h ~ l e . ' ~  The effect caused by those wntrasts 

would have implications for the meaning created in the mind of the viewer, and it was 

'= Frank G. Speck, "Indian Notes - Huron Hunthg Territories in Quebec", made in 1920 and 
7 923, Typewritten manuscript, NPA : Triggs files. 

Pham 3.29 (May 1 866) i 30. 
'40 See Gilpin op. cit. 
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largely through explicit and implied contrasts that the meaning of "A Chance ShoI 

ernerged. In this image a series of contrasts was created between open and closed, light 

and da&, white and native. For instance, the Native guide was positioned at the edge of 

the bush, h i l e  Rhodes was out in the open.l4' His clothing was dark in contrast to 

Rhodes' white blanket mat. An opposition between the young Native (of a primitive and 

childlike race) and the mature m i t e  (of a progressive and civilized race) was also created. 

The class and race relationship of the two men was also opposed: the Nativekervant vs. 

wtiite/master. Afthough it did not appear in this particular image, an opposition between 

old technology (axe) and new technology (rifie) was also of'ten present- 

ln "Sunday in the Bush", the hunting party was obeying the Christian edict which 

daimed Sunday as the Lord's Day, a day of rest. Since short, three-day weekend hunting 

trips were popular at this üme.l4* the image explained how time was passed respeciably 

on a Sunday? Again, the discourse of class and race is being constructed because this 

'respectability' was contrasteci to those brgeted by LeMoine's observation: "lt is generally 

on a Sunday that the dissolute emerge with their guns."lU Furthermore, the guides were 

al1 busy deaning and mending equipment, h i l e  the white hunter was perfoming his own 

Spartan ablutions. This association of the Lord's Day with cleanliness expressed visually 

141 This plays on Me long iconographie tradition of placing Native figures within the forest, 
while colonists were more likely to be shown out in the open, away from the menace of the forest 
and surveying the land they have cleared. For a more extended discussion, see my Visual 
Representations". Norttinip Frye's concept of "gamson mentality", and Gaile McGregor's 
reworking of the idea are in the same vein: Northrop Frye, Pivisions on a Ground: 

Culture, ed. James Polk (T~ronto: Anansi, 1982), Gaile McGregor, The W a c o u  
nd ns in the Cari- (Toronto: Universrty of Toronto, 1985). 
142 Jean-Louis Martin, Histoire 61. 
lU See , Barbara Schrodt, 'Sabbatarianism and Sport in Canadian SocietyInm 4.1 (1 977): 

22-33. 



a contemporary religious and class concept. In this context it was also an expression of 

manliness and muscular Christiano@. In the -bec Mercuty Rhodes explained that: 

... by washing the body daily in the snow, an amount of comfort and 
cleanliness c m  be obtained which few people would suppose. The snow 
also rnakes the skin cold-proof. The washing in the snow is of course a 
strange sight for the indian to behold:-a nude white man rubbing himself 
with snow aiways draws forth remarks of an amusing or alaming 
~haracter.'~~ 

Here we have Rhodes explaining how a white male can maintain civilized habits despite 

being in the primitive wildemess. Even though aboriginal hunting was unsportsmanlike, 

colonists have transformed it into a 'civilized' activity. He shows how the snow, which 

signifies Canada, is also the rneans by which the body is both kept white and actualty 

transformed to better suit the climate. This civilized act of washing thuç both indigenises 

the colonist and distinguishes him from the Native, who does not have the Christian 

concem with keeping the body and sou1 clean for God. Stereotypes were stood on their 

head - the bare chest associated with visual representations of Native peoples now 

signified the native-Canadian. 

Notrnan uses composition to point out to the viewer what is most important. The 

underlying structure of al1 the images is based on triangular and pyramidal shapes and 

carefully balanced lines? The focus in "Sunday in the Bush" is on the snowshoe 

propped againçt the tree in the very centre. A triangle is formed whose long side is 

parallef to the bottom edge of the photograph, on the surface of the picture plane. Its sides 

recede into the middle-ground, with the colonists on one side separated from the Natives 

on the other. The apex of this triangle, and the focal point of the composition, is the 

'45 Qyebec Me-, January 10,1866,6-7. 
H.P. Robinson advocated this type of pradice in articles published in the photographic 

press and reprinted in his subsequent book, P- in Ph- 
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snowshoe, whose leather traces simulate the figure of Jesus on the Cross-metaphorically 

showing that God is imminent in the world. Notman has iconographically associated 

Sunday with essential characteristics of the new nation: religious observance, cleanliness, 

manliness, and an ordered class and race hierarchy. Furthemore, Notrnan again chose to 

pose the Natives within the cover of trees and tent, but the whites oiutside, looking in. The 

whites watch the Natives work, but the snowshoes are a link between the two because 

snowshoes are no longer a signifier of 'abonginal' but of 'Canadian', and hunting on 

snowshoes has been the means by which the white hunter has becorne 'nativecanadian'. 

'The Death" is an image from the "Moose Hunting in Canada" series. According to 

Wilson's review, Notman believed this to be the 'gem' of the series, "as a picture". By 

picture, Wilson meant a photograph which was more than just a record of an event, but 

also contained a story. Here the moment chosen was 'the kill'. The English sport-hunting 

code denied that the kill was the climax of the hunt and privileged the  chase instead, 

because it was in the chase that sportsrnanship was exhibited and sttatus and class was 

consequentiy claimed. But here the kill was made heroic by setting the group up to 

resemble Benjamin West's famous painting "Death of Wolfe". This painting was famous 

for being a history painting of a contemporary (rather than ancient) subject, which 

suggests Notrnan saw this series in a similar Iight, i.e. as a story of the history of the 

nation. Since the moose was in the place of Woffe, the meaning implied was that the 

moose had died after a noble battle. Attended at the moment of its death by a reverent 

and admiring group, the picture was not about ignominious slaughter at the hands of rude 

backwoodsmen, but represented a noble death accorded due ceremmny after a 'sporting' 

chase by gentlemen hunters. "Death of Moose" is therefore the poignant moment after 

the climax of the hunt. To further discount the sport-hunters' interest in the kill itself, it is 
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one of the guides wito is dispatching the wounded animal. This is the only image in wtiich 

a Native is shown actively using a weapon, It is no coincidence that this be the case, 

since the weapon is a knife and the Native is busy decapitating the rnoose. Notman is 

playing on the stereotype of Natives as barbarous savage - it is 'natural* that they do this 

work in such a fashion; they are subsistence, not sp~rt-hunters-l~~ 

By refemng to the West painting, and thereby invoking the memory of the British 

Conquest, Notman was also commenting on events of his day. The "liffle Englandism" 

prevalent in England at mid-century had provoked anxiety and debate over the link with 

Britain. The threat of Britain withdrawing from its responsibility to defend the colonies was 

parücuiarly potent in this period. The Arnerican Civil War ended late in 1865 and the 

British Colonies feared that retaliation by the Northern States for British support for the 

South might be camed out on Canadian soil. The St. Albans Raid in October 1865 

heightened this tension. To make matters worse, shortly after the end of the Civil War, the 

Arnerican wing of the Fenians became a menacing threat to the Canadian border. The 

first raid was launched against the New Brunswick frontier in April of 1866, and others in 

June at Niagara and Missisquoi Bay. In this period of tension over Fenian raids and fears 

of Amencan annexation, Notman was, therefore, reminding viewers of the British nature 

and allegiance of the Colonies, as well as symbolizing the defeat of the laid' Canadian 

natives (both aboriginal and French-Canadian) by the 'neut. 

ln al1 the photographs it is fairly easy to infer the ways in which class and race are 

14' Writing in 1876, John J. Rowan described 'We 'wld-blooded pursuef who ...' cornes up 
leisurely behind the totally exhausted quadniped, disregarding the pleading glance of the wild and 
beautiful eyes, and getting on its back, holds it down in the snow till he cuts its throat with his knife. 
Of ail butchery this is the worst."' Quoted by Myles and Owmm 63. 



irnplicated once the expectations and stereotypes which the Victorian audience had 

regarding sport-hunting and Native peoples are understood. However, it is very easy to 

overiook the discourse of gender which also constructed the ways in wtiich it was 'natural' 

for hunüng to be represented. A 'reading' of the images has to include absences, and 

these images clearly celebrate the absence of women and the homosocial nature of 

Victorian sport-hunting, which generally excluded the participation of women, and thus 

erased the long history of Native women's involvement in the fur trade. This exclusion is 

made most explicit in 'The Breakfastn in the Moose Hunting series. Wilson's commentary 

gives us a due: 

This is a familiar scene to ail who have enjoyed the trials and pleasures of 
a camp life. Our wives and sweethearts would laugh at these men as they 
cut bread, boil meat, and stir the omelet; but we know how good such 
meals taste, whether on a moose-hunt or a photographie expedition. 

The subject of men cooking crossed gender lines and, therefore, had to be justified by the 

reviewer. According to Wilson, the spectacle of men cooking would be incongruous 

enough to make women laugh. In 'civilized' society, the preparation of meals was 

considered a task for women, but when men went out into the forest they entered 'the wild' 

where the normal rules of civilized society no longer applied. This is the iconographie 

figura of 'the world tumed upsidedown', a threatening state of fiw and chaos, often 

presented as a comic episode.lM Men perfomiing a 'female' bsk was funny (fudic-rous) 

because it was perceived as a direct contrast to the rugged, tough, manly demands of the 

hunt, and transgressed the bounds of 'normal' masculine behaviour. In ternis of the 

cultural meaning produced, the image reinforced the 'propet-' rotes and spheres of male 

and female; women were not just absent from the hunt, their absence was emphasized by 

the fact that men were perfoming 'their' domestic tasks. On the exceptional occasions 

See my discussion of 'The Defeat of Battlebrd" in chapter 5. 
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when women wem present, as for instance when Pnncess Louise went to the Restigouche 

for a fishing trip with Lord Lome, she was accompanied by her ladies and aides, each with 

their own tent and with enough objects around them to 'civilize' the wilderness. A grave1 

path was even laid for the ladies' evening s t r~ l l s ! ' ~~  The male members of the party 

eschewed such comforts, but the women were protected from the wild in camping, just as 

they were by the provision of grandstands at sports fields. 

Compositionally, the two white hunters are separated in the centre of the image, 

divided off from their Native cornpanions by lines created by the cabane support and axe, 

and by the 'chipoloquorgan' which holds the kettle over the fire? Thus white and Native 

are separated and opposed. Since indigenous peoples and Nature itseif were customarily 

identified with the 'feminine', this separation, and the fact that the men are perforrning 

female tasks, underscores the rnasculinity of the white hunters, besides, of course, k i n g  a 

marker of racial difference.151 

Unlike the other two sen'es, Tiapping does not have a nanative storyline, but is a 

catalogue of canadian wildlife for the information of the newcomer or tourist hunter. The 

set of images was not offered for sale as a series, but rather sold separately or in the 

S~orts. Pastimes and Purs~its of C a m  album. However, Notrnan did send a set for 

review to Wilson, and this was published in the March, 1867 edition of P h i l a m  

WC: MG 27 1 64, Fishing Trip to Restigouche, June 1879; June 25,1879. 
See Richard Lewes Dashwood, -: or. Life bv the Carno Fire in Dominion of . . . . 

d Newfoundland (Dublin: Robert White, 1871) for an expianation of the chiploquorgan 
and other fascinating facts about moose hunting, how to build a cabane, mat to take with you on a 
hunting trip etc. 

This works the other way round too - the working classes or other subordinate groups can 
becorne associated or identified wial Natives: Torgovnick 18. 
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-ber. Wilson parücularly admired the special effects created for this series. It 

was shot in the summer of 1866, so it was indeed something of a feat to bring large iœ 

blocks into the studio for "The Seals". Animais are treated as a resource to be plundered 

for trophies and skins in the series. ln real life, Rhodes did hunt for n~eat , '~~  but there is no 

indication in any of the Hunting and Trapping series that the men are hunting for meat; on 

the contrary, the ernphasis is on sporting aspects of the hunt. There are no photographs 

showing the preparation of the meat or skins, only the cutting off of the moose's head, 

carrying the trophies home, and in "The Lynx", consideration of how to kilf the animal 

without spoiling its fur. The images are, therefore, a carefully constmcted public transcript 

which depict regulated, Canadian sport-hunting, not subsistence or "pot-hunting".lS 

lncluded in this series are two photographs of the eldest Gros-Louis as 'The Old 

Trapper". The one which became a popular View shows Gros-Louis seated, leaning on 

his staff and smoking on his pipe, with traps hung afound his waist. The other shows him 

standing with his staff over his shoulder and a fur hung from it. The age of the trapper, 

and his evident vitality, made him an object of veneration, as weil as a living exemplar of 

the healthy; nafural environment in which he lived. These photographs were not taken at 

the same time as the others in this series, according to the serial numbers in the Notman 

Studio Picture Book. They were taken a short while before the Moose Hunting senes, but 

were presumably included by Notman because they show the trapper with his 

accoutrements, or because the old Native man is another type of Canadian 'wildlife'. At 

lS2 The B i l v  M e r c u  account of a caribou hunt quoted by Fennings Taylor mentions that 
they returned with 700 Ibs of meat: Notman, P m  48. 

lS3 The shockingly callous attitude of some of the professional and commercial middle-classes 
toward the plight of the poor is demonstrateci by Fennings Taylor's comment that when hunting, 'a 
practicai knowiedge is acquired of what poor people cal1 la rnis&rie, a state of body by no means so 
disagreeable, as nature provides thmugh the appetite a splendid sauce, for the plainest food...": 
Notman, Portr& 4748. 
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the same session Gros-Louis, the son, was photographed with snowshoes in one pose, a 

brace of fowl in another, and rnoccasins in a third. All were entitled "lndian with 

Curiosities". 

Aithough Notrnan's photographs were welf received in his own day, twentieth- 

century critical cornmentary has largely evaluated them in tenns of how 'realistic' they 

were. This type of aesthetic judgrnent is too often the approach taken by historians to 

visual material.lY It is a limited way of looking at the work, firstiy because it assumes 

realism is what was intended and is the critenon by which to judge whether the work is 

'good', and, secondly, because it assumes that the Victorian viewer expecteü to be fooled 

into believing that the photographs were talcen in the field. Neither assumption is correct 

nor useful, and both are ahistorical. 

Analysis of the strategies used to represent the landscape and the hunting party 

shows that Notman was drawing on techniques from many sources, incfuding painting, 

drama, fiction and works of public spectacle, in order to create photographs which were 

not just likenesses, but told a story. Landscape painting would be an obvious source of 

models upon which Notman could draw, and the photographs he and his ernployees took 

in the field when advances in photographic technology made working outside more 

feasible, can be considered in this light. However, his studio outdoor scenes relied more 

on techniques of composition, props and staging suggested by traditional history painting, 

porttait painting, panorama and diorama painting, and the theatre? A painted backdrop 

representing an empty, snowy landscape was used for al1 the outdoor shots, but 

'a For example, Wiebe and Beal op. cit. 
'" See for instance, R. Derek Wood, 'The Diorama in Great Britain in the 1820~"~  Historv of 

Pho- 17:3 (Fa11 1993): 234-295. 
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sometimes the glass negative was retouched by one of Notman's house artists. for  
. . 

instance, m e  in Sigfit was particularly admired for its illusion of distance, which Edward 

Wilson of The Phi ladew P h o m  described as "admirably effected and "not 

excelled by any other in the senes". f o  Our late twentieth-century eyes, however, the re- 

touching is extremely clumsy and crude, being merely a few lines scratched into the 

emulsion to suggest distant hills, and a roughly hatched cloud; but to the Victorian viewer it 

was apparentiy not only convincing but praiseworthy. 

In an effort to understand how the original viewers wuld respond in this way, if we 

think about out own experience, we might rernember how convincing Star Trek lwked 

twenty-five years ago, and how staged and artificiai those eariy episodes look now. How 

we evaluate Yhe real' is culturally and historically specific, and we cannot assume that 

what looks artificial to us had the sarne effect on the original audience. The Victorian 

audience admired the u n i d  achievement of mimesis. In fact, Notman gained some 

renom for his 'special effects'; so much so that he took out patents on thern? 

In his review of the Moose Hunting series, Wilson wmmended Notman on the 

"inconceivable amount of trouble" he had taken to produce the series. Admiring the 

photographs for their naturalism, he wrote: "The pictures look so real that one would 

hardly imagine they were compositions of brains, patience, and hard work." This is a 

significant comment within the context of the time, Wen photographs were thought of as 

k i n g  objective records of nature, rnechanically transcribed by the action of light and 

chernicals on glass. In contrast, 'pictures' were viewed as the subjective products of 

artists, employing traditional conventions and codes. As Arthur Burchett pointed out: 

'% Bara, 'Image of Canada" 197. NPA: Notrnan's Patent, 1867. 



it is not a mere transcript of Nature that we require, but a picture containing 
some sentiment or idea ...A painting or photograph must have some reason 
for existing, same object or story, and this must be the one thing that all 
else is to be subseMent t ~ . ' ~  

However, this created a conundnrm for nineteenth-century artists. On the one hand, the 

popular audience demanded realism, character and incident, but on the other, the 

demands of more refined taste required signification and syrnbolism: 

Specification, individuation, autonorny of detail and the look and feel of the 
thing itself pulled one way: whife placement in a larger meaningful pattern, 
appealing to the moral sense and the understanding, pulled another. A 
story rightly told satisfied both req~irements.~~ 

In recognizing the in-put of the photographer, Wilson, ahmys an advocate of the artistic 

potential of photcgraphy, elevated Notman and the work to the status of painting. 

Realisrn was not the exclusive criterion by which photographs were judged in the 

period from 1860 to 1900. Edward Wilson's magazine was the "rnost infiuential 

photographie journal in North Arner i~a" ,~~~  so his admiration for Notrnan's work and his cal1 

for photographs which were pictures, that is, not just 'natural', cannot be dismissed. The 

Vidorian viewer was well aware that Notrnan's photographs were taken inside, but they 

vafued the illusion created by the skiiful manipulation of props, backdrop etc. Miles Orvell, 

in his study of imitation and authenticity in Amencan culture, expfains that nineteenth- 

century photographers and the audience understood 

lS Arthur Burchett, "Photography in Relation to Painting," yVilsonls P h o t m ~ h i c  -, 
August 6,1892,470. 

' Martin Meisel, -ns: N-e. ~ i c t o w  and thacal arts in nineteenth-centUIy 
. . . . . . 

(Princeton: Princeton U.P., 1983) 12. It may be remernbered that J.E. Taché, in his 
essay for the Pans Exhibition of 1855, repeatedly apologised for the lack of flounsh preferred by 
the educated reader, owing to the need to present the facts plainly for the masses. He apparently 
felt the strains of the same paradox. Fennings Taylor, on the other hand, had entirely too much 
flourish! 

15' Greenhill 8 Birrell 67. 



the medium as an illusion, and the realism of Victorian photography is 
properfy understood as an "artificial realisrnn in which the image offers the 
viewer a representation of reality, a typification, a conscious 
simulacrum ...la 

The Victorian viewer evaluated the image in tems of how convincing it was, how truthfully 

it irnitated. The conflict between the notion that photographs were 'natural' and the 

illusionism used to constnict them was reconciled by the 'truaifulness' of the 'artifice'. 

Notman's staging was greatiy adrnired because it was so truthful. He brought in real trees, 

rocks, tents and hunters and posed them in real situations; it was only the setting which 

was atificial. As the minent photographer, Henry Peach Robinson, explained: "It is not 

the fact of reality ... but the truth of imitation that constitutes a vencious picture."161 

Other modem critics have complained about the stiffness of the poses. But the 

poses are achrally remarkably relaxed and Iifelike when we take into account the long 

exposures required? We rnust remember that the participants held the pose for up to a 

minute, depending on the btightness of the sky. Any movement during a photographie 

exposure of that length would resuft in a blurred, ghost-like image. To Vidonan audiences 

the stiffness and stafic quality may not have been evident. After al1 they had only seen 

motion represented in paintings and drawings, usually through such devices as M n g  

drapery, agitated Iine or painterly bnish stroke.la In any case, Notman was not relying 

totally on painting for guidance, he was also drawing on media wtiich made a virtue of the 

static pose, namely, panoramas, dioramas, tableaux vivants and the dramatic stage. In 

Miles Orvell, The Real T h i n w o n  a m  in A m c a m e .  1880-1 940 * .  . - .  . 

(Chapef Hill: University.of North Carolina Press, 1989) 77. 
18' Quoted by Owell82. 
l m  Examine, for example, "Sunday in the Bush", "Around the Camp Fire" or 'The Three 

Guides". 
la3 Picture for instance, the Greek 'Victory of Samothrace', Leonardo Da Vinci's 'Deluge' 

dmngs, or J.M.W. Tumets "Rain, Steam & Rail". 



the nineteenth century aie object of dramatic staging was to create a series of 

rnelodramatic moments of frozen action. This "pictorial" staging made an "effect" or 

"tableau" whose underlying principle was "sensation charged with wonder over the 

imitation of a dificult reality or the creation of a marvellous effect."lM Notman's hunting 

scenes were apparently 'staged' with this 'effecr in mind, so the representation of 

movement was not even desired. 

While fiction and visual art attempted to assimilate themselves with drama, 

mnversely, according to Martin Meisel, drama '%as under a compulsion to make itseif over . - 

as picture."lm For example, in tableaux vivants the actors arranged themselves so as to 

imitate a famous painting or poem. In other words, they realized a living picture.lS Meisel 

does not include photography in this compulsion to appropriate strategies of 

representation from other media, but Notman was undoubtedly affected by this. His own 

recommendation in an article written for in 1870 was that 

photographers should look to painting for guidance with composition, lighting and pose, 

and his use of props and dramatic pose indicate that he did this himself.lm For instance, 

as already mentioned above, he created a photographie tableau vivant in "The Death". In 

the place of the dying Wolfe he put the dying rnwse; he had the young guide pose as the 

Native wamor in the painting, and the other figures are arranged to imitate the West 

composition. Wilson, in his review, seemed to take this perfectly seriously, although to Our 

minds the substitution seerns rather fudicrous. In fact. he and Notman thought it was "the 

lg4 Meisel39-41. 
' Meisel 64. 
lBB Meisel gives the contemporary Oxford English Dicüonary definition of realization as '70 

make realistic or apparently real", from Sheridan's The Critic (1Tf9): Meisef 29. 
16' William Notman, "Study of Art Reoornmended to Photographers", Photo~ra~hic Mosaig. 
annual record of nh (1 870) 4446. 
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gem of the lot". Asking why mis might be, is the key to an historical understanding of the 

meanings produced by the image. Admittedly, Wilson did not daim that this was a 

realization of the West painting, but the composiüonal similarity iis unmistakable. It seems 

unlikely that Notrnan was toblly unaware of what he was doing, given his art training, his 

specific injunction to photographers to study painting, and the widespread fame of the 

painting itself? 

If we want to consider photagraphs as histon'cal documents, we have to reembed 

them in their contemporary context in our attempt to diswver what meanings they 

produced for their original audiences. Revealing the strategies of representation used 

gives us clues as to what the photographer and the sitters had in mind, whettier they could 

have consciously articulated it or not. At the same tirne, we must also historicize the 

audiences; we must try to identify the preconceptions, attitudes and bodies of knowledge 

with which they came to the images, rather than impose on them our own. This is why the 

modemist critical comments are so ill-conceived. As Orvell says, "sophisticated 

viewe m... were well aware of the staging and in fact savored precisely the ontological 

ambiguity of the resuitîng image."169 

Conclusion 

Although they were businessmen rather than intellectuals, Notrnan and Rhodes fiIl 

the rote prescribed for 'proto-nationalistsn in Eric Hobsbawm's mode1 of the development 

' Jana Bara draws a sirnilar connecüon wiM another Notrnan photograph which shows a 
hunter in a snowy scene, reclining on furs surrounded by seven mocise and caribou heads and a 
stuffed beaver.(NPA: 8121 8-1) She  argues that the composition is a copy of Eugène Delacroix's 
The Oeath of Sar- (1 828): Bara, 'Image of Canada" 199-201. However, she calls these 
photographs ?rue kitschn, thus disrnissing them as worthless pretension. (1 96) 

Owell84. 
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of nationalism, or for 'organic intellectuals" in Gramsci's m o ~ i e l . ~ ~ ~  Notman's commercial 

interests required that he create a unique identity for his work, and he did this, I would 

argue, through creating a visual identity for Canada. As the most celebrated artist in 

Montreal in the 1860s, there is no question that his wok was infl~ential.'~' Rhodes' 

interests were commercial and political, and therefore likely to benefit from increased 

immigration. They lacked the overt agenda of political nationalists, but their concems 

were similar to those of the five young men who formed Canada First in the Spring of 

1868, two years after Notman had worked on the Hunting and Trapping series? Carl 

Berger's description of Canada First aims might just as well apply to Notrnan and Rhodes - 
they 'attempted to arouse a stronger consciousness of uniqueness among Canadians and 

to impart meaning to the phrase, 'new nati~nality'."'~~ Notrnan and Taylor's Portraits of 

meri- can also be seen as a Canada First project, even though it too pre-dated 

the group. Henry Morgan, one of the founding members, called for exactry this type of 

biography: 

The great men of a nation, he said, were representative of the national 
character; they embodied and typified the spirit of the people which had 
produced them ..A was through understanding them that Canadians would 
corne ta know what Canada itself repre~ented."~ 

''O 80th were cultural leaders who arüculated certain ideas about sparts and national idenüty 
which were at times taken up as part of a political nationalist program. Pope, Patnot G- 13. 

171 Reid 48. An interesting comparison can be made between Notman and Mathew Brady, the 
most famous American photographer at mid-century. Besides being inventive businessmen, boa 
saw national purpose in their work. The most comprehensive studies of Brady are by Mary 
Panzer, MWw B d v  and the lm- of H i s m  (Washington & London: Smithsonian Institution 
Press, 1 997), and Trachtenberg, Reama Amen-. 

ln There are some connections between Taylor and Canada Firsten: J. Fennings Tayior 
was married to Colonel George Taylor Denison's aunt, and he and Henry Morgan were both highly 
placed civil servants. Each of them wrote biographies and took D'Amy McGee as the subject of a 
publication. For information on Morgan see Berger, Sense of Powec ch. 2; on Tayior see DCB, 
11: 871. 

173 Berger, Sense of Powa 49. 
174 Berger, Sense of Po= 50. 



During the middle part of the nineteenth century affluent and influential wlonists 

were taking an active role in shaping society. Members of the professional and 

commercial middle classes - successful business men like William Notman, and 

entrepreneurial politicians like William Rhodes - began to define, articulate and visualize 

the 'new nationality' calleci for by early Canadian nationalists such as D'Arcy McGee and 

Robert Haliburton. Notrnan and Rhodes callaborateci on the creation of the Hunting and 

Trapping series because the meanings they created bore significance for them. While 

society was reshaped through institutional innovations such as the establishment of public 

schools, and the formation of professional agencies to manage the poor, the criminal and 

the insane, the professional and commercial middle classes took up the task of refining 

manners and  moral^.^^^ The particular identity they constnicted was therefore imbued with 

their own class interests, and as more political positions were assurned by businessmen, 

legislation increasingly served the interests of entrepreneurship and private investment. 

Envisioning and enacting the new nation was as important in this process as political 

expediency, financial incentives, literary fancy or any other strand of nationalistic 

discourse. 

The institutionalization of the practices of sport-hunting constructed and was 

constituted by unequal relations of power in Canadian ~ociety. '~~ Hunting was a 

performance of masculine domination, requinng virile attributes of "courage, endurance, 

individualism, spartsmanship, ... resourcefulness, a mastery of environmental signs, and a 

Greer and Radforth 708,4243. 
Warnsley, 'Goad Clean SpoK 15. 
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knowledge of natural historyW'* But, just as masculinity is estabfished in relation to 

femininity, it is also shaped in relation to men's power over w ~ r n e n . ' ~ ~  Most theoriçts of 

nationalism have ignored gender, but Marilyn Lake argues that "the representation of male 

m t i o m  power depends on the prior construction of genda differen~e.""~ Moreover, both 

gender and social power are also related to race, thus, if Col. Rhodes had been a woman, 

the images would be a captivity story. Hence the identity created through sport hunting 

was male, middle class, and white. The Notrnan images demonstrate al1 these 

relationships - producing, organiùng and maintaining gender and power relations, they 

naturalize assumptions about the 'proper' place for women, Natives, and whites and 

propose a vision of an ideal native-Canadian. They constnicted an identity and a model of 

deportment for citizens of the new nation, to whom they were distributed in multiple forms 

in order to reach a wider audience. The Nationalist and lmperialist debates of the 

following decades used the visual vocabulary created by Notman and other artists as the 

basis on which to construct their rhetoric. Furthemore, the images remind us that 

colonists did not just transplant British culture to the New World, but also appropriated and 

transformed indigenous acüvities by imposing upon them British forms and traditions. In 

this way, a distinctîy Canadian identity was constnicted. 

';" Mangan and Walvin 179. 

Karen Dubinsky & Lynne Marks, "Beyond Purity. A response to Sangster," left History 
3:2 (1 995) 214. 

l m  Lake 323. Anderson, Hobsbawrn, and Bhabha are al1 equally remiss in ignoring issues of 
gender in 'imagining' the nation. Women played a special role in legitimating white Arnericans' 
daim to the land: Smith-Rosenberg, "Captured SubjectslSavage 0thersn177. Since the nation is 
conceptualized as a family, inequalities of power are naturalized, so that wornen and children are 
'naturalty' subordinate to men: Anne McClintock, -rial m e r :  Race. Gender and Se- . . 
me Colom Conauest (New York: Routledge, 1995) 353. 



CHAPTER 3 

NATIONAL G e  OF CANADA 

It may seern fnvolous, at first consideration, to associate this 
feeling of nationality with a field game, but history proves it to be a 
strong and important influence..,lf the Republic of Greece was 
indebted to the Olympian Games; if England has cause to btess 
the narne of cricket, so may Canada be proud of lacrosse. 

W-George Beers, 
Lacrosse. nie National Game of Canada ' 

As the winter snows of 1844 melted away, the thoughts of some members of the 

Montreal Snow Shoe Club tumed to surnmer activities. Apart from cricket, which was 

popular in the major cities and gamson toms of the British North Amen'can Provinces, few 

strenuous activities equivalent to snowshoeing were available. Horseracing attracted 

large crowds, but was a spectator sport, golf was alrnoçt unknown, and football, baseball 

and tennis yet to be populafl~ed.~ For some time, a few Montrealers had enjoyed 

watching lacrosse played by Native tearns.3 and they had apparentiy been pactising 

thernselves, because on August 29, 1844 a team from the Montreal Olympic Athletic Club 

stepped ont0 the field with a tearn of Native players during the Montreal Olympic Games. 

Not surprisingly, even thougti the Montrealers fielded seven players and the Natives only 

five, the latter won handity. Over the next decade, occasionat lacrosse matches were 

spons~red,~ but the game was only really taken up by whites when the Montreal Lacrosse 

Club (MLC) was forrned in 1856 by members of the disbanded Olympic Club and the 

' W.G.Been, mosse .  The National Game of Cana& (Montreal. Dawson Bros., 1869) 59. 
On golf, Lindsay, "History of Sport" 11 34; on tennis see Metcatfe, -da L e m  43; 

football was not fomally organized until ttte late 1 8 6 0 ~ ~  baseball began in southwest Ontario only in 
the 1 850s; Metcalfe, C a n a d a  bsams.164. 

Lindsay cites evidence of exhibition matches by Native teams and suggests a growing 
interest in the game during the 1830s and 1840s: Lindsay, 'History of Sport" i 15-6. 

Alexander M. Weyand and Milton R. Roberts, The (Baftimore: Herman, 
1965) 14. 



Montreal Snow Shoe Club. A second club, the Hochelaga, was forrned in 1858, but it 

rnerged with the MLC two years later, and a third, the Beaver Club, was formed in 1859. 

Snowshoeing was ideal winter training for lacrosse and there was a great degree 

of cross-over in membership between the snowshoe clubs and the lacrosse club$ 

consequentiy, the same values and ideals applied to snowshoeing were applied to 

lacrosse. Organized and regulated by predorninantly Canadian-bom anglophones, the two 

activities were complementary, both requiring strenuous activity, endurance and 'pluck', as 

well as discipline and moral charader. Both were also recognized as 'indigenous' sports 

as opposed to the 'irnported' British sports promulgated by the British Garrison. Lacrosse 

was, therefore, a potential Canadian signifier, a sport which would distinguish Canadians 

frorn the British and Americans? Whereas hunting and snowshoeing were means by 

which colonists became indigenised through adventuring out into the Canadian landscape, 

lacrosse was a means by which 'the wild' was brought into the confines of the city and 

'tarned'. The 'primitive' Native ritual, baggataway, was transformed into an organized sport 

through the imposition of rules and regulations which enforced the 'civilized' British 

ideology ofordër and fair play.? Playing the regulated garne took possession of a Native 

tradition and made its new players native-Canadians, white the spectacle of the 

performance was a visual representaüon of nationality? W. George Beers, the person 

Alan Metcalfe, "Organised Sport" 87. 
David K. Wiggins shows that British visitors to America before the Civil War perceived 

their transatlantic cousins to be uninterested in vigorous, manly sport and therefore physically 
degenerated. They disparaged Arnericans for their incessant quest for wealth and material 
success: Wiggins op. cit 

British sports were considerad civilized and manly. To prove the new nation was civilized 
therefore reqiiired that any new sports must have the same "British" qualiües. Mott show how this 
belief affected the developrnent of sport in Manitoba: Mott, "British Protestant Pioneersw 29-33. 

Americans also employed the 'imaginary Indian' in constructing national identity, but they 
dressed up as lndians to act out political and economic discontent, rather than appropriating Native 
activities as a way to becorne indigenised: Oeloria 12. 



who beyond al1 others was responsible for the appropriation and transformation of 

lacrosse, understood the result of this: 

the Indians' old fierce baggataway has shared the fate of the lndian himself 
in having become civilized almost out of recognition into a more humane 
sport, It has lost its wild and wanton delerium, and though restiess under 
regulations, has becorne tamed into the most exciting and vaned of all 
modem field sports.s 

Numerous claims have k e n  made for the role of sport in society. The liberal 

modemiration model sees organized sport as the result of a mntinuous and natural 

progression in society from traditional, community-based fofk-games associated with 

festive occasions, to modem, organized sports played initially by the privileged elite, but 

then democraüzed to facilitate the participation of the masses during their leisure hour~ . '~  

The Marxist view is that sport is a product of industriakation and urbanization, operating 

as a sociafiu'ng tool of the capitalist cfass by imbuing workers with the skifls and 

behaviours required for the smooth functioning of industrial capitalism. Sport thereby 

reproduces society ideologically. Moreover, sport acts as a rneans by which the tensions 

and anomie produced by modem society may be released: sport is therefore a safety- 

valve protecting social order, and a tool of social c~ntrol.~' Others, such as Johan 

Huizinga, explain sport as a cultural practice which allows for the non-purposive, Iife- 

affirming expression of fun and playfulness. He argues that culture is actually created 

Beers, "Canadian Sports" 125. 
'O The true extent of this 'democratization' is questionable since cornpetitive amateur sport is 

still limited to those who can afford to participate and those who have access to facilities. Richard 
S. Gnineau "Class or Mass: Notes on ttie Democratization of Canadian Amateur Sport," Canadian 
Soort: SociolQOical Pers~ectives, eds. Richard S. Gruneau and John G. Albinson (Don Mills, Ont: 
Addison-Wesley (Canada), 1976): 108-141. 

'' The competing interpretations of sport are lucidly summarized and critiqued by Richard S. 
Gruneau in "Power and Play". 



thmugh the playing of sports and garned2 Play, games and sports therefore have social 

importance beyond the epiphenomenal status wmmonly ascn'bed for them.13 This latter 

approach takes seriously the idea that sports produce meaning; sport and games are 

"meaningful drarnatizations of reality" in which the values of the community are 

represented and contested.l4 Thus, the penormative spectacle of sport, and the 

experience of both performer and audience, bewmes an important consideration in 

attempting to understand how meaning was represented and received. 

This chapter wiH examine lacrosse as a 'meaningful dramatization of reality,' 

showing how the 'taming' of lacrosse, and hence Native peoples, was accomplished, and 

how it becarne a signifier of Canadian national identity which created an historical 

connedion between the new colonists and the ancient traditions of the continent. I 

distinguish between the traditional, ritual game of baggataway and the 'modernized' and 

regulated version: the sport of lacrosse. My purpose is to demonstrate how an indigenous 

activity was appropnated in order to create national identity, but it is important to 

remember that lacrosse was played in the context of other regularizing and rnodemizing 

sports - cricket,- baseball, hockey etc. - as well as in the context of unorganized games 

such as swimrning, croquet, biliiards, horseshoes and children's games. In addition, 

horseracing was an extrernely popular spectator sport throughout the century, despite its 

'unsavoury' mnnection *th betting. However, it was only lacrosse which was hailed as 

the Canadian game. 

l2 Gruneau, "Power and Piaf 153. Johan Huizinga, Homa S w v  of the Play 
n C u m ,  1938 (London: Temple Smith, 1970). 

l3  The distinction between play, games and sports is discussed at length by A Guttman, 
Frorn R w  tn Record: The w e  of Modem (New York: Columbia University Press, 1978). 

l4 Gruneau, 'Power and Play" 158. 



Visual images are used as primary sources for this purpose, along with the writings 

of W. George Beers and newspaper reports collected in the MAAA Scrapbooks. Reliance 

on Beers as a source is not misplaced since he was crucial to the development of lacrosse 

in Montreal. He was the author of the rules of the game, and was the instigator of the 

meeting which led to the formation of the National Lacrosse Association in September 

1867? He was one of the first Canadian sportswriters, his articles were pubfished widely, 

and frequently used as the basis of reports printed eIsewhere.16 Beers led teams on two 

tours of the British Isles, which reçulted in lacrosse being recognized at home and abroad 

as the national Canadian game. His values and attitude towards the game were, hence, to 

a large extent those wtiich becarne institutionafizeâ within its rules and structure, and 

against which games and players were judged. Furthemore, his efforts to popularize the 

game have been credited with the huge explosion of interest which occurred in lacrosse in 

the new Dominion in 1867. 

In the spring of 1867 there were 1 O Iâcrosse clubs in existence; by November, 80 

had been formed with over 2000 member~.'~ These clubs were founded in Quebec, 

l5 Beers was equally energetic as an innovator and instigator in his professional field of 
dentistry: he founded aie first Canadian dental journal and proposed the formation of a National 
Dental Association. Peter Lindsay, "George Beers and the National Game Concept: A Behavioural 
Approach," eroceedings of the Second Candian Svrn~osiurn on the Histow of S~ort  and Phvsia 
Eduçatioa, University of Windsor, May 1972 (Ottawa: Sport Canada Directorate, 1972) 30. 

'' Cox 159. Beers' articles on sport include: "Canada as a Winter Resort", Centuw 
Maaazine 29.50 (Feb. 1885): 514-29; Goal-Keeper (pseud.), The Game sf- (Montreal: 
The Montreal Gazette Steam Press, 1860): "A Rival to Cricket," Chambers Journal 18 (Dec 1862): 
366-368; "Canada in Winter," 2 (Dec. 1863): 166-71 ; "Cheek", 

dian Monthly 1 1 (1 872): 256-62; "Canadian Sports," Cm* 14 (May-Oct 1 877): 
506-527; "Over the Snow or The Montreal Carnival" (Montreal: W Drysdale 8 Co and J. Tho. 
Robinson, 1883); 'The Ocean Travels of Lacrosse," &thletic I eaves 

I - -  (Sept 1888). He reportedly 
contributed 20 articles on Canadian sports to YVilkes S~int of theJimes, a New York publication, 
fmm 1862-3, as well as M n g  for a number of Arnerican periodicals: DCR, vol. xi, 75-77. 

l7 Gazette November 14, 1867, cited by Lindsay, "History of Sport" 1234. Many of the 
Montreal clubs subsequently fomed snowshoe clubs for the winter (Gazetfe December 6,1867). 
Lindsay daims Beers' publicity campaign and the founding of the NU4 were the catalysts for this 



Toronto, Hamilton, Paris, Brantford, Halifax and other toms throughout Central and 

Eastern Canada, By 1877 there were 11 clubs in Montreal, 7 in Toronto, plus over 100 in 

Quebec and Ontario. The first ciubs in the West were started in Manitoba in 1871, in 

Alberta in 1883, and British Columbia in 1886. An estimated 20,000 players were 

registered in 1884? Lacrosse was vastly more popular than cricket or athletics, and 

regularly attracted huge crowds. For instance, the July 1, 1867 garne played in Montreal 

between the MLC and the Caughnawaga team attracted 5,000 spectators, mile cricket 

matches attracted barely 1 00.19 Beers' success at proseiyüzing the game can be judged 

from the report in the w e a l  Ga- which refened to it "as a sort of inauguration of the 

national game of the Domini~n".~ Five thousand, five hundred spectators watched a 

game between the Montreal Shamrocks and the Toronto Lacrosse Club in 1873, and 

crowds of 8.000-9,000 were common for championship games in later years2' According 

to a Montreal Gazette article, lacrosse was also a popular participant sport: 

Every Saturday afternoon parb'culariy, the Parks and Commons are 
crowded Ath Lacrosse players, from the Professor who doffs the Gown for 
the occasion, to the liffle urchin who can barely scrape together 50 cents to 
purchase a crosse." 

Although lacrosse originated as an organized sport in Montreal, it had wide appeal 

in Central Canada. In 1867 44% of the 27 clubs registered in the NLA were in Montreal, 

but in 1884 Montreal ciubs only accounted for 15% of the 54 clubs, 59% of which were in 

explosion in interest. 
la T. George Vellathottam and Kevin G. Jones, 'Highlights in the Development of Canadian 

Lacrosse to 1 931 ": C a n a a n  Jomal of m r t  and Phvsical Fducation 5:2 (Dec. 1 974) 40. 
lS Lindsay, "History of Sport" 126. 

Morrow, "Lacrosse as the National Gante" 55. Beers was a regular contributor to the 
Montreal Ga-, and is thought to have been the author of many unattributed news reports, 
however, these have not been systematically identified. 

" NAC:MAAAScrapbook1,41. Kidd31. 
GaLeffe October 23,1867. quoted by Lindsay, "History of SpoW 69. 
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Ontario, and 11% in Toronto? Lacrosse was, therefore, a cultural activity through which 

large numbers of Canadians could leam and perfom their national identity, either as 

players or as spectators- In the end, though, its potential as a national unifying force was 

hampered by internai rivalries, and the exciusionary strategies by which it was structured 

and represented, 

-focrosse: The Game Transfo- 

The Native game of baggataway or tewaarafhon was played widely, although with 

sorne variation, by Native peoples throughout the North American continent. Because of 

their proximity to Montreal, the game played at Caughnawaga (Kahnawake) and St, Regis 

(Akwesasne) became the modef for the westemized version called lacrosse. The 

transformation of baggafaway into lacrosse was accomplished by the formulation of rules 

and regulations which imposed order and irnbued the garne wiai the "gentlemanly" values 

already defined by the snowshoe ethos. For example, the Native game was traditionally 

played over fields of various dimensions and by any size of team. In addition, the game 

might last from a few hours to several days?' But these indeteminate and unstandardized 

spatial andtemporal boundarïes were irnpractical if the garne was to be played in an urban 

environment, within the time wnstraints of an industrializing society. Similady, the dictates 

of punctuality and standardization demanded that cornmon rules had to be estabfished in 

order that clubs could play each other without going through tirne-consuming pre-garne 

negotiation~.~~ Rules goveming these aspects of the game were therefore instituted, 

Quebec City had 6%, the rest of Quebec 4%, and 6% in the rest of Canada: Metcalfe, 
ç a n a d a m  185. 
'' The best and most complete history of the Native game is provided by Thomas Vennum. 

i Jr., Ameriçan Ind an Lacrosse: W r o t h e r  of War (Washington: Smithsonian lnstitute Press, 
1994). 

25 Pre-game delays of two houn were not unusual mile these negotiations went on. The 
necessity of being aware of the time was driven home by the need for visiting teams to catch the 5 
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which not only provideci the necessary element of Fair play, but also brought the game 

under colonial control, and re-afinned the importance of punctuality, standardization and 

private property. As Beers remarked, 'The white game differs from the red, in being 

restricted by that mark of civilization and trespass, the f e n ~ e " . ~ ~  

A cornparison of the backgrounds in Figures 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 sewes to illustrate the 

increasing urbanization of the garne. Figure 3.1 is the ciassic Catlin image, "Bal1 Play of 

the ChoctaW (c.1844) in which the game is being played on a large natural field on the 

dopes of rolling hills. A crowd of spectators watches from a distance, but this is a wide 

expanse of unseffled land with no habitations visible. Figure 3.2, "The Shamrock Lacrosse 

Club, 1867" is a composite photograph in which the standard twelve players (as opposed 

to the numberiess hoard of players shown by Catlin) is posed in an orderly and 

syrnmetrical Iine-up in front of the new National Cacrosse Association banner, emblazoned 

with the words "Our Game, Our Country". The background is a painted backdrop of Mount 

Royal, on the banks of which can be seen Sir Hugh Allan's stone mansion, 'Ravenscrag', 

and the silhouettes of church spires. The banner both daims lacrosse and Canada as 

wfoniaf possessions, and links the two together as signifiers of each other. The stone 

buildings indicate that the land is no longer a primitive wildemess. Figure 3.3 is a 

composite photograph frorn 1881 by the Notrnan Studio, this time showing the Shamracks 

on the field as if during a break in play, flanked by officiais and club dignitaries. The 

rnountain fooms over the scene, a grandstand and fenœ have been erected around the 

playing field, and the imposing edifice of the Jesuit College, along with other churches and 

buildings dose to the penmeter, heighten the sense mat the 'wild' playing field has been 

captured within the &y landscape. Hundreds of spectators watch the match, but they are 

o'clock train. Many a lacrosse game had to be stopped because of this. 
2s Beers, 54. 









containeci safely within the amfines of the Grandstand. Setting, players and spectators 

have al1 undergone a degree of domestication between the Catlin and the Notrnan image. 

The rules of lacrosse were first pubfished in 1860 in a pamphlet entitfed The 

Game of Lacrosse" by 'Goal-Keeper', a pseudonym for W. George Beers. It was published 

in response to the interest created by an exhibition match held between the MLC and a 

Caughnawaga team for the visitof the Prince of W a l e ~ . ~  lnterest in al1 sports waned in 

the foltowing few years, owing to the Fenian threat and participation in the militia. With the 

rapid growth of cfubs which occurred in the late 1860s, and the formation of the National 

Lacrosse Association (NLA) in 1868, Beers' definiüve book, bcrosse. The N a t i m  Game 

of Canada (9869), was an eageriy awaited description and analysis of the game, and the 

officia1 version of the Law of Lacrosse fomeriy adopted by the NLA?~ Based on his 

observation of games played by Native teams on the reserves dose to Montreal, and on 

the rules worked out by the Montreal teams over the previous decade, Beers analysed, 

categorized and defined al1 aspects of the game: from its history to fine points of technique 

and strategy. 

Apart frurn establishing the size of field, standard number of players, and what 

constituted a match," Been was concemed with the moral qualities and personal 

characteristics wtiich playing the game shouM promote. In this he was greatly influenceci 
-- - - - -- - - - 

" This match was held on the Montreal cricket grounds. making the field a palimpsest on 
which the piaying of the lacrosse match erased the connection with British sport in favour of a new 
Canadian identity. 

Been' 1860 booklet on the game was published without his knowledge, and he fek R to be 
very inadequate; other descriptions of the game were also in circulation before his definitive 
version was pnnted in 1869. 

20 Agame was cornpleted when a goal was scored. A match was decided by winning three 
garnes out of five. This resulted in matches of very variable length; after 1889, the rules changed 
so that the winning tearn was whoever scored the most goals within a two hour limit. Metcah, 
Canada 50. 



by prevailing notionsabout games and modern sports which had emerged in the English 

public schods? Tom Rrown's S c h o o w  and the tenets of Musculw Chnstianity 

populanzed, at le& arnongst the monied classes, the value of vigorous team games 

played in a genflemanly manner? In hk reply to an address From the Principal and 

Masters of Upper Canada Coîîege, Govemor General Lord Monck noted the considerable 

effet? public schools in England- had had on "the formation of Our national character". He 

ciaimed that freedom from restraint, reliance on honour rather than strict supervision, and 

the encouragement of athletic sports "alt contribute to the development of manly quaIities 

which are the especial characteristics of Englishmen ..." Furthemore, he linked manly 

sports with patriotisrn, loyalty and rnilitary preparedness, suggesting that Volunteer R i e  

companies should be fomed in Canada, as they had in England - a challenge which was 

taken up by Beers and the snowshoe and lacrosse clubs.3Z What Beers' did for 

baggataway was to impose mies which fashioned the game into a performance in which 

players would exhibit the 'English" characteristics desired by Lord Monck, and Lord 

Durham before him. It was these characteristics which distinguished them as a special 

type of Briton, and the aboriginal connotations of the game identified thern as Canadians. 

Like snowshoeing, lacrosse clubs were the preserve of the male professional and 

commercial middle classes which sought to distinguish thernselves on one hand from the 

. - - - - -- - -- - - 

30 Christianity, Darwinisrn and Liberalisrn al1 saw the body as inferior to the mind and 'Yhus, 
sporting activities were a means to an end and never an end in themselves". Alan Metcaife, "Some 
background influences on nineteenth-century Canadian Sport and Physical Education," U S P E  
(May 1974) 64. 

The value of exercise was widely puMicized through articles by "Educationalists, 
philosophers, literary critics, [and] physicians". The social theones of Spencer and Damin were 
first reviewed in Canada in 1860 and propagated in the popular magazines of the 1870s: David 
Brown, "Prevailing Attitudes Towards Sport, Physical Exercise and Society in the 1870s: 
Impressions from Canadian Periodicals," CJHS 17.2 (1 986), 59.65. 

92 NAC: MG 27 tB1, R8ply to address No. 33,23 Sept. 1862. 
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ultra-weaithy mernbers of the 'Family Compact' and 'Chateau Clique' who considered 

themseives as a type of Canadian 'aristocracy', and, on the other, from the working 

classes. Furthemore, there was an underlying racial struggle between the anglophone 

population and both French Canadians and Native peoples? Sport was a social practice 

through which participants could display their ethnic, class and gender position, and from 

analysis of contemporary wrnmentary and visual images, we can see that this was 

achieved through the same strategies of representation evident in the Notman hunting 

images and in the discourse around snowshoeing, namely through opposition, exclusion 

and subordination. 

Beers was fanatically convinced of the potential of lacrasse as a distinctively 

Canadian game once the undesirable aspects of the Native game had been purged 

through the imposition of niles and regulations. Ln order to demonstrate that aie game had 

been ordered and 'c~lizeâ'. it was necessary for the white game and players to look 

different to their Native counterparkY This was accomplished by distinguishing white 

players from Native players through a sen'es of visual oppositions: the white tearns wore 

different uriiforms, they played 'scientifically' rather than 'innately', they made changes in 

positioning and equipment, and they restricted and regulated the amount of phpical 

contact and violence tolerated. These changes in effect invented a new sport and justiied 

the daim that it was "out' game. It also meant that Native players were forced to adapt 

their traditional style of play to suit the white game, thus Yaming' the Natives by making 

Perhaps 'stniggk' is too strong a wod to describe ais situation, since the latter groups 
had clearly been subjugated physically- However, both continued to resist colonial efforts of 
assimilation. For a discussion of methods of passive resistance employed by subjugated groups, 
see Scott op. cit. 

" Given his admiration for Native abilities, Beers no doubt feared that white players would 
never beat Natives 'at their own game', and this may ako have fuelled the need to transform the 
game. 



them behave according to white standards.35 

Comparison of Figures 3.4 and 3.5 indicates the difTerence in representation 

between Native teams and white teams. The Caughnawaga Lacrosse Club team of 1867 

was photographed in the Notman studio, as was the Montreaf Lacrosse Club team, 

probably on the same day." However the Native team was not wearing any dub unifom 

whereas the MLC pfayers were dressed identicaliy in white caps, military-style white 

jackets with red cuffs, grey knickerbockers trimrned with red cord, and black ~tockings.~ 

The distinction between the two teams was further heightened by the careful composition 

of the MLC team picture, as opposed to the more casual approach taken to the Native 

team. The MLC tearn was arranged in a tight diamond shape, with players standing in 

banked rows, and Nicholas Hughes, the Captain, positioned at the top between the flags. 

The Caughnawaga team was composed in an asymmetn'cat fashion. Their captétin, John 

Baptiste Rice, was positioned at the back, but not in the dominant position of his opposing 

35 Bodily discipline is a central element in al1 types of social "domestication", '70 make people 
dance" is to "possess them". Richard Gruneau, 'Sport and 'Esprit de Corps': Notes on Power, 
Culture and the Politics of the Body," Sport the Third Millenium. Proceedinas of the International 
a o s i u r n .  Quebec Citv Mav 31-25.199Q, ed. F. Landry et al (Quebec: Laval Press, 199t) 170. 

3s The Notrnan numbering system indicates that these portraits were taken within a very short 
time of each other. Since the Claxton Flags in the MLC portrait were presented to the Club in 
November; the photographs rnay date from around then. They can be compared because of their 
close proxirnity, but were not the only way Native and white teams were represented. A portrait of 
the first MLC team in 1858 shows the players dressed in an assortment of clothing and posed in a 
casual grouping: see Morrow, F v o f m  16, wtiereas a portrait of the 1869 Caughnawaga 
team shows them dressed more uniformly than the 1867 portrait, and posed in a loosely 
symrnetrical gmuping: MC: C-001959, used as frontispiece for Cosentino op, cit 

37 Gazetfe July 4, lm?. The Caughnawaga team did apparently have a unifonn, since a 
Notman advertisement dated 20 Nov. 1867 infonned customers that pfints of the St- Regis and 
Caughnawaga teams "in full costume" were ready. These prints may have commemorated the 
championship game played by the two teams in early November. More likely, the costume refend 
to rnay have been wom on the 1867 tour of England led by Capt. Johnson. Since these costumes 
were probably a pastiche of "lndian" attire, the team would understandabty not have chosen to 
Wear them unless contracteci to do so. Vennum (ch. 11) describes traditional Native dress for 
baggataway, typically a breechclout and bare feet, and notes the adoption of "store-bought ctothing 
somehow altered to make a sports uniforni" once Native teams played white teams (172). 
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partner. Syrnmetry requires forethought; iconologicalfy it represents hierarchy and order; 

asymmetrical compositions appear to occur naturally, -out concem for rank or 

hierarchy. Thus the difference in composition speaks about the values and quafities 

attached to each group? The composition of the facrosse sticks is a b  distinctive in the 

Caughnawaga portrait; they are pnvileged wÏth the syrnmetrical composition given to the 

men in the MLC portrait This suggests that the photographer saw the subject of the 

Caughnawaga portrait as k i n g  the game, rather than the players. 

When Beers took teams to England for a tour in 1876, the 'Indianness' of the 

Native players, denoted by their costume, was used as an advettising gimmick for the 

matches. During the game, the Caughnawaga team wore red and white striped jerseys 

and knickers and white hose, or red and yellow striped knickers [Figure 3-61. For the pre- 

game b a r  dance' they also wore blue caps overlaid with ornamental bead work and 

scariet feathers, along with tight fitting sashes and waist belts of blue velvet with a large 'Cr 

for Caughnawaga on the front [Figure 3.71? Momw daims the 'C' stood for 

Caughnawaga, which no doubt it did; but it would also have connoteci 'Canada' in the 

minds of the English audience unfamiliar with aboriginal names? Either way, a string of 

equivalents was constructed which made the Iink between Canada and lacrosse: 

C = Caughnawaga = lndian = Lacrosse = Canada 

Along with their eamngs and finger rings, and the between-game antics they were required 

A contemporary practice today is for amateur hockey teams to be photographed formally 
(symmetrically) in one shot, and then encouraged to "act naturafly" for a second one (in order that 
the photograph represent players as "having fun"-a desirable quality in present day amateur sport 
discourse). Inevitably, the players respond by moving out of their syrnmetrical positions and by 
assuming individual facial expressions. 

39 Sawatis Aiontonnis (Big John Canadian), the captain, is shown wearing the headdress, 
belt and sash in Figure 3.6, and Wshe Tasennontie (Michael Dellebault) is shown with the sash or 
belt slung over his shoulder in Figure 3.7. 

40 M o m .  "Lacrosse as the National Game" 60 
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to perfon, the Native players presented a stereotyped figure of primitive, 'Native 

Indians'?' In restrained and 'civilized' contrast, the MLC team .wore white jerseys, grey 

tweed knickers and dark brown hose [Figure 3.8]? When Beers led another tour of the 

British lsles in 1883, the mite team of 'Canadian Gentlemen' taok the 'C' insignia for 

themselves. They dressed in bright blue with a white maple-leaf crest on their jersey, on 

which was emblazoned a 'C' for Canada. This time the Native players were dressed in 

wntrasting s ~ a r l e t . ~ ~  

The fundamental difference between the 'primitive' Natiwe game, and the 'modem' 

white game was, Beers claimed, the diligent application of 'sciencet- This was a cruciai 

concept because it ultimately legitimized the gradua1 exclusion af Native players from the 

game on the grounds that it was only "the whites-who can develop its science":44 

Science in a sport implies training and education of the intellect, a high use 
of the reasoning faculty, and a capacity to experiment and improve, and 
impart principles of knowledge to another ... The theory af Lacrosse is its 
science-the practice is its art.* 

Native players were admired for their skill and physical capacities, but were considered 

inferior to white players since these were said to be hnate abilities unrelated to the 

- - - - -  - - 

4' "Between games," the Native team was "urged to hold snowshoe races on the grass, to 
dance bar  dances' or the 'green corn dance', or to hold mock 'pow-wows'." As Morrow adds, 
"James Fenimore Cooper could not have contrived a more colourful image of stereotypical 
1 ndianness for these early 'Harlem Glo betrotters' of lacrosse." Mo rrow, "Lacrosse as the National 
Game" 61, 

42 The contrast can be seen in Figure 3.8. The feather headdress of the Native players was 
plainly an exotic spectacle arnidst the built up area surrounding the Kennington mal. However, the 
artist has not shown the team in the colourful striped jerseys they were reported ta have wom. 

Morrow, "Lacrosse as the National Game" 60. This was the first time the maple leaf was 
used for sport, but recalls the desire of the Toronto meeting of 'nativeCanadians' for Canadians to 
Wear ''the maple leaf as the emblem of the land of his [sicJ birth." The DaIv G loh  voronto] 22 Aug- 
1860,3. 

Beers, &rosse 51 . 
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intellect? Scienüfic play elevated the game by heightening the mental requirements, and 

putüng greater emphasis on the actual performance of the players during the garne?? It 

has been argued that scientific play undercut the demands for fair play because it resulted 

in improved performance and hence focussed on winning rather than playing? But the 

application of scientific principles and the ernphasis on mental tactics can altematively be 

seen as a means by which fair play could be introduced into matches between Native and 

xhite teams. It handicapped Native players, who did not have direct access to this 

knowfedge, thereby giving white teams more of a 'sporting chance'. The discourse of 

scientific play was therefore a strategy of s~bordination.~~ 

The emphasis on practising specific skills led white players to 'improve' Native 

equipment in order to make their play more scientific. The lacrosse stick used by white 

players from the 1860s was longer, heavier, and had a more triangular shape and more 

tightly woven netang tban that used by focal Native players. These changes indicate that 

emphasis was being placed on the skill and teamwork of passing rather than carrying the 

ball, and on underhand rather than ovehand t h r o ~ i n g . ~ ~  Beers frowned on crosses with 

"bagged netting", namely, loose netting which formecl a pocket to aid in catching and 

- - - - - -- - -- . 

This can also be understood as an argument against the inherited advantages of the 
anstocratic elite. 

" Elias considers this shïft as a highly significant point in the transformation of pastimes into 
sport, and as an indicator of a 'civilking spurt' in the state-formation process. Norbert Eiias, "An 
Essay on Sport and Violence," West for Exçitement: m r t  and I .eisure the Ciwwa Ptoces~, 

. . *  . 
- 

Norbert Elias and Eric Dunning (London: Basii Blackwell, 1986) 174- Note the paraliel relationship 
this bears to the Game Law. 
a For example, by J. Weiler, cited by Onineau, "Power and Play" 175. 

It also parallelled the dominance of 'head' workers over 'hand' wotkers. 
Y) Vennum 258. They aiso indicate that white businessmen attempted to take control of the 

commercial man-cture of equipment in order to capture the opportunity for prom; by 191 0 the 
Montreaf Joe Lally Company had gained a stick-making monopoly: North Amencan lndian 
Travelling College, -on (Lacrosse) (Akwesasne, 1978) 1 û6. For a discussion of sport as 
a business opportunity (manufacturing, investment and publishing) see Lowerson ch. 8. 
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retaining the ball. T o  catch and play with the netting ffat is the perfection of catching," he 

clairned, "because it makes your play scientific? 

At times, Beers' argument became ambiguous. He was not gnrdging with his 

admiration for the skills of Native players, yet at the sarne tirne he clairned Natives could 

not play "as scientifically as the best white playen".* For instance. in advocating the use 

of tightly strung netting, he praised the Natives' skill in catching without bagged nets, 

which seems to irnply that they were playing scientifically, but then he added: "Catching, 

however, has ahmys been their hereditary accomplishment"? According to this way of 

thinking, the very fact that whites had ta anaiyse the garne intellectually, and train and 

practice to achieve the skills and the physical condition Natives enjoyed innately, made the 

whites better players than Natives. Tactical play proved the superiority of the whites and 

the failure of a Native tearn to demonstrate their understanding of strategy proved their 

inferiority. For instance, one cornmentator remarked: 

It seems incredible that a team so strong as the lndians undoubtedly were 
did nat try dïerent tactics when they found that the drop shots would not 
work.= 

Scientific play, then, was the product of mental anafysis and physical training, and it was 

manifested on the playing field by a less brutal, "more beautifUn garne? 

The opposing stereotypes of 'noble savage' and 'barbarous savage' are frequently 

at play in the Beers text, and these explain his lapses into contradiction and ambiguity. 

- -- - 

51 Beers, masse 134. 
52 Beers, m- vii. 
53 Beers,~crosse155. 
~4 Report of game between Shamrocks and Caughnawaga, 1878. NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 2, 

177 (31 1). 

55 Beers, U m s s e  183. 



For instance, B e r s  disparaged Native players for too much emphasis on individual 'nins' 

to the goal, and! too lime emphasis on teamwork. In the section on 'dodging' Beers clairned 

Dodging owes its origin to the vain individualism of the Red Skin. Long 
before at pale face saw the game, there were notables whose forte it was to 
carry the  bal1 to the goal, through a crowd of opponents 

Beers did not approve of too much dodging. He saw it as "ostentation and gfitter; and 

though importarat, has been too ofîen made a sort of satumalia" due to the likelihood of 

running the gaumtlet of a senes of painful checks from the crosses of opposing p l a y e r ~ . ~  

He much preferred a passing game where the bal1 was thrown or frisked ('stick-handled' 

would be the hockey equivalent), in other words, where skill and tactics were more 

important than bmte strength. However, in the section on fielding, Beers contradicted his 

eariier staternent, clairning that individualisrn at the expense of teamwork was not a Native, 

but a "paleface ifashion" to which can be attributed "our defeats by the fndians. They 

forget their ind~duai i ty when hard pressed, and do not try to shine at risk of Iosing the 

hall."" In the first case Beers denigrated Native play for its jack of 'scientific' content, but 

in the second he encouraged his readers to leam from Native players. In this ambiguity 

we can see the two stereotypes at play. White players should ernulate - take over - the 

skills of the noble savage, but must seek to banish the violence of the barbarous savage. 

Ultimately, the ruiles transformed the game so that it was 'owned' by the white tearns, and 

so that they muld be assured of victory. 

Apart from innovations in stick design, the traditional stuffed deerskin bal1 was 

replaced by the rnuch heavier lndia rubber sponge bail - substituting a 'primitive' product 

- - - -  

56 Beers, Lacrosse 148. Dodging' was where a player carried the bal1 up the field and 
managed to avoid apposing playen, or where he threw the bal1 past the checker and then 
recovered it. In hockey padance this would be the equivalent of 'deeking'. 

57 Beers, -osse 146. 
Beers, 199. 



for a modern, Imperia1 product. Two goal posts instead of one were adopted, of a 

standard height and distance apart, although the distance between opposing goals varied 

from 100 yds to a quarter of a mile depending on the space available and the sire and 

ability of the team." Other innovations included the method of beginning the game by 

'facing' the bal1 in the centre of the field. Beers ciaimed that these features distinguished 

the "national garne of Canada" from the Native game "seen by travelers in the United 

S ta te~ " .~  Beers provided explicit how-to instructions on technique, strategy, training and 

practice. Leaving nothing to chance, he also arranged for a series of instructional 

photographs to be taken as illustrations [Figure 3.9, 3.9a and 3.9b]? These photographs 

featured elite white players, thereby proposing thern as the authority on lacrosse. It 

substituted white players for the "original" experts - Native players; it claimed the sport as a 

white 'Canadian' garne. 

The anafysis of player positions and strategies provided by Beers resulted in the 

play of white teams having a different 'look' to that of Native teams, a point which was 

often cornmented upon by reporters, and was another means by which the game was 

claimed from the Native peoples. As one reporter commented: 

The "playing togethet" of the Montreal men is one more indication that 
science and skill, opposed to strength and endurance without either of the 
former attributes is, in nine cases out of ten, certain of su~cess .~  

Apart from the shift from the more individualistic style of the Native players, where running 

rather than passing was the key, playing the game scientifically meant that players were 

The Rules called for a standard team of twelve players, but this no doubt varied for practice 
and exhibition games, depending on who was available. 

Beers, "Canadian Sports", NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 2, 126 (1 33). 
These twelve photographs and accompanying legend formed the frontispiece of Beers' 

b r o s s e .  They featured wefl-known players from the top clubs. 
82 NAC: MAAA Swapbook l , i  16 (314). 



Fig. 3.9: Detail of frontispiece, W. George Beers, Lacrosse: 
The National Game of Canada (Montreal: Dawson Brothers, 
1869). 



Fig. 3.9a: Detail of frontispiece, W. George Beers, 
Lacrosse: The National Game of Canada (Montreal: 
Dawson Brothers, 1 869). 
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assigned to certain field positions which each had their own partiwlar responsibilities. 

The deployment of white teams on the field could, therefore, look somewhat ditferent to 

that of Native teams, depending on how well teams followed Beers' recummendations for 

ideal play. There were cerbinly some perceived differences in the performance of the 

teams, since newspaper reports ftequently rernarked that Native players tended to h o t  or 

bunch-up at the goals, whereas white players remained more spread out, playing their 

positions in a more disciplined way. The 'Canadian' style of play hence embodied in 

exercise those reiationships and values held in other spheres of life? Individual 

achievement and self-improvement were encouraged, but balanced by the need to work 

together in hamiony for the good of the group. 

The crucial effect of establishing rules for lacrosse was ho-fold. Firstfy, they 

encouraged "invention", by which Beers meant the continuing evolution of 'improved' play, 

requiring new skills and strategies. For instance, playing the garne on a smalfer field 

necessitated "quick feats, and entirely dierent play'? Secondly, rules improved the 

game by reducing the amount of rough play allowed. Beers did not want to prevent "hard 

running" or "the occasional honest shoulder encounters", but he deplored "slashing and 

swiping and wounding by cmsses". The Rules outlawed spiked shoes, tripping, holding. 

pushing and fighting, and the ideal 'gentiemanly' player avoided al1 of these. This did not 

prevent verbal disputes though, and long arguments between team captains, umpires and 

referees often occurred despite the hierarchical procedure created to resolve them? As 

- - -- - -- - - . 

a A similar argument is made by Carl William Stempel. 'Towards a historical sociology of 
sport in the United States: 1825-1 875," (Ph.D. diss. University of Oregon, 1992) 191. 

Beers, laicrosse 54. , 

6$ Beers, hcrosse 53. 
Beers construded a hierarchical procedure to achieve the conditions perceived as 

necessary for "chivalrous fair play". The players were charged with reporting fouls to their captain 
(Rule XX). The team captains were responsible for selecting four umpires and drawing their 



"F.O." noted in an article on the pending lacrosse tour of the British lsles organized by 

Beers in 1883: 

at lacrosse the boundary is sa narrow between a lawful "check," and rough 
unfair play, that a shabby player may take the off-chance of a referee not 
looking, and rap an opponent carrying the bail over the knuckles or on the 
efbow, in place of the c r o s ~ e . ~  

The rules against roug h play give revealing glirnpses of the game as it was played 

by the earliest lacrosse clubs, when players apparently relied on brute force as substitute 

for their lac& of skill: 

it was considered the height of good fielding to rush frentically over the 
field, upset and be upset, and corne out cut and bruised. If a man had 
shoulders Iike an Atlas, and the force of a battering-mm, he was the pet of 
his Twelve", and the terror of his adversaries ... To be spotted with mud 
from head to toe, was equai ta a ribbon of the fegion of honor ... There is 
more brain in the fielding and general play of t 04ay .~  

This certainly suggesl that there had been a dramatic change in sports manners between 

the 1840s and 1860s; it supports the argument that sports clubs were a forum in which 

men taught each other polite, civilited behaviour. Throughout Beers' book there is a 

strong emphasis on the reduction of violence, both through observing the Rules, and 

through the application of mental and physical training, which induded leading a morally 

upstanding Iife. This was a widely held attitude: a report of the New York Lacrosse 

Tournament held in March 1878 remarked that some of the players seerned "in the natural 
- - . 

attention to fouls (Rule Vil). The umpires each stood behind one of the four goal flags when the 
bal1 was near the goal. They were responsible for checking equipment, ensuring regulations were 
followed, cautioning offending playen and taking the opinions of the captains to the referee (Rules 
V,XX). The referee was selected by the umpires as an adjudicator in the event of a dispute. His 
decision was final (Rule W). In theory umpires and referees were to be impartial and disinterested 
parties (Rule V). Offending players were cautioned; if they petrsisted in fouling opposing playen 
the match could be awarded to the other side, or the player could be rernoved and his team left 
short-handed (Rule XX). 

F. G. 'Our Canadian Cousins," 
[London] 40.277 (March 1883) 217. 



exciternent to forget that the game was a recreation to develop manfy instincts and 

gentiernanly play, not a fightn in which the use of violence was justifiable? Thus 

manliness was demonstrated through self-control as much as through physical p rowe~s ,~~  

but the manfy ideal of gentlemanfy behaviour bad strong class connotations and was a 

way in which the middle classes, in theory at least, distinguished themselves frorn their 

social su bordinates?' 

Like snowshoeing, lacrosse was a cultural performance which created class 

cansciousness and solidarity. lt was also, like any other practice, a site of struggle 

between and within classes. Beers' text reveals the class prejudice which the professional 

and commercial middle classes stniggled against. The counterpoint to his enurneration of 

the merits of lacrosse, is the problems associated with imported British sports like cricket. 

He argued, for instance, that compared to cricket, lacrosse was relatively cheap to play, 

and egalitarian in that "[ilt is not exclusive; every pfayer has his innings, so ta speak, at the 

same time, and no one monopolizes the best part because he happens to be an extra 

good player." Furthemiore, it was a moral game which had "none of the debasing 

accompaniments, the bar-rwm associations of other games", and Yhere is no beastly 

snobbishness about it." These cornments indicate the difficulty rnembers of the middle 

classes had faced in the first part of the century. They had been unable to participate in 

the exclusive hunting, curling and cricket clubs monopolised by the social eIite, which in 

any case did not promote the newly developing values of the professional and commercial 

middle classes. Temperance, punctuality, fair play, moral and physical training, and the 

NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 2,95 (36). 

Stempel found a simifar attitude regarding baseball: "the leaders of baseball portrayed 
excessive strength as boyish and lower class". Sternpel242-3. 

' For instance, the Toronto Club refused to play the Shamrocks in 7 877 on the basis that the 
other team included a player charged with criminal offences. Cox 158. 
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value of self-irnprovement were al1 addressed in Beerst cornparison of the merits of 

lacrosse over the snobbish exclusivity of cricket? 

This demonstrates extremely well the connection between sport and state- 

formation. The stateformation process involves a stmggle for control between competing 

social groups; the degree to which a society manages to reduce and contain vident 

contact is, Norbert Elias claims, an indication of the levef of 'civilization' atbined? EJias 

argues mat the ernergence of sport as a relativeiy non-violent type of physical combat is 

evidence of a "civilizing spurt" in society, since it promotes obedience to regulation and 

self-control, and wntrols or tempers the expression of violence. Furthemore, the effecüve 

functioning of govemment is dependent on its "monopoly of physical violencen?* Applying 

this theory to Montreal, we could see this spurt beginning in the aftermath of the 1837 

Rebellions, a period during which there was a political stmggle to achieve responsible 

govemment and dunng which there was an expansion of state institutions. Ailan Greer 

has argued that state formation should be underçtood as a cultural process by which the 

'nile of a minority was made to seem normal and proper through the efforts of agencies 

that shaped pefsonalities and forestallecl altemative yisions." This process was facilitated 

by the middle classes who atternpted thmugh cultural practices like sports "to modify the 

outlook and behaviour of major sectors of the pop~lation."~~ The 1820s and 1830s were a 

pen'od in which there was growing concem over the 'unnily' behaviour of the lower 

classes. Drinking and merrymaking were perceived as unrestrained and disruptive of 

Beers, m s s e  35-39. See also Metcak, "Organiseci Sport" 77-1 0 1. 
'J Norbert Elias, me C i v w a  Process . .- . (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1 978)- 'Civlizaüon' is 

denoted by the adoption of strïcter rules of conduct and sentiment in order to effect a new 
refinement of manners. 

74 Norbert Elias, 'Intmduction,' West for Excitement: v u r e  in the Civ- . * .  - 
pro-, Norbert Elias and Eric Dunning (Oxford: Basif Blackwell, 1985) 27. 

75 Greer and Radforth 1 O. Social refonn arguments are reviewed by Gruneau, 'Power and 
Play" 160-1 66. 
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business and industry. Large crowds, such as the gatherings of francophone workers who 

attended home races in Lower Canada, were perceived as a threat to law and order? 

The Rural Police in Lower Canada, and an array of institutions - public schools, 

penitentiaries, pwr houses and asyiums - were established in an effort to controi and 

reshape society." Sport clubs played a part in this social reform rnovement through 

monopolizing urban sports, and attempting to prescribe and govem the behaviour of 

playen and spectators ." Furthemore, indigenous sports were being taken over by the 

Canadian professional and commercial middle classes at the time when Montreal was on 

the threshold of industrialkation and urbanizaüon. Scientific, mental, physicaf and moral 

pinciples were not just being applied to spart, but to every aspect of business and 

commerce. Skills, discipline and seCcontrol leamed on the playing field, were applied in 

business, in govemment and the workplace, and vice versa? 

Violence was a contentious issue. 8eers claimed the Native game was brutal, 

midway between a sport and a deadly combat, because of its serious results to Iimb and 

life",80 as opposed to the regulated game in which "the worst accident yet known" was a 

broken ami.81 He equivocated on this point though, because he later stated that "you may 

The regulation of leisure is exarnined by Kevin Bruce Wamsley, 'Legislation and Leisure in 
Nineteenth Century Canadan (Ph-D. dis., University of Alberta, 1992). 

Alan Greer, 'The Birth of the Police in Canada," Greer and Radforth 42. 
76 Jean Harvey and Robert Sparks argue that the political management of the body was 

essential to the production of the modem state: T h e  Politics of the Body in the Context of 
Modemity," Quest 43 (1 99f) 165. 

7B John Faim draws a further parallel between economic development and cuntrol of the 
body. In the nineteenth-century low-income economy requinng "high labor productivity and capital 
accumulation ta achieve economic growth ... the economic systern recommends and exalts an ethic 
of selfdenial, saving, and bodily constraint." John R. Faim, "Sociocultural Control of the Body in 
Western Society: An Ethiweconomic Interpretation," CJHSPE 7.1 (1976) 6. 

Beers, L , s s e  7. 
' Beers, Lacrosse 45. 



occasionally see rough play," on the Native reserves, "since they leamed it from usw." 

When Native teams played white tearns the level of violence was higher, he ciaimed, than 

in mi te  only games. 

It is very rare that an tndian is injured or injures ever so slightly when 
playing with his fdlow red-skins; but when red meets white, then cornes the 
tug of war-and we blame the latter for its de~elopment.~ 

Violence was not just a factor in Native-white games, since over a quarter of the games 

pfayed between the senior clubs had disputes, violence and even r i ~ t i n g . ~  Judging Rom 

newspaper reports, it appears this was particulariy the case when white tearns played the 

Montreal Shamrocks - an Irish, Catholic, working-cfass team from Griff into~n.~~ This tearn 

was unique until after 1885 since its identity was fundamentally Irish, and its membership 

crossed class and occupationai boundaries. The players, and the majority of its fans, 

were drawn from the working dass, although the exewtive was almost exdusively from the 

professional and commercial rniddle classes. This diffetence Ied to tremendous inter- 

tearn rivalries, which were manifested by violent and acnmoniws garnes? Figure 3.1 0 is 

a newspaper illustration of an incident during a charnpionship match between the 

Shamrocks and the Toronto club in 1873. The Shamrock player has Wpped the Toronto 

player and a sCwm of players atternpts to capture the bail. 87 whereas Figure 3.1 1 shows 

the legitimate use of force - opposing team mernbers are in a shoulder-to-shoulder 

82 Beers, j,&rosse ln. (His emphasis.) 
Beers, LêÇCosse 205. 
An estimated 28% of these games manifested violence. Metcaife. C a m  I earns 193. 

a For discussions of the Shamrock Lacrosse team, see Metcalfe, Gand Leams 181-218; 
and Barbara S. Pinto, "'Ain? Misbehavin': The Montreai Shamrock Lacrosse Club Fans 1868- 
1884." Proceedings of the North American Sociew for Smrt Historu, Banff, Alberta (1 990) 92. 

88 Metcalfe, 1 eams ch. 6. 
" Rule XVlll "No player shail ... wrestle with the legs entwined so as to throw his opponent." 

Beers, l a ç r o s ~  256. 



. - ---- -- . -.---- 

Fig.3.10: "The Championship Match, Shamrocks vs. Toronto Club," 1873 
NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 1,27. 



F-A< f ; ï ]SSH.- . i  tif S~' ;<: . 'C~C ;!.1: 1 r lh - ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~  f?'' ' '- 
Fig. 3.1 1 : "Lacrosse-The Struggle for the Ball," Century Magazine, 
c.1877. NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 2,133 



stmggle, but not infringing the rules.@ In combination with the disapproval of the 

newspaper reporters towards rough play, these illustrations were didactic, publicizing 

acceptable and unacceptable behaviours. Lacrosse was, therefore, a practice in which 

competing groups stniggled to control "definitions of the legitimate body and the legitimate 

use of the body."89 

The games were cultural performances which conveyed parücular meanings for 

their players and spectators. The Native vs. white and Montreal vs. Sharnrock games 

were more violent because they were subfimations, symbolic batties in which dass and 

race antagonisms were fought out or dÎ f f~sed.~~  Moreover, Been perceived the Native 

garnes as violent because he was culturally blind to the Native 'rules'. "Fair play" was, 

indeed, a part of Native tradition since teams were picked for traditional garnes in such a 

way that they were equal - every player had an opposite of equal ability. Furthemore, 

westiing and fighting were not transgressions in Native garnes; if two players got into a 

stniggle, they were feff to fight it out and the referees only stepped-in if the fight became 

one-sided or held up If Beers witnessed such fights at Caughnawaga or St. Regis. 

this may have been so contradictory to his concept of fair play and gentlemanly values that 

" The figures in this illustration were copied from Illustration 10 of Figure 3.9a. aius 
dernonstrating the pewasive influence of Beers' te* 

89 Pierre Bourdieu. 'Sport and Social Class," SqCial Science Informatio~ 17 (1978) 826. 
cited by John W. Loy et al., 'The Body in Culture and Sport," S~ort  Science Review 2.1 (1 993) 79. 

Hisforians have differed in their interpretations. Bruce Kidd suggests that the political 
struggles over the 'manhood' franchise and the rÎght to form trade unions "inflated the 
representational coin of cornpetition" between middle-class and working-class teams: Kidd 18. 
Metcalfe's conclusion is that the prevalence of violence in the 1870s and 1880s was not instigated 
by the Native teams and Shamrocks, but was due to "the change in focus in lacrosse brought on 
by the creation of a league and a national championship" which valued winning. over playing: 
quoted by Simpson, "Elite and Sport Club Membership" 9. Vennum argues that baggataway 
strengthened group idenfi and diffus& potential hostilities (180). As surrogates for war, matches 
between white and Native teams chanelled aggression into peaceable rivalry: Vennum 234. 

Vennum chs. 11-1 3, parücularly 229-235. 



his perception of their play forever stereotyped it as violent, despite his observation that 

players sustained few injuries. Similarly, the middleclass, Protestant, Anglo-saxon clubs 

perceived the play of the Sharnrocks as being ungentlemanly, and the behaviour of their 

vocal- and loyal supporters as rowdy and di~reputabre.~~ 

lavers and Audiences 

The lacrosse clubs in Montreal and Toronto were run along the same fines as the 

snowshoe clubs. They adopted the restricted membership and polite manners of the elite 

clubs, such as the Hunt Club and exclusive Gentlemen's Clubs like the St. James. yet 

promoted middle-class values of seif-improvement and sobriety. Membership was 

restricted through a system of sponsotship, ensuring that few French-Canadian and no 

working-class members were accepted. By and large, French Canadians did not take up 

indigenous sports until late in the century, and club rosters show only a few francophone 

namesmg3 As noted previously, the membenhip of the snowshoe and lacrosse clubs up 

until the 1880s was largely confined to the English-speaking, professional and commercial 

middle classes. French-Canadian antipathy towards organized sports, the small size of 

the French-Canadian professional and commercial middle classes, and the fact that sports 

facilities were concentrated in the anglophone areas of the city, ali mitigated against 

francophone participation. Beers noted the French-Canadian re!uctance, saying: 

It is rather a strange feature of our Canadian sports that the French 
population have sa little taste for their indulgence ... as a strange antithesis 
of the deep personal interest of the "Canuck" of English descent. The 

They were a modem team, before their tirne; and a focal point of their wmmunity, 
"providing a vehicle for the demonstration of ethnic, religious, and class identity and pride." 
Metcalfe, Canada Le- 202-3. 

O3 Gilles Janson argues that French Canadians were indifferent to the organized sport 
movement until the 1890s. As large numbers of French Canadians moved into the city from rural 
areas at the end of the century interest began to grow. He suggests that French Canadians then 
became very active in sports because they were eager to ernbrace modemity and believed in a 
more secular society. Janson op. cit. 



French Canadian is hardy and active and full to overfiowing with love of 
amusement: but 1 think he prefers to look at rather than join in athletic 
garnes. 1 attribute this entirely to the instinct of race? 

The explosion in the number of clubs formed in 1867 opened up membership to a slightly 

more diverse group, which included the lower levels of commercial firms, such as clerks, 

cashiers and bookkeepers, but the  Shamrocks Lacrosse Club was still the only high- 

calibre club whose players were perceived as being of different social origins. 45 Once a 

critical mass of players had beem reached, junior, intermediate and senior skill levels were 

disting uished, and it was generally the original clubs (MLC, Ontarios, Cornwall, Prescott 

and Sharnrocks) who fielded t h e  best tearns. 

Native players were gradually excluded from the garne on the basis of race and 

skill advantage in exactly the same way they were excluded from snowshoe competitions. 

In 1867, Native players were barred from pfaying for white teams in championship games, 

and in 1880 Native teams were prohibited from competing in championship matches on the 

basis that, since their expenses were customanly paid by the opposing club, they were 

classed as professionals." However, we should beware of seeing Native peoples only as 

victims of white-discrimination and racial prejudice because this denies their own history of 

struggle against such forces. Once they were barred frorn club play, they organized an 

annual tournament for Native teams instead, which had the effect of stimulating the garne 

on an inter- and intra-tribal basis- Native players with Caucasian features were also 

recruited ciandestinely by white teams anxious to impmve their chances,97 and Native 

Beers, "Canadian Sports" 124. 
Q5 Metcalfe, "Organised Sport" 81. 

Vennum 271. In 1880 the NU changed its name to National Amateur Lacrosse 
Association to reflect the exclusion of professional players. 

North Arnerican Indian Travelling College 48-50. 



people seized whatever entrepreneurial opportunities they c ~ u l d . ~ ~  

Unlike snowshoeing, wornen were never represented in records or reports as 

having participated in the sport, even in non-cornpetitive ways, although Beers did 

advocate the playing of lacrosse in Canadian schools by boys and girls, since he 

recognized that this would ensure its wntinued ex is ten~e.~~ A Gazette report of August 15, 

1867, probably written by him, suggested that goals should be extended to 14 ft, apart 

(rather than 6ftJ in order to accommodate crinoline skirts.lW The 'lady' represented in 

Figure 3.12 was, therefore, somewhat of an anomaly - a figment of Hugh Becket's 

imagination perhaps, since her bow and arrow has k e n  replaced with a lacrosse stick!lO' 

As with hunting and snowshoeing, the exclusion of women heightened the rnanliness of 

the game. Only sports requiring physical skill and dexterity were manly; cu-ed activities 

Iike croquet and ice skating were not 'rnanly' precisely because women participated.'02 

Manliness was the opposite of effeminacy, defined in opposition to femininity as well as 

being contrasted on the lacrosse field to a subordinate Native rnasc~linity.~~~ Efforts were 

made to distinguish between white players and Native players in ternis of how their bodies 

- " For example, st the Bethel, Vermont State Fair (c.1879). two Native teams were hired to 
give exhibition matches and displays of archery. The also sold their craft products. NAC: MAAA 
Scrapbook 2, 275 (676). See also the account of Native attempts to maintain a stake in the 
manufacture of lacrosse sticks: North American lndian Travelling College 106-1 13. 

* W. George Beers, "A Rival to Cricket," Chambers Journal 18 (Dec 1862) 366. 
'O0 Quoted by Lindsay, "George Beers" 37. 

'O' NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 2,469. 
'" Steven A Riess, "Sport and the Redefinition of Middle-Class Masculinity in Victorian 

Arnerica," in Pope, jVew Arnerican S~ofl180. 
"Manliness was the ultimate masculine quality" comprised of m m  - "physical energy, 

vitality and courage": Mott, "British Protestant Pioneers" 27. Native people were perceived as 
defining gender relations differenfly to whites: Linda K. Kerber, "Separate Spheres, Fernale 
Worlds, Woman's Place: The Rhetonc of Women's History," Journal of Arnerican History 75 (June 
1899) 19. Thus, "dominant masculinity is constructed in opposition to a nurnber of subordinate 
masculinities whose crime is that they undemine patriarchy." Tosh, 'What shoutd Historians do?" 
191. 



Fig. 3.12: A female lacrosse player, altered sketch. NAC: MAAA 
Scrapbook 2,469 



were ciad, trained and positioned, and in terms of the manly, 'gentlemanly' play of the 

white tearns as opposed to the transgressive play of both Native and working-class tearns. 

f h e  opposition between Native and white was parüculariy important since Native people 

were wstomarily associated with ferninine naturella and lacrosse embodied many 

attributes which would counter fears of a feminised culture.105 Beers recommended 

lacrosse for "whining schoolboys" because it would be good to "develop their pluck and 

rnaniiness, [ana give them ~elf-confidence".'~ He saw sports as a tool to prornote 

patriotism and nationalisrn, especially in the young. 

It has raised a young manhood throughout the Dominion to active, healthy 
exercise; it has oiiginated a popular feeling in favor of physical exercise 
and has, perhaps, done more than anything eise to invoke the sentiment of 
patriotisrn among young men in Canada..? 

The exclusion of women from the game and the ngorous physical play served to counter 

any hint of homosexuality, although in contradictory fashion it may also have heightened 

the erotic appeal to both male and femaie spec ta t~ rç .~~  

Sorne historians have argued that manliness was not understood so rnuch as a 

physiological quality as a moral or ethical one which incorporated desirable mental 

'O4 Merchant op. cit. shows that "ln bath Western and non-westem cultures, nature was 
traditionally feminine.(xxiii) Since Native people were perceived as close to nature ("wild and 
uncontroliable Mother Earth"), they were also considered feminine (1 27). 

los Fears of a feminised culture are discussed by Nancy B. Bouchier in her study of lacrosse 
in lngersoll and Woodstock: "ldealized Middle-Class Sport " 93. In his study of fraternal ritual, 
Cames suggests that it too wnceivably assuaged these fears 'by promoting the young man's 
ernotional transition from an identification with feminine dornesticity and religious sensibilities to the 
relentlessly aggressive and cornpetitive demands of the masculine workplace.": Cames 48. 

lm Beers, W o s s e  43,44. 
'O7 Beers, Ucrosse 59. The nationalistic purpose of Beers' tours abroad is discussed in 

Morrow, "Canadian Image Abroad" 1 1-23. 
l m  The topic of the erotic in sport is broached by Allen Gmann,  "Eros and Sport," bsavs 

sfpw w o r t  Myffiol~gy, eds. Donald G. Kyle and Gary D. Stark (Arlington: 
University of Texas, I W O ) :  1394 54; and revisited in "Sports and Eros," Pope, N- 
w: 21 5-222. 
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attributes such as quick thinking, determination, loyalty and dis~ipline.'~~ However, the 

vast numbers of portraits of men in various sporting guises produced by the Notman 

Studios is a due that physiology-the body-was a crucial part of men's identification of 

themselves as 'rnanly'."* Sports were a vehicle through which masculine identity could be 

constructed, matenalized through the body, and displayed. The sports field was a safe 

arena in which men could demonstrate that they had the nineteenth-century equivalent cf 

'the right stuff .''' Testing themselves against other players, and presenting themselves as 

a spectacle for, and receiving the approbation of, the crowd confirrned their masc~linity."~ 

Historian John Tosh is right when he suggests that the "hapless offce clerk fell between 

two stools: in middle-class ternis his occupation was servile, whife the labourer despised 

his soft hands and poor phy~ique"."~ Yet this is exacüy the reason why sports were so 

important: it was on the sports field that the 'hapless clerk' could improve his physique and 

prove his rnanliness. It rnay also explain the shïfting masculine ideal in the Victorian era, 

from "moral eamestness" to reverenœ for physical ~trength."~ 
- - -  - - - - - - -- - 

Tosh, "What should Historianç do?" 182. . 
l ' O  Mott, "British Protestant Pioneerç" 28. See also Roberta J. Park, "Biological thought, 

athletics and the formation of a 'man of character': 1830-1900," Mangan and Walvin: 7-34. 
Rotundo notes that the human body becarne a focus of interest in this period; manhood was 
equated with the body, and cornpetition and physical challenge were important tests of manhood 
even before Darwin's ideas became current: E. Anthony Rotundo, "Leaming about rnanhood: 
gender ideals and the rniddle-class family in nineteenth-century Arnerica," Mangan and Watvin 47- 
8. 

l l l Victorian intellectual thoug ht valued the spintual Iife of the mind over the body, but 'Woug ht 
physiologically: they adopted the well-knit body as their mode1 for the well-formed mind". Hence 
the concept of total h e a l t h - l r e q u i r e d  a ddisplay of mental ânp physical 
prowess. Haley 4. The degeneration of physical well-king caused by urban overcrowding led to 
fears that physical decline was contributhg to moral decline. Urban reformers were therefore 
advocates of organized sports and called for the state to finance their provision. Mott, "One 
Solution to the Urban Crisis: Manly Sports and Winnipegers, l9Oû-l9l4," w n  Histgrv Review 
12.2 (Oct 1983): 57-70. 

l 2  Compeütion and physical challenge were important tests of manhood: Rotundo, "Leaming 
about Manhood" 48. 

'13 Tosh, 'What Should Historians do?" 186. 
''' Roper and Tosh 3. Rotundo identifies three masculine ideal types, and describes this shift 

as the shift tkom Masculine Achiever (which valued action, self-improvement and initiative) to 
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AIthough women did not play lacrosse, they were favoured spectators for the same 

reasons their attendance was encouraged at snowshoe races-for the imprimatur of 

gentility and respectability they wnferred on the event. If sports clubs were a place in 

which men taught each other polite manners and civilized behaviour, the sports field was 

where they could show these off for female evaluation and approval. To encourage the 

participation of ladies and to separate off the monied classes from the "great unwashed", 

the elite clubs built grandstands and club houses in order to accommodate them more 

wmfortably. The new Shamrocks grounds at the west end of Dorchester was opened in 

1878, and was a state-of-the-art facility for its tirne. It featured a ten-foot high fence in 

Cront and a twelve-foot one in rear, plus a roofed Grandstand with seven tiers of reserved 

seats with a total capacity of 2,000. A space in the centre of this structure was reserved 

for bands, reporters and VIPs. On the other side of the field was a large club room. Three 

ticket offices took the admission fee, and a carriage parking area was provided to serve 

the Grandstand spectators. Flags and bunting were in abundance, to add a festive air.Iq5 

Under the shelter of the grandstand roof, middle-class women were provided with a 

simulacmm of their dornestic seclusion. Thus, even at a public event, their private 

experience of social, racial and gender relations was reproduced and reaffirmed; 

ideological values and relations were displayed and perfomed in cultural practicef16 

The clientele were separated into classes by means of a differential admission fee. 

Those paying ordinary admission were not allowed to stand in front of the Grandstand, 

and in fact were completely separated from seated spectators, who paid 10 cents more, 
-- 

Masculine Primitive (which respected men's physical strength and energy, and natural passions 
and impulses): Rotundo, "Leaming about Manhood" 40. 

'lS "Shamrock Lacrosse Grounds" (c. July 1878), W C :  MAAA Scrapbook 2, 123 (127). 
116 For a discussion of the çornplex interaction of ideology, social institutions and images, see 

Mary Poovey, Uneven Develp~ments: The lde(&gjcal Work of Gender in Mid-Vidorian En- * .  

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1988). 



because they were forced to stand on the other side of the field. This policy had several 

purposes. First, it ensured that the view of the Grandstand spectators was not obstructed, 

a common ~o rnp la in t .~~~  Second, it ensured that the rowdy elements in the crowd would 

not offend the sensibilities of the ladies present: 

In times past our Athletic sports had k e n  well patronized by the fair sex, 
whose presence lends more than half the c h a n  to gatherings of Lacrosse 
men; but the offensive language of ragamuffins and scallawags in the trees 
in rear of the grandstand has of late been insufferable and unless this be 
guarded against in kiture [the ladies will not corneJf18 

Third, it assisted police in crowd-control. Ropes were often used to mark off the field, but 

newspaper clippings throughout the 1860s and 1870s indicate that spectators frequently 

ran onto the field during games, or after goals had been s~ored."~ The press, who were 

solidly middle-class in their own persuasions, exwriated the crowd for this behaviour, 

compfaining, for instance, that: 

The crowd behaved in its usual outrageous rnanner ... nishing ont0 the field; 
the unwashed who came in over the fence tramping on the toes of those 
who came in by the talisrnanic "quartet' through the gate, making things 
very uncornf~rtable.~~~ 

The writer was disgusted with the non-action of the police, who he complained "might as 

well be replaced by so rnany post~".'~' Even the new Shamrocks ground was not 

' j7 For example, an 1873 game between the Shamrocks and the Toronto Lacrosse Club in 
which people standing on trestle benches obscured the view of those seated in the Grandstand. 
NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 1,41. 

'la NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 1, July 1875, (336); another report of the same match called for 
more vigilant police control. 

A match behveen the Beaver Lacrosse Club and MLC played 20 March 1860, was broken 
ofF undecided in the fourth game since 'Yhe Montreal Club refused to go on with it, in consequence 
of the crowd which impeded the players": NAC: MAAA Scrapbaok 1, 109 (306). Other examples 
inctude a championship game in 1873 (WC: MAAA Scrapbook 1, c.1873, 57), and another where 
the crowd took possession of the field in a Toronto game and refiised to leave: Scrapbook 2, 178 
(31 5). 

12' July 1 875, NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 1 , n.p* (336). 
12' Sports provided a reason and an excuse for middle-class demands for the state to 

intervene in crowd situations. The noms of behaviour established on the sport field wuld then be 
generalized to other, more politically threatening, crowd situations. 



irnpervious to these problerns, as can be seen by the audience sitting on the fence in 

Figure 3.3. 

Members of the press were quick to link rough play on the field with rowdy 

behaviour in the crowd. For instance, a report in the Montreal H e r u  of a championship 

game between the Shamrocks and the Caughnawagas accused both sides of hard play, 

"and as for the crowd and the manner in which it acted, in swarming upon the field on 

certain occasions, it was disgraceful, and is enough to make one feel ashamed to 

acknowledge them as fellow citizens."lP Not ali memben of the press took such a 

superior view of the games. The report for the Evema Post saw these events in a 

different light, and noted the "crowding onto the field of enthusiastic adherents of bath 

teams, but with the assistance of some active spectators it was cleared for the succeeding 

games and ropes put up."lu The writer of a letter to the editor of Me Evenina Post 

accused the Montreîl Herald of deliberately disparaging the Shamrocks and their fans: 

some of Our newspapers can never give an account of a lacrosse match 
where the Shamrocks happen to corne off victorious, without a sneaky 
attempt to dim the glory of their achie~ernents.'~~ 

Sports reporting was an important factor in the growth of organized sports and the 

'taming' of uncivilized behaviour in the nineteenth century. Many of the mass circulation 

newspapers and magazines had sports coverage, and it was through their articles that a 

mass audience leamed about games, clubs, appropriate crowd behaviour, and the exploits 

of teams from other cities and even other provinces.125 This persuaded and reassured 

l P  Montreal H e m ,  Oct. 1878, NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 2, 177 (31 1). 

'a NAC: MAAAScrapbook2, 178 (315). 
lZ4 NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 2, 178 (31 5). 
12' Marvin L. Adelman, 'The Early Yeats of Baseball, 1845-60," Pope, New Ameri- 

75. 
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readers "that such actMties were cornmonplace throughout the country," and constructed 

a sense of national identity and pride. It was through press publicity that the rhetoric of 

sport was shared, and "sporting traditions were invented and perpetuated. Sports 

reporters quickiy developed a formula for their reports, a repertoire of reactions to garnes, 

by whose repetition noms of behaviour for players, audience and organizers were 

established. They also prornoted the amateur sporting code which advocated gentlernanly 

play for the pieasure of the game, rather than the win. Since the press were mernbers of 

the professional and commercial middle classes, their noms reflected the values of that 

cla~s.'*~ Behaviour which transgressed these values was condemned as inferior, primitive 

or subordinate. However, these were idealhd values, not aîways lived up ta by mernbers 

of either class. In bct, lacrosse games becarne notorious for their violence and 

ungentlemanly conduct, and passionate inter-city rivalries were played out in the daily 

newspapers as well as on the sports field. Athough the club executives were in general 

agreement as to the desired behaviour and values which their sport should projeet, the 

intense cornpetition between the clubs sabotaged efforts to deal with the problems 

afflicting the game.i28 

While the early press media participated in the attempt to make middle-class 

values universal in Canadian society "different groups used sports for different 

purposes."'" Working class teams like the Shamrocks, for example, may have played the 

'= Pope, Patnotir: Games 7-8. Clubs recognized the role of sports media in popularizing their 
sports, hence the MLC started giving press reporters free admission in 1881. 

ln For instance, at the 1878 St. George's Snow Shoe Club dinner, Mr. Jarvis of the yvitness 
and representatives from the Gazette were invited guests: NAC:MAAC Scrapbook 2, 87, The 
"overall effect of the print media was to civilize the fans": Allan Guttmann, m r t s  S ~ e m  (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 1986) 86. 

Metcaife, Canada L e- ch. 6. 
Stempel 191. For instance, Beers advocated positional team play rather than individualism 

because it forced players to play the type of game he considered more skilled and more rnorally 
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game to uphold the honour and pride of their comrnunity rather than to display their 

acceptance of gentlemanly  value^.'^ A paradox became increasingly evident as lacrosse 

became 'dernocratized' over the course of the œntury. The middle-class ethos, adopted 

from the elite, Protestant, British public schools, had constructeci manliness as "a matter of 

doing what was right without being told ... an inner response to the spirit of Christianity 

rather than ...reliame on doctrine, ritual or ecclesiastical a~thority."'~' The middle-ciass 

effort to inculcate and enforce a similar response in sports had been effected through the 

imposition of ruies and regulations, but with the expectation that players would be 

gentlemanly and therefore respond not to this extemalized authority but to intemal 

constraints - an expectation that was ofîen not fuifilled. However, working class players 

did not corne to the game with the same cultural and social experience; they did not 

respond to the intemalized restraints advocated by the dominant class, but to the 

extemally imposed rules, which they resisted. The Shamrock matches can be seen as 

ritual performances in which the fans and players challenged middle-class expectations of 

behaviour, and demonstrates that the ideai Canadian identity promoted by the professional 

and commercial middle classes was not totali~ing.'~~ The other clubs were infuriated with 

the success of the Shamrocks, and rivalry between the three major clubs (MLC, 

Shamrocks and Toronto Lacrosse Club) was so virulent that it destroyed the possibility of 

- 

upright. For rniddie-class players and spectators this embodied and lauded professionalization and 
specialization. However, workingclass teams and spectators might see team play as analogous to 
socialist forms of collective organization. For a discussion of attitudes towards individualism, see 
Allan Smith, 'me Myth of the Self-Made Man in English Canada, 1850-1914," CHS 59.2 (1978): 
189-219. 

Stempei75. 
13' Haley 742. 
13* Metcalfe argues that the increasing violence in the 1870s and 188s was owing ta the 

movement towards league play and professionalization which increased the cornpetitive element of 
the garne, making winning more important than how the game was played: Metcave, Canada 

190-196. However, Beers descnbed the early days of the garne as being brutal, and 
cornpetition between the Shamrocks and other teams had always been tierce, so it seems likely 
that class and race antagonisrns were also involved. 



any CO-ordinated effort to solve their cornmon problerns? Trespassing, vandalisrn, 

parüsanship, and verbal and physical assaufts were constmed as "rnisbehaviouf' by 

middle-class observers, but not necessarily by participants. Sport historian Barbara Pinto 

argues that "by challenging the middle-dass code of fan behaviour the Griffintowners 

enhanced their pride in themselves" and their own values, which "included winning at al1 

costs, solidarity, participation, masculine aggression, and an 'us' versus 'thern' ideol~gy."'~~ 

In expanding into a league system after 1885 (which sport historians generally view as 

democratizing the game) the 'gentiemanly' ethos promoted by the snowshoe and lacrosse 

clubs was challenged by the new dass of players and by the move to professionalism. 

Thus the professional and commercial middle classes ultimately lost control of the sport, 

and also lost a means by which they had distinguished themselves fram other classes. tt 

was only thmugh resisting professionalization of the game and upholding the amateur 

ideology that middle-class dubs could try to maintain their exctusivity and sense of 

distin~3ion.l~~ 

The possibilities of lacrosse as an effective cultural transmitter were recognized by 

the middle-class gtoups who organized teams and leagues in small toms across Ontario 

and beyond. They wished to promote the same values as the Montreal clubs, as well as 

wishing to boost the reputation of their town. They were concemed with protecüng and 

promoting their own interests, which they considered to be congruent with national 

interests, and at the end of the day faced the sarne dilernrna-how to democratize the game 

lU Metcalfe, Canada 188. Atthough the Shamrocks were very successful on the field, 
winning 52% of the championship games between 1866-1 885, they were "grossty under- 
represented" in the executiwes of the National Lacrosse Association, and its successor, the 
National Amateur Lacrosse Association. Metcatfe, Canada Leams 238 n.7. 

' Pinto 92. 
135 Stempel 192. The struggle between amateurism and professionalism is documented in 

Metcalfe, Canada L eams ch.6. 



in order to promote middfeclass values, without losing ~ontrol . '~~ 

Despite the ultimate failure of the professional and commercial middle ciasses to 

re-create the working-dass crowd in their own idealized image, in practice they did 

achieve control over the media and municipal, provincial and federal institutions. Thus, 

few voices were raised contesting the vision of nationhcmd constnicted by this g r 0 ~ p . I ~ ~  In 

Montreal and in Ontario, Protestant anglophone interests dorninated the political and 

social scene, and it was their vision of the identity and character of 'native-Canadians' 

which predominated. The resistance of Native players and working-class spectators was 

rarety recordeci. 

Georw Reets. + a The N w  Game' 

W. George Beers was an ardent Canadian nationalist who saw Yarned' indigenous 

activities as a potent signifier of Canadian idenm. He played a seminal role in creating 

the game of lacrosse as a 'Canadian' game. He was such a tireless advocate for lacrosse 

that it was popularly believed that Pariiament had declared it the national game at 

C~nfederat ion.~ The fad  that this was believed, shows the desire which existed for a 

distinctive Canadian identity? Despite the research efforts of several histonans, no 

factual basis can be found for this daim, or for the daim by Beers that he had pubfished a 

'" These issues were prevalent amongst the rniddlgclass groups studied by Bouchier, 
"ldealized Middle-Class Sportn; and Marks op. cit, 

13' Bouchier reminds us that the voices of opponents are muted in the historical record; 
working-class crïücisrn had no way to be heard except through 'inappropriate' behaviour: Bouchier, 
'Idealized Middle-Class Sport" 90. 

' Contemporary scholars have fbiied to find any evidence that it was discussed in 
Parfiament. See Kevin G. Jones and T. George Vellathottam, 'The Myth of Canada's National 
Sport", CAHPER JO- (Sept-Oct 1974): 33-36; and Lindsay, "George Beersn. 

lJe Lindsay contends that everyone accepted Beers' daim because of anxiety over extemal 
threats and lack of any other su'hble garne. Lindsay, "George Beersw 3941:. 
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letter entitled "LacrosseOur Nafional Field Game" wtiich was distributed throughout the 

Dominion and copied in many local papers.lm tt appears, in fact, that Beers invented a 

myth as well as a sporting tradition.14' 

Beers almost single-handedly organized the National Lauosse Association, and 

publicized lacrosse - and Canada - by leading two exhibition tours of the British l ~ l e s . ' ~ ~  

Beers' was motivated by an intense and sincere spirit of patriotisrn and love for the 

Canadian games he fostered. His success attests to the willingness with which his ideas 

were received and adopted by his audience. He expressed his nationalism in every facet 

of his Ife - through his efforts to create a national dental organization, in his speeches to 

dentists, in his political activities, such as promoting immigration during the facrosse tours, 

and in his work as a founding mernber of the Canadian National League in 1893, 

dedicated to oppose Arnerican annexation? In indigenous actMties he found an 

appropriate vehicle for nationaiist ideas. Dunng a pend in which Britain itself was eager 

to relinquish its responsibility for its colonies in North America, it seemed wholly 

appropriate to Canadian colonists that a new identity might be eonstmcted based on the 

indigenous-activities of the new land. 

The use of sport as a national signifier is not unique to Canada. tn fact, as Eric 

- - 

140 B e r s  made this daim in &osse p. 57. On the search to corroborate Beers' daim see 
Lindsay, "History of Sport" i 29, n. 196. In 1994 the federal government recognized lacrosse as 
Canada's 'national summer sport': Kidd 9. 

14' When inaugural works were chosen for the future National Gallery of Canada by the 
Royal Canadian Academy in 1879. a statue of a lacrosse player and a painting of the game were 
chosen: Ellen Ramsay, 'The promotion of the fine arts in Canada, 7880-1924: the development of 
art patronage and the formation of public policy," (Ph.D. diss., University College London, 1987) 
63 

142 Don Morrow has written two articles on this topic: "Lacrosse as the National Game", and 
'The Canadian Image Abroad". 

'43 m, 1275-77. 
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Hobsbawm argues, ît was 'one of the most significant of the new sociaI pracüces of the 

late nineteenth centuqï and provided a means of national identification through the 

Choice or invention of nationaffy specific  sport^."'^ Baseball was being cafled the 

Ameriwn national game by the late 1 850s,lG cricket was firmiy established as the British 

game, and the Tumen movement in Germany was strongly identified with nationalisrn and 

nationhood.'" Moreover, between 1876 and 1926 a national sporting culture was 

estaMished in the United States which was influentiaf in the production of a modem 

national identity.''? 

There is ambivalence in the attitude of colonizer to colonized; on the one hand, 

admiring the attributes and values of indigenous peoples and wishing to appropriate them 

for white use, and yet, on the other, denigrating and disparaging Native culturat practices 

as primitive and barbarie, and using the mental fiction of tfie 'imaginary indian' as a 

- - 

lu Hobsbawm and Rogers 298,300. 
14' Riess, "Sport and Redefinition" 183; Adelman 73. 
'* Bster. "Physical24-35, and Michael Kruger. "Body Culture and Nation Building: The 

History of Wmnastics in Germany in the PerÏod of its F oundation as a Nation-State," htemationa 
Journal of the Histpry of S D Q ~  13.3 (1 996): 4O94t 7. Kruger ad& that although Tumen' began in 
181 1 as an outlet for wild and spontaneous expression, it was progressively fomalized, and 
regulation of the body, and hence the mind, became the prime objective by 1914. Regulated 
exercise and behaviour was a symbol of the order and discipline of the nation.(409) ûther 
examples where sport is used in the sewïce of nationalism are: for Wates, Andrews, 'Welsh 
Indigenous! and British [mperial?"; for New Zealand and South Afnca: John Nauright, "Sustaining 
Masculine Hegemony Rugby and the Nostalgia of Masculinity," Makina Men: R-V and Mas- 
Uenti& ed- John Nauright and Timothy J.L. Chandler(London: Frank Cass, 1996): 227-244. See . . 
also the essays in J.A. Mangan, ed., W Ide-m. F u r u o f i  (London: Frank 
Cass, i996). 

ld7 Pope, W o t i c  Garnes 34.  Gerald Gems makes a related argument in his study of ps t -  
1880s Chicago. He daims that in response to labour conflict and ethnic hostility, progressive 
reforrners attempted to instil "Amencan" values through sports and games. He concludes that sport 
senred as a cahesive social bond which could incorporate divergent groups into a mass cuiture, but 
that sport did not act as a melting pot which could assimilate everyone. Gerald Robert Gems, 
"Sport and culture formation in Chicago, 1890-1940" (Ph.D. dis., University of Maryiand College 
Park, 1989). 



symbolic scapegoat onto which can be heaped negative qualities? In Canada. the 

imaginary indian was always available to be held up as an impovenshed mode1 against 

which to compare the positive, civilized, progressive and modem attributes and character 

of white men and white society. As Teny Goldie rather neatiy explains, it was 'Grey Owf, 

the Englishman turned Indian who perfectly grasped that the sigrtifers of the indigene are 

the essence, not the signified, and most assuredly not the referent-14' 

Beers also understood this, and astutely capitalized on the exoüc spectacle of 

Native dress and tradition. He realized that it was the image of the 'barbrous savage' 

which creafed exciternent and ana'cipation in spectators-or at least in the popular crowd. 

In the earîy years of club lacrosse, Native teams were indispensable. They provided the 

only chailenging cornpetition and were the source of ail white knowtedge about the gaine. 

As soon as a critical mass of white teams had been forrned, their importance as players 

~ a n e d . ' ~ ~  However, they have never been totally dispensable as signifiers of Canadian 

identity. In the nineteenth century important exhibition matches, major hotiday games, and 

civic and state occasions where a lacrosse match was played, included an appearance by 

* See: Giles Therien, "L'Indien imaginaire: Une hypotehése," R f i u  - .  
m6beç 17.3 (1987): 3-21, and Daniel Francis, The lmaainarv Indian: the imaae of the Cndiam 
M a n  c m  (Vancouver: Arsenal Pulp Press, 1992). 

14' Goldie 21 5. 'Signifers' are the recognized material attributes of Native people (skin coiour, 
doaling, body paints and tatoos, etc.); the 'signifiecf is the idea indicated by the signifiers (the 
'imaginary Indian'); the 'referent' is the 'mal' Native persorr in the wodd outside language. 

Is0 The frequency of games between the Montreal Lacrosse Club teams and Native teams 
noted in the Minute Books of the club diminished over time. A graphic example of the waning 
importance of Native teams is recorded in May of 1887 when the Caughnawaga team was asked to 
play a MLC team at the Dominion Day celebrations for a fee of $50. The Native team asked for 
$60 instead, apparently to wver increased train bres. The MLC refused to pay extra and called 
the game off. The Caughnawaga team capitulated, but the MLC ananged "a friendly match" with 
the Shamrocks instead. By 1887the pleasurable excitement ofthe game, and a ciass, raaier than 
racial, confrontation would apparenüy draw in the crowds. NAC: MLC Minute Book, 1807.53-60. 



a Native team? if they did not adually play, they performed war dances, gave concerts 

or competed in specially devised 'races'- Native peoples continue to play a rote today as 

signifiers of Canada; atong with RCMP in dress uniforni, they are an ubiquitous presence 

at any -hnpo*nt cerernony staged by the federat goverment? 

Native participation was necessary, first, to signify the national identity of the 

occasion, and #en to attrsrct a big crowd. For, apart ftom providing challenging 

cornpetition, Native lacrosse teams were also useful as exotic spectacle. They were 

paraded at home and abroad in 'hl1 regalia' as an attenticm-getter, an amusing 

entertainment for the crowd. Playing the westemized gante of [acrosse, often at major 

civic celebrations such as the visits of the Prince of Wales in 1860 and Prince Arthur in 

1869, they were objectified as signifiers of Canada. Because the white Canadian teams 

played lacrosse with Native playen, they became part of a string of equivafents bywhich 

lacrosse itself came tw signify 'Car~ada'?~ When Native teams were invited to exhibitions, 

to the Montreaf Winter Carnivals in the 1 8 8 0 ~ ~  or to other puMic events, it was the 

specbcular qualities of Native ceremmial dress that was important. They were present as 

dourful, nostalgie rerninders of the pre-historic existence of indigrnus peoples in 

Canada, an acceptable part of its 'rnyth of origin'. 

The very facf that lacrosse players "were the most wideiy travel ted Canadian 

'" Far example, the Prescott Dominion Day celebrations far 18f5 inctuded a lacrosse match 
between the Prescoti Club and a team from St Regis, played for a pr ia  of $100- WC: MAAA 
Scrapbook 7, 340. 

15* Recent examples are the opening of the newly refurbished Canada Hwse in London, 
England in 1998; and the opening ceremonies for the Pan-Am Games in Winnipeg in 1999. 
'a 'Indians' signified Canada initially, but lacrosse was promoted bo succerrfully as an 

'Indian' sport that the game itseif became a signifier of Canada too. ln combination with the 
concepts already discussed - Northern character, vigorous, outdoor winter sports etc.- a 
distinctive Canadiin identity was produced. 



sporting feamsn of their tirne,'% indicafes that iacrosse was indeed seen as somefhing 

peculiarly and distincüvely Canadian- Why else wouid teams contemplate tauring a 

country where few peopfe pfayed their sport, if not because they were proseiytizing that 

sport? Canadian lacrosse tearns made several tours abruad in the nineteenth cent~ry.'~~ 

Little is known about the first tour in 1867 organized by Captain W.B. Johnston, and it was 

considered a financial failure by ~ontemporaries.'~~ Howevw, the Kahnawake community 

rernember that Big John Rice led two teams f m  Kahnawake and Akwesasne, and that 

they played for Queen Victoria at Crystal Palace, as well as playing at the Paris World's 

Fair? As a result of this tour, three lacrosse clubs were started in England, and in 1868 

the Engbh Lacrosse Association was focmed. The next two tours were organized and led 

by George Beers, wha made it quite ciear in arganizing the taun that he saw them as a 

means by which to promote Canadian interests? He was piqued on the first tour when 

the teams were received in Belfast by a crowd waving an Amencan stars and stripes flag . 

Beers made sure the tearn raised a Dominion flag at afl future garnes, 'to show a 

distinction between Americans and cana di an^."'^^ The Canadian govemment was a 

partner in this enterprise for the 3883 tour since it paid for public speakers who 

accompanied the tearns and gave speeches encoufaging migration tu  Canada in ail the 

'" Cox 155. MOKOW describes the hectic schedule of the 1883 tour: 62 matches in 41 
different cities in a two month period: Monow, "Canadian Image" 17. 

'" Between 1859 and 1891, lacrosse tours to Britain were made in l867,l876, 1880, and 
1883: David Brown, "Canadian lmperialisrn and Sporüng Exchanges: The Nineteenth-Century 
Cultural Experience of Cricket and Lacrosse," Ç m  Journal of Histow of Sm* 18. t (1 987) 
61, 

Amording ta a letter written to a Montreal newspaper by his son in 1876, this tour had 
proved financially disastrous: NAC: MAAA, Scrapbook 1 123 (340). 

'- Johnny Beauvais, W a w a k e .  A Mohawk look at C w d a  and Advenues of Bia John 
Canadian 7840-t 9 79 ([Montreal?]: 1985) 57,44. 

lS8 A notice in the m i l v  hee Press January 29, 1883 states that 25 players will go 
on the tour, to be elected by ballot. Each member would then be required to deposit $200 with the 
Treasurer of the organiring cornmittee. Obviousiy, only those with tirne and money wuld afford to 
90- 

NAC: MAAA MLC Annual Report, 1877, p-17. 



major t o m  and cities visited? Fwthmore, thaurands of brochures promoting 

Canadian immigration were distributed during the tour, and it is possible that the success 

of this experience may have influenced the direction immigration advertising rnethods took 

under Clifford Sifton after 1 886-lgl 

60th of Beers' tours were welt received M Bntain, and sparked enough interest that 

a number of new clubs were fomied. The British press portrayed the game as simple to 

folbw, quickly understood and fast r n o ~ i n g . ~ ~ ~  Whe~eas Beers contrasted lacrosse to 

cricket in order to create a distinction between British and Canadian sport, the British 

likened it to footbalC, shinty, battledore and tennis in order to create acceptance. The fact 

that Queen Victoria and mernbers of the royal family watched a game at Windsor Castie 

further legitimized it? With subsequent visits of teams to AustËalia and New Zealand, 

lacrosse became Canada's Imperia1 sport - recognized as Canadian throughout the British 

Empire? 

Lacrosse teams also frequently visited American cities, and in the process further 
-- - ppp 

lm Momw claims there is no direct evidence of federal financing of the tour. Only rifle- 
shooting received govemment financial assistance in the 19th century: Wamsley, "Good Clean 
Sport". 

The lacrosse immigration scheme was "a unique form of distribution and advertising in 
fierce cornpetition with other immigration methods used by the United States, Australia and South 
Africa." Morrow, "Canadian Image" 15. 

lg2 Morrow, "Canadian Image" 15- 
la The symbdic importance of the royal gaze carr be judged by the fact that wery year the 

onginat MLC team commemorated their visitto Windsor Castfe ancf the game they pfayed for 
Queen Victoria. NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 2. Johnny Beauvais' memoire of Big John Canadian 
(Sawatis) remunts how, the night before the game, the Native team members were introduced to 
Queen Victoria. Despite the instructions he had received about b m a l  behaviour, Wih a smile on 
his face, Sawatis walked with that smooth gait usuatly found in fine athletes, took the Queen's 
extended hand, and planted as gentle a kiss as he could on her unsuspecting cheek." The Queen 
%as tickled by this display of fine warmth and 'primitive' gallantry, despite the complete lack of 
protocol." Beauvais 36-8. 



spread the concept ofthe game as "Canada's National Game". Native teams played an 

exhibition match in front of 70,000 spectators in 7867 in Troy, New York, as a result of 

which the Mohawk Lacrosse Club of Troy was fomed and visited Montreal in July of the 

following year? The Dominion Club of Montreal were invited to visit Brooklyn, and there 

were several tours of U.S. cities in 1869. In 1870 the New York Knickerbocker Lacrosse 

Club travelled north to play Canadian tearns,Im and throughout the next two decades 

Canadian teams visited northem Arnerican cities sucn as Boston, Portland, Baltimore, New 

York, Chicago and Washington, as well as travelling westward to Winnipeg and St. Paul, 

Minn. The formation of lacrosse teams in the U.S. was facilitated by the Montreal clubs 

who sent them equipment and copies of the Beers' rule book.le7 To achieve his ambition 

to construct lacrosse as Canada's national game, Beers had been wise to take teams 

abroad, because it was only through playing teams of an 'other' nationality that the game 

coufd be tmly perceived as 'native-Canadian'.lGB A Oecember IO, 1878 article in a Boston 

paper noted that "For years this exciting sport has been identified with Canadian He," and, 

his success can be judged by a report in the Acadian Recorder of July 18,1874, under 

the heading "Canadian Nerve and Muscle". The report states: 

It is- no new thing-the men of these Provinces taking vigorously to athletic 
experiences and sports. Unlike the people southward of them, it has 
aiways seemed to corne naturaf to them.169 

'13' A copy of Beers' book was 'going the rounds among rnembersn of a new team founded in 
Corinne, Utah. NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 1,41, May 14,1873. It was also issued in Britain, and 
reprinted in Montreal in 1879. Other guides were virtual copies of the Beers' text: 'Hints to Players 
by a Native", Canadian vol. 1 (July-Dec 9871): 1204,248-54; W.K. McNaught, 

crosse and How to Plav It (Toronto: Robert Marshall, 1873), both cited by Morrow, 'Lacrossen 58 
n.50. 

la PIaying and watching sport is a medium of collective identification in which "a group's 
sense of 'we-ness' or unity is strengthened by the presence of a group who are perceived as 
Yhern'." Elias and Dunning 222-223. 

les WC:  MAAA Scrapbook 1, 1 16 (31 4). 
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The m e r  stated what had become 'nadural' and 'obvious' - Canadians have always been 

a northem people, innatek predisposed to excel at sports, unlike their American 

neighbour~.~'~ 

The more successful lacrosse was, the more the idea of it being 'Canada's 

National Game' gained currency. Cricket was popufar in Canada, but by 1865 was 

eclipsed by lacrosse and ba~eball; '~~ between 1867 and 1885 there were 46 baseball 

clubs, 63 snowshoe clubs and 78 lacrosse clubs in Montreal a l~ne.~*  Furthemore, the 

club organizers participated in the Natiomal Policy and 'nation-building' through creating 

national organimtions.'" The National Lacrosse Association was the only national sports 

organization in existence until the National Association of Amateur Oarsrnen was formed in 

1880, but, in 1881 the Montreal Amateur Athletic Association amalgarnated eight sports 

bodies into a single club, and establishd national regulatory bodies for these sports, 

despite the fact they were not played right across the Dominion. 

Whife Beers seems to have been extremely successful in proselytizing the cause of 

lacrosse, he was not entirely without critacs. A letter from "Stumps" to the Montreal Gazette 

contested the claim of lacrosse to be the national garne, arguing instead that cricket be 

accorded that place.174 The writer objecited to lacrosse on the grounds that it was a young 
- - - - -  - - - - 

''O Certain pradices, attitudes, values and beliefs become naturalized through the workings of 
ideology. Similarly, Bourdieu's notion of 'habitus', explains how "a given cuiture produces and 
sustains belief in its own 'obviousness"' through "embodied rituals of everydayness" : Judith Butler, 

le S~eech: A Politics of the Perfom S .  

&y& (New York: Routledge, 1997) 152. 
"' *Cricket stood for ail that Britishness irnplied." The defeat of Canadian tearns by a toun'ng 

English Eleven in 1859 was a crushing blow to Canadian pride. By the time another English team 
toured in 1868, cricket 'kvas being challenged by lacrosse, an emblem of Canadian nationalisrn.": 
Brown, "Canadian Imperialisrn " 55, 56. 

17' Metcalfe, "Organised Sport" 85. 

''' Kidd 16. 
'" w, 7 Aug. 1867, quoted by Lindsay, "George Beers" 39. 



man's game and could not be played by everyone. He also noted that it was confined 

mostly to Montreal, whereas cricket was played "throughout the length and breadth of the 

British Empire". The crux of the difference, though, was that the writer conceived of 'us' as 

British, whereas Beers conceived of 'us' as Canadian. The contest between irnperialism 

and nationalism had begun. 

Despite Beers' importance in the popularization of the regulated game, Paraschak 

reminds us that Beers was not 'the father of lacrosse', as he has often been called, for it 

was of Native or ig in~. '~~ Been himseif never denied the Native origins of lacrosse. in fact 

he atways made much of its early history and connection with Native peoples because this 

established the Canadian ongins of the game, and maintained continuity with a more 

primitive past? ~e forcefully repudiated the suggestion that lacrosse could be of 

Phoenician or Irish origins precisely because it furthered his nationalist interests to claim 

lacrosse as a nativecanadian game. Magnanirnously, he concluded: 

Its uniqueness was and is beyond dispute. The lndians may justly be 
awarded the credit of having invented the game of Lacrosse, as well as the 
snow-shoe, toboggan, and bark ~ a n o e . ' ~ ~  

But in saying this, Beers claimed not only the right to decide on the issue, but also 

ownership of the history of the game. He complained that the origins of lacrosse were 

shrouded in rnystery due to the lack of record-keeping and "the Indian's love of hoaxing".17* 

By concluding: 'We are satisfied, however, that the lndians of Canada know nothing 

Victoria Paraschak, "Native Sport History; Piffills and Promise," -dian Journal of the 
jiistorv of Sppd 20.1 (May 1989): 57-68. The very fact that the indigenous ongins of lacrosse can 
so easily be elided is fumer evidence of the ideological agency of sport. 

Nationalist discourse persistently atternpts to produce ''the idea of the nation as a 
continuous narrative of national progress": Bhabha 1. 

ln Beers, Lacrosse 5. 
Beers, Lacrosse 2. Hoaxing was a fom of Native resistance to white appropriation of the 

game. 



whatever about the ongin of their native field game", he legitimized his own role as 

lacrosse historian; and in his interpretation its real (Le. recorded) history began with the 

adoption of the game by white players in the 1850~."~ He was not alone in this thinking, 

for an article by "Shebaygo" argued for the use of the Indian name, baggataway, rather 

than the French-Canadian narne of lacrosse, on the basis that it was "The name given to it 

by its true fathers, and by them transmitted to us their riahtful reoresentatives on Canadian 

&."lm [emphasis addeq Therefore, just as with snowshoeing, the British wlonists' 

transformation of baggataway created a distinctively 'Canadian' sport, and simultaneously 

constructed a British history of Canadian culture which relegated Native people to the 

status of a pre-histonc race, while cornpletely erasing the entire history of the French 

Regime: 

Only a savage people could, would or should play the old garne; only such 
constitutions, such wind and endurance could stand its violence. The 
present garne, improved and reduced to rule by the whites, employs the 
greatest combination of physical and mental activity white men can sustain 
in recreation, and is as much superior to the original as civilization is to 
barban'sm, base bat1 to its old English parent of rounders, or a pretty 
Canadian girl to any uncuftivated s q u a ~ . ~ ~ l  

Beer's book, hc rose .  The National Game of Canada, also indicates the spirit 

with which the Native garne was adopted by British wlonists. Appropriating snowshoeing 

and lacrosse was a way of reaching back into and clairning the myths of origin of the 

Native ethnie.Ia2 Apart from the need to identify the physical and mental attributes of 

"' The Fort Michillimackinac incident in June of 1763 belonged to the mists of time. As 
Morrow says: 'The massacre and capture of the fort are a major feature of the folklore and history 
of iacrosse, and very likely perpetuated the idea that indian lacrosse was brutal," Morrow, 
"Lacrosse" 46. 

l* Article entitled "Lacrosse" from C a n a m  Monthiy (c.1875): 396-403. NAC: MAAA 
Scrapbook 2,22 (7904). 

l a  Beers, 32-33. 
Bharucha notes that Euro-American appropriations of East lndian culture similariy took a 

ritual from an 'other' culture, divested it of its original meaning and re-enacted it for their own 



'Canadian-ness', the task of creating a nation-state required the construction of a national 

history--what Homi Bhabha cafls "the myths of originl'-in order to legitimize nationhood by 

claiming historical roots and continuity. Sport was one of the avenues by which this could 

be achieved, because in taking over indigenous activities the British colonists claimed to 

have 'invented' them, thus dating the ongins of Canadian culture to the British conquest, 

Al1 previous history of these activities was relegated to a twilight pre-historical period when 

they were 'primitive' and '~avage'.'~ Since Been' book was the Ur-text for most of what 

was written about lacrosse, whenever the garne was introduced by a newspaper writer to 

his readership, his re-teliing of the Native ruse tu attack the British at Fort Michilimackinac 

in 1763, was invariably part of the story. The Montreal Ga-, 27 June 1876 quoted a 

London newspaper report that, "The game which is as popular in Canada as cricket is with 

us, has really historical precedence of cricket, having played a rather stimng part in 

Canadian annals more than a hundred years ago."lm Beers used Alexander Henry's 

account of the attack on the British fort by Natives ostensibly playing a game of lacrosse 

in honour of the King's birthday. This is a significant story because it dates from the time 

of the Conquest, the beginning of the British history of Canada. Every lacrosse game 

played between white and Native teams in the nineteenth century was a symbolic re- 

enactment of that humiliation, which British colonists wanted to play over again and 

ppp - -  - - -- 

purposes-ail with total disregard for the original national~. Bharucha ch.1. 
This is not to daim that middle-class Montrealers were unaware of major events and 

personages from the French Regime. The popularity of Parkman's history proves this was not the 
case. However, they negotiated these unerasable histones by other means. For instance, at the 
Fancy-Dress Balls and Skating Masquerades anglophones often dressed-up as important figures 
from the French Colonial period. Cynthia Cooper shows that many even concocted spurious 
daims to be related to these historical figures. Cultural performance was a way of claiming 
ownership-of the land, its native peoples, and ultimately of a Canadian identii. See Cynthia 
Cooper, m t  & lnstryctive S o e w e s .  Carna's Fancv nress Balls l876-lgOg (MA. thesis, 
University of Rhode Island, 1993). 

lW Cited by Cox 157- 



The sacred and ntual aspects of the traditional Native activity were not just 

overlooked, but adamantly denied by Beers. despite the fact that he had knowledge of 

them? The Native connection with the garne was a 'usable past' through which Been 

could link the recent British history of the colony to its pre-histonc origins, and ernphasize it 

as a modem, uniquely Canadian activity. His argument was contradictory in this regard: 

first he claimed that 'Wth the original game, too, was associated peculiar customs and 

ceremonies which distinguished it ffom any other field spoff';lB6 but Iater in the text he 

disavowed any religious or ritual purposes: 

It was not played as a superstitious rite in honor of the Great Spirit; it had 
none of the religious element of the Grecian games. It was instituted as a 
pure amusement, and as one of the means of quickening and strengthening 
the body, and accustoming the young wamors to close combat, It was 
ernphatically a sport, and brought out the very finest physicaf attributes of 
the finest made men in the ~ o r l d . . . ~ ~ ~  

Baggataway did, indeed, have important religious and ritual functions in Native 

society. Garnes were traditionally preceded by training and rituals and their ostensible 

purpose might dïffer, but their ultimate purpose was to honour the Creat~r?~ Native 

lacrosse games were religious ceremonies initiated and directed by spiritual leaders for a 

variety of pur pose^.'^^ For instance, one of the earliest reported nineteenth-century 

lacrosse games was played by teams from Caughnawaga and St. Regis as part of a 

IBS Even if Beers had not actually witnessed these ceremonies hirnself, which seems unlikely, 
he had certainly read of their existence in the journals and histories he used to construct his own 
historical account, therefore, his ernphatic disavowal is even more significant. 

la7 Beers, lacrosse 9. Versions of this argument were repeated by Beers in various of his 
articles (for instance in "Canadian Sports"), and plagiarised by other writers. The repetition of 
such rhetoric has the effect of giving it legitimacy and authority. 

lm For an discussion of the traditional functions of lacrosse from a Native perspective, see 
North Arnerican lndian Travelling College, T e a h o n .  

lm Vennum 28. 
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ceremony to initiate five new chie6 in 1833.'" Eastem Woodlands peoples also used 

lacrosse as a means of infiuencing the ~eather.'~' In addition, lacrosse was played to 

bestow name and rank and to honour the dead? Given these functions, it is significant 

that whites would want to take this symbolic ritual over for themseives. British colonists 

saw themselves in the role of national leaders, and one of the prime purposes of playing 

lacrosse and other indigenous sports was in order to influence the representation of the 

Canadian climate and environment abroad. Of course, it would have been unthinkable for 

respectable Victorian Canadians to play a game tainted by pagan associations, hence the 

disavowals. In effect, the erasure of the game's religious functions by the colonists was an 

aggressive act of possession and secularization, because Native people were affected by 

the changes made to their ritual and its cultural meaning. Playing lacrosse against white 

teams and campeting in athletic races was a form of employment for talented Native men, 

but it necessitated playing by white rules and this broke the bond between the rituat and its 

sacred meaning- Akin to denying the sacredness of Native ritual, was the cornmon 

practice of denying Natives their own names. In press reports, Native names were 

accused of being "alrnost unprintable", "gutterals", "unpronounceable", "such jaw breakers 

that in pity to our readers we omit them".lm White teams even took Native names - for 

example, the 'Hochelaga', and the 'Young fndian C l ~ b ' . ' ~  Over time, then, Native players 

were forced to accept the Western game and wnsequently lost touch with the sacred, 
- - 

lBa Lindsay, "History of Sport" 1 15. 
19' Michael A. Saiter, 'Meteorological Play-Forms of the Eastem Woodlands," eraV, Garnes 
d S w s  in C w l  Conte&, eds. J-C. Harris and R.J. Park (Champaign, III.: Human Kinetics 

Publishers, 1983): 21 1-221. 
t92 MichaeI A Salter, "Mortuary Games of the Eastem Culture Area," C J M  2 (1 971 ) 174. 
lg3 See clippings for: April24, 1873, NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 1, 20 (41); February 1878, 

NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 2,91; 1873, WC: MAAA Scrapbook 1, n.p. (41); When Native team 
members were named, it was often with their anglizised names, eg. NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 1, 
(340) Prescott Dominion Day game. 

lW NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 1, n.p. (41): 24 May 1 873 report of contest between "the 
Tecumseh and Young lndian Club" which "resulted in favour of the white boys". 



ritual meanings of baggataway. This de-culturation of the game had deleterious effects on 

Native society: 

Gambling virtually disappeared, rites and taboos lost their significance, an 
English-type d e  of ethics was adopted on the playing field, boundary 
maintainhg mechanisms collapsed and, in certain areas, the very game 
~anished. '~~ 

The ûeclinecrosse: A L,mited 1- . . 

Despite its populanty in Central Canada, research shows that lacrosse faifed to be 

played on a truly national basis, and the popularity of the sport declined dramatically after 

Worid War 1. Although lacrosse was "undoubtedly the most popular game in Canada in 

1885". it did not gain the grassroots popularity of baseball or ice hockey? It was played 

mostfy in the major cities and towns in Central Canada and was weil established in British 

Columbia in the iate 1880s and 1890s, but, it never became a national game 

geographi~ally.'~~ Clubs were formed in the Maritimes late in the century, but faifed to gain 

widespread support; a similar situation existed on the Prairies, where clubs were fonned in 

the major cities in the 1880s and 1890s, often due to the efforts of players from Ontario 

and Montreal, but none gained real permanence. The spread of the game was tied to the 

emigration of Canadian-bom anglophones from Montreal and Ontario after 1885, which 

explains why it only enjoyed a degree of cantinuity in Ontario, Manitoba and British 

Columbia.'* On the Prairies and in the East the influence of British sports was very strong, 

and lacrosse wnsequentfy never achieved a critical rnass of players and fotlowers? 

While being a tremendously popular spectator sport, and despite clairns to the contrary, 

IQS Michael A. Salter, 'The Effect of Acculturation on the game of Lacrosse and on its role as 
ian Journal of the Historv o an agent of lndian suwival", Canad f S D O ~  3:l (May 1972): 62. 

Metcalfe, Canada Leams 21 0. 
A geographic survey of lacrosse teams is provided by Cox 135-1 53,271. 

Metcaife, C a n a d a a m  21 0. 
lm Metcalfe, C a n a d a  2204. 
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tacrosse was not the most popular game in Canada, or even in Ontario. In ternis of 

nurnbers of participants and geographic spread, baseball was the most popular summer 

game played by Canadians? The popular perception that Iacrosse was a widefy played 

sport was attributable to the fact that this group also dorninated the media. Lacrosse was 

most successfuf where there were Native teams to tearn from and play against. The 

Prairies and the Maritimes did not have the stimulus of, or access to, Native teams iike 

Central Canada and British Columbia; there was no Other there against which to fashion a 

Canadian identity. 

Historians of Canadiin sport attribute the decline of facrosse af'ter 1900 to intemal 

reasoris, the mosf important of which was its narrow player base, resulting from an 

inadequate minor program. But the dass which did most to promote the game was also 

divided over the violence and gambfing associated with it as it became professionalized. 

Joumalists, clergy and educabrs cnticized the adverse spectacle offered by players and 

fans, and, wnsequentfy, lacrosse was not adopted by schoots and &urches and did not 

becorne an inter-collegiate sport. Furthemore, its orgmization was riven by intemal 

conflicts over arnateurism and professionalisrn and failed to estaMish a mit& national 

organization which could effectively resoke probfems and unite regional g r w p ~ . ~ ~ '  Sports 

historians have not attributed the initial popula~ity of lacrosse to the fact that it was a 

means through which Canadian national identity couCd be embodied and dispiayed. 

Therefore they have not considered that the loss of interest in lacrosse as a popular sport 

may also have been a result of its diminishing value as a national signifier, The squabbles 

over professionalism and violent play detracted-from the garne's prestige, and the image of - 

marauding Natives propagated by reports fmm the North West Rebellion, followed by 

200 Metcalfe, Canada 87, 93.98. 
20' Metcaife, -a b eams 204-1 1. 
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further degradation of Native peoples due to repressive govemment policy, re-invoked the 

image of the barbarous savage. Lacrosse could not longer be held up as a 'genUemanlyl 

and 'civilized' sport. 

In order for a dominant group to gain hegemonic control, there has to be some 

reciprocal movement of acceptance frorn subordinated groups, and lacrosse failed to elicit 

this response front a mass audience. The professional and commercial middle classes 

attempted to invent a national identity where one did not previously exist, and to inculcate 

particular values and characteristics through the vehicle of sport practice. But without the 

support of the state, the school system and churches, lacrosse could not rernain 'Canada's 

national game'?02 Beers elicited some support frorn the govemment and created the myth 

of lacrosse as the national sport, but concentrated on disseminating it abroad. If other 

Canadian nationalists had recognized that it is in and through popular culture that identity 

is constructed, and had encouraged the growth of cultural nationalism through lacrosse (in 

an attempt to define the nation from the bottorn up, rather than to impose an identity from 

the top down) Beers' myth of origin might have been made reaLm The success of 

basebali in-the United States was because it became a broadly based sport which trickled 

down from the upper to lower classes.204 but the intemal divisions and exclusionary 

practices of the Canadian professional and commercial middle classes mitigated against a 

similar strategy. Instead of using lacrosse as a means by which to create a unifying 

'O2 Althusser wouid have included the family in the list of ideological state apparatuses: Louis 
Althusser, "Ideology and ldeological State Apparatuses (Notes Towards An Investigation)," Lenin 
and Philosrnv and Other Fssava, trans. Ben Brewster (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1971)- 

Hayes argues that Canadian nationalists have wrongly concentrated on the protection of 
elite culture at the expense of popular culture. This has led to a situation where Canadians are 
"defined in terrns of the games they watch and not in ternis of the games they play."(21-2) Since 
the forces of monopoly capitalism draw Canadians into watching and playing Arnericanized sports, 
this undermines Canadian identii. Sean Hayes, "Blue Jay Fever and some other Sporthg 
Formations of Canadian Nationalism ..." M A  thesis (Carleton University, Ottawa, 1994). 

Adelman 76. 
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idenüty which would include Natives, French Canadians and working classes,205 the 

Montreal rniddte classes used it to exclude and subordinate those Others. Moreover, from 

the 1880s onward lacrosse faced a problem shared with snowshoeing. By that t h e  there 

were already 150 lacrosse clubs in England, American lacrosse dubs had formed their 

own national lacrosse association, and an Irish lacrosse team had even toured Canada in 

1886- Lacrosse was losing its potency as a national signifier which could distinguish 

between Canadians, Americans and British. 

Despite these fater problems, pnor to 1885 lacrosse was dearly an indigenous 

activity, and winning matches against Native teams (which the white teams did more and 

more) by transforming the game using British i d ~ b g y  and modem scientific principfes, 

legitirnized the colonists' daim to be native-Canadian, while underscoring the belief that 

Native peoples were a subordinate and dying race. The exclusion, or non-participation, of 

the working dasses, Frendi Canadians, and an increasingly large number of immigrants, 

and the marginalization of women to the role of spectator, furtfier solidified the Canadian 

identity which emerged as white, male, Protestant and Anglo-saxon. 

This strategy was implemented in Winnipeg after 1900, where organized, maniy sports 
were seen as an instrument of ethnic assimilation. Through participating in sport, it ws hoped that 
non-British immigrants would develop heatthy bodies and becorne familiar with the "Canadian" way 
to behave. Mott, "One Solution" 65. 

208 MOTT~W, 'Canadian Imagen 62: NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 2,546; David Brown, 'Canadian 
Imperiaiismn 61. 



CHAPTER 4 

THE M O N T W L  WINTER CARNIVU: AN 41 -TI .Y CANADIAN WI SPECTACE 

for an ethnic group to becorne a group and not merely a 
collection of people it must identify itself, and be identified by 
others, as constituting a category different from other categories 
of the same type..-ln short, it must have a strongly developed 
consciousness of kind. 

Ch ris Shore, 'Ethnicity as Revolutionary Strategy."* 

Five times during the 1880s, a stalwart army of volunteers from a varkty of 

Montreal sports organizations staged a six-day winter festival to showcase their city to an 

estimated 50,000 visitors from Canada, America and Europe. According ta Robert D. 

McGibbon, aie man who was credited with initiating the winter carnivals in t 883, aieir 

objective was 'to make Montreal a vnnter resort," so that visitors might see for themselves 

how Canadians could enjoy the winter and appreciate its health-giving benefits3 To this 

end, the week was deliberately designed as a simulacnim of the Montreal winter season. 

As a writer in the Montreal _Gazette explained: 

with the exception of the Ice Palace and =me other features introduced to 
enhance the interest of the occasion, the Camival is in reality only a 
panorama or generai view of the recreations which, to our young and 
heaithy especially, make our Canadian winter a season of delight.' 

Each year, the Notman Studio produced a photographie montage as a souvenir 

illustrating these winter recreations [Figure 4-11. It was hoped that the Carnivals would 

' As commented by a Boston jaumalist who had witnessed the torchlight procession for the 
Dufferins in 1873. NAC: MAAA Scrapboak 1, Journa[ [Boston], 22 January, i 873. 

Chris Shore, 'Ettrnicity as Revolutionary Strategy. Communist Fdentity Constnrctbn in 
M y , "  in Macdonald, m e  Furopean I d e m  36. 

-, January 26,1883, 8. 

-, January 27,1883, 4. 

This image was designated as a View, which indicates it was sold in large numbers in 
various sires. Contemporary newspaper reports daim the Notrnan Studio sold 1500 copies of the 



Fig. 4.1 : "Carnival: Montreal 1885," composite photograph painted by Eugene 
L'Africain. NPA: VI  478 
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counter the prevailing image abroad of Canada as a snowy, unhospitable wildemess, and 

thereby encourage immigration and commerce. To this end, in the 1885 poster 

photographs of the toboggan sfide, Tandem Club sleighs, and snowshoers tramping down 

the serpentine path on Mount Royal ftarned an image of the tce Palace at night. The 

Paface c m  be seen through the opening in a rough hem arch made of blocks of ice, at 

the side of whidt a snowshoer stands with torch in hand as if on guard- On the other side 

a tobogganing couple and another man gaze at the scene within. At the centre of the 

poster is a srnall curling cumpasite, reminding the viewer that the Scots were a prirnary 

constituent of Montreal's history. The lower haM of the poster is divided into three scenes, 

e w  st within an iw arch- O n  Fine side is a swng m i i s g ~ r d e ,  Qn the ~ther is a Fançy 

Dress - - -  Bail - @ the Windsor Hoel, and in the middle i s  the lœ Condora and [ce -on, built Qy 

the French-Canadian ofganiners to a-ct visitors to the predorninantiy francophone part 

ef aie &y. 

The composite image identifies Canadians with a wintery landscape and outdoor 

winter sports, but reassures the viewer that the nation is built on very firm and united 

foundations. The massed members of the upper and middle classes in the two lower 

corner images are dressed in historical costumes which evoke and mingle the history of 

Canada and its Eur~pean founders. The cunnection of Canada ter Britain, and the 

atlegimce of me Frençh Canadians to the British rnonarctry is aignifed by the lce Lion, 

while Canada's place within the British Empire is signified by the Ice Condora, which is 

topped wiai a sculpture of a snowshoer in the costume of a French-Canadian snowshoe 

club. Thus, the indigenous Canadian identity which displays itseif in outdoor sports is 

- - 

1883 version at $2 apiece: Morrow, "Frozen Festivals" 183. As souvenir items, these photographs 
functioned as reminders of a place and its people, and evoked an image of these for those who 
had not experienced thsm personally. 
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rnanifested inside as respectable, polite and civilized. The two poies of Canadian identity 

are represented as in accord. Excluded wrnpleteiy from this buçolic image are the Native 

people who provided the activities mnsidered characteristically Canadian. Also excluded 

are the working classes h o  buik the iœ sculptures, made the fancy clothes and cooked 

the meals, but did not thernselves have access to these pastimes or entertainments. 

The five Camivals, held in 1883, 1884,1885, 1887 and 1889, had very similar 

pr~grams.~ With few variations, a typical week induded the opportunity for visitors to try 

their hand at tobogganing on one of the siÏdes fun by the various toboggan Clubs. They 

could watch snowshoe races, hockey matches, curling bonspiels, horse races on the river, 

or skating competitions. They were invited to attend fancy-âress skating carnivals, music 

concerts perfonned by snowshoe club members, or, if they were sufficiently wealthy, a 

society Batl. There were parades of afl kinds of sleighs and home-drawn vehicles in the 

streets, nightly fireworks displays, and, the highlight of the week, the attack and defence of 

the lce Palace, followed by a torchlight procession of snowshoers. 

Given their success as tourist attractions, and as a wetcome bonanza for the 

railways, hotels, and local merchants who catered to their needs, it is not surprising that 

the Winter Carnivais have been a topic of interest ta social hisfon'ans. Sylvie Dufresne 

has provided an extremely useful and detailed descn'ption of the Winter Carnivals in her 
- - - - - - - 

The 1886 camival was canulled due to the smallpox epidemic which raged in Montmal 
over the winter of 1885-86; the 1888 carnival was wncelled due to poor organiration and lack of 
subscriptions. Sytvie Duftesne argues that the increasing cost of the carnival, the reluctanœ of 
the raiiways and hotels to provide financing, the difïicuity of coming up wiai something new each 
year, and, most imporlantty, fatigue and infighting between the snowshoe ctubs, conlributed to the 
demise of the Camivals by 1889: Dufresne, (1 980) 22-24. The 18û4 camival attracted the most 
visitors (approx. 60,OW). but the 1885 carnivat reached the most elaborate fom. Most of rny 
discussion and analysis wilt focus on the 1885 camival since it is in the opposition and contrast 
between the East and West End Cornmittee events that intemal tensions around differing concepts 
of national identi  are revealed- 



4982 M A  thesis and subsequent article7 Apart ftom desuitjing the organization and 

events of the five carnivals heu during the 1880s. she analyses the symbols of the 

carnivals - the ice palace, and other ice structures and statues - and notices twa 

categories of referents: one atfuding to British cuiture and the other to Canadian 

characteristics such as the 'typically Canadiann snowshoe co~turne.~ She daims that, 

although these two strearns of referents were not easily decoded by everyone, the 

monuments of the winter carnivals were ideologicaf vehicks which diffused the dominant 

di~rnurse.~ However she does not describe what this was, or how Canadian 

characteristics came to be recognized as such. 

While Qufresne's work is a tremendousiy usehrl foundation for the study of the 

Winter Cam~als, it teaves many questions unasked. Don Monow trieci to fit1 this gap by 

attempting to anatyse hsw the camivats worked as cuitumf, sporh'ng and social 

performances. He identifred the carnivals as cultural performances, and argued that aiey 

were 'sociai imprinting events," but without exptaining what they imprinted, or how they 

functioned in this way. instead he enurnerated the aspects of the week's events which he 

considered'to b;e carnivalesque, and concluded that the Carnivals started off as 'pure' 

camival in 1883, but bemme increasingly compted by commercialization and 

cornmodification as the years went by? 

Frank Ahbott's work on a later winter camival held in Quebec City in 1896 focusses 

Dufresne (1 98O), and "Le Carnaval d'hiver de Montréal, ? 883-t 889," Urban Histow R e v i w  
11 -3 (1983): 25-45. Since they share the same titfe, the Dufresne thesis and article wilt 
subsequentty be distinguished by date. 

Dufresne (1 980) 29. 
'O Morrow, *Frozen Festivalsn 173-1 90. 



on the visitorç, the promoters, the participants and ttie ordinacy citizens of the city and 

shows that the social divisions existing in the late nineteeinth century industrial city were 

effectiveiy maintained and even strengthened by such festivals.'' Few orâinary citizens 

coutd afford the time and money required to participate in the actMties, and the carnival 

erased the existence of the industrial city by focussing on promoting the romantic and 

idealized image of Old Quebec propagated by widely-read writers such as Francis 

Patkman. Like both Dufresne and Monow, Abbott agrees that members of the business 

elite todc over the traditional carnival and produceci 'a cmmefcial and exdusive version 

more in keeping wifh their [own] tastes and inferests."'* He suggests fhat the carnival 

events were an occaçion for the elite ta âhpiay themseîuw and to express fheir own 

vdues white the role of the cowd was as the rewiuer of a message They had no part in 

formulating-"' 

Alt these historiaris seem to take it as 'naturat' mat winter sports would be the 

central feature of the car nival^.'^ None of them ask: why snawshoeing? or why 

toboggaining? They describe and enurnerate --public spectacles which made up the 

Carnival, but fail to set them within the context of the histoy of such 'invenkd traditions' in 

Montreal. Furthemore, they do not cons ide^ the role of pertfomance and the agency of 

the audience in the cansfmdion of meaning, for fo pecfonn Ss bofh €0 do and fo show and 

'the o b s e r ~ ~ ~ n  of the cleed is an essential part q€ the doingl,. e v w  if the observer b e  

invisible or is the performer t~erseif.''~ In contrast, I wilt consider haw winter and winter 

l1 Abbott, 'Cold Cash' 170- 
'2 Abbott, 'Cold Cashn 202. 

" Abbott, "Cdd Cashn 193 
'* Abbott, =otd Cash* quotes, without comment, the e à i i r  of the m: 

*Of course, the siaptes muid have to be the custarnary drivmg, skating, srraw-shoeing, curting, 
hockey playhg; tobogganin g.." (1 79) 

l5 DriverSO-81. 



sports became an essentia! signifier of Canadian identity which disthguished Canadians 

from Americans and the British- ln addition, I will demonstrate the importance of sports 

clubs in elaborating a repertoire of public festive forms, and illustrate the ways in which 

identity was actively perfomed. 

The Montreal Winter Camivals were neither tme camivats nor traditional French- 

Canadian festivals or fetes. Camivals are popular festivities, occasions for 

overindufgence in al1 the fleshly sins. Carnival street parades and festivities are unruly, full 

of the bizarre and the grotesque because carnival is a spaœ and time of inversions, 

where the worlci is tumed upside dom, and stafus and rules are disrupted and 

undermined? But, far from being popular events, only a select porüon of the Montreal 

population participated in the Wnter Camivals, and every attempt was made to avoid the 

intrusion of any hint of disorder- Although the WTnter Camivals purporteci to be popular 

events, they exduded the participation of any but the relaüvely wealthy. In effect they 

were civic festivals staged as tourist attractions to put Montreal on the North American 

tourkt map. They provided visitors with a display of Canadiana, and allawed the 

professional and commercial rniddle classes the opportunity to drarnatize their own 

l6 Acc~rding to Victor Turner, camivat is a timinal Wace where the normal niles of society no. 
longer appw Turner op. cit. The seminal description of the subversive power of carnival and the 
carnivatesque is Mikhait Bakhtin, Pabem and his Worla trans. Héléne Iswolsky (Btoomington: 
Indiana University mess, 1984). The American carnival tradition, and its connedion to French 
Canada is traced by Samuet Kinser, Çamival. American S s  
Mobile-(Chicago: University of-Chiçago- Press, 1990) ch. 2. A bfiefreview of approach'es to 
carnival can be found in Keith Watden, Becomirig Mo* in Toronto. The IndUsfnâj Exmion a M  . .. 

S m  of a Latedorian Culture (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1 997) 292-3. For a 
description of French-Canadian festivals see, Raymond Montpetit, Le temps des f6te;c au Québeç 
(Montreal: mitions de t'homme, 1978) 169. Dufresne argues that the Carnivafs were not 
traditional, agrarian camivats such as those popular in Quebec in earlier times. lnstead they were 
motivated by the commercial intff ests of the organizers: Dufresne (1 980) 1 -3; Morrow aitern pts to 
identify the carnivalesque aspects of the Winter Camivak, but his arguments are largely 
unconvincing: Morrow "Frozen Festivalsn 173-8. 



importance." While-the pecuniary incentive was downplayed by Camival organizers, who 

claimed to be inspired by the desire 70 prove that the people of Montreal can be 

hospitable, wiarout the vulgar object of money-rnakmg,n'8 there is no doubt mat the 

financial advantages of the Carnivals were appreciated. Organizers and newspaper 

reporters comrnented on the benefits of the Carnival to the railways, merchants and 

businessmen as a stimulus for trade, as well as the employrnent it provided for workers 

cutting ice blocks, clearing snow. constructing the ice rnonwnentç, -ng up flctgç and 

bunting, and so on.'g R.D. McGibbon noted the stimulus the Carnivals had provided to 

athletic sportsSa> and a writer in the Canadian IIIu&&d predicted the favourabie 

impression visitars would receive of Canadians: 

Visitors wilt l e m  that our cold climate does not interfere with the warmth of 
our feelings or the deihcy of aur social infercourse. The evidence of 
wealth and prosperity which they behold on all sides will show OUF more 
southem neighbours that snow and ice are na bar in our commercial 
devefopment or financiai progre~s.~' 

There was more to the Camivals, however, than civic boosterism. Raymond 

Montpetit describes festivals from a functionalist point of view as ?a projection idealisée de 

l'image que ce groupe cherche A donner de fui-meme, de ta conception qu'il a, du pouvoir 

qu'il exerce, et de t'ordre social qu'il maintient? But the Camivals were not just an 

l7 Abbott concludes that the carnivals were pffmarity twrist products, although he 
acknowledges their role as cultural perfomancesimaginative creations of "how things ought to be" 
from the point of view of the local elite: Abbott, "Cold Cash" 169. 

l8 Gazette. February 7, 1884, 4. A M e r  commented the first year thaf The Camival will 
excite an interest in Canada to the very ends ofthe ea m... lt is (to look at it in a business light) a 
practicaf advertisement which could in no way be surpassed. From a patriotic and poetic 
standpoint, it is a gfamorous conception...". Note the use of 'glamorous', fram the root word 'glam', 
to trick or enchant through magical illusion. 

This view was expressed in G m ,  January 26,1883, 8; l a  Presse, Janoary 24, 1885 
(Demiére); Min-, January 28, 1885,- 

21 an Illusmed News, January 27,1883, S i .  

Raymond Montpeüt, 'Fetes et Societé au Québec. Lâvisite de Prince de Galles et al 
Construction du Crystal Palace Montreal, en 1860," m o r t  du Growe de Reaerche en Afl 
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'expression' or 'reflection* of the financial and class interests of the professionai and 

commercial rniddle classes; by their perfomance they were agents in the constitution, or 

fabrication. of national identity? This was a peciad of international nation-building, when 

Canada was pursuing a national policy designed to foster domestic rnanufacturing and 

markets, thus forging an independent course which woufd protect Canadian industry from 

the United States, and signify independence from Great Britain. The Montreal middle 

classes - the Iawyers, joumalists, doctrn, merchants and srnait-scale entrepreneurs wtio 

ran the sports dubs, almg the growing class of white-cullar clerks, hkkeepers and 

salaried employees who made up the bulk of their membership - wanted to establiçh th& 

identity as menbers of a civilized, progressive, modem nation wttich chenshed its 

connection with the British Empire, yet had ifs. own identity distinct ffom Britain, and the 

U S -  The Northem destiny discourse. which had drawn on the visuaf vocabulaly created 

by photographers like William Notman, and been articufated by writers such as Taché, Le 

Moine, Beers, and Haliburton, provided a distinct Canadian identity which was ernbodied 

Po~ufaire. 1975-1979 (Montreal: UQAM. 1979) 261. 
Susan Davis argues that parades are more than reflections of society, they are public 

enactments patterned by and patteming social forces. Celebrations therefore shape the power 
relations in the City, although they are a selective version of focal social relationships which do not 
represent al1 communities: Susan Davis, - - 
Philadel~hiê (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1986). Parades are seen as political 
practices producing nationalism by David Waldstreicher, "Rites of Rebellion, Rites of Assent: 
Celebrations, Print Culture, and the Ongins of Amencan Nationalisrn," The Journal of Amencan 
Histon, (June 1995): 37-61. Simon Newman looks at the role of festivals and public 
spectacle/participation in the streets in the formation of political identities in early Republican . * 
America of the 1790s:Parades a d  the Politics of the Street. Festive Culture in the mv Amencan 
Renublic (Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania Press, 1997). The literature on the producüve 
versus reflective worlc of fairs and exhibitions is reviewed by Walden Becomirlg Moderq xiii-xiv. 

*' Key organizers from the MSSC induded R.D. McGibbon, a lawyer, Hugh Graham, editor 
of the SfâL, G.W. Beers, a dentist, and G.R. Starke, secretary of Dominion Transport Co. From 
the St. George Snow Shoe Club were S. Howard, an engineer, W.L. Mathews, manager of Donon 
and Wright Co. Ltd., and F.C. Henshaw, Vice-Consul for South America. The Argyle Snow Shoe 
Club was represented by C. Torrance, an entrepreneur who headed his own Company; T. Brown, 
manager of Goodyear Rubber Co. belonged ta the Montreal Curling Club, C.P. Davidson, a lawyer, 
from the Victoria Skating Club, and A.W. Stevenson, an accountant, came from the MAAA List 
compiled from Dufresne (1 980) 1 14 and Appendix V. 



and enacted through the performance of indigenous sports such as snowshoeing, 

tobogganing and lacrosse. These were 'primitive' aboriginal activities which British 

colonists had made 'civilized' through the imposition of the British ideology of discipline 

and fair play. Participating in these sports was an indigenising experience which made 

one a 'son of the soil' - a new native-Canadian. Enacting this identity in the public 

spectacles of the Winter Camivals, in front of a huge international audience, was a display 

and confirmation of national identity. 

The Camivals were recorded visually in newspaper illustrations and photographs, 

but these still images do not adequately present the Carnival events as kinetic cultuml 

perfomances - occasions for cultural self-definition which, through a pre-existing script 

and sequence of events, presented to an audience a vision of what it was to be a certain 

kind of Canadian, and made participants wnscious of themsefves as an identifiable 

g r o ~ p - ~ ~  Understanding the narratives, and hence the meanings these sequences created 

at the time, is only possible through reading conternporary interpretations, and these are 

rnost readily available in newspaper reports. In this chapter, I will therefore tum frorn the 

visual remid to-textual re-presentations of visual experiences, always with the 

understanding that these reports are representations of the events rather than necessarily 

objective records. ln the discrepancies and inconsistencies of the text may be found 

25 The Winter Carnivals were neither carnivalesque nor purely ritual. Although elements of 
what Victor Turner calls Whe drama of ritual actionn were present, namely, singing, dancing, 
feasting, and some bizarre dress, 'genuinely cathartic effects, causing.-.mal transformations of 
character and of social relationshipsn were not effected, especially considering the hornogeneous 
nature of the participants and audience. (Turner 55-56). lnstead of transforming social 
relationships, the Camivals displayed and affimed those which already existed- Cultural 
performances are performances of the 'stories a people tell about themselvesn (Clifford Geertz, 
quoted by MacAfoon 246), but the problem with the concept of cultural performance is that the 
tendency is to cal1 al1 social behaviour a cultural performance- I accept John MacAloon's 
contention that cultural perfomers are aware of their audience, and also follow 'sorne sort of pre- 
existing script." MacAloon 8-9. 
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hidden meanings which could not be voiced. Although Iittle of their work was signed with a 

by-iine, the Montreal press were members of the sarne social group as the camival 

organizers, and largely shared their values and objectives? Through their reports, a 

much wider audience was infomed about Canada and being Canadian than could actually 

attend the events? A number of these joumalists were actually principal members of the 

camival organizing cornmittees: for instance H.J. Cloran, the editor of the Post and True 

yvitness, Fred Colson, the editor of the (jiazette, Hugh Graham, editor of the Star, John 

Livingston, editor of the Jierafd and Fabien Vanasse, editor of Monde. The 

newspapers were, therefore, in favour of the Carnivals, the m r  and La Pa- being their 

most enthusiastic promoters, and al! acted as official arbiters of the success and failure of 

the eventsZ8 Consequently, their reactions can be considered as representing those of 

the local audience. The two streams of referents Dufresne notices were not chosen at 

random, but from a repertoire of traditions invented by the sports clubs over the past four 

de~ades.'~ The spectacles mounted for the Carnivals were public displays of colonial 

28 For a list of the principal organizeis of the camival, see Dufresne (1 980) Appendix V. The 
bourgeois culture of Victorian reporters is suggested by Paul Rutherford, A Victorian Authoritv; 
T h e d a  (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1 982) 
115-155. 

27 "Thus a succession of essentially non-literary ... acüvities assumed a textual existence in 
the...national press ..." Newman 187. Newman's interest is in the political agency of celebratory 
forrns, while I am more interested in their significance in tenns of national identii. There is no 
doubt, however, that the Winter Camivafs were also vehicles by which the status and political power 
of a particular social group was constituted and affirrned. 

28 Dufresne (1 980) 4. 1 O n.5. I have relied on Dufresne's thesis for a reading of the and 
La Patrie, and focussed myself particularfy on the m, Minervg and Presse. 

29 An interesting paraIIel to the obsewaüon that a repertoire of public performances was 
created as part of nation-building, is the demonstration by Sarah M. Corse, m n a f i s m  and 

d S m  (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1997) that national Iiterary canons, or 'repertoires," are also formed in tandem 
with nation-building. She shows that the development of Canadian national literature was delayed 
until the mid-twentieth century because Canadians had no need for a Canadian literature while 
they were happy reading British or French work, and it was not until after post-WWIf that it 
became important to identii a Canadian school. When this emerged, it showed d-ifferent thematic 
concems to American literature, which were "not 'natural', but part of a process of national 
distinction"(63) She argues that "National literatures are not refiections of the national character, 



loyalty and Canadian distincüveness. This Canadian identity was created through k i n g  

irnagined and envisaged, and then being embodied in repeated performances which were 

witnessed by audiences who identified the performances as 'Canadian', and sanctioned 

certain behaviours as legitimate, H i l e  censuring those wbich went beyond the limits of the 

acceptable. For the continued existence of any putative national identity depends upon its 

'public transcript" k i n g  recognized, accepted, and shared by the people of a nation, or at 

least by a dominant group. This allows the nation to envision itseif as a cohesive identity 

which includes 'us' and excluded al1 'others.' The audience is not, therefore, a passive 

recipient of 'a message it had no part in formulating", as Abbott argues, but an essential 

and ache part of the construction of identity because it proscribes the boundaries of 

identity, whiie legitimizing the daim to be 'Canadian'? Having seen and accepted the 

performance of national identity at the Carnivals, many members of the audience emulated 

it themselves, thus bewming both pedagogical objects and perfomative subje~ts.~' The 

interpretation of meaning created by cutturaf performances was, however, subjective, and 

consequently different audiences may have formulated different interpretations of me 

events. Newspaper commentary gives us an indication of how at least one group irnagined 

itself, and analysis of the sttategies of representation employed in the Camival events 

shows that, while the organizers strove to wnvey the impression of social and cuftuml 

unity for foreign visitors, different, sometimes confiiding, meanings were constnicted by 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - 

but manifestations of the 'invention' of the nation, of the strategies used to create national 
identitiesJthey are] powerful visions of the way national elites construct the nation and national 
identity.*(74) In other words, the literary (or perfomative) canon is not random, but selected to 
Say something about national uniqueness.(75) The connection between the nation and literature is 
taken for granted, and the same is true for sport, and uitimately, for the carnival events. The 
choice of indigenous sports was not random, and the choice of camival events grew out of cuttural 
praciices constructed for their national significance. 

Butter, "Perfomative Actsn 277 n.9. 
3' Bhabha 297. Members of the audience idenüfy the performers as people like themselves 

acting as Canadians, which teaches them how to act Canadian, and acting Canadian makes them 
believe they are Canadian. 
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perforrners and local spectators. In fact, the representations of the public spectacles of 

the Winter Carnivals made visible the growing rifts in Montreal society. 

The Context of Winter Festivitieg 

Although the Winter Carnivals were initially proposed by the snowshoe and 

lacrosse clubs, and although winter sports were a crucial part of their programme, it is not 

sufficient to just assume "it would seem natural that winter sport" be show~ased.~~ Given 

the growing populanty of lacrosse and the desire to promote the favourable aspects of the 

Canadian climate, one rnight ask why a summer camival had not been suggested 

instead? Part of the answer lies in the fact that winter was a slow time for merchants and 

store owners in Montreal since the St. Lawrence was frozen from November to April and 

commercial adivities muid not take place? An event such as a winter carnival, which 

required snow and ice as a prerequisite, made this climatic disadvantage into a virtuel and 

wouid "revaloriserait cette saison", and stimulate the local economy by promoting tourism 

from other parts of Canada and the United States.35 More irnportantiy, though, they were 
- - -- - - - . .- 

32 Morrow, "Frozen Festivals" 174. For Morrow the place of sport in the Camivals is 
"intriguing" because he assumes that "sport* is synonymous with 'cornpetitive sport," which he 
rightly notes was marginalised in the program. By defining the Winter Camivals as carnaval, 
rather than as civic festivals, he misses the point. It was the dis~lav of indigenous sports which 
was central to the Carnivals, not cornpetition. His claim that the "carnivals were hollow dramas of 
Montreal sporting myths and activities that reflected, at various times, the essence of the spirit of 
carnavain is wrong. The Montreal sporting myths and activities were far from hollow dramas, they 
were cuitural performances full of meanings for participants and spectators, meanings about 
identity and nation, not about 'carnaval-" (1 88) 

In fact this was suggested at various times. A dispute began in 1885 between the 
Hamilton S~ectato~ and the Montreal Star over whether advertising Canada by means of winter 
carnivals was counter-productive in that it emphasized the difficutties of the cfimate and might 
discourage immigration: The Week, January 29, 1885, 136. W n  DCCBL~~~SL~ ,  25 January, 
1883 shared these reservations: quoted by Dufresne (1 980) 141. ia Min-, February 2, 1885 
saw it as the loss of another chance to prornote the good agricultural possibilities of the Canadian 
climate. 

Y Despite the new transportation links, wntemporary newspapers still cornplained of the 
slow-down of business caused by the winter. 

35 Dufresne (1980) 9. 



winter carnivals because winter and winter sports were the unique signifiers of Canada. 

Snowshoeing and tobogganing were principal events in the Camivals because they were 

distinctive as national characteristics - and novelties which would attract American 

v i s i t o r~ .~~  Whereas curling, skating and sleighing were activities available elsewhere, 

snowshoeing and tobogganing were specïfically Canadian winter sports which had to be 

experienced in situ?' Since the purpose of the Camivals was to overcome unfavourable 

stereotypes of the Canadian dimate by showing visitors how Canadians sunrived, and 

even enjoyed the winter season, winter sports were the ideal medium by which to 

demonstrate this. 

Previous chapters have showed how a particular national identity was envisaged 

and imagined by members of the professional and middle classes in Montreal. 

Photographes like William Notman provided a visual vocabulary, while W. George Beers 

linked indigenous sports and Canadian nationality in numerous articles touting the distinct 

character of Canadian sports, and through his promotion of lacrosse as Canada's national 

game? Moreover, the snowshoe clubs created an ethos of strenuous exefcise, discipline, 

36 Lacrosse, the indigenous summer sport, was represented at the 1884 Camival by a match 
played on ice. It aroused much attention, but was not repeated since it was felt the audience had 
not sufficiently understood the game, and hockey was much more suited to the season. No doubt 
it was included due to its importance as a national signifier, and it should be remembered that 
many of the snowshoers also pfayed lacrosse. 

37 The importance of curling as a Camival event declined rapidly each year. It was one of 
the major features of the first Carnival, but by 1885 was a rninor event. This could be interpreted 
as evidence of the increasing icanic significance of indigenous sports, or rnay simply be due to the 
reIuctance of the curling clubs to keep up a high level of involvement in Camivaf organization. 
Fewer outdoor rinks for public skating appear to have been built each year as well, but this may 
reflect declining interest on the part of joumaiists reporting their existence rather than reality. 
Sleigh riding and parades were an important feature of every Camival. 

* He claimed: 'One of the characteristics of our best Canadian sports is that they are 
identified with the Indians." Beers, Over the 15. This statement was reiterated next year in 
the Souvenir of the Montreal Winter Camval of 1884.., (Montreal: Canada Raitway News Co. Ltd., 
1884). 
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manliness and respectable behaviour finked to a narrative of nation which connected the 

snowshoers back to a golden age of snowshoeing in the fur trade, Since the formation of 

the first club in 1843, snowshoeing had gradually gained in popularity, and several clubs 

were formed in the 9 870s. By the 1880s snowshoeing was at the peak of its popularity in 

Montreal, Quebec City, Ottawa, Toronto, Winnipeg and the Maritime provinces. It 

attracted many of "the leading spirits of the day," inciuding men from "our legislative halls, 

counting houses, banks, bench and bar? The large number of clubs meant that every 

evening of the week one or more would muster for a tramp over the mountain, and several 

ciubs would gather on Saturday afternoon for a longer and more chaflenging excursion, 

making the distinctive snowshoe unifonn a cornmon sight on the streets of Montreal. The 

profuse acclaim which snowshoers and snowshoeing received in the press reports of the 

first Camival in 1883, both in Canada and abroad, affirmed the distinctiveness of the sport 

as a national pastime, and stirnulated the formation of new clubs the following season. 

In fomulating a program for the Winter Carnivals, there were a number of public 

celebrations providing a repertoire of events upon which the organizers coutd draw. The 

Winter Carnivats were timed to coincide with carnaval, the week before the beginning of 

Lent, but by 1880 this traditional French-Canadian holiday was liffle observed, at least in 

the city of Montreal?' However, regular parades were held by fratemal organizations such 

38 W. George Been, "Canadian Winter Sports, " Bishob's Camival il lu^, (Montreal: 
George Bishop & Co., February 1884) n.p. 

40 The exact number of clubs in existence at one time is hard to pinpoint, since many had a 
very fleeting existence, perhaps oniy lasting one season. Morrow estimates there were 25 clubs in 
existence in Montreal in 1885: Morrow, YKnightsn 37. Metcalfe daims there were 20 clubs in 1881 
and 16 in 1887: Metcalfe, "Evolutionn 149. Membership figures showed big increases in the 1880s; 
for instance, in 1886 the MSSC had 1100 active rnembers, as opposed to 300 in 1878: Morrow 
"Knightsn 5 n.5. 

'' Abbott, 'Cold Cash" 186. Mardi gras had been unruly and unrestrained in New France, 
people went disguised in the streets, made lots of noise, knocked on doors and windows, etc. 
These activities were discouraged by the Church and disapproved of by eariy English travellers: 



as the freemasons and Oddfellows, by trade and labour groups, and national societies 

such as the St. George's and St. Andrews's. Civic bah, addresses, toasts, illuminations, 

military parades and gun salutes were common foms of ceremonial for visiting dignitaries, 

and particularly for royal or vice-regal visitd2 In addition, there were funeral parades, 

religious celebrations and the annual St. Jean Baptiste Day festival, which included a 

parade followed by speeches, picnic, and sports. In fact, some felt there were too rnany 

festivals and holidays in Montreal, and hinted thaï this love of amusement might be a 

character flaw? 

Along with these celebratory foms, was the substantial repertoire of snowshoe 

club activities which had become annual traditions over recent decades. S i n e  the Winter 

Carnivals were designed to represent the winter season in Montreal, these becarne key 

features of the program. For instance, as discussed in the first chapter, the MSSC held 

the first "Snowshoe Concerl" in 1874, a program of club choruses, songs, solos and 

tableau vivant perfomed in aid of chanty. This proved so popular that snowshoe concerts 

became a yearly event, and clubs travelled to other towns in order raise money. These 

concerts became a feature of each carnival. Similady, ever since 1847 the clubs had held 

Abbott, "Cold Cash" 185 17-43. 
42 Peter Goheen has wntten several articles on street parades in Victorian Canada. See, for 

example, 'Symbols in the Streets: Parades in Victonan Urban Canada," iJrban Histopf Review 18.3 
(Feb 1990): 237-243 and "Parading: a lively tradition in early Victorian Toronto," jdeologv and 

d s c a ~ e  in Hisfglical Pers~ect ive. Essavs on t he meaninas of s o w s  in the gag , eds. 
Alan R.H. Baker and Gidean Biger (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992): 330-351. The 
American repertoire of celebratory forms, and their agency in popular political culture is discussed 
by Newman op. cit. 
a Presse, January 31,1885: 'Depuis un an, nous avons eu six fois du fêtes, et mêmes 

d'avantage: le dernier carnaval, la Kermesse, fa Saint-Jean-Baptiste, la visite des savants anglais, 
les voyages aux eaux, l'exposition, et le carnaval qui se termine aujourd'hui; tout cela nous a 
occupé plus de la moitié du temps." The writer goes on to suggest that if the workers had 
constructed stone houses instead of ice palaces, they would have eamed the same amount of 
rnoney but their work would not have been lost. 
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annual races, and these too became a feature of the Carnivals. The most spectacular 

traditions 'invented' by the snowshoe clubs were those which had been created to 

welcome royalty, namely the torchlight snowshoe procession, first perforrned for Lord and 

Lady Dufferin in 1873, and the 'living arch,' first created for the amval of the Marquis of 

Lorne and Princess Louise in 1878, both of which became key events incorporated into 

the Carnival program. 

For al1 but the first Camival, when Lord Lome was unable to attend, a snowshoe 

arch was built at the corner of St. James Street and McGill, marking the edge of the oid 

city of Montreal, and the govemor general's carriage passed through the arch on the way 

from the train station to his rooms at the Windsor H ~ t e l ? ~  The other rernarkable tradition 

invented by the snowshoe clubs, nameiy the torchlight procession, was also inspired by 

the desire to display colonial loyalty through physical performance and will be discussed at 

length below. Since the rnajonty of the Camival organizers were themselves leading 

mernbers of the sporting clubs, it is not surprising that torchlight processions, living arches. 

snowshoe concerts, cornpetitive races, and picturesque costumes, al1 became mainstays 

of the Winter Camival prograrns. 

While winter sports signified and displayed the indigenous pole of Canadian 

identity, which was a confiation of Native and French-Canadian cultures, the British pole 

was evidenced through the 'civilized' and orderly rnanner with which the Carnivals were 

conducted. The hvo poles of Canadian identity were also evident in the syrnbalism and 

omamentation mobilized by the Carnival organizers. Numerous references made it clear 
- - 

Dufresne (1980) 183-4. The govemor general did not pass airough the snowshoe arch in 
1885. The 1884 Snowshoers' Arch was illustrated in Montreal Dailv Star. Camival Nurnber 1884. 



that Canadians were a special type of British subject. Royal ernblems wmpeted for 

precedence with snowshoes and toboggans and tuques as omament on arches, parade 

floats, Street decorations, at the ice rinks, and even as centerpieces on the buffet tables of 

the Windsor Hotel B a l l ~ . ~ ~  Bfltish flags were flown in the streets alongside the American 

and Dominion flags; at the Victoria Skating Rink in 1885 a bust of Queen Victoria sculpted 

in ice took centre place, flanked by ice sculptures of male and female snowshoers. The 

ice palaces were inspired by medieval castles, and the ice edifices designed and built for 

the predominanüy French-Canadian east end of Montreal made reference to British 

heritage. The Condom, buik in 1885, was said to be inspired by a Buddhist temple and 

the ice Lion was modelled after the lions at the foot of Nelson's Column. ln 1887 an ice 

mare, fashioned after the one at Hampton Court, was built in the Champs de Mars- 

Furthemore, Canadian patnotism and loyalty was not confined to visual syrnbols: at 

dinners and banquets toasts were made to the royal family, and British patriotic songs 

were part of the program of every music concert. 

There was a close connection between the sports clubs and representatives of the 

British monarchjr. The first public lacrosse game by the MLC was played for the Prince of 

Wales; Prince ARhur had been an active participant in winter sports, and had been on 

hunting expeditions in the Gatineau hills; the first torchlight procession by the snowshoe 

clubs was held for Lord Dufferin, and the first snowshoe arch was built to welcome Lord 

Lome and Pnncess Louise. Lord Dufferin, Lord Lome and their families were enthusiastic 

participants in winter sports, camping and hunting, and built toboggan slides and ice rinks 

At the 1885 Fancy Dress Bal!, the centerpieces were the ice palace and male and female 
snowshoers sculpted in sugar, as well as a condom, a steeplechase, a fountain and deer: Gazette 
January 31, 1885, 5; Wresse January 31,1885 (Derniére). 
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at Rideau Hall." In participating in these indigenous activities, the royal representatives 

conferred upon them the royal seal of approval, confirming their respectability and 

legitimacy. Thus, they enacted in materiai form the link between the colony and the 

Empire, and established these particular cultural practices as characteristically Canadian. 

The participation of the govemor general and his party was always a feature of 

newspaper reporting. Lord Lome was unable to attend the first carnival, but Lord 

Lansdowne's participation in 1884 gained him great popularity. Lord Lansdowne allowed 

his name to be attached to the 1884 Carnival as its Honorary Patron, and agreed to accept 

rnembership in a new Toboggan Club named in his honour. He and his wife ofTicially 

opened the Lansdowne Toboggan Club slide by taking the ceremonial first mn down its 

slopes, and, predictably, were both said to have been greatly arnused by the experience. 

Tobogganing played a very important role in the Winter Camivals; it was more 

accessible ta Camival visitors than snowshoeing because it needed less skill and physicaf 

prowess, and could be enjoyed by both sexes and al1 ages. Visitors could take a bus or 

cab to any of the club slides, where they were able to use the facilities for free during 

Camival week." Thus, they were able to both witness what Canadians did, as well as try 

out how it felt to be one. This was afso tnie for visitors frorn other parts of the Dominion, 

as a result of which the sport was greatly popularized by the Camivals. 

'"any photographs in the Dufferin Family Album (NAC: 1969-1 95) attest to this. Gerald 
Redmond credits Dufferin with establishing a tradition of viceregal supporl for sports. Subsequent 
governors general encouraged sports through awarding championship cups: the Minto Cup for 
lacrosse, the Stanley Cup for hockey and the Grey Cup for football: Gerald Redrnond, The 
S~ortinta Scots of Nineteenth Century Canada (London: Associated University Press, 1982) 140-41 

47 on's Swlement 15-18. Buses left the McGill Gates on Saturday aftemoons and 
moonlight evenings dunng the @nter rnonths. 



Tobogganing, or 'lndian sleigh riding,' was an ancient activity in Canada, but 

apparently unknown to Americans before the 1883 Carn i~a l .~~  According to the Canadian 

lllustrated News: 

To hosts of our Arnerican cousins the very name is unknown ... This is a 
purely Canadian spo rî... These long lndian sleds, thin as wafers, strong as 
steel ... afford an amount of exhilarating kin that is peculiar to thernsel~es.~~ 

It was certainly an amusement with a long history in Canada, especially as a winter 

pastime for children. Be rs  explained for the benefit of Arnerican visitors, that in his 

schoddays McTavishls Hill and the Côte des Neiges road were favourite tobogganing 

hills. As the city grew, tobogganers were displaced and Fletcher's Field became a popular 

site. Tobogganing was not just popular in Montreal; Beers mentions the famous ice cone 

at Montmorency Falls near Quebec City, and Fort Henry at Kingston as two other excellent 

tobogganing sites? 

Tobogganers initiaily took advanbge of natural hills and slopes and used the 

"traine sauvagesn of Native rnan~facture.~' But, in the hands of British cotonists, 

tobogganing, like snowshoeing, was subjected to organization and technological 

'improvementsl: Liffle could be done to make the sleds more 'scienüfic.' but much was 

done to improve the ~lides.'~ Ed Ruthven encapsulated the history of tobogganing for his 

- --- . -- - 

48 Winter Camival lllustrated n.p. 

nadian Illustrated News. Camival Number with Supplement, January 27, 1883, 5. 

Beers Over the Snow 37. 
This could be dangerous, and an impediment to traffic. Thirty or forty sleds belonging to 

children using Beaver Hall Hill on a Sunday in February of 1860 were seized by the police, 
according to a Gazette report. However, this did not solve the problem since they just used fence 
posts instead! Quoted by Lindsay, "History of Sport" 72-73. 

52 An excerpt from an article in the January 1886 edition of -, notes, however, that the 
manufacture of a new, faster type of toboggan had been undertaken by a Montreal factory. The 
old bark toboggans made by Natives cost two or three dollars, this new kind, made more 
cornfortable, ferninine and aesthetically pleasing with velvet cushions, cost from $30 to $40! The 
author estimated that it cost "eight or nine hundred dollars to build a double track slide with a 60 to 



It used to be necessary to have a hill and to slide down it until the snow 
was packed hard enough to make the exercise a pleasure. After a time nch 
men who did not happen to have hills at hand built slides for their children. 
The idea was taken up and big slides were built for the amusement of 
grown people. This was expensive, however, and gave the Rch people a 
monopoly of the sport. Tobogganing clubs were then fonned among the 
young men to put the fun on a more democratic basis? 

In effect, then, tobogganing was tamed and domesticated in a sirnilar way to lacrosse and 

snowshoeing- From being a Native method of transporting goods across the snowy 

iandscape, it was adopted by French, and later British colonists who appropriated the 

activity, brought it into the city, and transformed it into an organized sport, subject to rules 

of behaviour and club membership? Several govemors general and their families enjoyed 

tobogganing: Lord Monck had toboggan slides built at 'Spencerwood', his private Quebec 

re~ idence;~ Lord Dufferin had one built at Rideau Hall, and Lord Lorne buiit another,* as 

well as making a skating area with a log cabin for ct~anging.~~ Lord Lome and Princess 

Louise regularly gave skating and tobogganing parties for 500 guests at which the 

govemor general dressed in a snowshoe outfit. This must have done much to confer the 

70 foot chute and a comfortable club house," and a further $150 or more a month for upkeep. 
NAC: MAAA MG28 1-351, H-1992, 83. Prices seern to have fluctuated considerably since the 
Montreal Star. December 22, 1888, 8. estimates the most comfortable and luxurious of toboggans 
cost between $2 and $3, wuhile the Native-made ' mine sauvage' cost only 70-80 cents: Dufresne 
(1 980) 84. 

53 The Week Febmary 7,1885, 153. 
Y The history of tobogganing in the French Regime and the denvation of toboggans, sleighs 

and carioles is described by J.P. Massicotte and C. Lessard, Vaine et Glissoire A Travers 
L'Histoire du Québec," Çanadian Journal of the History of S ~ o a  19.2 (December 1988): 62-78. 

55 Hubbard, Pideau Hall 17. 
56 Undated letter frorn Lord Dufferin's son, Archie, to his sister Victoria, commenting on 

changes to Rideau Hall since they had left in 1878: 'Lord Lorne's new wooden toboggan slide is 
the oniy change much in the grounds of any importance. It is alongside of the old one and a little 
higher and steeper." NAC: MG 27 183 II1 8 D1231M/2/4. 

Letter dated October 8, 1879 from Lord Lome to his brother. Lord Archibald Campbell: 
W e  are making a most fovely second skating place in a little pine wood close to the iiouse. We 
are to have a house buift as an eariy Canadian log house close to the ice [for] skate fastening and 
general waning purposes." NAC: MG 17 1 64 Reel A-717, 1829. 



aura of respectability on these sports? 

Forming clubs and building slides and club houses was a means by which club 

members differentiated and separated themselves from the poorer classes. By 

demarcating specific areas as club property, and by adopting blanket suit costumes, the 

professional and commercial middle-class tobogganers were in no danger of having to 

share their slides with 'the great unwashed,' who in any case probably had little time and 

energy to spare for such diversions. The first club, the Montreal Toboggan Club was 

fomed in 1879, with three slides on Mount Royal near Cote St. Antoine. The club opened 

its slides to visitors for the first Carnival, and proved to be immensely popular, so much so 

that the following winter several others were fomed, including the Tuque Bleue, the Park, 

the Lansdowne, and the Beaver. These clubs each maintained their own slides and club 

houses for refreshments, to provide ladies with a place to arrange their clothes, and for 

toboggan storage. There were usually four or more slides, with an artificial shoot built at 

the top to give a steeper drop to the natural hillside. Some clubs built a stairway up the hiil 

beside the slides to make the ascent easier." The drop was steep and long: 

The spdrt is something more than merely exhilarating. A quarter of a mile in 
fourteen seconds, the first part of the journey down a hill the descent of 
which is like falling off a roof of a four-storey house, is cafculated to quicken 
the pulse to a point which 'exhilaration" is not sufficiently strong to do 
justice to. Yes, tobogganing is becoming an institution and a hair-raising, 
breath-catching, glorious institution it isSs0 

Tobogganing therefore had many parallels to lacrosse and snowshoeing: it was an 

58 n Sp-atoc, January 7, 1880. Newspaper clipping, MG 27 1 84, Reel A-71 7,  
1274-6. 

ss Gazette, February 4, 1884, 5 lists the slides and gives their dimensions. as does 
son's Su~~lement, 15-1 8. The details do not always agree. 

Ed Rutfwen, me Week Febmary 7,1884,1534. 
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indigenous activity which had ken ,  'tamed,' organized and made more 'scientÏfic,' but its 

history had been appropiiated by the British colonists, and daimed for thernselves. The 

blanket unifomi was shared with the snowshoe clubs - many members belonged to both, 

and often to a lacrosse club as well - and in the streets and on the toboggan slides this 

cleariy identified the 'Canadians' from the 'others'. 

. . ences and the of IdentiQ 

In order for the Canadian national identity constructed through the appropriation 

and transformation of indigenous activities to eam legitimacy, it had to be dispiayed 

publically for a farger, Dominion-wide audience in order ta gain their recognition, and to 

show other Canadians how to be or act Canadian. It also had to be displayed for an 

Arnerican and European audience, to persuade them that Canadians had a distinct 

nationality of their own. National identities purposefully distinguish one nation from 

another. Therefore, a distinctive national identity had to distinguish Canadians from 

'others' - especially from the two large powers who most influenced Canadian society, 

namely the U.S. and Britain. The task was to show British visitors that Canadians were 

loyal and patriotic members of the Empire, but with their own special history and 

characteristics, such as particular winter sports, and to show Arnerican visitors that, like 

them, Canadians were a civilized, modem and progressive people but distinguished from 

them by their healthy physique, vigorous winter outdoor activities, and their loyalty to the 

British monarchy? 

. . 

Pauline Johnson's performances in England displayed all three of the facets of 'Canadian' 
identity: she embodied personally both the British and the Native poles, and her accornpanist 
Walter McRaye performed William Drummond's 'habitant' poems: Cecilia Morgan, 'Colonial 
Travellers and Imperia1 Subjects? The Gendered Representaüon of Canada's First Nations in 
Britain, 1890s-1900s," Paper presented to the Canadian Historical Association, University of 
Sherbrooke, June, 1999,6 n.19. 
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This demonstration of Canadian national identity was achieved in a variety of 

ways. Newspaper and magazine articles aided in its dissemination by publicizing 

Canadian winter sports, and associating them wiüi respectable middle-class values and 

behaviour." Lacrosse was demonstrated in England the United States. and clubs were 

subsequently started up abroad. The splendid hunting and fishing available in Canada 

was promoted by travel literature such as H.B. Srnall's The Canadian Handbook and 

unst Guide and the Notman Hunting and Trapping series of photographs discussed 

eariier. However, few but the wealthy could afford such a vacation even before the 

transcontinental railway was completed in 1885. To attract a bigger audience, it was 

necessary to provide an affordable experience within the rneans of the professionaf and 

commercial middle classes. The Montreal Winter Carnivals were the perfect promotional 

vehicle by which to achieve this; Montreal was easily accessible by rail from nurnerous 

major American cities, and the railway companies encauraged tourism to Montreal by 

offering speciaf rates within the price range of a larger class fraction than those who coufd 

afford a hunting or fishing holiday. 

The lengthy lists of amvals published regularly in the Montreal newspapers show 

that American visitors travelled from al1 over the United States in response to the extensive 

advertising arranged for the Carnivals." In 1885. 33,240 amved by train at Bonaventure 

Station and 19,450 at the Canadian Pacific Station? Visitors from cities on the eastem 

" For example. numerous articles by W. George Beers. and those such as an article by 
John C. Martin on the snowshoeing experience in Canada in Outinq, February 1885 and George 
A. Buffum, "Ralph's Winter Carnival," in St. Nicholas, February 1885 - both cited in The Week 
January 29, 1885, 146. 

83 Gazette, January 26, 1883,8 remarks that the camival *had been advertised from the 
Atlantic to the Pacific in every newspaper of note." Most of this advertising was piaced by the 
railway companies which stood to profit from transporthg visitors to Montreal. 

e4 Presse, February 2, 1885 (Demiére). 
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seaboard, particulariy New York, outnurnbered those from elsewhere, but there were also 

tourists from Cleveland, Dakota, Denver, Minnesota, San Francisco, Montana, California 

and Honolulu. Visitors from Engiand, Germany, and Havana were also recordeci. 

Some of the amvals, such as the Vanderbilt party which attended in 1 883,65 were 

extremely wealthy, or else welf connected, like the son of the U.S. President, Chester A. 

Arthur Jr., who reportedly came with his sister and party in 1884.= Others were political 

dignitaries, such as the American Consul-General Steams who came regularly, or the ex- 

mayor of or important businessmen. The Windsor Hotel. for example, 

reportedly took booking from the presidents of the New York Central Railroad, Western 

Union Telegréaph Company and American Express Company, plus "twenty fernales" from 

Vassar C ~ l l e g e . ~  So many visitors flooded into Montreal that hotels put beds in the dining 

rooms and halls to accommodate hem, and Montreal citizens opened up their homes.69 

The Carnivals were well publicized by the newspaper press. Dozens of 

newspapers and magazhes from Europe and the United States were represented, so 

6S January 25.1883. 

68 ml February 1.1884. 
67 -, January 26. 3 883. The Ball Committee in 1885 was very ambitious - invitees 

included the President of the United States, the Govemors of al1 the New England States, and the 
mayors of al1 the major Ameflcan cities on the eastem seaboard: ha Minerve, January 22, 1885, 1. 
Sir John A. Macdonald and other Canadian politicians, mayors and dignitaries were also invited, 
although very little mention is made of their presence at the Carnivals (e.g. Presse, January 24, 
1885, 8 notes Macdonald was leaving Ottawa for Montreal, but he is not subsequently mentioned as 
being at any of the Carnival events). The Carnivals was oriented more to attract 'others' than 'us'. 

sS The Week, January 15, 1885,103. 
6s La Presse, January 28, 1885. Each year, the Carnival Committee organized a registry of 

lodgings in private homes, and several churches set out beds to accommodate those who could not 
find hotel rooms. For instance, the lecture rooms of the Calvary Church held 100 beds, and the 
First French Methodist Church could accommodate 50. This type of lodging was less expensive 
than the hotels, and may have been a way the less wealthy could attend the Camival. For an 
entertaining description of similar difficulties faced by visitors to Toronto's Industrial Exhibitions in 
this era, see Walden, bcorning Modem 314-320- 



many that by 1885 the press were being provided with a special room and services at the 

Windsor Hotel. It was, therefore, with some justification, but a good dash of hyperbole, 

that the Gazette claimed: "Our ice palace is a familiar object of beauty to the ends of the 

earth. Our healthy winter games are known and envied from the tropics to either pole."70 

Information about the Winter Camivals, and hence about Canada and Canadians 

themselves, was also propagated by other rneans. William Notman and other 

photographers produced souvenir posters and images; Notman's photograph of the 1883 

Ice Palace sold for 75 cents and brought in $2000,71 and a large copy of a collage entitled 

'Winter Sportsn was placed in a New York store window for two weeks to advertise the 

Carnival? The Gazette reported that Mr. H.H. Ragan would be giving lectures illustrated 

with a stereopticon in Europe, and would include images of the ice palace and winter 

arn~sernents.~~ Several special numbers were produced by Montreal publishers to 

accompany the Carnivals: the Canadian lllustrated News sold 3,000 copies of its Carnival 

Number in 1883 at a cost of $2 each, and W. George Beers' Over the Snow sold 2000 

copies at 75 cents74- An illustration of the 1885 ice palace was published in the London 

Pall Mall Gazette, which described the events pfanned for the Camival and noted that 

"Montreal has long taken the lead in winter sports..."75 Neverthefess, the Montreal 

Camivals were not deerned sufïïciently noteworthy to be included in the pages of the 

Uustrated London News. Even the coverage by the Toronto press was Iimited, although in 

1884 Goldwin Smith's Toronto weekly literary review, The Week, camed a long account of 

70 Gazeite.Febniary 4, 1885, 5. 

71 Dufresne (1980) 14, n.20. 
72 Morrow Y F r ~ ~ e n  Festivals" 183. 
73 -, January 24,1883- 
74 Dufresne (1 980) 14, n.20. This information is compiled h m  newspaper reports. 
75 London, January 14,1885, quoted in the Garettr. February 3, 1885, 2. 



the Camival events, the history of Canadian winter sports, and a description of the attack 

on the ice palace7' Its coverage was even more extensive in 1885, with discussion of the 

Camival in four successive weekly issues. Even given the fact that the Montreal 

publications undoubtedly exaggerated the importance of the Camivals, and that most of 

h e  reports eventually published in newspapers abroad were probably faîrly sketchy, on 

balance it must be concluded that the Montreal Winter Camivals; and therefore Canadian 

national identity, achieved a high level of exgosure- 

Many thousands of people were attracted to Montreal in response to this publicity. 

They lined the streets tagether for parades, mingled on the toboggan slopes, placed bets 

on the horseraces, or dressed up for skating masquerades or the society Balls, but they 

were not ail members of the same audience. They constituted multiple audiences, each of 

which interpreted the meaning of the spectacles in different ways. The local audience of 

Montreal cîtizens was a very select group made up only of those who could afford the time 

and expense of attending Camival events. To be sure, the Camivals provided an 

opportunity for temporary work for the working classes of Montreal during the winter period 

when work'was-scarcen Male labourers were employed in preparing the streets and the 

ice monuments, white women worked in the kitchens and scullenes of Montreaf homes and 

hotels, cooking and cleaning for thousands of visitors. But while the wealthy danced or 

skated in extravagant costumes costing more than an unskilied fernale worker could eam 

in a year, the vast majority of the poor of Montreal spend their energy on s~rv iva l .~~ The 

Week clairned to have agents in New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Washington, 
Denver, London, Paris and Rome. 

'* The experience of English wornen in the late nineteenth century does not support the 
notion that industn'alization resulted in an expansion of leisure time for the working class, or that 
leisure time was shared equally between men and women: Catnona M. Panatt, 'Little Means or 
time: Working-women and Leisure in Late Victorian and Edwardian England," The Inte- 

f of the History of S D ~  15.2 (August 1998): 22-53. Women in the Montreal work force are 
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cost of participating in most of the Camival events was quite beyond their me an^?^ Only 

the fireworks displays and street parades were totally free and did not require special 

equipment or clothing; but even they took place dunng the working day, or in the central 

areas of the city where few of the poorer classes l i ~ e d . ~ ~  

It was local entrepreneurs and merchants who benefited from the carnivals, 

although the biggest profits went to the railways and ho te!^.^' Fumiers were particularly 

busy selling coats, wraps, hats and gloves to the inadequately clad Arnerican visitors. 

Photographers such as William Notman & Son sold photographs of the ice palace or other 

attractions, as well as portraits of visitors in 'Canadian' winter Souvenir 

programs and special Camival Numbers were another big seller* Souvenir sales were 

also boosted by the Carnivals, and the subjects wnsidered emblematic of Canada show 

how central indigenous winter sports were to Canadian identity. A jeweller, for example, 

made up silver brooches, earrings and pins featuring toboggans, snowshoes, lacrosse 

- 

discussed by D. Suzanne Cross, KThe Neglected Majority: The Changing Role of Women in lgm 
Century Montreal," Histoire Sociale-Social History 6.1 1 (April 1973): 202-223. 
" ~he-cos i  of one fancy dress costume for the Ball in 1885 was $250: Star, January 24, 

1885. Side by side in the newspapers were repo~s of the lavish Camival events and evidence of 
extreme poverty. For instance, in Camival week of 1883, 175 families were given outdoor relief at 
the Protestant House of lndustry and Refuge, while in 1884,200 families were helped by the 
Outdoor Board of Relief: Gazette, January 29,1883; February 13,1884, 5. In 1885 La Presse, 
January 31, reported that thirty workers were walking the streets of the city, having arrived by train 
frorn Lac St. Jean after going on strike. For a description of the daily life of the working poor in 
Montreal during this period see. Bettina Bradbury, Workina Families. Aae. Gender and Daily 

ontred (Toronto: McClelland & Stewart, 1993). 
Dufresne (1 983) 35-36. 
The railways brought in 50-60,000 visitors, encouraged by special excursion fares 

advertised across the continent. In 1883 the Windsor Hote! housed 3,131 guests, making a profit of 
between $30-35,000, and the Canada Hotei took in 1500 guests, with an income of $8,000, 
cornpared to its regular weekly income of around $400: Dufresne (1 98O)l4-15. 
a January 25.1883: '...most of the Americans are getting photographs in various 

styles of winter garb." Notman was a mernber of the Ice Palace Cornmittee and produced 
souvenir composite photographs for each Carnival. 
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sticks, moccasins and ice paiaces." Mr. C. Gentesse invented some souvenir chairs with 

'backs made of snowshoes and arms made of srnall toboggans, mile pictures of the ice 

palace and condora are painted on the backs of o t h e r ~ . " ~ ~  There was a "Snowçhoe 

Cafe" near Notre Dame Church, whose decor reflected its nameIe5 and numerous stores 

advertised snowshoes, toboggans, tuques, sashes and club costumes for sale.@ Bishop's 

Winter Carnival Illusttated noted mat toboggans had k e n  Yaken home as momentos last 

year by the hundreds," parüculariy the Yoy snowshoes made by the Ind ian~. "~~ lndian work 

and curiosities were also popular with v i s i t o r~ .~~  

The local audience for the Winter Camivals was largely from the same social strata 

as the participants and organizers, and this excluded the majority of Montreaf's citizens. 

One estimate is that only 7.6% of the spectators lining the streets were Montreal citizens? 

Nevertheless, contemporary commentators lavished praise on 'The heartiness of al1 

classes in adopting and urging it [the Carnival] to accomplishment and the pride 

manifested in the assumption of their respective parts..."g0 The francophone press also 

saw the Camivals as having a unifying effect: 

Gazet&e, January 27, 1885, 5. Oars and tennis racquets denoted summer sports. In the 
collection of the Royat Ontario M is a silver napkin ring donated by the Van Home estate. It was 
made by an Amencan company, and is a figure on a toboggan c.l88û-l9OO. This may well have 
been a souvenir item made for the Montreal or other winter carnivals- ROM 986.1 55.2-3 

* Ç m ,  January 24,1885, 5. 
-, January 27, 1885, 5. 

Bs For example: La Presse, January 24,1885, 8; m i n e r v e  January 17, 7885. 

Carnival I t lustra~, 3 884, n. p. 
* -, January 24, 1883. The lndian cunosity store did a nsing business yesterday." 

Several advertisements for lndian work and curiosities appeared in Souvenir of the Montreal Winter 
Carnival of 1884 n.p- 

* Dufresne (1 980) 60-65. Figures for cmwds were estimated by reporters and ~ d e d  wildly, 
hence this is only a bafl-park figure. However, i t  does serve to highligM aie very excfusive nature of 
the Camivals. 

* January 27,1883,4. 



Le charme du carnivat a electrisé toutes les cfasses, tous les âges, et, 
aujourd'hui, riches et pauvres, jeunes et vieux attendent l'ouverture des 
f&es avec la meme ardeurg1 

But this disregarded reality; the working classes participated in that they laboured for the 

organizers, but they were not members of the crowd who enjoyed the Camival events. 

Admission tickets to events such as the Native Concert in 1884 were deliberately kept high 

in order ta ensure that "the rowdy element known as 'the gods'" would not disnrpt the 

sensibiliües of  their social bettersg2 The toboggan club slides were free to visitors, but 

Montreal citizens had to be memberd3 Even the lower ranks of the professional and 

commerciat middle ctasses had difficulty participating, except on the hatf-day public hoiiday 

declared by the Mayor of Montreal each year. In 1884 a hockey match schedufed for 4 

o'clock on Friday aftemoon had to be called off because me bank clerks who made up one 

of the teams did not show up on time, despite requests to their employers that clerks Who 

are members of outdoor sporüng clubs [be allowed] a half holiday each day in Camivat 

week? 

It was only the upper echelon members of the sport clubs who led the Camival 

~ommittees, who could afford to attend the society events, and even so very few of them 

appear in the guest lists for the Grand Bat1 of each Camival, Only the indefâtigable R-D- 

McGibbonls name appears regularly at al1 the major Montreal social events, apparentiy 

due to his high-profile in the sport clubs and his pofitical actMties, rather than inherited 
-- '' La Pressa, January 24, 1885 (Derniére). 

m, February 6,1884,8. 
93 - Star, February 5, 1887 published a "Carnival Notice to Tobogganers" stating that 'Our 

Slides wili only be open to strangers. Citizens wanting to participate in this heaithy sport dunng 
the Camival week must secure Club Badges," Depending on the club, annual subscn'ptions cost 
$24 for a man, $1 for a boy and $5 for a farnily, with women and young children usualiy admitted 
fke. Quoted by Dufiesne (1980) 83. 

-, February 9, 1884,s. Businessmen were asked to complete their banking 
transactions before 1 o'clock, so that the clerks might ieave eariy. 
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social status." The colonial elite - the 'aristocracy' of Montreal society such as the Alfans 

and the Redpaths - participated in the Carnivals by displaying their weafth and taste at the 

Tandem Drive, by attending the society Ball, and by opening their private conservatories 

to the public on certain days during Carnival week.* 

Those lacals and visitors from other parts of the Dominion who participated in the 

Camival recognized and adopted the national identity prescribed by the performances they 

witnessed. Snowshoeing increased in popularity in response to the exposure it received at 

the Carnivals; membership in the Montreal Snow Shoe Club, for instance, rose from 300 

in 1878 to 11 00 in 1886." Only one toboggan club existed in 1880, but therewere eight 

or more by 1884.' The Winter Camival format was copied by other major cities and 

advertised to visitors as a characteristidly Canadian tradition; Quebec City was the first 

in 1883, foHowed by Halifax, Ottawa and Hamilton? The winter camival hetd yearly in 

Quebec City to the present day stilf contains many of the elernents of the Montreal 

carnivals, indicating the enduring nature of these 'Canadian' actMties. 

According to contemporary newspaper reports, Canadian, Arnerican and 
- - 

BS For example, Presse January 13, 1885: as ex-president of the Junior Consecvative 
Club, McGibbon gave a toast at the banquet heId to honour J A  Macdonald's 40" year in pol'tics. 

9s La Presse, January 22, 1885 (Extra) Those participating in this included John Molson, 
M.H, Montagne, W. McGibbon, George Stephen, Madame Redpath, and Andrew Allan. 

Monow, 'Knightsw 5, n.5. The exact nurnber of snowohoe clubs in existence each year 
fluctuated considerable, but there was undoubtedly a significant increase in clubs in the late 1870s 
and 1880s. Metcalfe, 'Evolutionn (149) estirnates there were 7 clubs in 1871, 15 in 1 877,20 in 
1881, a steady 16 or 17 over the next 13 years, and then a big jump to 22 clubs in 1894- As an 
indication of the prevalence of indigenous sports, between 1867 and 1885 there were 63 snowshoe 
ctubs, 78 lacrosse clubs, and 46 baseball clubs fomed (many only lasted a few seasons). 
Metcalfe, 'Organized Sport" 85. 

Dufresne (7 980) Appendix VI. 
Morrow, 'Frozen Festivalsn i 88. Organizers of the Quebec Winter Camival of 1 894 

considered LYhe staples" to be wintw sports, masquerade balls, torchlight processions, a rnilitary 
parade on snowshoes, and an attack and defence of an ice castle or fort Abbott, "Cdd Cash" 176. 



European visitors were uniformiy enthusiastic in their response to the Carnivals, marvelling 

at the spectacles and joining in the outdoor act ' ies.  Largeiy erased fmm our sight, are 

the gnirnbles and cornplaints which must have been voiced at times - the discornfort of ill- 

clad visitors in the cold, resentment at expensive cab rides, tack of hotel rooms, and so on. 

Even the mistakes and mishaps which are bound to occur at this type of event were 

written out of the newspaper record in the effort to create a perfect image for the city. We 

onfy detect traces of these in comment$ about how to avoid last year's problerns, or in the 

occasional uitique.lW A series of cryptic wrnments puMished in the under the 

title, 'Carnival Echoes," is a due to these erasures - if only we could 'get the joke," we 

wauld understand more about the tensions and contraversies raised by the Cami~ats.'~' 

Here we can find cornplaints about the lack of hotel accommodation: "Put me in my little- 

four in a roorn at $20-cot. -American Visiter." Or, about the tess than hospitabfe 

behaviour of some Montrealers: &A chapter of short answers, by The Hotel Clek " They 

also indicate that newspaper reports constructed events the way they should have been 

rather than as they were. For instance: "We had no 'hand' in that fireworks finle - The 

Ice Palace Cornmittee." - the fireworks for the attack on the Ice Palace had been 

provided by the- and Fireworks Company, but reports of the event did not mention any 

probtem @h them; quite the contrary, the displays were highfy praised. 

At times, we do find more explicit evidence of various transgressions in the 

'00 For exampie, Minerve, February 2,1885 and ta Pr-, February 2, 1885 both had 
criticisrns about the design, execution and coordination of vanous events. 

'Ot Robert Damtan points out the importance of this in, The Great Cat Massacre and Other 
in French C-l Histow (New York: Vintage Books. 1984) ï7-78. 'Carnival Echoesn 

was published on Febniary 13, at the end of the 2884 Carnivar. Some of the staternents are 
partially decipherable. eg: 'A load of 'Sin'. Tobogganing with the Manager of the Bmkiyn Park 
Theatren. Were the Manager's cornpanions less than respectable?; whereas: 'lt wasn't my fault. - 
3-n L--sn is entirely enigmatic. 
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newspaper record. These highlight the role played by the Carnival audiences as arbiter of 

the limits of identity; for, when cheers turn to boos that fimit has been reached. Often what 

is acceptable for one ciass, race or gender is resisted and challenged by another, but it is 

the dominant group in society which atternpts to impose its values on others. Several 

incidents reported in the newspapers during the 1885 Carnival reveal some of the 

underlying tensions in Montreal socieiy. For instance, although there was much 

enthusiasm for tobogganing as a thrilling and characteristically Canadian activity, it was 

organlied tobogganing the promoters had in mind. Unauthorized tobogganing on city 

streets was frowned upon now that the clubs had built artificial slopes, and a commentator 

in the Gazette complained about the lack of "respect for the rights of pedestrians" by 

"young men ...p ushing through the crowd draggîng their toboggans behind them with such 

carefessness that other people were injured." He continued, if they 'have not sense 

enough to take the roadway when the sidewalks are crowded the police ought to compel 

them to do SO. " ' ~~  Here we can see reflected the struggle for cuntrol of behaviour on the 

streets of industrial dies. The expectation was that the respectable tobogganer belonged 

to a toboggan club and stored his sled in the club house ramer than bn'nging it with him 

each time. -Furfhermore, the writer assumes a certain set of niles about proper behaviour 

in crowds, where communal order should prevail over aggressive individualism. The same 

cornplaint about the "breach of ordinary respect for the liberty of the pedestrian" was made 

against a restaurant owner who had hosed down his fabric awning to make an ice groffo. 

While the Snowshoe Café was praised for its interiordecorations, this entrepreneur was 

castigated for forcing pedestrians off the sidewaIk.lo3 

At times members of the poorer classes attempted to resist middie-ctass control. 
- 

'* w, January 28,1885,8. 
'* Gare_tte. January 27,1885,s. 
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After the inauguration of the Condora, the snowshoe clubs held a Music Festival at the 

Drill Hall, on the way to wtiich "a crowd of roughs amused thernsehres by tripping up the 

snowshoers as they marched past." At the Drill Hall some 'ttiought to force an entrance 

without paying and pdicemen were obliged to use their batons to enforœ good behaviour 

from the rowdies." Middle-dass sentiments were offended, not Ieast because sme ladies 

were "badly bniised in the crush at the d o ~ r . " ~ ~  

Comments about the "strange attire wom by a young lady fiom the country," show 

that although picturesque costumes were encouraged and lauded in fhe organized events 

of the Camivaf, they were only acceptabk in the guise of being 'histarical'. When they 

were wom as everyday clothing, they were an embarrassrnent because they detracted 

frorn rniddle-class daims to be 'civilized' and During the Camival spectacles it 

was desired that the illusion of a rustic and picturesque pre-industrial idyll be created; 

hence when a "noisy crank" suggested that the Camival should be initiated "by firing a 

salute from the mountain park, to be immediately followed by the ringing of church and 

factory bells and the sounding of steam whisties," the idea was quickly shot down.lo6 

Furthemore, behaviour which was castigated and punishable in one class, was 

wndoned in another. Six American visitors 'created a sensationn in St. James Street by 

Y, January 30,1885,S. 
'O5 Gazette, January 28,1885, 8. 
'OB ml January 26, 1885, 5. Frank Abbott argues that the camival erased the traces of 

the industrial city, giving the illusion of being in Europe, but I suggest that the allusion was to Old 
Quebec (ie pre-Conquest New France): Abbott, 'Cold Cash" 171. Since Independence Day in the 
United States was celebrated by bells and cannon fire greeting the dam, this suggestion may also 
have srnacked too strongfy of Americanism. For a discussion of this tradition, and the constitutive 
role of Fourth of July celebrations in the U.S. see Len Travers, Çelebratirlg the Fourtk 
Jndemmfence Dav and the Rites of hWmaJmn in the Eady Re~ublic . . 

* (Amherst: University of 
Massachusetts Press, 1997) 19. 



hiring a sleigh and a hurdy-gurdy grinder to suppty music while they toured the streets, 

smoking cigars and stopping frequently for "refreshrnents". While the Court Recorder had 

announced pubficatiy that drunkenness and disorder would be dealt with very severely 

during Camival in order to uphold the honour and reputation of the city, these men were 

indulged because of their dass and nati~nah'ty.'~~ lnstead of being punished by the usuaf 

fine of $5 or 15 days for drunkenness, or being the brunt of disapproving rernarks in the 

newspaper, "the steady going wayfarers [on St. James Street] laughed heartily at their 

jovial eccenttï~ities."'~ Their deviant behaviour was not exactiy condoned. but it was 

interpreted as hamless eccentricity rather fhan disorder because they were Americans. A 

drunken American confectioner was also treated leniently, being let go by the Court 

because he was cansidered to have suffered enough after having iost his way and had his 

fur hat and money stolen.'" What was as important as nationality in these cases was 

clearly the class of the offenders, since two Arnerican pickpockets caught in the act by 

police, and an American thief stealing money and goods in a hotel, were duly punished.l1° 

The example of a young man arrested for stealing six bifliard balls, but not prosecuted as 

he %as of a respectable family" shows that charges against rniddleclass offenders were 

often dropp'ed kecause of their social standing.ll' 

By the 1880s, respectable female behaviour in public included a measure of active 

participation in sports. As I have shown, the national identity constructed by the Montreal 

sports clubs was overwhelmingly masculine, and wornen's participation had largely been 

relegated to the grandstand where they were valued as spectators who signified and 

'O7 l a  Presse, January 27, 1885 (Extra) 
'" Gaze&, January 27,1885,5. 

lii Presse, January 31,1885. 
"O La Presse, January 28, 1885; January 29, 1885 (Extra). 
1 1 1  -, January 30, 1885, 5. 
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assured the genteel respectability and proper behaviour of their menfolk on the playing 

field or race track. Organized sport had been a means by which male gender roles had 

b e n  defined, enacted and displayed. Moreover, the scientific discourse which 

constructed women as frai1 and physically incapacitated had kept them on the sidelines. 

where they served to heighten men's rna~culinity?~ But, in the last two decades of the 

century, attitudes towards women's participation in physical activities were changing. 

Sport historians usually daim this was precipitated by the bicycle craze of the 7 890s, but it 

had antecedents in other, earlier 'crazes' amongst upper-class wornen in Britain, which in 

turn influenced North America. In the 1860s wornen were active in croquet; roller skating 

was popular in the seventies, tennis in the 1880s. and golf and bicycling in Me 1890~."~ 

In Canada, ice skating, snowshoeing and tobogganing must be added to the k t .  

At the Winter Carnivals, therefore, some space was allowed for fernale 

participation, albeit limited in stereotyped ways. Women were invited as both participants 

and spectators to the skating carnivals and masquerades, although, of course, only those 

who could afford costumes and tickets could attend. Likewise, on the toboggan slopes, 

women of the right class were encouraged to participate in the activity rather than be 

bystanders. As afready noted, their presence was catered to by the provision of a club 

room for refreshments and adjusting clothing. Needless to say, the toboggans on which 

- - 

'12 Patricia Vertinsky, The eterngllv wounda woman: women. doctors and exercise in the late . . 

nineteenth century" (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1990); Carroll Smith-Rosenberg 
and Charles Rosenberg, "The Female Animal: Medical and Biological Views of Women and their 
Role in Nineteenth-century Amerka," J.A. Mangan and Roberta J. Parks, eds., From 'bir sex' to 
f e m i n i s m : t i o n  of women in the industrial and ~ost-industrial eras (London: 
Frank Cass, 1 987): 1 3-38. 

A punch cartoon from July 18, 1891 , illustrates this nicely: see Roberta J. Park, "Sport, 
Gender and Society in a Transatlantic Victorian Perspective," in Mangan and Park, From "fair sex' 
83. The competiive spirit show by women on the croquet field is discussed by Jon Stemgass, 
"Cheating, Gender roles, and the Nineteenth-Century Croquet Craze," Journal of sort History 
25.3 (Fall 1998): 39841 8. 



wornen rode were usuaily cornmanded by men, who steered by either trailing one foot 

behind, or by using short sticks to guide the sled down the run. 

By al1 accounts, tobogganing was "a new sensationn for Arnericans, especially for 

young women, who were urged to sample the thriII of tobogganing, described in 

surprisingly eroticised terms. The Canadian Iflustrated News promised: 'She wilI 

experience a sensation - short, sharp and singular - that she will not forget for rnany a 

day."'14 The described: 

A soft push, a gentle movement, which grew into a fearful rush then a 
bump, causing a tighter gnp on the rungs, a whirl of fine snow in the face, 
Iights passing in a more rapid succession than telegraph poles on a flying 
train, faster and faster they go and intenser grows the excitement, gradually 
the temfic speed slackens and with almost a regreffil sigh that the slide 
was not prolonged, the end is reached ...'15 

Like snowshoeing, tobogganing presented unique opportunities for intirnate chats and 

body contact which would have been considered scandalous in other circumstances: 

Young ladies never look so piquant as they do in blanket suits - then 
hauling the toboggan uphill just gives the opportunity for a confidential chat 
denied in ait forrnal meeting places. When Florence or Charlotte has to be 
tightfy encircled by the grasp of an adrniring pilot, down the glittering 
descent, the pair feel the mutual dependence and responsibility, which 
ofien leads them to courtship in earnest.lY6 

To capture the moment, George Bishop's publishing house issued hrva lithographs entitied 

L'amour en ~aquettes."~ The Roman Catholic Bishop of Montreal. Mgr. Edouard-Charles 

Fabre, however, saw this mixing of the sexes on the slopes as morally dangerous, and 

- 

l 4  CIN, January 27,1883, 50. 
lIS -, Febnrary 5, 1884, 5. 
"' The Week, January 15, 1885,103. See also "Dom at the Carnival", a poem by 

"Nathaniel Nix" about a girl glimpsed on the toboggan slide: Febniary 5, 1885, 154. 
'17 lai Pre-, January 27,1885. Designed by Harris; $2.30 caloured, $1 black and white. 



feared women would adopt dissipated masculine habits and tastes. He issued a circular 

ordering his ciergy to discourage tobogganing because it was too violent an exercise for 

their health, and a risk to their virt~e.l '~ The New York Sun had no qualms about the 

effect of tobogganing on women's health. On the contrary, the writer commented on the 

natural beauty of Canadian girls, praising their brïght red cheeks and flashing eyes as 

being the product of healthy outdoor exercise, m e r  than relying on cosmetics like their 

Amencan ~unterpar ts .~ '~ This extended to women the stereotype of Canadians as 

healthy, vigorous outdoor lovers. 

How far the audiences 'read' the Camival events or indigenous winter sports as a 

national display is, of course, hard to determine. We have some indication that visiting 

Americans 'got' the message that Canadians were a special kind of British subject, and 

that winter sports were a national signifier. For instance, American Consul-General 

Steams praised the 1883 Camival as 'a grand display" which "beat the Yankee nation," 

and he %shed Canadians the greatest happiness that can corne to any people seeking a 

high and noble nationality. [loud cheers]". '20 ln an after-dinner speech at the annual 

dinner of the Montreal Snow Shoe Club in February, 1883, W. H.H. 'Adirondack' Murray 

was reported to Say 

that he saw something in this club of national significance, an organization 
for raising up to sornething higher of the young men of the country. He was 
one of a minority on the other side of the line who believed that Canada 
had a great future as a nation. [loud applause] Such clubs, he considered 
were important factors in this great ~ 0 r k . l ~ ~  

How far the Canadian participants "intemalized the nationalist interpretive fkamework, and 

I l 8  Dufresne (1 980) 133. 
m, January 27, 1883. 

Gazette, January 26, 1883. 
12' -, February 11, i 884, 5. Murray was the praprietor of the Snowshoe Café and 'a 

household narne". 



how and Men" they applied it is also a question that can never be answered directly - 
ideology works by naturalizing beliefs and activities, so people are not necessarily aware 

of the conceptual frameworks they have intemalized and are acting from.lZ However, 

analysis of the sleigh drives and snowshoe processions of the 1885 Camivals shows that 

the nationalist interpretive framework had indeed been intemalized, 

Social gad Fthnic Rifts E2mosed . . 

The predominantly middle-class, English-s~eaking, Protestant, Anglo-SaxonICeltic 

organizers of the Winter Camivals assurned that the version of Canadian identity they 

projected through the events was one which united both English- and French-speaking 

Canadians as rnembers of Northem races. The Iirnited number of French Canadians who 

were members of the organizing echelons of the sports clubs went along with this, 

including men such as AIex M. Estella, coal merchant, Jacques Grainier, alderman and 

textile wholesaler, and 1.-B. Drogher, proprietor of the Richelieu Hotel. However, analysis 

of some of the Camival events shows significant social and ethnic divisions were 

discernable by 1885. The programme of events designed for the Winter Carnivals 

reached its-rnost elaborate fonn in that year, when a cornmittee of French Canadian 

business men organized a series of events to take place in the predorninantly francophone 

east end of the City. This was in response to complaints in the previous years that only 

the English merchants were profiting from the Camivals because ail the events were 

centred in the anglophone west end of the city.lu The East End Cornmittee organized a 

series of events which rnirrored those planned for the west end. lnstead of an Ice Palace, 

they built a an ice 'Condoran and an ice lion; a Music Festival was planned at the Drill Hall 

IP Corse raises this problem in relation to the readers of canonical texts, but it is equally 
problematic with regards to audiences for cultural performances: Corse 168-9. 

ln b Presse, January 28, 1885 (Extra) 
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as the equivalent of the "Snowshoe Concert"; a Farmer's Drive parallelled the Tandem 

Club Drive. Analysis of these events shows that the French-Canadian concept of 

Canadian identity was quite different to that promulgated by the English-speaking 

inhabitants of Montreal, and was rooted in a different version of Canadian history, 

The association of particular winter sports with Canada and Canadians was the 

creation of British colonists, but a rornanticized image mf fun-loving Canadians, frolicking in 

the snow also fulfilled the stereotype of French Canadians portrayed in early Canadian 

travel literatureIm and in the idealized version of Quebec being propagated by m e r s  

such as PhilippeJoseph Aubert de Gaspé, and historiain Francis Parkrnat~.'~~ British 

colonists were therefore appropriating not just aboriginal cultural activities, but also the 

history and characteristics of French Canada. They sought to amend this image, however, 

in order to convey an image of civility, respecbbility, and social order in keeping with their 

British ancestry and their desire to participate more fully in international commercial and 

financial circles. Consequently, every event had two sides to the performance - the 

activify was historically primitive, but its present-day execution was civilized. The Winter 

Camivals show'little sign of the carnivalesque precisely because such great pains were 

- - - - - - - - '" For instance: John Lambert, Jraveb throrrlah C a n a d a  the United Stam in the veam 
1806. 1807 and 1808 (London: R. Phillips, 181 0); Benjarnini Siiliman, Remarks made on a short 
jour between HaMord and Quebec in the autumn of 181 9 (New Haven: 1820); George Boume, 
Picture of Quebeç (Quebec: D. & J. Srnillie, 1829); James Patterson Cockbum, Quebec and i t ~  
Environs beina a ~i-uide to the stranm ([Quebec?]: T. Cary, 7831); Alfred Hawkins, 
Pictures of Quebec with Historical Recoilections (Quebec: Neilson & Cowan, 1834); Sir Richard H. 
Bonnycastle, The Canadas in 1841,2 vols. (London: Henry Colbum, 1841). 

lZ5 Francis Parkman's five volume history. Franw and North America, was 
published between 1865 and 1892, and, according to J&e Week, January 22,1885, 136, he was 
becoming more popular each year as the historian of French Canada; Aubert de Gaspé's, A n c h  
Canadiene was published in 1863 and quickly translated into English by Georgiana M, Penée and 
published in New York and Boston as The Canadians of Old. &an Rivard by Antoine-Gérin-Lajoie 
was published in 1862 and heroised the role of the French-Canadian settier vhose roots are in the 
land: Maurice Lemire and Denis Saint-Jacques, eds, La Vie I ittéraire u ~ u é b e c .  'Un ~ e u ~ l e  sans . - ire ni Vo1.3 1 840-1 869 (Sainte-Foy, Laval Umiversity Press, 1 996) 4û6-418. 
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taken by the organizers to avoid dis-order and spontaneity. All risk was removed: for 

instance, the guests for the fancy dress bal1 in 1885 were obliged to Wear fancy dress, but 

the design was "subject to the approval of Costume Cornmitteen, and they were forbidden 

to Wear masks or certain disguises in order to avoid any chance of a breach of de~orum. '~~  

The desire to present a civilized, hierarchical and orderiy spectacle is particularîy 

evident in the organization of the yeariy sleigh parade. Saturday aftemoon sleigh 

promenades were a feature of the Montreal season, an opportunity for the fashionable and 

weatthy members of the Tandem Club to show off their magnifrcent Wnter equipagesn, 

'good horsesn, 'rich robes and furs" and the "incomparable designs" of their vehicles on 

Beaver Hall Hill and St. James street~.~~'  The Tandem Club, which took on the 

organization of the camival sleigh parades, was very exclusive, with members from 

arnongst the wealthiest families in the city, and the importance attached to the visual 

representation of social hierarchy and status is evident in the ordering of the parade. In 

the 1883 and 1884 parades there had been some dissatisfactbn because the elegant 

sleighs of the nch, drawn by four or more horses, had been mixed in with humble dog 

carts, and &arten carrying paying customen had nudged their way into Me procession. 

The 1884 parade had been very long, and had suffered from gaps caused by congested 

streets, making the crowd wait for some time between these separated sections.128 

- 

12' NO unegroucharaders were allowed. except by special permission. no religious orders. no 
imps or devils, no men dressed as women, and only two snowshoe costumes per club. In other 
words, al1 the traditional carnivalesque elements of inversion and subversion were excluded- The 
restriction on snowshoe outfits was probably designed to lirnit attendance to only those who could 
afford the cost of hiring a costume as well as paying for the ticket ($6 for men, $4 for ladies), 
indicating a clear distinction was made between the middle classes and the weatthy elite. Garette. 
January 24, 1885,4. 

ln S;Lbl Camival Number, January 27, 1883,50. 

LaMioerve, January 24,1885. 



A very elaborate plan was drawn up for the 1885 Grand Sfeigh Parade in an 

attempt to overcome these faults. Participants were required to register beforehand, and 

were assigned positions on side streets acmrding to the type of vehide they were 

entering. No cab sleighs or single-home sleighs were to be allowed unless 'specifcafly 

designed as a characteristic feature of the Carni~al."'~ Carefully sorted out in descending 

rank, from Mr Andrew Ailan's 'dashing six-in-handn complete with postilion riders, followed 

by the four-in-hands and so on down to the cornical habitant sleigh of Mr. Henry Judah, 

whose passenger was a man dressed as 'a good imitation of ancient rural femininity."'" 

Instructions for the organization of the parade were given in the newspapen in the days 

preceding aie event. The vehicles were positioned in groups on a séries of parallel streets, 

and then were supposed to filter onto the main parade route on Dorchester, at the 

direction of marshals. How well this worked in practice was not reporteci. Perhaps the 

parade was a liffle less orderly than the organizers had planned because the Gazette 

reporter praised the 'co-mingling of al1 manners and conditionsn as being "typical of 

everything in Our flourishing D~minion."'~' 

The Famer's Drive, organized by the East End Cornmittee in 1885, was planned 

with a different objective. The interpretation presented by the francophone press was that 

the display would give visitors "an exact idea of our old customs and the lives of Our 

fathers" and would mix the social orden, rather than separating them out.'" This was far 

more in keeping with French-Canadian traditions, and the first tirne that Montreal had had 

the appearance of carnaval, claimed the La Presse writer, who saw the Farrnefs Drive as 

completely eclipsing the Tandem Club Drive. The random rather than ordered mixture of 

sleighs carrying entire farming families, side-by-side with elegant tandems beanng 

passengers in rich fur coats, participants in bizarre costumes, and an antique covered 

Gazette, January 24, 1885, 5. 
IJO' m. January 30,1885, 5. A rare example of the carnivalesque. Andrew Allan was the 

son of Sir Hugh Allan and had been the principal behind the construction of the Windsor 
Hotel: Robert Rurnilly, mtoire de M o n m  Vol. 3 (Montreal: Fides, 1972) 91. 

13' m, January 30, 1885, 5. 
132 LêpresSe, January 24, 1885 (Dernière}. 



wagon dating from 1824 dnven by 'un vrai 'habiint" reportedly ddighted Me crowd.'= 

The Quebec branch of Le Canadien Snow Shoe Club also drew attention to the history of 

French Canada by entenng a float with an ancient canoe which had k e n  used to cary 

mail from Quebec City to Point Levis for forty years. French Canadians thereby sought to 

root their separate identity in remembering pre-Conquest New France as a golden age - a 

tactic used by the Roman Catholic Church, which sought to stem the exodus of its dock to 

industrial cities, especially in the United States, by advocating a retum to the land and 

traditional rural way of life.l3 The ultramontane clergy promoted colonimtion of the 

provincial hinterland through urging the Quebec government to provide land subsidies and 

to build roads and railways into the backwoods in order to guarantee the survival of 

French Canada, and thereby strengthen Church c~nt ro l . '~~  

The anglophone m s  interpretation of the Famer's Drive was quite difïerent 

to that of Presse. British colonists wanted to lay claim ta the French-Canadian 

reputation for being an hospitable, fun-loving people, but at the same time emphasize the 

positive and transfomative effects of the British Conquest. Consequently, the reporter 

disparaged this parade as being 'not of the magnitude which the promoters might hope to 

see." He added patfonizingly that the "luxury and variety portrayed in the grand drive of 

La Presse, January 31,1885. The farm women in this parade were the only women to 
participate as part of the Camival display, an action which would have been considered 
scandalously unacceptable if it were not for the presence of their husband and children. Bonnie 
Huskins, "The Ceremonial Space of Women- Public Processions in Victorian Saint John and 
Halifax," -mes. Women's Wotid in the the 1 9 m - c e ~ a r i t i m e ~  ed. Janet V. 
Guildford, Suzanne R- Morton (Fredericton: Acadiensis Press, 1994): 145-159. See also: Mary 
Ryan, "The American Parade: Representations of the Nineteenth-Century Social Order,"The New 
Cultural History, ed. Lynn Hunt (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1989): 131-1 53. 

1 34 French-Canadian attempts to promote nationalism emphasised their rootedness in the land, 
shared language, faith, and laws. F.-X. Garneau provided a history, folklore provided traditions 
and rnythology, and the Church preached the divine mission of the French in North Arnerica. Like 
the British colonists, the French measured themselves against the image of the irnaginary lndian - 
who was perceived as lacking everything they themselves possessed. 

'% Susan Mann Trofirnenkoff, The Dream of Nation. A Social and Intellectual History of 
Q j  (Toronto: Gage, 1983) ch. 8 & 9. Daniel Francis argues that English Canada was 'more 
than wilfing to accept and embellish this version of a rustic, deferential peasant society." Hence, 
while they took on some French-Canadian attributes, they also had to show English Canadians 
were progressive, modem and civilized: Daniel Francis, w o n a l  Drems. Fdyth. Memorv. and 
M i a n  H i s w  (Vancouver: Arsenal Pulp Press, 1997) 98. 



Thursday were absent of course ...," while the leading sleigh was drawn by 'six strong well 

bred and well-fed farrn horses" which were fine animals, but may not have "matched 

exactly the gracedul symrnetry and slender outiine which would have delighted the eyen of 

a British horse expert. lnstead of interpreting the antique vehictes as reminders of the 

history of French Canada, the writer saw thern as an indication of how improved fam 

transportation had becorne.'" Ever mindful of the need to encourage immigration, he 

claimed that visitors must have been "much impressed with the fine physique and fine 

tumout of the habitants," proof of the Vtnving conditionn of agriculture under BrÎtish rule. 

These two opposing 'narratives of nation' can be seen in other Camival events too. 

Cornparison of the snowshoers' torchlight procession organized by the East End 

Cornmittee with its counterpart in the west end, shows that, although the participants of 

each procession were essentially the same people, each event enacted and displayed a 

different version mf Canadian national identity and history. Although the audience saw 

both spectacles a s  displays of Canadian unity, from the participants' point of view the 

nature of that iderutity was contested and fractured. 

The East End snowshoe procession began on St. Hefen's Island where the 

Quebec Club for the Protection of Hunting and Fishing had set up a hunter's camp to give 

visiton a ug'glimpse of life in the backw~ods."'~~ The spectacle began after dark on 

Tuesday, the second day of the Carnival, with a pyrotechnic display. At several points on 

13' Garette. February 2, 1885. This was essentially a tableau vivant or enactment of the 
Notrnan hunting series. A log hut and storehouse and a backwoodsman's tent were set up. Two 
small deer were lyimg outside, along with some fish, a couple of hares, and fox and bear traps. 
lnside two professimal hunters, M. Boucher and M. Lapemére, attended visitors and served up 
pea soup, pork and beans and molasses candy to any who ventured to try some. The Hunters' 
Camp was officially inaugurated by the Govemor General and Lady Lansdowne, who were 
entertained by two wiolin players playing tunes "Ml of the spirit and adventure of the Canadian 
hunter" (La Presse January 28, 1885 (Derniére) my trans.) In an indigenising experience 
reminiscent of Prince Arthur's lunch on a lumber raft, Lord Lansdowne and his party was served 
some soup on a rourgh tin plate. They 'pronounceci the fare very good. They did not, however, 
venture on the pork and bans.'! January 28, 1885, 5.) The hunter's camp was a 
'caban allegorique" w n e r v e ,  January 27, 1885), buiit as an authentic historical re-creation with 
no nails used in the construction - a forerunner of modem historic site reconstructions. 



the island, brasiers were lit wtiich gave off red, green and violet flames, tuming the faint 

light of the horizon crirnson. It was remarked that the effect of the moving colours was Iike 

the Northem Lights? Then, as thousands of visitors watched from Jacques Cartier 

Square and the shores of the frozen St. Lawrence River, fireworks and rockets burst in the 

sky over the Island like a meteor shower or erupting vo l~ano. '~~  As the fireworks 

continued, the snowshoers, dressed in their club uniforms, started off in two parallel lines 

along the winding Boulevard marked out over the ice by an avenue of evergreen trees 

omarnented with Chinese lantems. Silhouetted against the lights from the Island, and 

bearing flarning oil torches, the fifteen hundred men from over a dozen different snow shoe 

clubs created a magical spectacle for the appreciative crowd.la Arriving at Jacques 

Cartier Square, the men then paraded through the streets of the east end of the city before 

winding their way back to Place d' Armes and then along St. James and on to Chaboillez 

Square, where they disbanded.I4' 

Unlike the East End snowshoe parade, which only t w k  place in 1885 and in a less 

etaborate f o m  in 1884, the attack on the Ice Palace and the torchlight procession which 

followed, was the central feature of every Camival. Tramping into Dominion Square, 

where a massive Ice Palace had been built frorn thousands of blocks of ice cut frorn the 

canals, and dressed in their picturesque white blanket mat  uniforms, these men created a 

spectacle of order and discipline whose rnilitary nature was bom out by their objective - an 

'attack' on the Ice Palace. At the sound of a bomb exploding in the castle, a storm of 

&g Presse January 25, 1885 (Demibre) 
'39 m, January 28, 1885, 5. 
'40 Pressle, January 25, 1885 (Demiére) The oil torches "were tin pots filled with oif, 

furnished with a thick round wick med to handles about three feet long". Mernbers paid 50 cents 
each for them in 1873: NAC: MAAA MG 28 1-351 H.1990 v.15,4 newspaper clipping, January 
16(?), 1873. American-made torches were considered for the 1883 Camival, but (rather fittingfy) 
they would not withstand the Canadian climate: -, January 19, 1883, 3. 

'*' The route advertised in b P r e a  and la Minerve ended in Dominion Square at the Ice 
Palace, but the Gazette reported it would end at Chaboillez Square, a French-Canadian residential 
development close to Victoria Square. -in- reported on the day af€er the procession that it 
had made its way to Chaboillez Square, and made no comment on the change. It is tempting to 
think that the west end clubs objected to the East End procession 'poaching' on their territory- 
Syrnbolically, if the parade had ended at Dominion Square it would have constnicted a narrative 
linking the east and west end events. 



fireworks and an artillery fusillade was set off behind the dosed doors of the Palace by the 

'defenders1-No hundred and fifty volunteers from the Gamson Arüllery Snowshoe Club 

and Prince of Wales Rifles, accompanied by a sauad of city firemen.'" Likened to a vision 

from the Arabian Nights, the ice walls of the Cases glowed with a changing rainbow of 

colours, and La Presse reported that the crowd of spectators instinctively recoiled each 

time the Palace was thus t ran~foned. '~  Adding to the spectacle was the noise of the 

detonations, the cries of the crowd, and the music of the bands of the 65m Regirnent and 

the Victoria Riffles, who played within a square of 200 yards kept open around the Palace 

by the cardon of snowshoers. After half an hour the besieging force of snowshoers 

attacked, bombarding the walls with a min of coloured fire from roman candles and other 

fireworks. After the firing ceased, the spectators and snowshoers rushed the walls of the 

castle, the doors were opened and the siege of the Palace was over.lu 

Shortly aftenivards, the two thousand or so snowshoers formed up in their club 

ranks and began ta tramp up Mount Royal. As they passed the Windsor Hotet, on the 

corner of Dominion Square, each club took up the snowshoe Song, to the delight of the 

watching crowd. The snowshoers bore ail torches aloft, and the pretty spectacle made by 

the twinkling lights as the men wound through the trees up the serpentine track to the brow 

of the mountain was much admired. Having reached the summit, they Iined up along the 

ridge overlooking the west end of Montreal and set off shells and rockets, and lit fires 

which bumed with red flames. These victory beacons made a "thin red line" along the 

mountain, which brought back memories of Sebastapol to one Crimean veteran in the 

crowd of spectators below.la After Mis. the snowshoers descended the mountain, firing 

roman candles ail the way until they reached the head of Peel Street, from whence they 

14* -. January 29, 1885, 5. 

Presse, January 29, 1885 (Demiére) 
'* -, January 29,1885,5. None of the newspapers give a detailed description of the 

march from ais point. There was a strong wind that evening, and perhaps the display was spoiled. 
The Gazette itemizes the number of fireworks used on the mountain, so there was certainly a 
display. My description draws on reports of the 1884 procession. For a discussion of 
illuminations, see Walden, Becornina Modem 304-31 1. 

' -  -, February 7, l884,5.. 



marched back past the Windsor Hotel and around the Ice Palace. Forming up again in 

close columns, they took off their snowshoes, retumed their torches and then disbursed to 

their various club rooms for further ~elebrations.'~ It was agreed by every Montreal paper 

that, "our visitors from the United States, [were] one and ail ... loud in their praise of the 

beautiful and novel ~ i g h t - " ' ~ ~  Although to visiting Americans and Europeans, these two 

processions probably looked like two versions of the same event, for the participants there 

were fundamental differences, They employed the same elements - fireworks, rnarching in 

line, singing, ail torches, snowshoes and costumes - because those elements were 

meaningful to both groups. But the differences were significant. The primary differences 

between these two spectacles were the location, the participants and the route, and al1 of 

these were matters of ethnicity. 

French-Canadian participation in snowshoe clubs had never been as enthusiastic 

as British membership. Snowshoe clubs were predominantly based in the anglophone 

west end of the city and dominated by the professional and commercial middle classes. 

Sorne French names appear in the eariy club rosters, and these were often men who could 

be relied upon to win medals and honours for the club at races. Only a small percentage 

of snowshoers were French Canadian, despite the fact that they made up just over haif of 

the population of Montreal, and this reflects the dominance of anglophones in the Montreal 

commercial and business sector from which snowshoers were drawn as much as cultural, 

ethnie and religious antipathy to organized sport. It was not until the late 1870s that 

specifically French-Canadian clubs were fomed, such as Le Trappeur, Le Royale and Le 

Canadien. They quickly gained popularity and the latter had 700 members by 1884, 

making it one of the largest clubs in the city. In organising a torchlight snowshoe 

procession, the East End Committee was, therefore, celebrating this growing participation 

In 1885 MSSC gave a concert advertised as 'impromtu' at the Queen's Hall, a very large 
number of the audience being snowshoers: Iâ Minerve, January 24,7885, Gazette January 29, 
1885, 5. This could well be compared to the Music Festival given at the Drill Hall by Le Trappeur 
Snow Shoe Club after the inauguration of the Condora. 



in snowshoeing by French cana di an^.'^ 

Torchlight processions perse were relatively common sights on the streets of 

industrialking cities in an era before universal Street lighting, and were often used as a 

mark of honour for visiting dignitaries, or were associated with political ~ampaigns."~ 

The snowshoe club torchlight processions would have presented a different spectacle. 

The parade through the streets was camed out in military style, which was 'a tangible 

display" of the members' cornmitment ta a disciplined and hierarchical society and, indeed, 

many of the men were members of the local rnilitia and volunteer rifie brigadedm 

Moreover, the processions were not confined to the city streets, but included tramping 

across open ground, and their snowshoe unifomis added a national element to the 

spectacle.151 

Snowshoeing was a Canadian characteristic shared by both British and French, 

but what it meant to participate may have been understood differentiy by the two groups. 

For the English-speaking sportsmen, snowshoeing was a primitive activity they had 

organized and irnproved. Recognizing snowshoes as an ideai means by wtiich to gain 

healthy exercise and to penetrate the snowy countryside, the early participants evofved 

club rituals and institutions, and made 'scientific' improvements to the shape, weight and 

la m e r  French-Canadian clubs from outside Montreal included the Huron, Union 
Commerciale and Aurora clubs from Quebec, Quebec branches of Le Canadien and Le Trappeur, 
the St. Jean Baptiste Snow Shoe Club from Trois Riviéres, and Le Trappeur from St. Hyacinthe. 

January 28, 1885,5. 
148 Russell Hann, "Brainworkers and the Knights of Labor: E.E. Sheppard, Phillips Thompson, 

and the Toronto News, 1883-1 887," w s  in Cmadian Workina-Class History, eds. Gregory S. 
Keafey and Peter Warrian (Toronto: McClelland & Stewart, 1976) 51 Other examples indude: a 
torchlight procession given to Masson, the lieutenant govemor of Quebec, on his arriva1 in 
Terrebonne for his niece's wedding: Iê Presse, January 26, 1885; a torchlight procession of 
medical students from Victoria and Bishop universities during the 1883 Camival: Dufresne (1 980) 
184; a torchlight procession and reception at the Drill Hall held on Monday January 12, 1885 for 
Sir John A. Macdonald, who was celebrating his 40m year in politics: Pressle, January 14, 
1885. 

lSQ Newman 17. 
15' Newspaper reports of the Camival torchlight processions make generous use of military 

analogies. For instance: February 7.1 8û4, 5; I5j Minerve, February 7, 1884, 2. 



stringing of the shoes. Appropriating the shoes and the costume of the Nor'westers, the 

British colonists had obscured the fact that snowshoes were not just part of the British 

history of Canada. but were ako part of French-Canadian and Native history. For the 

French, snowshoes were a means of transport with a long history going back to New 

France and the voyageurs and courem de bois. Neither gave much thought to 

snowshoes as an abonginal invention. On the other hand, for the visiting audience, 

snowshoes and physical prowess were signifiers or visual attributes of Canadians and 

Canada, and the subtfeties of club membership and ethnicity were not understood. 

The fireworks display at the Ice Palace was consistently interpreted as a mock 

baffle by contemporary newspaper commentators. It was billed as an "attack" and 

"defencen which ended in 'capitulation". lnterestingly enough, none of the Montreaf 

newspaper commentators attempted to explain the symbolism, perhaps beause the 

obvious allusion would have been to the British Conquest of New France and they feared 

upsetting the French-Canadian citizens. Commentators spoke of the attack instead as a 

magical scene worthy of the Arabian Nights, and perhaps the medieval architecture which 

inspired the design of the Palaces evoked a generalized image of European warfare, 

rather than being a specific allusion to Canadian history. However, the bbjanitoba D a  

Fme Press was not reticent in making the latter connection, describing a sharn fight on the 

Plains of Abraham at a winter camival held in Quebec City in 1883: 'a battery on 

snowshoes fought the battle of the heights over again, storming the old French forts, etc, 

in a grand style."152 

The symbolism of the East End procession told a somewhat different story. 

Contempoanes likened the fireworks display to the Northem Lights and erupting volcanos 

- a narrative in which the snowshoers therefore symbolically conquered nature. On one 

level they were emerging tn'mphant from the forest having overwme nature's malevolent 

forces (remember that the Island was the site of a Hunter's Camp, and during the summer 



was a public park),lS3 and on another they were reenacting the arrivai of French explorers 

along the St. Lawrence River. Although the rnarch along a need serpentine route, 

punctuated by further fireworks displays, was the same for both processions, there were a 

nurnber of inversions. The French-Canadian procession came out of the wildemess into 

civilization; from a low place to a high; from an empty place to a crowded place, whereas 

the British colonists envisioned thernselves going the other way. In the west end narrative, 

the British were defending or attacking a forüfted garrison, and leaving the safety of its 

walfs to go into the i il de mess.^ 

There is no doubt the organizers were also anxious to create an aestftetically 

pleasing sight. The illuminations, the orderly marching, the serpentine route up the 

mountain, mirrored by the winding ice road from St. Helen's Island, and the snowshoe 

unifon, al1 added to the picturesque sight remarked upon so frequently. The language of 

the picturesque preswibed exactly this cornbination of pleasing opposites: the linear, 

symmetrical lines of marchers softened by the sinuosity of the trail, the tustic blanket 

unifonns seen within a modem, urban setting, and the darkness cif night fractured by the 

colourful displays of artificial Iight. 

Aithough it is only possible to speculate about the rneanings these spectacles 

created for-audience and participants, we can tell that what they meant to individual 

snowshoers was different and contentious. A dispute arose after the East End procession 

because only a few members of the oldest snowshoe club, the Montreal, took part. The 

East End Cornmittee had attempted to ensure that large numbers of men from the west 

end clubs would join the procession by offering to pay half the cost of the torches, '% but 

the west end clubs had never been wholeheartedly supportive of this event. Various 
lU The huntef s camp was an historical display: "a glimpse of lÏfe in the backwoodsw and 'a 

startling structure in this, the lron Age." 'It is as real as anything ever pictured by Bret Harte in his 
backwood tales and an interesting novelty to those whose life is tied up in the smoky cities." 
M, January 27,1885, 5. St. Helen's kland was the site of 'Parc du peuple" opened in 1873. 
Metcalfe 'Evolution" 155-6. 

'" I am drawing a parallel here. of course, with Northrop Frye's concept of thecanadian 
'gamson mentality": Frye op. cit. 

lS 22 December 1884.1. quoted by Dufresne (1980) 152. 



excuses were given regarding the length of the route, and the d*fiwfty of getüng men to 

come out two nights in a row, but, as Sylvie Dufresne argues, the snowshbers pnded 

themselves on their endurance and strength and abil i i  to tramp for miles, so the idea that 

they were 'savingn themselves for the following night's activities at the Ice Palace, was 

hardly tenable. Much more significant was their dislike for the route of the procession. 

The reported that the west end ciubs objected to the procession on the grounds that Ï t  

was not an enactment of a normal weekly tramp, like the procession after the attack on the 

Ice Palace.lSB According to one complainant, this was not bona fide snowshoeing but 

'hipp~droming~.'~ To make matters wone, the route of the procession through the east 

end of the city to Notre Dame was 'similar to that followed by that of the St. Jean Baptiste 

proce~sion."~~ This similarity was increased by the fad that fi reworks and building 

illuminations were also associated with the St. Jean Baptist parades, so in choosing the 

format and route of the torchfight snowshoe procession, and encouraging citizens to 

illuminate and decorate their houses along the way,lS9 the East End Cornmittee was 

drawing on a repertoire of invented traditions which had different annotations for English- 

and French-speaking Montrealers. This was the heart of the problem: some of the British 

snowshoers objected to marching with the French-Canadian ciubs along a route which 

symbolised the efforts of French Canadians to resist assimilation by the British and to 

assert their own national identity and reiigious faith. 
- - 

Resistanœ by rnernbers of the west end ciubs occurred well before the 1885 

Camival began, but may have k e n  exacerbated on the Sunday before it opened when, 

dressed in their snowshoe unifonn, members of Le Trappeur participated in a special 

mass at Notre Dame Church, before and after which they paraded the streets in the east 

and west end of the City? . Mine= reported that this event caused much talk. It was 

'% m, January 10, 1995, 6. quoted by Dufresne (1 980) 153. 
lS7 w, January 24 & 26,1885. 

m, 10 January, 188S16, quoted by Dufresne (1980) 153. 1 take this to mean a circus- 
like display far the masses, however, Aian Metcalfe defines it as LYixed games", Canada Leams 
1 19. Even sol boa explanations imply that this type of snowshoeing lacked authenticity. 

15' Presse, January 25,1885 (Demiere) 
'" La P r e ~ ~ d .  January 20,1885 (Extra) 



~ m o u r e d  that other sports associations anticipated having chaplains Iike the Saint-Jean- 

Baptiste Society and other societies of its genre?' Presse noted that the snowshoerç 

were admired by everyone for their picturesque costumes, pure canadien blood and 

explicitly French heritage: 

Nos clubs de raquettes font honneur à Montréal et envie a nos voisins. Ces 
associations sont bien du cru, on reconnait en eux de pur sang canadien; forts, 
alertes, vigoreux, ayant cette pointe d'esprit gaulois qui anime tout...'" 

In other words, aithough physical vigour and outdoor sport was an important ingredient in 

the French-Canadian conception of national identity too, through this performance, Le 

Trappeur specifically identifieci itseîf as a national associatÏon, different to other snowshoe 

clubs m u s e  it was both French Canadian and Catholic. This performance was therefore 

a public proclamation of religious and ethnic identity. On the other hand, this was not the 

interpretation held by Mgr. Fabre, who was distressed that the snowshoers had entered 

the church 'avec ces costumes du However, this was a minority view, 

because the 1880s were a tuming point in the Catholic Church's ac ide  towards 

organized sports. The Roman Catholic Church had up to then discouraged active 

participation in arganized sport, but it was at this time that it began to become involved in 

community sports and leagues as a way to promote French-Canadian nati~nalisrn.'~ 

16' 'Il est rumeur que les dR6rentes associations de ce genre, qui sont toutes si florissantes, 
sont en instan- pour avoir des chapelains comme la sociéte Saint-Jean Baptiste et les autres 
sociétes du même genre-" la Minerve, January 27, 1885. 

la Presse, January 26,1885 (Dernière) 
lS3 Dufiesne (1 980) 134. 
la Alan Gordon notes that the political and religious significance of the Saint-Jean-Baptiste 

Day festival diminished abniptly after 1885 (4). Even though in the 1880s ultramontranism was at 
"its height of influence, sporting clubs inc~eased their involvement, and by 1890, spectator sports 
had become the rnost popular of the day's events."(21). He suggests that '[sjeculanzation 
diminished the distinctiveness of SaintJean-Baptiste Day and comrnercialization lessened its 
national specificity."(2&21): Aian Gordon, 'lnventing Tradition: Montreal's SaintJean-Baptiste 
Day Re-Examined," paper presented to the CHA Annual Meeting, Brock University, June 1996. 
Guay calts the period of 1889-84 'L'ère des Conqu&esn when the Parades were big productions 
with many historical and allegorical floats wtiich promoted the vision of francophone expansion in 
American and the influence of francophones in politics, fiterature, the professions and business, 
Guay argues that the clergy were assuming a new national role, promoting pfide in the history and 
future of French Canada, and encouraging setüement of new land in order to stem the exodus of 
francophones to American industrial cities: Michèle Guay, "Notes de recherche sur la fete 
nationate des Canadiens-français," la f4te cornence!, ed. Diane Pinard (Montreal: Societé 



French-Canadian identity was fur?her indicated by the choice of club uniform. 

Whereas the older west-end clubs wore white blanket mats *th mIoured epaulets, 

facings or crests, Le Trappeur had chosen a &lue coat with white edging, a new French- 

Canadian Club, Les Patriotes, had chosen a dark grey coat with red facings, and L'Union 

commerciale de Québec one made of grey homesp~n.'~~ In a cmwd of snowshoers, these 

clubs wwld, therefore, stand out very ciearly as being 'di f f~ent' . '~ The colour of Le 

Trappeur's unifonn was the same as the French fleur de iys, and the choice of grey 

hornespun was a reminder of the boycott of British imported cloth us& as a political 

stntegy by the Part* patriote during the 1837-8 Rebelli~ns.'~~ Both were colours worn by 

the French military. The names of the clubs were also chosen to indicate the French- 

Canadian hentage of their members, just as the 'St. George'sn and the 'Ernerafd" clubs 

procla7rned f h e i ~ ? ~  

The failure of the Montreal Snow Shoe Club to turn out for the East End 

-- 

des festivals populaires du Quebec, 1982): 21 1-21 3. It rnay be that the winter carnivals were 
actually design& as competing displays of identity to counter those constructed by the Saint-Jean- 
Baptiste Day parades. Initial planning for the 1883 Tandem Drive included a number of historia4 
floats which wem cancelled due to cost. However, the 1884 Saint-Jean-Baptiste Society Som 
anniversary celebrations in Montreal included an elaborate display of histoncal charaders and 
French-Canadian heros. 

la ~azette; January 31, 1885, 5, and Jean-Claude Germain, le Feuilleton de Montre&, Vol. 2 
7 793-1 892 (Quebec: Stanké, 1995) 31 3. A reporter comrnented tbat the Patriote coat 'fooked well 
as a contrast to h e  white dresses around kW Gazette January 28, 1885.5. Furthermore, Le Club 
de Raquettes le Huron selected a cardinal red bfanket coat in 1884: Eileen Stack, private 
communication. 

l m  This way of displaying difference may have been short-lived, because by 1895 the staff of 
Rideau Hall were apparently wearing 'da* blue Manket suits piped with Iight blue" and Lady 
Aberdeen regretted that family photographs could not be 'renderd in colors to iliustrate the variety 
that may be obtained in these costumes...": Lady Aberdeen, 'Our First Winter in Canada," 
Montreal Star January 26, 1895, quoted by Stack 4-5. In fact, blanket coats in an array of colours 
were adverüsed in English newspapers during the 1880s (Eileen Stack, private communication); 
although the majority of clubs continued to favour the tradition white coat with cdoured stripes and 
adornments. 

ls7 The 1868 Quebec coat of amis inciuded two blue fleur-de-lys on a gold background. The - 
coat of amis of France was also blue and gold. Encvclopedia 692,979. 

rve kbruary 2. 1885 referred to the French-Canadian snowshoers as 'les 
coureurs," an indication that francophones were reclaiming their history. 



procession was interpreted by the francophone press as an insutt and rack of c o ~ r t e s y . ~ ~ ~  

Furthemore, Presse complained that no police were on duty at St. Helen's Island for 

the snowçhoe parade and cornmittee members had had to direct traffic in order to prevent 

accidents. The senss that French Canadians were 'second-class citizens' is conveyed in 

the writer's closing remark on the subject 'Sans etre prophete, nous pouvons prédire que 

les Anglais du Beaver Hall n'auront pas un pareil sujet de plainte In retaliation 

for these slights. only a few members of Le ~kappeur tod< part in the attack on the ke  

Palace the next evening, and rekised to join in the torchlight procession afterwards. 

According to the Gazette, members from Le Trappeur, and representatives from visiting 

Quebec Clubs, L'Union Commerciale and L'Huron, leff affer the attack.17' This lack of 

accord was a sour note in the image of unity created by the Carnival, and on Thursday 

evening the west end clubs tumed out several hundred men for the East End Music 

Festival at the Drill Hall. Goldwin Smith's Toronto pefiodical, The Week, commented that 

this was 

largely a the instance of leading members of conciliating spirit. This matter 
shows clearfy how Montreal is becoming two separate cities within one 
municipal boundary. Differences of race prevent the sympathy which either 
in the small fietd of civit Me, or the larger one of country, is required for real 
union? 

While snowshoeing was a visual attnbute of a paiticular Canadian identity, 

analysis ofthe drategies of representation employed by the clubs shows that that identity 

was far from universal. By visualiy contrasting themsetves with the British through the 

format and route of the torchlight procession. their uniform. and their public protestation of 

faith, the French-Canadian clubs contested the version of Canadian national identity the 

le@ For exampie. La Presse compfained that the English were forgetüng Me part played by 
French Canadians in last yeafs carnival. The success of the East End events showed that the 
English-speaking clubs were not needed, 'Mais ce que nous pouvons affirmer. c'est que l'acte 
discourtois dont les clubs anglais se sont rendus compables hier soir, ne sera pas oublie de 
longtemps." (January 28, 1885 Extra); similar comments are made in LaMinerve, January 28, 
1885 

170 PrpSse, January 28,1885 (Exba) 
17' m, January 29, 1985, 5. 
'* fhe Week, Febcuary 5,1885; 1st. 



omet clubs had proposedn Although visitors might have gained the impression that the 

races l i ed  in harmony in Montreal, and although this was the message the Camival 

organizers sought to convey, this unity was an illusion. After Camival week was al1 over, 

the organizers of the east and west comrnittees held a dinner to ceiebrate the success of 

the camival, and toasted "l'union la plus parfaite" which had never ceased to exist 

between them.17' But for subsequent camivals, the organization of events in the west and 

east was cornbineci under the control of the central Executive Cornmittee - tacit recognition 

that the lower echelons of membership were in reality far from united. 

Conctusion 

The camivals were the culmination of decades of inventing traditions which 

ernbodied, penoned and displayed a nativecanadian identity. The symbolism of the 

camival monuments and spectacles constructed Canadians as a special kind of British 

subject, with an identify f ierent from both British and Americans. This identity was buitt 

around enjoyment of the Canadian dimate through winter sports çarri& out in an 

orgaMzed rnanner wiEh the expectation of 'proper' behaviour. To a great extent, the public 

spectacfes refied on an appropriateci history of Canada wtiich re-created the stereotype of 

the jolly hospifalify rernarked upon by eariy British visiforS to their new wloriy, and the 

romanficized version of Old Quebec promoted in contemporary history and literature. The 

Canadians-referred to in the 1880s were, however, Ertglish-speaking . They were also 

rniddle-class, Anglo-saxon and (predominantiy) male. 

The Camivals were successkil in disserninating the particular identity constnicted 
- - - 

ln An additional way in which French-Canadian clubs distinguished themselves from the 
English clubs may hâve been by trarnping to dilTerent locations and avoiding osing the club house 
on C6tes des Neiges frequented by the west end clubs. An undateû dipping (c.4878) notes that 
the Union Snow Shoe Club is growing quickiy and 'is now the leadmg French Canadian Snow 
Show Club in the Province." This may be L'Union Comrnerciate, tt had club rooms at St. Dennis 
and St. Catherine and tramped to Bougie's Hotel on the Back River Road on Thursday night. NAC: 
MAAA Scrapbook 2, H-1991, v. 16,186 (358), 

174 jJ, M. erve, February 2,1885. Editorial comment i n h  Presse, February 2, 1885, gave a 
detailed critique of the Camival, and complained that there had been division in the execution of 
events and general union had sufked. Dufresne (1 980) describes a nurnber of confiicts between 
the two comrnittees (1 58-9). 



bythe Montreal professional and commercial middie classes through their sports clubs, 

and the European and American visitors recognized winter sports as distinctively 

Canad W. However, this identity ultimately faired to bring together diverse Canadians 

under one national rubric. It was too particular an identity to succeed, standing for t w  

small a group and M ing  to negotiate with otber groups. An idealized image was projected 

by the Camival spectacles of the identity the middle class sought to ascribe to itself, and of 

the existence of an ordered and contrdied social hierarchy, but the working poor were not 

there to see this, and were given no place in the  display. There was spaœ for the weafthy 

elite to participate in the Carnivals, but there was none for the working poor, except as 

labourers. They were excluded h m  enjoying the activities because they were expected to 

work Mi le  they took place, pfices and- membership mies exciuded their participation, and 

any behaviour deemed disorderly was punished by means of the police and courts. The 

working classes were mot mvited to join in the enactrnent of national identity, or even 

solicited as specfators who rnight approve and emulate this dramatization of what it was to 

be nativecanadian. The increasing distance between the growing numbers of the 

'middling sorts" - self-ernployed professionats or salarieci, non-manual empbyees -- and 

manuaf labourers who worked for daiiy wages, was thereby evidenced on the streets of 

the ~ i f y . ' ~ ~  Whereas thé subversive and uriruly aspecfs of caciiivals and festivals are 

usually considered as social safety valves which allow antagonisms to dissipate, the 

Montreal Winter Carnivals were more likely to have highlighted and entrenched social and 

ethnic divisions in the city. The snowshoe dubs had invented traditions which spoke to 

their own class, and fo a similar class of foreign visifors, but weré usëd €0 exclude rather 

than include the lower classes and other ethnic groups, and thereby failed to secure 

hegemony or to create a shared language of nationhood and citizenship? Women were 

no tonger just spectators, but could now participate in prescribed ways, and were 

consdered an assef to CanaelTan identity, but this was only true for women of the middlé 

'7s Stuart Blumin makes this argument in The Emergence of the Middle Class. 
lT6 In cornparison, Arnerican national holidays were understood as "important patriotic 

moments during which al1 classes, races, religions, and regions participated in the dramatization of 
the values and bdiefs of Arnerican nationalisrn." Pope, patiotic G a w  16. An extended 
discussion of the rde of 'a shared symbolic and ritual language of political expression" in eariy 
Republican America is provided by Newman ch.6. 



classes. LikewÏse, there was roorn for French-Canadian participation. but not if it 

displayed a rival version of Canadian identity. 

There were other major probIemç which undermined the sport clubs' version of 

Canadian identity, not least of which was that the same winter sports coutd be pfayed 

anywhere with the right climactic conditions, and this included many of the New England 

and  borde^ states. As soon as Americans took home snowshoes and toboggans, wtiich 

they did in the hundreds. Canadian distinctiveness began to dimini*. The Montreaf sport 

dubs unwittingiy hastened this process by assisting St. Paul, Minnesota in organizing its 

own winter carnival in 1884, and a number of snowshoe and toboggan clubs were formed 

in the United States which adopted the traditions and costume of the Montreal ~ I u b s . ' ~  AI1 

that was left as distinctive then was the British pok of Canadian identity. This loss of 

distinction was played out m the debate over lrnperial vs. continental integration which 

grew stronger after 1885. Those who argued for continental integration wuld see 

Canadians as another kind of American. whiie imperialists muid point to the evidence of 

attachment to Britain - the space in between which had been claimed as "Canadian" was 

gone. When controversy over commercial union wÏth the US.  emerged in 1887, the oniy 

alternative envisaged was lmpenâl federafi~n.'~' Makîng Canadian identity even more 

tenuous was the growing French nationalism evidenced at the 7885 Carnival; just a few 

months later the North West Rebellion broke out and Riel's ultimate hanging exposed the 

rifts which already existed between French and English Canadians. 

Lastly, the cornplaint over 'hippodroming' reveak that the result of the Carnivals 

'77 Fred Anderes and Anna Agranoff, Jce Pal- (New York: Cross River Press, 1983) 46. 
See also, Dufresne (1980) 19 n.39; ml December 19, 1884.4. The reduced number of visitors 
in 1885 was btamed on a similar event in St- Paul. The WeeK, February 5,1885,151 reported 
that the Montreaf Carnivals had stimulated American visitors to buitd skating rinks and toboggan 
slides along the St Lawrence in Saratoga, Albany and elsewhere. Artunis Vol. 1. No. 3, January 
29, 1887, 35 noted the popufanty of tobogganing in New York and 8oston. where slides were 
being erected. 

ln The Imperia1 Federation League was founded in England in 1884 but clubs in Canada 
made lWe headway until 1887: Sturgis 100. 



was to cornmodify and c ~ m m e ~ a l i z e  the winter sports.'" 'Snowshoer" was right: 

parading the streets cheapened the meaning of the activity, it became a performance 

rather than a simulacrum of the real activity. Comrnodified as a tourist attraction, 

snowshaeing was no longer an act of being Canadian, a means by which one was 

connected tu the landscape and indigenised. When anyone could put on the snowshoes 

and outfits and masquerade as a snowshoer, without needing to acquire the endurance, 

pluck and moral virtue of the snowshoe ethos, it was no longer an activity that had national 

rneaning.180 

''' Michael J. Broadway, "Urban Tourist Developrnent in the Nineteenth-Century Canadian 
City," The of ofamian S t u w  (Spring 1996) discusses the transformation of 
tourist expen'ences into commodities by standardizing the experience so that was made predictable 
(64)- '" A common cornplaint in the MSSC records at mis time was that too large a number of 
members were joining the club for social reasons rather than actively tramping. Kathy Peiss 
suggests that M i l e  performances may inherentiy consütute identity, they became more visible and 
apparent as performances in the late nineteenth and eariy Wentieth centuries." Kathy Peiss, 
'Making Up, Making Over: Cosmetics, Consumer Culture, and Women's Identity," The Sex of 
Thinas: Gender and Corlsumptm in Histmcal Pe-nect 

a . - .  a, ed. V. de Grazia and Ellen Furlough, 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1996) 31 2. 



CHAPTER 5 

RST W m  

You have heard the terrible lndia~ war cry, and, like the first 
tolonists of Canada, whose brave and great ads are narrated in 
history, you have folfowed their example, 

Address to Captain L. J. Ethier, 6Sa Rines 
Montreal Gazette, 3uiy 22, 1885. 

A line of fires lit up the night sky, stretching for half a mile along the brow of the 

mountain. As the flames sputtered, a fusillade of rockets, shells, batteries and candles 

was opened up along the line. From each fiank a large mortar sent up missiles which- 

arc& across the hillside. Watching from their vantage point in Dominion Square, the , 

crowd could be forgiven for thinking a hostile amy was bambarding the city.' For some of 

the men of the 65m Battalion (Mount Royal) Rifles, recently retumed fiorn the North-West, 

the bombardmentmay h a e  brmght-back mernoriesof k i n g  under fire,.sincethey had- 

been involved in the action at Red Deer Creek, or Frenchman's Butte as it was known at 

the time. The troops of the Montreal Brigade of Ganison Artillery, on the other hand, had 

only made it as far as Regina, and probabty regretted that they never saw action. But to 

the citizens of Montreal all were heroes. Canada 'reatly seemed beside itself with joy. 

Nothing was too good for "our boys," as they were carersingly temed."2 

The fireworks display was the culmination of days of celebration in Montreal and 

other eestem cities. The regiments returning from the North-West were fêted at every 

stop along the route home. Montrealers had welcomed their own returning un&, the 6 5 ~  

Rifles, and the Gamson ArtiIlery, and had also tumed out for the Quebec gfh Battalion 
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Rifies (Voltigeurs) and the Halifax Provisionai Battalion. The &y had been festwned with 

bunting and fiags for days. A four-sided arch was built on the corner of Notre Dame and 

St LambeKs Hill, and thousands of people lined the streets to cheer the retuming 

soldier~.~ 

The sports dubs were active in organizing these celebrations, and drew heavily on 

the repertoire of celebratory foms ernployed for royal visits and the Winter Carnivals. 

Street decoraüons, an arch, fireworks displays, and torchlight processions were ail part of 

the welcome for the men of the North-West Field Force, which was made up of battalions 

from Halifax, Quebec City, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, rural Ontario and Winnipeg, and led 

by MajorCeneml Frederidc D. Middleton? Newspapers throughout the Dominion gushed 

with praise for the pluck, endurance, physical starnina, discipline, and courage show by 

the volunteer troops. The events in the North-West had confirmed that Canadians were a 

new race of North Men, mernbers of the new nationality called for by tord Durham and 

D'Arcy McGee, and envisaged by Robert Haliburton and other Canadian nationalists. 

In the orrgoing discursive process which constructeci a new Canadian national 

identity by appropriating indigenous cultural activities, and transforming them through the 

imposition of a British ideology of order and discipline, war was the last hurdle and test of 

nationhood. While being repellent and repulsive on one levef, stories of cannibalism, 

torture, pagan rituals, and al1 manner of salacious depravity associated with the myth and 

' The welcorning celebrations were discussed daiiy in the Montreal papers during the period 
Juty 18-27, 1885. Thirty-fie rnernbers of the MAAA assisted in setting off the fireworks for the 
Military Holiday, predominant amongst whom were sn~mhoe dub rnernbers H.W. Becket, Angus 
Grant, W.L. Maby and Chartie Radiger: Gazette July 25 & 27,1885; La Presse Juty 18,1885. la 
Presse reported an immense torchlight procession woufd be held by ail the snowshoe dubs on July 
21,2885. Whether this inciuded the anglophone dubs is unctear. 
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image of the 'barbarous savage,' were immenseiy attractive to Europeans5 British 

colonists had 'taken-on' the noble adVities and visuat attributes of the savage, making 

themselves native-Canadians in the process; but to extinguish 'the Indian' entirely, they 

also needed to appropriate and transfomi the most iconic activity of al1 - that of the Native 

warrior. This was accomplished by adapting British military tactics to a more indigenous 

form of warfare. lt could then be dairned that this was a Canadian army mobilized for the 

defence of Canadian interests, and, despite British military leadership, the rebeflion was 

represented as a Canadian triumph. 

Commentators on the Riel Rebellion cfaim it was the last time in wtiich Canadians 

fired upon each other, yet there is no evidence in contemporary sources to indicate that 

participants saw it as a civil war! Instead, the volunteer trwps which made up the Field 

Force saw themselves as fighting an 'othef people. rather than recogniu'ng Natives and 

Métis as fellow Canadians.' The visual images puMished in daily nevvspapers certainly 

made a clear distinction between the two sides. The British pole of Canadian national 

identity, signified visually by unifonn, discipline and superior weapans, was the 

distinguishing ahibute of the government forces, mi le  the rebels were represented as 

semi-naked, barbarous savages and a motley group of 'Half-breeds' dressed in a 

combination of habitant homespun clothing and the fringes, beadwork and feathers which 

signified their Native connection. When sorne of the Métis painted thernselves, or were 

- - - - - - 

As evidenced by the popularity of captivity stories. stories of the 'ofd West', playing 
'cowboys and indians', children's stories. wmic strips, camping, Buffalo Bill's Wld West Show, 
etc. 

The front page editorial of Jhe Week [TorontoJ July 30,1885 sfates: m i s  was in name 
only a civil war. The Haif-breeds were an isslated race, though annexed fhey had never become 
Canadians, and they were fighting for a territory whfch they regardeci as their ow." 
' Desmond Morton agrees that this was the Dominion's first real war: HistppLpf 

From Chamlein to the GuH W u  3* Ed. (Toronto: MeClelland & Stewart, 1992) 106. 
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represented as having painted themsefves 'fike de mon^",^ the resuft was to elide Native 

and Métis in the popular imagination. Reports Rom the North-West assumed that any 

Métis was a rebel, thus the distinction between French-speaking and EngEsh-speaking 

Métis was also lost. Since the majority who associated with Riel spoke French, any 

French-speaker was incorrectiy assumed to be a rebel. With the furore in Quebec over 

Riel's hanging, and French-Canadian support of the é, an extremely crude equation could 

be written which put the loyalty and patriotism of all French-speaking inhabitants into 

question? Hence a soldier could report an atternpted attack by a 'Frenchman who came 

up alongside of me as I was retreating, and tried to catch my bridle reins."'* 

When fighting broke out in the North-West, Canadian rnilitary leaders found 

themselves in a weak position. While the ranks of the rnilitia were adequate, they lacked 

experienced officers to lead fhem. For years, miiitary officiais had lobbied for the creafion 

of a Canadian military school to remedy this deficit, and govemor general Lord Lome had 

repeatediy urged members of the Pnvy Council in England to assist in putting the 

Canadian rnilitary on a proper footing." After calling home the gamson forces in 1854 to 

fight in the Criniean War, it was only with reluctance that the British Parliament had sent 

some troops back to Canada in response to fears of an Anglo-Amencan war following the 

Trent incident in 1861, and to assist in restoring order on the Red River in 1869. The 

complete withdrawal of troops in 1871 left the new Dominion to its own devices. 

Canadians had answered the cal1 to join the rnilitia enthusiastically, despite the poor 

For instance, Globe poronto] May 12, 1885, 2. 
' This fauity syllogism argued that if Métis + Natives = Rebels, and Métis = French, then 

French-speakers = Rebels. 
'O m M a y 1 2 , 1 8 8 5 ,  2. 
l1 Memoranda from successive milibry commanders to Lord Lome, and from Lord Lome to 

London, show that there was a long-standing attempt to improve Canadian military organization. 
NAC: MG 27 1 64 Lord Lome Papers. 



financial reward and other disincenüves, and eventually, the Colonial Office succurnbed to 

Canadian arguments, and a military college was esfablished, but, in March of 1885, its 

graduates were still few and ~ntr ied. '~ 

Many saw the rnilitia as a means by which to un@ the population and instill a 

sense of national pride and patriotism- An article in Nation in 1874, claimed that the 

"establishment of a military force is not only a necessity as a safeguard ...[ but].advisable as 

a means towards nationalization ...[f or] the nation possessed of the soundest military 

organization ... has also manifested the strongest development of national spirit and has at 

the same time advanced steadily in wealth and ~ivilization."'~ This sentiment was echoed 

by Col, Walker Powell in a memorandum to Lord Lome regarding miïitia policy for the 

Dominion: 

an Active Militia representing the strength of the population of each district, 
and clothed in the national colours, becornes an important factor in the 
creation of a sentiment of nationality, and that love of country which arises 
from consciousness of ability to maintain order, and to defend themselves 
against aggre~sion.'~ 

The M i f m  went further still, claiming that "it requires bfood to unite a ~ountry."'~ 

lZ Employers were notonous for the lack ofsupport they gave volunteers - often to the @nt 
of refusing to hire them. The pay was poor - only half a labourer's daily wage, and often paid long 
in arrears. This suggests few of the working class woufd volunteer, especially since many militia 
companies were run Iike social clubs and restricted their membership. Joining a cornpany was a 
means of gaining upward social mobility, since onicers were elected, and automatically considered 
'gentlemen' regardless of socio-economic origins: Morton, m r v  History ch. 3. 

'' The JUatim, fToronto] Vol. 1, No. 2, April9, 1874, 23. This was a weekly journal 
established by John Foster, a member of Canada First who had published the enthusiastically 
received 'Canada First: or Our New Nationality" in 1871. The Canada First platform included the 
'British connection, inmme franchise, the ballot, minority representation, the encouragement of 
immigration, and an improved militia system." Norman Shrive, C-~air.rv Nationalisf 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1965) 131. 

l4  NAC: MG 271 84, Memorandum Col. Walker Powell to Lord Lome, c-i880,4. 
15 x Herald April 3, 1885, 1 - Quoted by Paul Maroney, "'lt Has Cost Much, but it is 

Worth More': Cultural Images of War in Canada, t 884-1 9l4", Paper presented to the Canadian 
Historical Association, UQAM, August 1995, 31. 
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For some, then, the outbreak of the Second Riel Rebellion furnished an opportunity to 

temper the newiy developed sense of Canadian nationality in the forge of war, and to 

prove that Canada had entered the ranks of modem, progressive nations. 

Others were less sanguine about the existence of national feeling, especially 

considering the disadvantages felt by the western provinces due to the national policy. In 

January of 1 885, before the outbreak of Rebellion in March, W-E-M." of The, 

asked: 

How cm a genuine Canadian nationality develop while the people of the 
different Provinces take no more interest in each other than at 
present? ... they are supposed to be permeated by enthusiastic love and 
admiration for the Dominion..-But those who know best will admit that there 
is not a vast amount of patriotism current in the Dominion . A i s  "nationaln 
feeling, of which there is so much prating at times, exists only in the 
imaginations of a class of joumalists and interested politicianç ...16 

However, a few months later, the Rebellion was hailed from ail quarters as a means by 

which the nation had k e n  drawn together. In the same publication, 'G.B.E." claimed 

that 'one of the beneficial results of the recent display of military force in the North-West is 

that it has made the people ... feel they are really part and parcel of the Dominion ... The 

'average' inhabitant is no longer an Albertan - he is now a Canadiar~."'~ Joumalists in 

Montreal concurred. A Gazette editorial claimed: 

A new inspiration has corne upon the people as the result of the 
insurrection, and its influence will be lasting ... The rebellion has 
demonstrated how deepiy the love of Canada fills the hearts of her people, 
has made brothers of the men of al1 the provinces, ... has obliterated al1 
sectional jealousies and al1 provincial bigotries.lB 

-- - - - -- - '' The Week January 29, 1885,134. 
l7 'Canadianiu'ng the North-West," The Week July 23, 1885, 533-4. 
l8 GazefteJuty23,1885. 
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The feeling that Canada was now a nation was widespread after the successful 

conclusion of rnilitary action against the Native and Métis 'rebel~'.'~ The rapturous 

welcame given by each city to every battalion of troops which amved or travelled through, 

regardless of their province of origin, and the fulsome public addresses by mayors and 

dignitaries, as well as the 'prating' press editorials, al1 proclaimed that this had been a 

national trial, a test of nationhood which the troops had passed on 'our' behalf with glowing 

c o l o u r ~ . ~ ~  This daim had some jusüfication, after all, the ability of the state to monopolise 

and command military force is a marker of nationhood in a political and material sense. It 

is also a measure of the strength of national feeling since it requires people to willingly 

sacrifice their lives in the defence of an abstract concept. The conscription crises of the 

two worid wars iliustrated the lack of a unified national identity or purpose in Canada in the 

twentieth century, but this was much less apparent in 1885, when only 'nirnoursn of 

disaffection and apathy from Quebec and Halifax were e~idenced.~' It has also often been 

'O Most recent studies recognize that relatively few Native people participated in the Rebellion, 
and were poorfy treated by the Canadian government. Louis Riel's actions have received varying 
interpretations: compare, for instance, Thomas Flanagan, Riel and the Rebellion: 1885 
Becons idu  (Saskatoon: Western Producer Prairie Books, 1 983), and D.N. Sprague, Canada 
and the Métis. 1869-1 885 (Waterloo: Wilfn'd Laurier University Press, 1988). The best overall 
account of the Rebellion is Bob Beal and Rod Macleod, Prairie Fire: The 1885 North-West 
Rebellion (Edmonton: Hurtig, 1984). An account which relies on Native oral history is Blair 
Stonechild and Bill Waiser, Lovai till Death. I n d w  the North-West Rebellion (Calgary: Fifth 
House, 1997). Individual battles and military aspects are considered by Walter Hildebrandt in 
Views from F o m r d :  Constructed Visionsgf an Analo-Canm West . . (University of Regina: 
Canadian Plains Research Centre, 1994) and The Rattle of F3atoche: Bntish S m  Warfareand the 

Studies in Archaelogy, Architecture and History, National Historic Parks and 
Sites (Ottawa: Environment Canada, 1989). An older, but useful review of the causes and 
histaricat interpretations of the Rebellion is given by Stuart Hughes in his Introduction to The Fmg 

sacre". Personaf Pers~ectbes on mnic Confiict (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 
1 976). 
" Lieutenant-colonel G. Amyot called the reception given to the Quebec 9 Voltigeurs in 

Toronto 'délirante de patriotisme et de fraternité." b P r e e  July 22, 1885 (Dernière). On the 
other hand, from editing the memoirs of hree participants, R.C. Macleod, daims there is little 
evidence that patriotism was an important reason for enlisting: Remiscences of a R u n a  bv one 
pf the BunaIe~ (Calgary: University of Alberta Press, 1983) xii. 

2' Hauttain 1 :4. 



argued that war promotes intemal cohesion, creating a sense of belonging and mmmunity 

since it requires al! rnernbers of society to pull togethet in the face of a cornmon enemy. 

War propaganda contributes to this by wnstructing unequivocal images of the 'evil' 

enemy, and 'good' self? These unifying effecis were apparent in 1885, but, unfortunately, 

they lasted only temporarily. In the affermath of the Second Riel Rebellion, an apparently 

irrevocable rift between English- and French-speaking Canadians was revealed. 

ln the performance of their dub'es, the troops embodied the charaderistics of 

Canadian identity prescribed by Tache, Notman, Haliburton, Beers and others. They 

survived train rides on open cars in freezing temperature, long marches through snow and 

ice, forced marches under the broiling sun, dragging guns and wagons through swarnp, al1 

the mi le dothed inadequateiy, and fed a skimpy diet. For most of the volunteer troops, 

this was the first expenence of enemy fire, and General Middleton clairned their 

inexperience was the reason for his cautious taciics; yet, by al1 accounts, they showed 

great courage and discipline under fire. Major-General Thomas Bland Strange, for 

instance, complimented the men of the 65'" Battalion after their inconclusive encwnter 

with Wandering Spirit's band at Red Deer Creek: 

The Gemrai said he had seen a great many fresh trwps undergo their first 
"baptisrn af fire," butneverin-his-rnifitary --enctidi& he -se-a  'batder 
attack made upon a strong position than he had.that.day, His orders, .he. 
said, hade-been prompt& execufed-in euery pafidar and'-the men showed- 
aH the valeur: and-cookiess of old-traapa The enemy's-position, he said, 
was simply impregnabld3 

The trmps, although raw and inexpenenced, survived the horrendous joumey, the 

A bnef discussion of the literature on warfare and nationhood is presented by Anthony-D. 
Smith, 'War and Eainici The Rde of Warfare in the Formation, Self Images and Cohesion of 
Ethnic Communities," Bit and Racial_Studies 4.4 (Odober- 1984): 358-387. 
" Details of the encainter, incomediy named the 'Battle of Frenchman's Butte", are 

provided by Haultain 234. For subsequerrt Snterpretattons see Stonechitd- and- Waiser t 8 M .  
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exhausting mwches; aftâ th& battb-Mth-tk-enmy. They-denionstrate8 on *nation& 

stage al! aie quaCities promoted and incufcated- through nationalist- discourse, and 

embusred and peFformed.at- home and abmad by participation- in. ïndigenws sports. 

Organized sports had undoubtedty played a key rote in preparing some of the 

volunteers for action in the North-West. The three thousand or so men who headed off to 

Winnipeg from the major cities in eastem and central Canada, reportedly came h m  al1 

ranks of society, TYhe humble artizan, the mecftanic, the tradesman, the de*, the student, 

the prokrsional- man- - al1 were to- be found. side by-side, indisting~ishable?~ However, 

no detailed studies are available which confimi this contemporary irnpressi~n.~' When 

noted, the occupations of the men who died in the conflict incfuded artisans - a tinsmith, a 

shoemaker, a blacksmith; white-collar workers - a hardware store clerk, a bookkeeper; and 

joumalists, managers, buiiders, surveyors, -ers, and professional ~old ierç.~ Since 

sport clubs had always been enthusiastic supporters of military preparedness, it seerns 

reasonable to assume that many of the volunteers from the latter N o  white-collar and 

professional groups would have k e n  members of sport c ~ u b s . ~  Alttiough their c ~ l i a n  

lNes are rarely nientioned, several of ttie officers were singled out in press reports as 

renowned sportsmen. Lieutenant-colonel Otter of the Queen's Own Rifies (Toronto), and 

Iater Canadian Military Chief, was a lacrosse player and rower, Lieutenant-Colonel Ouimet 

of the 65* m e s  was the president of the Dominion Rifle Association in 1885, General 

" Haultain 1 :4. 
Desmond Morton, "Aid to the Civil Power: The Canadian Militia in support of Social Order, 

1867-1 914," -an Histoncal Rev 
. . iew 51 -4 (December 1970) 424. 

28 Globe May 13,14,23, 1885; Gazette May 14,1885. 
'7 The class position of artisans is very difficult to fix in ais time pdod. It is impossible to 

tel, for example, whether a shoemaker was an employer with his own shop (and therefore a 
member of the professional and commercial middle classes), or a de-skilied worker in an 
industrializing trade. In general, I have considered artisans as members of the working class. 
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Srangeand  hiswifewefeacfivein- theQuebec Skating Chb, and hewâs- an enthusiastic 

snowshoer, and Lieutenant-colonel. Frank Bond of the Pirine of Wates Regiment 

(fWontreaQ, was a wefiFr~w1i1- member oftfie- =SC, and &-round. sports entfwsiast. Cn 

tlie lowec mks,. -n. GTrwx- of the 6 P  Riff&s was greeted #riari a tordight pr-an 

by members of Le Canadien Snow Shae and tactosse Cluhs,?~CorporaL E Halliweii d the 

Midland Battaiion was 'an excellent la~rossist",~~ and three 'crack snowshoers" from the 

Gamson Artillery were welcomed home by feliow club members? The militasr value of 

indigenous sports was recognized in two cartoons comrnissioned by the Thomas 

Thompson & Son dothing Company in Toronfo. The first, 'On the Fly" shows *one of our 

brave boys in pursuit of an Indian ... The pace is wam, but out volunteer is an otd lacrosse 

player, and it certainiy looks as if the lndian would be caught." Two days later. the 

wmpany's aâvertisement, entitted "Veni, Vidi, Vici!" is a sketch of the volunteer canying 

his 'catch' on his rifle. The copy reads: "Being bmught % bap is one thing, and brougM 

to bay-O-net quite another..-" [Figures 5-1 & 5-21. 

When the need for a properiy trained militia was demonstrateci by the debacle of 

the Crimean War, and in response to the perceived threats from the Amencan States in the 

eariy 1860s, many uoiunteer rifle ampanies were formed by members of the professional 

and commercial rniddle classes. Rifie Associations were atso popular at this time, and 

serveâ to train volunteers in marksmanship." Volunteering and rifle shooting were so 

Gazetfe Jufy 22, 1985. 

Bobe May 14,1885, 8. The quote continues: 'and if is to be hoped handled his rifle at 
Moche with as much skill as he did the netted stick before the goals." 

Galeffe July 25,1988. These were Sergeant S.D. Jones, Gunner Archie McNaughton 
and Bombadier E. Jacbon. 

The Dominion of Canada Rifle Association, fonned in 1868, was the first and onty ïederally 
fundeà sport in the nineteenth century. Between 1868 and f908, $1 -5 million was spend by the 
federal govemment to encourage rifie shooting. In 1865,23,3Ol men practised marksrnanship in 
the Province of Canada- Rifle shooting was a ieisure activity through which national idedogies of 



Irt~r'i: risircd gur storij arc prrfcctly tic. 
1i:litrti w i r b  tlia ~ n n J ~  and ma* rLnn 
~xtislÏcd =itIi dm pri~x% 

Fig. 5.1: "'On the Fly,' or, 'AH Up' with 'Po~indmaker!!!'" 
advertisement, Toronto Globe, May 18, 1885 



1 niins hrouglit " to b y "  i s  ont aing, and brought Io t r rya~ ic t  ?aile 
anotlicr. E i ~ I i c r  position is, a?< a rule. irksorne ~ n o u ~ l ~  ; but o f  the two tho un- 
[ortuttirte nd-sk i r i  Irwc dc~~irttcd unquc4onalAy L'iidx - h i i n d f  on t h  aLarlw~t- 

horri of t h  iliI~rnrna.'' Iits;iiict ü -- srr~ost; ts ~r:s.nr." Iiowcvcr, nud surcl> 
na oitc a n  gruitp: trhar nquinuizi,- Indizri,all d:c liqiiitl cnmiorc ttc uiay Lc aLIc tra 
extmct out  of .bis prtwric r~-;rktwl c i~u i i i? i tnr ic i *~  Coriîu;9ia1i to d l  traitorj. 
u y s  'l'ris >[.uruo.r~. Anai j u s t  herc let ir k i inlrm-ssd t i p - n  ?lie niindu of cvcry 
*&y <Iiit Our Stock OF K E A ~ I V  MAVE Cu>riiss;: is ~6ri ipletc i r t  cvcry clchil, and 
atrercct ns hr.retoforu aC a - ~ r f c c  u-hich amrioc fail to utecr tlrc c r u t  id- of  a11 

I wlio ln&)- Cavour us with Uicir patronya 
--2 

Fig. 5.2: "Veni, Vidi, Vici!" advertisernent, Toronto Globe, May 
20, 1885 
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popular in 1861 that there were ten cornpanies in the Prince of Wales Regiment of the 

Victoria Rifles, and other sports actMties d e ~ l i n e d . ~ ~  Many mernbers of the lacrosse and 

snowshoe dubs were volunteers: members of the Beaver and Montreaf Lacfosse Clubs 

formed the Victoria Vohteer Rifle Regiment in 1861 ,33 and the S t  George's Snow Shae 

Club was formed in November of 1874 as winter exercise for its cricket club and members 

of No. 3 Company Victoria Vdunteer Ritles? Hugh W. Becket, prominent member of the 

MSSC and MLC, was comrnissioned as a Lieutenant in the 3d Battalion Victoria Rifies in 

1884, and was no dwbt disappointed that his unit &id not get caned up the next year. As a 

newspaper report commenteci in 1875: "There are few of our snowshoe runners who are 

not in some way connecteci with the volunteers-.? Aithough only auailable ta the 

wealthy rnembers of the professional and commercial middle classes, hunting was also a 

leisure actn/ity whicti served as a training gmund for war. tt taught suwivat techniques, 

understanding of terrain, endurance, and practical rnarksrnansMp? Lacrosse, 

snwshoeing and the irnported sports, alt trairtecf the body, prornoting fitmss, agitity and 

- - -- - - -  - 

duty, manfiness and patriotism were constnicted and contested: Kevin Wamsfey, "CutturaI 
signification and Nationaf Ideolog ies: Rifle s hooting in late nineteenth-century Canada," Socid 
j j i s t ~ ~ y  20-1- (1995): 63-72. 

jZ Lindsay, "History of Sport" 254-262 
33 William H. Whyte, The M m  (Montreal, 1905) xxvin'. 
j4 NAC: MG28 1 421 St. George's Snow School Club Papers, Vol. 1. 
35 NAC: MAAA Scrapbook 1,292. Snowshoeing was apparenfïy part of m i r i  training, as 

indicated by a sketch entitled "Royal arfinery on a snowshoe tramp," published in Canadian 
m e d  N- February 25, 1871, ? 17. 

38 Robert Baden-Powell's scauting movement, and Ernest Thompsort Seton's woodcrafi 
camps established at the end of the century, aïsa valorized hunting skills as more beneficial than 
the preparation for soldiering provided by drilling Cadets- David W. Brown, "Militarism and 
Canadian Private Education: ldeal and Practice, I86l-?918," CJHS 17.1 (May 1986) 51. On 
scouting and woodcraft, see John M. MacKenzie, 'The Imperia1 Pioneer and Hunter and the British 
masculine stereotype in late Victorian and Edwardian times," mnliness and Moralitv: M . . iddle-CI= 
Masculinitv in Brrtain and America 180û-1944, eds. J A  Mangan and James Walvin (New York: 
St. Martin's Press, 1987) 176-1 88, and Deloria ch. 4. For a study wbich illustrates the obsession 
with hunting in boys' joomals, see Patrick A. Dunae, "British juvenife fiterature in an age of Empire, 
1880-1 914," Ph.D. diss. University of Manchester, 1975. 



quick-thinking. Furthemore, the hieratchical structure of the sport clubs, and the 

discipline instilled on the field, or in the bush, prepared men to accept the orders of their 

superiors. As Haultain noted, The essenbal attn'bute of a good amy is discipiine, and 

discipline democracy tends to eliminate."n Thmugh sports acüviües, and ftaternal 

associations in general, leading members of society had ensured that values, behaviours 

and practices which constructed and reproduced a stable, hierarchically organized society 

were norrnalized. From one point of view, sports activities were ideal as physicai and 

mental training for the military, while, from another sports were themsetves a 'civilized' 

substitute for war, activities through which aggression and inational behaviour might be 

harmlessly dissipated, and pleasurable emotions a r ~ u s e d . ~ ~  By putting d o m  the 

Rebellion, this civilized order was extendeâ across the continent, and the English- 

speaking cofonists could daim to have created a nation? The last chapter of the British 

history of Canada wuid fhen be wntten, linking Brïtiah colenists as native-Canadians ba& 

into the nation's 'myths of tirne," thus absorbing and wnting-over the history of both Native 

peoples and the French Regime. 

'Remembenng' the British history of Canada was an on-going project. By the 

1860s a 'national ftame of mind" had developed in Canada West, and this resulted in a 

tremendous outpouring of 'Canadian' histones, magazines and l i terat~re.~~ It was at this 

37 Haultain 1 :4. 

38 Elias and Dunning 4. 
3D In fact they hêd accomplished thmwlves what in M e r  colon@ had accomplished 

by the Wish trcyps, viq the lndian Mutjny (1 857), the jarnaicay! Revolt (1865) and me Maori 
Wars (1 860s and i87Os). 

Alan Smith, 'Old Ontario". in the 1880s historians of Briüsh Canada, such as John 
Charles Dent and William Kingsford, were particuiady concerneci with the achievement of 
responsible governrnent. English Canadians took little notice of French-Canadian history, such as 
that written by F.-X. Garneau. Jean-BaptisteAntoine Ferfand, or Benjamin Sulte. but Francis 
Parkman's account of the struggle between France and Bribin for controt of New France was 
popular for its dramatic and picturesque rendering of history. See: Taytor ch. 5, esp. 258. 





Canadiansenacting  the^ nâtionhood, and ttiey show-thuseat home-authoriu'ng and 

applauding their performance. The opinion of the audience is voiced by the press, and at 

times, as for instance when allegations of ioating arose, the lirnits of identity can be 

aisemed, To support this contention, 1 examine three specific sets of images from the 

Wstrated War N m  which represented (and thereby named and defined) three decisive 

moments in the Rebellion: narndy, the battfes at Fish Creek, Cut Knife Creek, and 

Batache. Although there are many other images which could be ~ c ~ n i z e d ,  these were 

chosen because the battles were the subjects of large-size, full calour, cornmernorative 

prints issued by the pubiishers of the JWF# after the Rebellion. These were the definitive 

versions of key battles, the last stage in a series of re-presentations which began in the 

eighteen weekly issues of the paper, were refined in the Wo Souvenir Numbers, and 

reached their ultimate state in the three final prints? Through analysis of the individual 

stages and fheir fe-definifions, the images tan be seen as componmfs of a narrativizing 

scheme which presented the 'official' history of the Rebell i~n?~ The familiar strategies of 

representation ernployed, and the story which the images tell, are the culmination of the 

Canadian identity and nation constructeci over the past four decades. ln the past, these 

illustrations have been considered exaggerated and biased, but by examination of the 

cultural mntext within which they were produced, l provide a critique of the way in which 

the images have been interpreted to date, and suggest a more fntiffil approach. 

In an attempt to avoid confusion as to which images or prints are under discussion, I wilt 
refer subsequently to thethree stages of public@on as (1) thql'wueekly issues", (2) the "Souvenir 
Nurnbers" and (3) the 'Knal prints''. 
'' The representation of battie stories in text have an estabfished formula which represents 

the. behaviour of .the troops as displaying-universally heroic characteristics, skips over their 
experiences between battles, nrthlessty stratifies the characteristics of the two sides as binary 
opposites, and glosses over the agony and mess of the battle field: Maroney op cit. This 'rhetoric 
of battle history" is parallelled in the visuat nanative discussed herein, but is not tnie of twentieth- 
century war photojournalism. There is much similarity too, to the narratives of hunting trips and the 
'epic' snowshoe tramps remembered by Montreal clubs. 



Canadian lllusbated War News 

The prototype for all nineteenth-century illusbated periodicals was the JJ111str&& 

London News whicb was first publiçhed in 1842, quickry followed by its chief cornpetitor in 

England, €he m, and In the fonowing decade, by Frank Leslie's lllustrated Ne- 

and Hager's Weekly in Arnerica? War and royalty became the stock-in-trade of these 

periodicafs, furnishing commercial subjects with mass appeat? Supplernents or pull-out 

sheets, often coloured or tinted and "ready for framing", accompanied special issues. 

tn Canada, the illustrated press had a checkered existence. The Canadian 

fllustt- originated in 1862 in Hamilton, and in its first years declared plans for "a 

Pictorial History of Canada"? Unhappily. weekly sales failed to cover its expenses and it 

ceased publication in 1864. It was resurrected in Montreal by George Desbarats in 1869, 

and was published there until its demise, again due to lack of subscribers, in 1883. 

Another Canadian illustrated journal whose existence was facilitated by the newly 

developed photo-mechanical means of production, was a, a humorous weekly 

magazine founded in 1873 by J. W. Bengough as a vehicle for his satirical political 

~artoons.~' The magazine fiourished, and by the mid 1880s its parent company. Grïp 

48 Andrea G. Pearson, "Frank I eslie s lllustrated N- - 1 and m r ' s  Weeu: Innovation 
and Imitation in Nineteenth-Century Amencan Pictorial Reporting", Journal of Po~ular C w  23 
(Spring 1990): 8 1-1 1 1 ; Angela E. Davis. "Art and Work: Fredenck Bn'gden and the History of the 
Canadian Illustrated Press", Journal of Ca-n Studie~ 27.2 (Summer 1992): 22-36. 

49 This is demonstrated by Wanda J. McAdam, Jhe m s h  View of the Cawdas as seen . . 
t , t a h  the eves of the Ill-d London News 1842-1 867, (M.A. thesis, University of New 
Brunswick, 1975) 1 32. 

K. McKenzie and Mary F. Williamson, eds., The Art and Pictnnal Press in Canada: Two . . 
Centun'es_of nes, (Toronto: Art Gallery of Ontario, 1979) 14. 

" Cari Spadoni, "m and the Bengoughs as Publishers and Pn'nters," m e r s  of the 
etv of Cana& 27 (1 988): 12-35. For information on technical developments in 

the printing industry see Raymond Lister, Prints and Print- A D i c t i m d  H a m o k  of . . 
. - e Art in Nirieteenth-Cen Rrifâin (London: Methuen, 1984), Jim Burant, ' m e  Visual Worid in 

the Victorian Age," Archivaria 19 (Winter 1984-85): 1 10-1 21, and Terresa Mclntosh, 'W.A. Leggo 
and G.E. Desbarats: Canadian Pioneers in Photomechanical Reproduction," H m  
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Printing and Pubfishing Company [GRIPlla had become one of the most important 

engraving firrns in Toronto.53 

Although fighting broke out in the North-West in late March of 1885, by April4 

GRlP had already rushed into print with the first of eighteen weekly issues of the JWN. 

The editorial board clairned it was responding to the "state of public feeling" in order '70 

supply the Canadian public with an illustrated newspaper" which would cover the 

campaign of govemment troops to suppress the North-West Rebellion." During a period 

of heightened awareness and tension over Canadian nationalism and imperial ties, the 

board of GRIP appears to have seen the Riel Rebellion as a perfect commercial 

oppott~ni ty.~~ It formed a nexus of saleable attributes: a no-lose military campaign which 

roused patriotic feeling and conferred glory on the Canadian military, plus the opportunit. 

to exploit the long-held stereotypes of the savage (but noble) Natives? Their fabfed 

courage would supply a pleasurable fnssm of fear for the reader, combined with the 

pho- 20.2 (Surnmer 1 996): 146-1 49. 
52 In order to distinguish between ÇiLiO. the magazine, and Gnp Printing and Publishing 

Company, the priblisher, I will refer to the latter as "GRIP. 
The Toronto Lithographing Company, which later produced many of the full page 

engravings for the Jllustrated War New, also emerged in the 1870s and printed county auases and 
histones, town maps, portraits and business cards. E. Hulse, A Dictionary of Toronto Printer~, 
Pubfishets. Book Sellers and the Allied Trades 1798-1 900 (Toronto: Anson-Cartwright Editions, 
1982) xiv. The corporate history of GRlP is discussed in more depth by Carman Cumming, 
Sketches from a YQU Countrv: The Images of G r i ~  Ma- (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press, 1997). 

55 This was not GRlP's first foray into war joumalism since thgy had already commissioned 
T.Arnold Haultain to write a history of the war in the Sudan, which was published in 7885. 
Moreover, the following year, Grip also printed Major C. Boulton's j3erniniscences of the North- 

= m, April4, 1885, 2. Other publishing companies also saw commercial possibiliües in 
the reporting of the Rebellion. For instance, an advertisement in the m g  T e l e m  on March 
28, 1885 announced that an extra edition of the Toronto Morning News would be published on 
Sunday momings for the duration. 



element of pathos afforded by the clear and certain knowledge that the rebels were 

doomed to defeat against the "supeRor stratagem of our t r ~ops " .~~  

Unfortunately, we have no concrete evidence regarding sales or subscriptions to 

IWN. From internai evidence, it seems mat GRIPrs initiai enthusiasm was not totally born 

out in sales. From the second issue of onwards, editorial rhetoric urged readers to 

rush in their order for back issues so as to avoid disappointment: 

In cornpliance with urgent requeçts that have reached us, we have made 
arrangements for temporanly keeping up the supply of the first and second 
numbers, so that al1 who desire to possess a complete volume will be able 
to gratify their wishes by promptfy taking advantage of the present 
opportunity.' 

This sounds like a marketing ploy, because by issue No. 15, stocks of the early issues 

were still only "nearly exhausted"." Regular adverüsements for in the Toronto News 

ernployed the same strategy, and encouraged readers to collect a full set of the issues in 

order to possess a cornplete visual history of the Rebel l i~n.~ However, by Issue No. 4, 

April25, readers were offered eight numbers, mailed to their home, for $1 : a savings of 20 

cents plus postage over the newsstand pnce of 15 cents per ~ o p y . ~ '  Evidenfly subsequent 

sales prod&d high enough demand for advertising Space that in the May 9 issue the 

back of the supplement page was used for printing, and in the folfowing issue the editorial 

- -  " Most recent historical accounts question wtiether they were rebels. I follow the 
conternporary usage, from which the images have to be read. 

mN April 11, 1885, 10. 
'' JWN July 1 1, 1885, 114. 
60 The Toronto News Company acted as wholesale agents for Jw and later for the large 

pflnts. 
' This appears to have been a very generous savings for the reader, but itç significance is 

somewhat ambiguous. The price reduction may have been simply an a m p t  by GRlP ta ensure 
continued sales and raise some capital. Altematively, the decrease in price muid be constnied as 
an attempt to remit a new readership, either because sales to the higher income readers had 
been so successful ihat it was possible to expand into a new sector of the market, or because sales 
had fallen below initial expecbtions. 
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noted that interest had been "suffident to deem a continuation of the paper affer the war to 

be catled The Canadian Pictonâl," Hence from issue Number 7, the banner name 

changed to The Ca-an Pi- and f l l m d  War New.= However, the optimism 

and sales which prompted the plans for continuing with the publication of an iflustrated 

weekly after the Rebellion shortfy began to fade? Uitimately, the new periodical did not 

see the light of day and, with the fighting over, the culprits in prison, and the troops back 

home, the final issue of JWM was pubfished on August 1, i885. 

It appears that the directors of GRlP made every effort to repackage the Rebellion 

in order to find new audiences, for each version of the text and the images can be 

understoad as a re-onentation toward another reading Wrthout empirical 

evidence regarding the audience for the JWN, but assuming a similar pattern of 

consurnption to that of the reading public in England, it would seem that the weekly issues 

would have been read by salaried ramer than waged workers given the apparently high 

cost of 15 cents.= However, readers of this penod were willing to pay substantially more 

for a periodical with ilfustmtions, just as they were willing to pay more for a newspaper 

which carrÏed a'serialized novella. Given that the Canadian I l lustmd News had found 

JWN, May 16,1885, 50. In the interests of simplicity, I will continue to refer ta the paper 
as JWM. Note that this increase in advertising coincided with the penod of greatest excitement 
(and therefore greatest sales) in the Rebellion, 

63 By July 11 (No.15) the pnce of single issues was dropped to 10 cents per copy, and the 
supplement discontinueci. This prie reduction may have been an attempt to maintain sales, or, 
since the editonal rerninded readers that The Ca-an Pictorid would be "an illustrated Canadian 
family paper; patriotic in tone and free frorn political rancof, perhaps the price change was part of 
the sales strategy for the new publication. 

Roger Chartier, The CuUyre of Print: Power and the Uses of Pnnt in Wv Modem E w ,  * .  

trans. Lydia G- Cochrane (Cambridge: Pofity Press, 1989), 3. 
85 Subscription rates for weekly periodicals at the üme in Toronto were on average $2 per 

annum. At 15 cents per copy, an annual subscription of JWM would have cost upwards of $7; but 
this was still less than the $9 subscn'ption charged for the Art Journal: Toronto City Dire-, 
1 885, 922-923. 
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insuffident readers to keep publishing at I O  cents a copy, the WN must have been 

wnsidered a relatively expensive magazine and, consequenffy, inaccessible to those with 

a low income. It wouid, nevertheless, have appealed to anyone with a frïend or relative 'at 

the fronr, and from the jWN reports it seems that many of the militia troops were mernkcc 

of the professional and commercial middle dasses, and their families were therefore likely 

to have access to itaa6 

In the eighteen weekly issues of the JWN, textual reports from a variety of sources 

were empioyed as a support for the illustraüons. Each issue presented a sumrnary of the 

latest news from the front, drawn from conespondents from an eclectic range of daily 

newspapers: for instance, the Toronto Globe, the Toronto Mat the Montreaf Wmess, 

and other provincial newspapers were cited- None of which, however, included the 

French language sources. The bulk of the text acted as a key to, and explanation of, the 

sketches, portraits, full-page and sometimes doublepage illustrations which were the 

raison d'être of the IWM.= 

Even though its plans for a new publication fdl through, GRlP managed to wring 

further miieage out of the events in the North-West in the fomi of two Souvenir Numbers 

published shortiy after the Rebellion was over. They were written by T. Arnold Haultain, a 

young man who had been educated at the University of Toronto, and was Goldwïn Smith's 

private secretary? The first part was issued on July 4, and the second on August 29, at a 

cost of 50 cents each. Some images which had appeared in the weekly issues were 

- .- 

Total readenhip would, of course. have been higher than total sales due to shared copies 
and access through libraries. 
'' Each page measured 12" x 7 8". 

W. Stewart Wallace, ad.. m a m i I l a n  D l c t r o ~  of madian . . 
4 ' "  Ed. 

(Toronto: Macmillan, 1978) 342. 
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reproduced again, abng uüfh many new or revis& plates. Ail the major events and 

players in. the Rebeflion were represented-in this pic!ufiaLhistocy, but the focus had 

changed. tnstead of keeping readers upbdate with the news, as the weekly issues had, 

the purpose af the Souvenir Issues- was ta present a summ~zed- histûry of the Rebetf ion 

with al1 the rumours and misinformation that appeared in the daity press tidied up. The 

recruitment of troops to various regiments, their departure, their joumey to the North-West, 

and their triumphal return had made up much of the subject matter of the weekly issues, 

but in the Souvenir Nurnbers most of this was diminated in favour of images which 

presented the bare historical 'hW, fulfiliing the mandate indicated in the subtitIe by 

presenting "A history of Riers Second Rebellion and how it was quelled". 

Haultain compiled the text for these Souvenir Nurnbers from the reports of war 

correspondents and participants, as well as from official mifitary reports. Most of these 

sources had akeady been printed, but he included new eye witness accounts given by 

returning soldiers. By presenting the confiicting theories about the cause of the Rebetfion 

and by laying out the 'best' evidence in chronologicaf order, Hauttain atternpted to fifl the 

rote of impartial naTTafor-historian prescribed b y the contemporâry European Ran kean 

school of historical methuâology. Aithough for the sake of objectivity (and pemaps to 

inject a Iittle dramatic tension) he admitted that there were criticisms made against 

Macdonald's govemment and of Middleton's leadership, Haultain srnooffieci out these 

creases in order to produce a seamless and unblemished narrative history which glorified 

the troops and heroised their ofticers. Since his historical methodology was orient& 

towards discovering the origins of the nation state, it is not surprising that he created the 

"letterpress history" promised by the publishers - a patriotic cefebration of Canadds first 

war. In a ment  stuây of Fort Battieford, Walter Hildebrandt describes a sirnilar 
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narratïvizing process. In his words, fhese "constnrcted visions" are rnyths "buiit around 

real events but constructecf to include the facts that support the mythology and selectively 

ignore those thai don't"? 

This finishing or narrativizing process was also imposed on the images and, just 

tike the text, they were corrected and edited, and in places re-drawn for the purpose. The 

full-colour final prints were Vie final step in the finishing proces. W r e a s  in the weekly 

issues the text had been o mere support for theirnages, which were intended as the 

narrative, in the Souvenir Numbers the text and the images each presented an 

autonornous story. The Souvenir Numkrs would have appeafed to those who had 

already purchased ttie weekiy issues, or M o  wanted a copy of the 'oficiar sfory- Since 

they were often bound together in one volume, the publications were also promoted as 

wttectible items. The Souvenir Numbers may additionally have appealed to the bourgeois 

'gentleman scholar' who appreciated their polish and daims to authority. The large final 

prints would have found a sirnilar market in the homes of the affluent, and perhaps in 

régimental clubs and mess  halls as didadic rerninders of their rnembers' glorious exploits. 

The fact that the final prints would be on display and seen repeatedly made them a potent 

rneans through which one aspect of the story of Canada's ongins could be toId. 

Because al1 three versions (weekly Issues, Souvenir Numbers, and final pn'nfs) 

were objects of mass consurnption, they had the effect of being a galvaniùng social force, 

telling a story which, through repetition, became story of the Rebellion, and hence part 

of the history of the nation. Due to the effect of this repetition, the landscape portrayed in 

the accumulation of images became the readers' idea of the North-West; the 

Hildebrandt, M e f o r c i  1 1 O. 
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representation of Native figures reinforced, and was inforrned by, already existing 

stereotypes; and the troops were judged to have performed weli despite hardships. If 

reading a novel is "a mass ceremony where one can read alone knowing millions of others 

are doing the same", then viewing the images in the iliustrated press had the same effect?' 

ore Than Decora on: Critical Anws s of Viual lm- 

Customarily, historians have used visual images to iflustrate their nanative, and 

even though the texts of older histones are being subjected to sophisticated revisionist 

analysis, the images which accompanied them are rarely subjected to the same searching 

critique. An example of this undeveloped analysis of images can be found in the way 

historians have ernployed the drawings and sketches onginally published in the pages of 

the IWN, rnany of which have subsequently been reproduced in a vanety of different 

publications." These images have been criticized of romanticking or exaggerating their 

subject, or of king unrealistic.* But, instead of making evaluations about their 

verisimilitude, the images should be considered in light of other issues, narnely, their status 

as representations, the genre within which they were constructed, the context in which 

they were presented, and the subjects citosen for representaüon. 

For example, the IWN iifustrations have been accused of k i n g  unrealistic, whilst 

'O Benedict Anderson. cited by Timothy Brennan. 'The National Longing for Forni," in 
Bhabha 52. 

" For example: Desrnond Morton, r i a n  of 1883 
(Toronto: Hakkert, 1972), William A. Oppen, The Riel Rebellions: A Cartpgtaghic History (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1979). Single images have also k e n  reproduced in numemus 
historical surveys and books and pamphlets relating to Rid and the Rebeliion. They have aiso been 
empioyed in nokhistorical publications, for instance: Canadian Ge- 1 1 -2 (August 
1935): 55-64, and Po- (winter 1985-86).. 

These crîticisms are ail made by Wiebe and Beal24.30, 56,60,79,86, 117, 121. 
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photographs from the period are equated with reality? As recent scholars of art histofy 

and popular media point out, photography is a medium which manipulates its subjects in 

as many ways as painting and sket~hing.~~ The viewpoint, lighting, composition, what is 

induded and what is excluded, and other fàctors shape the meaning created by the image, 

as was demonstrated in my analysis of William Notman's photographs. With this 

understanding, we cannot assume photographs are unproblematic and then dismiss as 

fiction the story tofd in sketches and paintings. 

Similady, although it may be true in some cases, we cannot assume that original 

sketches done in the field were any more realistic or accurate than the subsequent 

engraved versions, because there was no possibility of un-mediated representation in the 

first placer5 Whether the sketches were done h m  behind rebel lines (as was clairneci for 

surne reproduœd in the Montreal Dailv Star) or by artists accompanying the govemment 

troops, rnakes no difference to their truth vakie; both have to be subjected to the same 

" For instance, Wiebe and Beal bernoan the fact that the photographs taken by one of the 
artillery captains are "out of focus, underexposed, or bken at too great a distance," but make aie 
rernarkable daim that even though his "photos were often fu zzy... they seldom lied. This is a 
marked contrast to the material produced by the Jllusmed War News, whose representations were 
almost always distorted images of reality and were sornetimes outrageously finciful."(12) Wiebe 
and Beal appear to hold the view that the ability of photographs to accurately record reality is 
marred only by the technical probIems of the medium. Exactiy how they evaluate the 'unrealistic- 
ness' of the JWN illustrations is not explained. 
'' See Griselda Pollock, Vision and ûifkrence: F e r n i m .  Feminisrn and the Histones of Art a . .  - .  - .  

(London: Routiedge, 1988); and Tagg, Barrell, and Pointon al1 op. a, 
75 A fine example is the case of the painter, Paul Kane. A cornparison of his original 

sketches and field notes with the subsequent oïl paintings and published journal shows how 
preconceived and prescribed notions (not to mention the intenrention of his spouse) affeded the 
re-presentation of the material. Moreover, careful reading of his sketches and field notes also 
reveals the subjectivity which he brought to the work. See Paul Kane's Frontrer: indu- . - 

st a m o ~  the I Edited with a 
biographical introduction and catalogue raisonne by 3. Russell Harper (Austin: Amon Carter 
Museum, University of Toronto Press, 1971); and lan S- MacCaren, "Notes towards a 
reconsideration of Paul Kane's art and prose," Ca- 113/114 (SurnmerFan 1987): 
179-205. 



critical analysis. 

The genre conventions wiaiin which the artists for the iliustrated press were 

working must alsa be taken into account in any interpretation of the rneaning they 

produced. For example, T h e  footing of the 010 town of 5attleford" looks at first sight 

"ridiculously mricatured" [Figure 5-31? However, idenüfying its genre apens up new 

insights. The event is represented as 'the world upside dom', a carnivalesque scene of 

cartoon figures celebrating in an uproarious way. This portrayal was a deliberne strategy 

on the part of the artist, who was obviously not present and was not attempting to create a 

"record." From the point of view of the dominant white classes. Native people in controt 

of a colonists' t o m  and their goods is akin to anarchy - the social and racial hierarchy is 

inverteci. and the nilers are at the mercy of the ruled. In fact. although the caricature 

figures are degrading. the image is far more favouraMe to the Natives than conternporary 

news reports, which painted dire pictures of the fate of the besieged townsfolk at the 

hands of marauding savages. The ludic quality of the figures and the innocuous nature of 

the looting minirnize the racial anxiety attached to the events at Baüîeford by white people, 

The cantext in which this image was presented illustrates another important aspect 

of the analysis of visuai images. The image of the Iooting at Baffleford was accompanied 

on the opposite page in the Souvenir Number by a representation of the "Prairie Church 

Parade of General Middleton's Command" which depicted the troops forming three sides 

of a large rectangle beside their field tents and the Briüsh flag [Figure 5-41. A more 

l6 Wiebe and Beal 42. 
" This mode of representation is a genre with a long history. and b use  here corresponds to 

that of potitical caricatures produced just prior to the French Revolution, or to the m o u s  series of 
Hogarth cartoons of London: Lynn Hunt, The Politid Psychology of Revolutïonary Caricatures," 
French Canaure and the French Remlution. 1789-1799, Exhib:*on Catalogue, Grunwald-Center 
for the Graphic Arts (Los. Angeles: U. of California Press, 1988) 1 1-1 7: 
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dramatic cantrast of chaos and order awld not be offered! The twa images are opposite 

visions: a primitive heathen rabble, dancing and cavorting in individualistic fashion, attired 

in a weird assortment of clothing, versus the precise, military order, and uniformed attire of 

the dutiil, God-fearing troops attending a religious service- Everyone would know & 

place in this latter image for the regular troops are assembled in their ranks, their officers a 

few paces ahead of hem distinguished by the swords at their side. The 'civilized' virtues 

of religion, order, duty, race and masculinity were magnified by being contrasted to their 

opposites as personified by the anarchic Native 'looters' of the other drawing, and, from 

the white point of view, the images justify military action against the rebeis. By overlooking 

the genre conventions and the conte* in which this image was presented, the viewer 

might seriously underestimate the meanings created by the juxtaposition of the Wo 

images. 

Contrast and opposition were techniques employed frequentiy by the various 

artists in the field and those compiling engravings at home. The rebel soldiers were 

depictecl as unkempt and undïsciplined compared to the uniformed ranks of the 

govemmenl forces. Two images juxtaposed in The Familv He-r 

illustrate this comparison [Figure 5-51. In one image, the rebel prisoners stand abjecüy 

before General Middleton under the watchful eye of their mounted guards. The Native 

prisoners clutch blankets around them, the Métis have removed their hats in respect. The 

relaxed seated position of the General and the casual way another officer watches the 

scene with his pipe in hand, indicates that these prisoners are no threat. The companion 

sketch shows The Troops in the North-West". It shows the soldiers in the uniform of the 

four different regiments under Middleton's command. Wearing unifom signals the 

existence of organization and hierarchy. The presence of troops from a variety of reg ions 



Fig. 5.5: "The North-West Rebellion. Half-Breed and lndian Prisoners 
Brought Before General Middleton," and 'The Troops in the North-West," 
Farnily Herald and Weekly Star, May 20, 1885 
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underswred national unity of purpose Mile the different uniforms signified locaf idenüty - 
sports team uniforms function in a simiiar way. 

In the centre of this image is depicted one of the Scouts seated on his Indian pony 

and dressed in a outfit which combined western unifoml with indigenous clothing. The 

North-West Mounted Police and various Scout units acted as a type of intermediary in the 

Rebellion. They were familiar with the rebels and with the landswpe and were able to 

smut ahead and advise the commanding oficers. They had native knowledge, yet were 

not Native. lnspector Steele's attack on Big Bear as he fled from Generaf Strange's force 

%as the pluckiest engagement of the rising," accarding to Mr. McLean . the Hudsons Bay 

factor who had been imprisoned and held by Big Bear's band? These men of the irnperial 

frontier became an ideal masculine hem type - aggressive, daring, courageous and on the 

side of right. They adopted "guerilla" or 'bush" fighting tactics - taking refuge behind 

trees instead of standing in ranks in the open battlefield, wearing camouflageci clothing, 

and setong traps, decoys and ambushes? It was seemingiy with great reluciance tbat the 

European milibry adopted these tactics and incorporated them into their own practice. 

However, the Canadian scouts did appropnate such manoeuvres from abonginal people: 

"Gailant attack on Big Bear's Band by a handful of Mounted Police under lnspector Steele 

and Squadron Sergt.-Major Fury" indicates that these lessons had been leamed well 

[Figure 5-61. Although, as Figure 5.7 (top) shows, the impulse to 'improve' on aboriginal 

techniques did, on occasion, have humorous results. 

- - -  

Hauitain 2:38. For instance, Haubin makes a point of noting that at Duck Lake the 
Volunteers remained standing whiie the police fought lying down, hence the greater loss of the 
former." (1 :5) 

" Weatherford 171. The French leamed much about Native military tacü= before the 
Conquest: Delage 144-151. The Mdtis had their own fighting traditions: Hildebrant, Battleford. 



Fig. 5.6: "Gallant Attack on Big Bear's Band by a Handfui of 
Mounted Police under lnspector Steele and Squadron 
Sergt.-Major Fury," Canadian Pictorial and lllustrated War 
News, July I l ,  7885 
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Fig. 5.7: "Mr. Larmour's Portable Rifle Pits in Action," and "Big Bear, 
the last of the Rebels," Canadian Pictoriai and lllustrated War News, 
June 6,1885,80 
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The officers were also contrasted wÏth the rebel leaders in the illustrated press. In 

one image, (a composite sketch from #ree photographs), Major General Strange is 

compared to Big Bear, the Cree leader [Figure 5.7, bottom]. 00th are used to illustrate a 

physical stereotype: Sûange's ramrod straight back and puffed out chest and chin is 

opposed to Big Bear's slouching posture, downturned mouth and head sunken between 

his shoulders. Strange's heavy beard is a contrast to Big Bear's clean-shaven face -which 

was a well-known preference of Native people. Even their head feathers are a contrast! 

In twa fuli-page lithographs the JWN arüsts also portrayeâ the rebel leaders and the 

commanding officers of the Field Force.* Although at first glance Me two groupe seem to 

be similar, in fact the artists have used a numhrs of strategies to create a contrast which 

subordinates the rebels. Black and white is used for the rebel leaders, while the officers 

are pdvileged with calour. Only five of the rebel ieaders are named in the caption, while al1 

twenty-seven of the governrnent officers show are accorded that recognition. Al1 but two 

of the latter are on horse-back, while a minority of the rebels are rnounted. 

Compositionally, symmetry is used for the officers who are positioned in stationary rows, 

while the rebels are shown in irregular groupings, some with their backs to the viewer, 

some seated, same standing. The cropped tail-end of a horse in the portrait of the rebel 

leaders suggests that the group is in flux, too disorderiy to stand still. In addition, the artist- 

implies that the rebels are in dispute through the close position of bodies and the 

gesticulations of ams and weapons. Little attention is paid to Riel whereas in Middleton's 

ranks there is no discussion and most officers face towards him, signifying the order over 

which he prevailed. 

-- 

d0 "Group of Rebei Leaders" was a supplement to JWM May 2,1885. "Major General 
Middleton, C.B., Adjutant-General Walker Powell, and various commanding.officers of the North- 
West Field Force," was a coloured supplement to Souvenir Number 1. 



Although the artists relied on employing uniform and the symmetry of disciplined 

troop movements as a foi1 for the haphazard, uncontrolled attributes of the rebels, 'reality' 

was somewhat difFerent. By the time the Volunteers had reached the site of the Rebellion 

their uniforms, which were often incornplete at the beginning of the joumey, had reached a 

state of worn non-confomity. An article in the Familv Herald and Weeklv Stau: reported 

thatlittle uniform was evident in Middleton's ranks after the batüe at Fish Creek. The 

appearance of the men was uslovenly" since they had beep sunbumed and unable ta 

shave. Many had wom knitted tuques during the cald weather, and the Wter urged that 

helmets be sent on to protect them from the hot weather expected shortly. The horses 

from the east ridden by the officers and cavalry had proven onequal to the maze of gopher 

holes which riddled the proines, and many, including Middleton, now rode the much 

sturdier lndian ponies, causing the author to remark: 

alas, what a mount for such an official! A Major-Generai on an Indian pony, 
caparisoned with Mexican saddle and mountings is certainly a remarkable 
tooking figure, and not quite such a martial personage as couid-be wished. 
Neariy al1 of the officers have purchased new mounts in the shape of lndian 
ponies since they arrived and with al1 due respect the mounted offcers of 
the North West Expeditionary Field Force might very easily be mistaken for 
a horde of cowboys on a raid, were it not for the occasionai star crown, or 
other badge of authority which is al1 that is rewgnizable in many instances 
of the British unif~mi.~' 

The columns of troops moving across the landscape may not. then, have made as tidy a 

picture as represented by the .IWN artist, and the rnilibry-tactics attnbuted to the. 

govemment troops rnay not have been as orthodox as they were represented [Figure 5.81. 

Who is excluded or included in an image is as important a factor in analysis as how 

they are represented. Women were largely absent from the Rebeliion images, but when 

they were represented, they were stereotyped according to their class and race. Wornen 

d Weeklv Sw May 6,1885. 
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were sought-afler spectators at sports events for the aura of respectability their presence 

pmvided, as witnesses of the prowess of their menfolk and because their femininity 

highlighted the masculinity of the male pa~cipants. In war, women played a similar role. 

In the images appearing in the popular press, urban women were a source of patriotic 

inspiration, urging their menfolk to enlist - "A Canadian Wife: Take your discharge? 

Certainly Not!" [Figure 5.91 - and giving-them a hero's send-off [Figure 5-10]. While the 

men were away, the women coltected and packaged relief parcels for the troops at the 

front [Figure 5.1 11. When received by the soldiers, these comforts from home were 

represented as transforming the bleak and primitive habitation of the men ("Then - Tea 

and Hard Tacks") into one of civilized-cornfort and luxury ("Now - Everything Nice") [Figure 

5.121-* The women were not at the front physically, but their gRs stood in for them, and 

domesticated the wild. The textual and visual references to the women and farnilies "back 

homen explain and legitirnize the military struggle - their defence and protection is a 

masculine duty. It was very important that wives and mothers could be told that their loved 

one 'died like a man'." To do this, soldien showed their pluck by dying with barely a 

groan, and their manliness by dying in defence of their 'helpless' women and country. 

This was a -performance of male citizenship which was meaningfut because gender 

difference, and an asymrnetflcal gender hierarchy. had already been constru~ted.~ In an 

allegorical tableau created for JWN [Figure 5.1 31. Canada was, therefore, syrnboiized by a 

female personfication, who kneels grïeving before the national altar CPatria") upon which 

- --- 
Oz Soap. jam. cigarettes and a copy of the 1LCd are paiticulariy important features of this 

transformation- Consumer goods were acüng as surrogates which stood in for the missing 
feminine domestic services. Unfortunateiy, the riailway car carrying their gifts was hetd up by a 
mis-understanding, and many of the penshable goods were spoiled. However, the syrnbolic 
meaning of the gifts was well understood and appreciated: July 18, 1885, 126. 

83 For example: Globe May 1 1, 12, 1885. 
" Anne McClintock, "No Longer in a-Future Heavenn 26j. As she says. 'No nation in the 

world grants women and men the same access to the rights and resources of the nation-state." 
(260). 



Fig. 5.9: "A Canadian Wife: 'Take your 
discharge? Certainly not!"' lllustrated War 
News, April4, 1885 







Fig. 5.12: "Arriva1 of the Presents from the Ladies of Toronto 
in the Camp of the Royal Grenadiers," Canadian Pictorial 
and lllustrated War News, July 18, 1885, 124 
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'Young Canada' has been sacrificed.'15 This division of gender roles positioned men 

"inside history," but rendered women as 'ahistorical and etemal."86 

When the war was over, women were prominent in illustrations of the welcome 

given to the retuming troops [Figure 5.14].87 These images emphasize the role of women 

as guardian of the home front, provider of comfort and nourishrnent, and muse and 

inspiration of civilized manners and rno~als .~ Women were. thus, outside the military 

action, but important as facilitators, spectators, and witnesses of what happened. Their 

absence fiom the field of batüe, as from the sports field, confirrned war as the exclusive 

domain of men; and the batüefield as a source and site of consensus where young men 

muid be inculcated with the masculine, colonialist worid view? 

Those women who were actively involved in the events in the North-West were 

rarely shown as active participants, and were more usually shown as helpless victims like 

"Canada's Sacrifice," Souvenir Number 1, supplement. Female allegories were "perfect 
vehicles for representing the remote notions of national unity and local harmony": Ryan, 'The 
American Parademl 50. 

CI& ~ohnston. "Women's Cinema as Counter-Cinema," Movie2_ênd Mgthoh ed. Bill 
Nichols, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1976) 208-1 7, quoted by Richard Dyer, 

s: Fssays on Remsen- (London: Routiedge, 1993) 101. 
For example, The Reception at Winnipeg" JWN, July 25, 7885, 140. A tremendous 

welcome was given to returning troops in each city. Arches and parades were the key events, 
providing troops with a 'royal entry' symbolizing and marking their military conquest. 

For instance, women presented flowers to retuming volunteers - who usually placed them 
in the end of their rifles. In Montreal the women passed through the ranks of the Halifax Battalion 
and Ypinned with their own fair hands bouquets to the tunics of each volunteer ... surely such an 
exhibition of kindness on the part of the fair sex must have compensated for much of the hardship 
of the weary rnarch and cheerless bivouac." Gazette July 23, 1885. This was a highly symbolic 
performance which served to reintegrate the men back into civilized society. The fiowers were a 
visual symbol which conttasted with the rifles and war-tom ciothing of the troops, and emphasized 
their masculinity and male control over nature. 

For a discussion of how this was accomplished through language, see Greg Malszecki, 
'He Shoots! He Scores!: Metaphors of War in Sport and the Political Linguistics of Virility" (Ph.D. 
diss., York University, Toronto, 1995). 



Fig . 5.14: "The Reception at Winnipeg," Canadian Pictonai and 
Iilustrated News, July 25, 1885, 140 
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Mrs. Gowanlock and Mm. Delaney, who were taken hostage at Frog Lake, as innocent by- 

standers [Figure 5.15],g0 or as the families of dead rebels who were left homeless and 

without support after the fighting [Figure 5.1 61. Downcast eyes and subrnissive positions 

portray these women and children as vulnerable non-participants, weak, at the mercy of 

forces over which they have no controf. The images therefore reinforced gender roles and 

divisions; the women's powerlessness and need for protection enhanced t h e  potency and 

domination of the men. On one of the few occasions in which women were represented as 

participants in the fighting, they were respectable, middle-class, white women rather than 

Natives or Métis [Figure 5.7 A. 

- 
Besides being represented first in the weekly issue, and then in the Souvenir 

Numbers, the three major battles of the Norîh-West Rebellion were commemorated as 

large-size Iithographic prints suitable for framing. Analysis of this series of three versions 

of each battle provides an opportunity to draw conclusions about the overall narrative 

created, and hdw it articulated within the discourse around the creation of national identity 

and the Canadian state in the late-nineteenth century. When this type of analysis is 

applied to the battle scenes it becomes clear that they are constmcted re-presentations of 

the action, designed to be 'read' by the viewer as a story of the Rebellion. The prints are 

not propagandistic exaggerations of reality or "snapshots" of a particular moment, they are 

carefully chosen and constructed continuous narratives which reflect the viewpoint of the 

'centre' as and against the 'rnargins' of the nation. 

-- - - -- 

80 Anothef example shows Piapot, Crowfoot and their families as primitive and vulnerable 
rather than warfike: JWN, April4, 1885, back page. 



Fig. 5.1 5: "Indian TeePee and Rebel Half Breed," lllustrated 
War News, April 1 1, 1885 



Fig. 5.16: "After the Battle, Families of dead rebels appealing to General Middleton. He 
contemplating their wretchedness reassures them, they are in no danger of injury," Family 
Herald and Weekly Star, June 10, 1885 



. .. . . . - - c m ' r n . é h r ~ 4 . .  

Fig. 5.17: "Noble Women on the Defensive: The Misses McLean 
show great courage, each one, Rifle in hand, Stands at a 
Loophole," Family Herald and Weekly Star, June 8, 1885 
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The images published in the illustrateci press in general were compiled from a 

variety of sources. Some were direct sketches made by artists in the field, or they were 

subsequently engraved From such drawings. Others were sketches created by artists in 

Toronto fmm the telegraphed newspaper reports. Some of the artists in the field were 

commissioned soldiers, such as Capt. Herbert de Hager Haig of the Royal Engineers who 

was on loan to Middleton, or Colonel Robert William Rutherford, an artillery captain with 

Colonel Otter. A few were experienced press artists such as Henri Julien, who had been 

an artist for m n  i l m t e d  N e w  and I .'Ownion Pub-, and worked for the 

o n t r m  Sm, and F.W. Curzon, who was the JWN artist. Not surpnsingly, given the 

divergence of backgrounds and training, the sketches exhibit different abilities and 

sensibilities- Whereas military artists like Haig, who were the products of the 

topographical school of watercolour painting,g7 produced apparently dispassionate views 

of the battle field which were carefully labelled and cross-sectioned, academically trained 

arüsts like Julien and John David Kelly, who worked for the Toronto Lithographic 

Company, sought the emotional crises and drarnatic moments, or produced the politically 

charged caricature. 

All of the sketches produced in the field were dispatched to the publisher by post, 

rail, or any other route available. The European practice of using red press envelopes to 

send back sketches was afready established in North Arnenca and post office ofkials 

almost everywhere recognized and expedited these packages? Once they were received 

For a concise introduction to topographical painting in Canada see Didier Prioul, "Briüsh 
Landscape AMsts in Quebec: From Docurnentary views to a Poetic Vision," in Quebec 

0-1 854, ed. Mario Bdland, (Quebec: Musée du Québec, 1992) 50-59. Prioul notes that this is a 
general label and much variation exists between the work of artists who are categorized as 
Yopographical painters'. What separates topographical painters from landscape painters in 
principle is that the former represent actual scenery from specifk, recognizable, narned locations. 

82 Paul Hogarth, m s t s  on Horsebwk. The Old West in Illustr&d Journalisrn l 8S i -WOQ 
(New York: Watson-GuptiJl Publications, 1972) 44. 
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by the pubiisher, some were reproduced through the photeengraving technique, while 

others were employed by staff artists as the basis for more elabrate lithographie 

compositions- Since these engravers had the final word on the representations, it would 

be instructive to know more about their attitudes, their work pradice, etc. Unforhmately, of 

the three final prints examined in detail, two are unsigned and the other is signed by W.D. 

Blatchly, who appears to have been the principal engraving artist for GRIP, but about 

whom to date we have no information. 

Although data about the specific artists might not be available, the conventions 

within which they were working are better known. Joan W. M. Hichberger's study of British 

academic war painting provides a context within which to place the jWN illustrations. She 

has shown that military painting, and particularly baffle paintings, had no tradition as a 

high-art, academic genre in Britain before the nineteenth century. Indeed, military subjects 

were associated with the lower ranking genres of topographical watercolour painting and 

popular sketches of military figures and trwps. Since topographical painting did not follow 

the high-art conventions of Baroque or Renaissance baffle painting, such as the use of 

allegory, idealization of figures, and certain compositional devices, "it was thought to be 

without conventions and thus to be purely doc~rnentary".~~ 

It was the English topographical tradition rather than the academic school which 

therefore became the model for documentary images of war for the illustrated press dunng 

the Crimean War (1 854-56) and later the Franco-Pnissian conflict (1 869-70).94 At this 
--- - " Joan W. M. Hichberger, u s  of the amv. The Mmtv in BnfiS Art. 1815- * .  . . 1914 

(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1988) 14. The status of baffle painting in France was 
quite different. There military history painting were considered an important, 'high a~ genre- See, 
for example, paintings of the Napoleonic era and Davidiari school. 

For a discussion of British war artists, see John Springhall, "'Up Guards and at them!' 
British lmperialism and Popular Art, 1880-1 91 4," h~enal ism and Pon- Cu- . * , ed. John M. 



tirne, the Cardwell reforrns of the military in England opened up the offiœr class to 

gentiemen of merit ramer than birth or wealth, and this large, bourgeois market made 

baffle paintings newly popular. Since many academic painters were ernployed by the 

illustrated press, which also appealed to a wider, less elite public, the status of battle 

painting declined even further. The popular audience valued represenbtions of warfare 

for their "absolute fidelity" to the facts, rather than as rarefied art works, in the same way 

that J.C. Taché feft constrained to write very plainly for his uneducated audience, while 

fennings Taylor employed rhetorical flourish. In the 1880s, the prevailing attitude was 

that: 

battle pictures were judgeâ primarily as 'tnith' with only gnidging attention 
to 'artistic' ment. It was undoubtedly the impact of newspaper illustration 
which wmpounded this tendency to see value in battle paintings only as a 
record of military historyg5 

When the JWN images are considered, it is clear that the weekly issues and the images in 

the Souvenir Numbers make no pretensions to being high-art. On the other hand, the final 

prints do employ some high-art devices, which suggests that they were airned at a more 

educated and affluent audience. For instance, the latter compositions were carefully 

constructed usi-ng academic devices such as the placement of dying and wounded figures 

in the foreground, or the depiction of individual 'moments' on the field - a process 

analogous to the oil painter creating a composition from multiple studies and sketches. 

Moreover, although the artists did not allegonze or idealize individual figures as academic 

painters would, there was a high degree of idealization in the perfect order of the ranks 

and the disuplined volleys of the troops. 

Apart from these allusions to high-art, the prints otherwise follow the conventions of 

Mackenzie, (Manchester: Manchester Universrty Press, 1986): 49-72. 
O5 Hichberger 98. 
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topographical watercolour painting, as witnessed by their size, style, medium and colour. 

The less affluent purchaser might frame the tinted supplernents wtiich came with the 

weekly editions, but when the large final prints were purchased separately and were 

framed and hung in sequence they would look like watercolour painting~.~ In addition, 

they are carefully captioned, which indicates that they were intended to be read as a visual 

record of the 'facts' of the battles. The action is focated in a specific locale (even the map 

reference is given in the caption for the "Batüe of Cut Knife Creek"), and the artists take 

pains to clearly distinguish trwp regiments by means of text labels and uniform colour. 

From even a cursory glance at the batüe prints, it is dear whose story is k i n g  told, 

for, although the artists did not attempt to individualize the figures, the captions identify the 

different regiments and their chief onicers. It would be impossible, however, to identify any 

of the rebel figures; they are indecipherable due to distance or the deliberately sketchy 

way they were rendered, and because the artists had no information to work from and 

hence resorted to stereotypes. Thus the figures of Riel and Dumont are noticeably absent 

(one instance where the 'accuracy' of the pnnts could be admired since Riel was not 

involved inlhe fighting). The virtual invisibility of the-Native rebels in the bush accords 

welf with Wctorian colonialist notions of their close affinity wïth nature due to their 'primitive' 

state, and to the belief that they were a vanishing race. Furthemore, in order to glorify the 

achievement of the Canadian troops, the Natives were at the same tirne represented 

generically as potent enemies. Their fierce fighting spirit made their ultimate subjugation 
- - - -- - - -- - 

Developments in the printing of colour reproductions are discussed briefly by McKenrie 
and Williamson 14-16. In Britain, where it had been invented, watercolour painting had becorne 
the favoured medium of the affluent bourgeoisie in contradistinction to the pedantic academic oit 
paintings which signified the taste and wealth of the aristocracy. Thus one's choice of painting 
signified one's status and class affiliation. Copies of al1 three final prints, which measure 
approximately 20" x 30, are held by the Metm Toronto Library (BaCdwin Room), the Province of 
Ontario Archives, and at numerous other sites. The effect of the set hung together can be judged 
by visiting 'The Inn on the Falls' in Bracebridge, Ontario. 



by the troops even more notable a victory, and also justified the coercion and 

regularization to which they were forced to submit after 1885.9' In this way the prints both 

explained and legitimized the domination of colonizer over colonized, taking on the quality 

of a public transcript. 

The notion of the public transcript explains how the dominant elites in society 

create a public self-image which affims and naturalizes their daim to power (and at the 

sarne time acts to conceal or euphemize their 'dirty linen'). It jusMies elite power on 

ideological grounds, through presenting thern in the guise of benevolent rulem who guard 

the interests of their subjects. This is useful for understanding the Canadian M a s  and 

Native experience; because their land claims were made on the basis of preexisting 

treaties and laws, and were not initially sedit iou~.~~ Considerable sympathy was shown to 

the rebel claims precisely because their demands had been presented with due deference 

and loyaity, and the Macdonald govemment was considered by many commentators to 

have been at fault for its failure to openly acknowledge and address these legitimate 

concerns. It was only when blood had been drawn at Duck Lake that the government 

could legitimately move to suppress the cornplainants, because at that point the Natives 

and Métis stepped outside the limits of the public transcript, openly defying and 

challenging the mling elite. For the same reason, after the fighting was over it was crucial 

that Riel, Poundmaker and Big Bear were convicted by the court, for if a public 

acknowledgement of their transgression was not displayed, it would make the actions of 

James How draws a parallel between the identification of hunters with the qualities of the 
animals they kill and a "similar kind of identification holds in war, wiüt the concept of noble 
adversary whose steriing quaMies confimi one's own.": James How, "Fox Hunting as Ritual," 

Fthn- (August 1981) 293, quoted by Hayden 91. 

scottop. cit. 
Scott 4 8. Native land claims have been the subject of difkring interpretaüons. Compare, 

for instance, FJanagan ch. 4, and Sprague ch 10. 
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Me government look fike tyranny? The 1WN prints confimied this public transcript, and, 

since they were considered by Meir Victorian audience to be accurate records of the 

batties, justice was not just k i n g  said to be done, but seen to be d~ne.'~' Comparïng the 

ttiree versions of each battfe scene, aius, illuminates the content of the public transcript, 

The Baffle of Fish Creek 

The first version of the Baffle of Fish Creek, which took place on April24th. is a 

full-page lithograph [Figure 5.18). lt is unsigned but the caption tells us it was 'Taken from 

a Photograph of the locality, and special information supplied by Mr. LN. Lake". The 

second version, in the Souvenir Nurnber is signed by the GRlP lithographer, W.D. Blatchly 

[Figure 5.191. The caption of the fina! print notes it was taken from sketches by "Mr. F.W. 

Curzon, special artist of "The lltustrated War News" and "Founded on the Dominion Lands 

Map of Township 41, Page 2, west of the Third Meridian" [Figure 5.201. Specifyng the 

exact focation ctairned an extra degree of authenticity and accuracy for the image. 

The most striking transition which has taken place between these versions is the 

change in the répresentation of the topography due to the artist's viewpoint.lo2 In the first 

image, the artist was in an irnaginary high position, lwking down on the action and facing 

north. Rendering the recession in space on the plateau as much deeper than the 

recession in the gully, emphasized the ravine and made it appear to be much doser to the 

picture plane, The effect was to drarnatize the size of the North-West Field Force and at 

'Oo Scott 56. 
'O' The audience for the images concerned herein did not have the same scepticism about 

objectivity that we do today. I have argued that we must consider the images as representations, 
but to the Vrctorian audience the final prints were as objective and impartial a compilation of events 
as was Hauîtain's historical text. 

l m  The term 'viewpoint' is used to denote the real oc imaginary vantage point from which the 
artist viewed the scene. 





. . . . - . - - 

lllustrated War News, Souvenir Number Part 1, July 4, 1885, 10 
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the same time to make the rebel stronghold in the trees appear more menacing. In 

Biatchvs Souvenir Number version, the arüst took up a position at the other end of the 

battfe field, facing south. The recession in spaœ was more balanœd, but the ravine was 

represented as being wider, white the trees and first line of rifie pi& were placed much 

furthei away- lnstead of k i n g  amongst the trees, Madame Tourand's fann was shown in 

the open on the opposite bank of Fish Creek. In the final print the rifle pits were shown on 

the other side of the river and the sloping gully became a steep cliff. In this version the 

artist took a panofarnic view of the skirmish; the landscape was shown stretching right 

back to the South Branch of the River Saskatchewan, where the second part of 

Middleton's anny was positioned. This panoramic viewpoint Ss evident in al[ the final 

prints, for the full panorarnic view was considered "to be the form closest to the 'truth'.w'[Y3 

There had been some cnticisrn of General Middleton's faifure to advance the 

troops down the ravine and across the Creek, and the steep terrain depicted in the 

Souvenir Number version and the final pn'nt made this decision much more 

comprehensible. It also explains the well-discussed proMerns faced by the artillery 

gunners and skirmishers who had difficulty manoeuvring their guns to fire down into the 

ravine, and were an easy target for the invisible enemy, whose position in Me-pits dug into 

the earth could only be judged "by the smoke of their rifie fire''.lW By displaying oie 

plausibility of these excuses for not advancing on the rebels, the final print worked to 

confirm the legitimacy of the official reports of the battie made to the govemment bythe 

military.lW 

t43 Hichberger 55. 
Hauttain t20. Digging defensive trenches was a traditional tactic for Métis fighters, and 

one which the British woutd corne to know weH in WW1. 
'" For instance: 49 Victoria A ? 886. Sessional Papers No. 6, "Report upon the Suppression 

of the Rebellion in the North-West Tenifofies...". Middleton's report justifying his actions was read 
in the Commons, and reported in the Ga7ette May 16,1885. 
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The transformations in the representatron of the battie site were paralle[& by a 

srnoothing over of criticisrn in the te* The weekty issues of JWN had reported on the 

questions rais& about Middteton's leadership, but by June 13, when the fighting was over, 

the editor was prepared to dedare that "everyone is no#r agreed that üre GemmPs 

strategy has k e n  wise and its execution ~ i g m s " . ' ~ ~  f his was the attitude that Haultain's 

text also reveals towards Middleton, and the final pdnt of the Battle of Fish Creek 

confirmed the legitimacy and wisdom of  ton's cautious apcuoach. Moreover, by 

bokfering Mïddletonrs pubk image, it a b  confirma5 the sagaCity of the nation's political 

leadership in apwnting him, 

There is ctearty a paraifet between the strategies used in representing 'the facts' of 

the bdefreld visualiy and HauttaSn's historicat rnethodobgy. Both have taken the originat 

eye-witness acçowrts (sketches and texts) and cottated and ediied them in order to 

exclude those which do not correspond with the generatty accepted version of events. 

These final versions are the pioduct of, and, in a recipiowl motion, productive of what w# 

be the 'official' history of the Rebellion. What emerges from them is a sense of order, 

discipline, supérior technobgy, leadership, and the knowledge of modem military tact&, 

nameiy, ail the aff riEutes of an advanced 'civillmtionr. AD the negaf ives of these qualStïes 

are projected onto the Native and Métis rebets in a series of visuai oppositions:- high 

ground vs. low ground, sunlight vs. shade, disciptined vs. random firing, open ground vs. 

underbrush, battte formation vs. guerilla tactics, and uniforni vs. regutar ctothing. 

As well as cho ie  of viewpoint, it is atso necessary to consider what the artist 

decided to indude and exclude. For instance, in this case, ail three versions depict the 



smafl prairie fire which the rebeis started as a diversion. Since the troops easiiy got the 
0 

flames under controt, it woutd seern a relativefy minor incident, but it was widefy report& in 

the press too. The explanation perhaps is, again, the popufar association of Native people 

with nature - fire k i n g  one of the naturat elements. Viual representations of Native 

people going back to Champlain's day associateci Native warfare with fire, smoke and 

torture. The JWN artists were, therefore, employing a visual typ~fogy. '~  Since the 

soldiers easily controiled the fire the rebds had- started, it signalkd the Natives' 

subjugation to the power of the forces of civilizatian and govemrnent. The by now farniliar 

strategies of mntrast and subordination are again evident 

The BaWe of Cuf Knne Hill 

The first version of this skimish was signed W.D.B- (Blatchty) and, smce no 

mention is made of artists' sketches, it seems to have been created by Blatchty from the 

textuat report in the Montreat Witness [Figure 5.21). The unusual viewpoint taken by the 

artist was from within the ranks of Poundmaker'ç Indians, who were charging down upon 

the Mwnted Pdice as the latter wheeled around the two 7-pwnd mounbin howitzers and 

the Gatiing- gurf. Accordhg to the colonia! version of events, this was a dramatic moment 

in the engagement when the brave sfand of the Mounted Police prevenfed the Natives 

ftom gaining controt of one of the guilies. The Souvenir Nurnber image shows the sddiers 

affenvards in possession of the edge of that coulee, (Le. in possession of the land the 

Natives were charging from in the first version) [Figure 5.w. Hauitain claimed, "This in 

reality was the crisis O€ the fi gM.lw The final ptint [Figure 5-23]. like the one of Fis b 

Creek, chwses a moment later in the day, when the enemy has been deareci to the rear 
- 

'O7 This argument is made by Francois-Marc Gagnon and Denise Petet, Homme- 
s W s  du No-de -rés les vovages de m e s  C a m  (Montreal: 

Boréal Express, 1986) 2û9-270 regarding images by Thevet and Champlain. 







Fig. 5.23: "Battle of Cut Knife Creek. From topographical sketches by Capt. Rutherford, 
of "B" Battery, and Lieut. R. Lyndhurst Wadmore, "C" Company, lnfantry School Corps: 
supplemented by personal information furnished by Sergt-Major Spackman and 
members of the Queen's Own who participated in the engagement. Published by Grip 
P. P.Co. Toronto. Toronto Lithograph Co. [Signed] W.D. Blatchly." Coloured lithograph, 
MTL: Tl4579 



and nght of Otter's column, and the Battfeford Ries and Queen's ûwn Ries have turned 

to ctear the gdiy on the left side of the trait, As Hauttain says "The lndians posted there 

also gave way and ran back to their former position. tt was a grand charge, Mfomusty 

executed. The rear was entireiy cieared of the enemy, and w r  men remained in cornmancf 

of the 

Exarnining the three versions of this battk scene shows that a high degree of 

fomialization has taken place. The fimf v-on emphasises the vulnerability of Ofter's 

Cdumn, for the defensive circie being fomied by the Mounteû Pdice seems puny amidst 

the large, fWy realized figures of the Natives who are seen emerging m m  the bush on 

ütree sides, The facf that the enemy has the high ground ad& to the sense of urgency 

and the danger of the soldiers' position since wntrot of high gruund was considered a key 

to military s ~ c c e s s . ~ ~ ~  Despite the danger emphasized by the dirence in scale betwesn 

the two enemy groups, the governent troops are stifl represented as having calrnly 

moved into a defensive formation, the regimented syrnmetry of w h ' i  cantrâsts with the 

ragged and (seemingly) un-umdinated charge of the rebels. 

nie second version, Iifhographed by Kelly, was taken from a sketch by Lieut. 

Wadmore of "C" Company and has none of the drama of ttre fi& The soidiers are in 

control of the high ground now and look to-be rornping Breugel-fike in the hay rather than 

fighting off the enerny.l" The caption provided in the text delineates the different 

regiments and the position of the enemy, and by the time W.D. Blatchiy engraved the finat 

print these troop movements and positions had becorne fixed. ln this last version the 

'OQ Haubin 2: 27. 
"O See Walter Hildebrandt's discussion of conternporary military strategy: 107-8. 
11' Readers unfamiliar with the work of this Northem Renaissance painter coufd equally wefl 

subsütute any of Cornelius Kiieghoffs images of bucolic 'm. 



captions have. been. moved out of the text and onto. the key plate, ernphaçlzing the 

independence of the print and its abitity to tell a story without benefit of text. The artist 

has also tidied up: whereas Keliy showed the wagon coml or tager as a laose circle, 

Bfatchfy shows it as a ~egimenkd the-sided square, closely modelied on the regulation 

text-book arrangement published and explained in the pages of the JWN? The Mounted 

Pofice horses are sirnitarly corralfed in an improbably tidy circfe. Fkeing Natives are bang 

repelied by the disciplined charge of the soldiers- Cbordinated volleys from. the troops are 

matched against spodic  fire fiom the bush. Again. a much wider expanse of tandscape is 

shown than in the earlir version, and the Enes of soldiers go on into fhe far distance. The 

hill from which Poundmakefs ' s r  chief, Masatim~as,'~~ direded the action is disneteiy 

rninimized by cropping-it out of the picture frame in order to preserve the iiiusion that the 

govemment trmps controt the high ground. The terrain in general seems much hillier, and 

the plateau much narrower than the other version, the efïect k i n g  to emphasize the 

difficulty and. magnitude of the Canadian forces' 'victory'. As in the- other two battle scenes, 

the rebels fit into the landscape, while the sofdiers dominate over it, thus expressing an 

ideological difference visually. On the fiftieth anniversary of the Rebellion, Howard Angus 

Kennedy, a remrter who marched with Otter's troops to BattIeford and was present at the 

engagement at Cut Knife Hill, comrnented: 

The neat arrangement of waggons, horses and men suggests that the 
informants were playing a joke on the artist ...uf the snapshot camera had 
been available in 18851 our pidorial record of the campaign would be less 
deeply- tinged with imagination? 

The image serves an ideologicaf function: aie artistshows evenfs-asa fumlment of 

'12 May 30, 1885, 70. 
Masatimwas was injured earty in the battle and passeâ the Oskichi, his symbot of authorÏty, 

to Poundmaker: Stonechild and Waiser 142-3. 
''* Howard Angus Kennedy. 'Mernories of '85, Canadian Gepglp~hical Journa I.1.2-(August 

1.935) 64. 



Canadian identify and nationhood. 

The Captum of ûatoche 

The first version af this battte was again by Btakhiy warking frorn the reports in the 

[Figure 5.241.tt5 The composition silhouettes the figure of Colonel Arthur T. Williams 

of the Midland Battalion with a m  raised and sword pointing the way forward to his men - a 

romantic device comparable to Eugene Delacroix's 'Liberty Leading the People."1te 

Hildebrandt suggests that "the highty-rornanticized scene refIects the artist's desire to 

present the battie as an epic ~tnrggfe~''~and since this was the decisive battfe (and the 

one real victory fut the government t m p s )  hÏs mgy well be me. HQWVW, a nurnber of 

other meanings are also denot@ by this image. 

lnstead of depicting the 90m Battalion. which was at the centre of the charge, 

Btatchty focused on the Midland Battalion, which precipitated the advance while Colonel 

Middleton reportedly enjoyed his lunch. This proved to be the pivobl point in the action at 

Batoche. Colonel Williams' leadership ended days of apparent delay and hesitation on the 

part of GeneratMiddleton. The rornanticized depiction of his figure therefore casts hirn in 

the role of soldier-hem: an inspiring example to others, recklessty exposing himself to 

danger in order to Save the honour of the regimenf and his country.nB The subtexf to this 

was that the Canadian rnilitia and military establishment were anxious to prove that they 

had the expertise and organizationat skilts necessary to successfuiiy fulfif their rote, withwt 

IvyN, May 23,1885,63. 
1'6 This well-known painting was made in France in 1830, and was itseif based on classical 

prototypes. A particutady insightful discussion can be found in T.J. Clark, Jhe . -  . 1s. Artrsts fi 1973 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1 982). 
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having to cal1 upon British personnel tu run the Field Force-119 General Middleton, who 

was British, was unpopukr because. he recruited British officers and becâuse he was 

peroeived as favouring their advice over that of the Canadian officers, whom he was 

reporteci to treat with snobbish disdain. His bungled attempt to capture Riel and Big Bear, 

and his failure to push for military decorations and cornmendations for his Canadian staff 

affer the Rebellion, gained hirn liWe sympathy M e n  fie was later accused of 

~rongdoing.'~~ On the other hand, the action of Colonel Williams. whose home town of 

Port Hope, Ontario, was invariabfy identified in press reports, gained him imrnediate 

recognition as a hem who had proved the high capabKies of the CanadLan trnops and 

officers. He had done this using unorthodox tactics: his troops advanced through the bush 

araund the cernetery and were M g  at will, ramer than firing in volleys, however, they are 

also represented in the ilfustrations as foltowing the orthodox rnifitary fom of advancing 

shoulder to sho~lder. '~~ 

The Sowenir Number image and that of the final print are virtually identical [Figure 

5.25 & 5.261. The artist's viewpoint has again rnoved from within the action in the first 

version, to the full panoramic view in the second and third. Representations of 'the charge' 

were one of the most popular subjects of the baffle painting genre, and Blatchly shows the 

- - - -- -- - 

'19 After much negotiau'on with the Cofoniaf Onice, Kingston MiMary CoKege was opened in 
the iate 1870s to train Canadian officers, but none were wnsidered sufficientiy experienced ta take 
command of the Field Force. The topic of an active rniIitia and officer training appears frequently 
in Lord Lome's conespondence: NAC MG 27 184. 

However, Middieton's tactics c m  be defended in IigM of conternporary military practîce in 
fig Ming 'srnatl wars': Waiter Hitdebrandt, Views from F o m e f o r d :  C o m e d  Visions of= 

Wes& (Regina: Canadian Plains Research Centre, ? 994) 107-8. 
"' Beai and Macleod 275. Colonel Williams was an MP, and the m m  well-known casuaity of 

the Rebellion. His heroic statuç was heightened by his sudden death shortly after the Rebellion. He 
was given a full rnilitary funeral, attended by 15,000 people. Hauitain commented that there had 
been a lot of daims about Williams' role at Batoche, and could not say which version was true. He 
appears to go along with the idea that Middleton had in fgct been in contml al[ along, but the images 
counter this by placing the facus on Williams: Hauitain 2: 30-31 - 







troops charging dom the hi11 towards the rebel stronghafd at Batocfre, urged on by their 

commanding officefs. Despite the fact th& the troops are at the fun, they stitl maintain 

their ranks wttilst the rebeis, in mntrast, scatter in panic across the field bdow them. 

Much was made in news reports of the feat the troops inspired in the rebels when they 

cf"îarged, for ais reversed the panic the iatter inspired in white As Middleton put it 

these great hunters, tike the Boers of South Afnca, are only formidable 
when you play their game, "bush fighting", to which they are accustomeci, 
but they cannot stand a detemiined charge? 

The training in discipline and scientific strategy learned on the playing fields of eastem 

cities had enabled Canadian ttoops fo overcome their Native adversaries (both indigenous 

and Métis), who were considered to be tacking in the discipline and leadership required for 

such a manoeuvre. The combination of British tactics and indigenous strategies had 

created 'a Canadian volunteer ...( narnely] a rifieman M o  could figM in the open as welt as 

in the b u ~ h . " ' ~ ~  

The emphasis on the pamarnic view of the landscape in all three final prints is 

undenia~y signifiant. Through the e-ences of the North-West Fiid Force, people in 

easten Canada were presented for the first tirne with mass media images of the West. R. 

Douglas Francis' contention is that until mid-century the popular image of the West was 

that of impenetrable wifderness, but that by the 1870s, due to the needs of nationalkt and 

imperialist interests, this image had reversed so that the West had becorne a New Eden? 

These pn'nts cerlainiy confirm this argument since the countryside is presented in a way 

'" Quoted by Hildebrandt, 79. 
lZ3 G.B.E, MCanadianizhg the North-Wesr, The Week July 23,1885,534. 

R. Douglas Francis, m s  of the West 73-86. The land and its history were fabula rasa, 
see a k  Owrarn, Pro- of F&Q cti.9- 



Wcti wauld made it aftractive to prospective immigrants. They show wide open expanses 

of lwh, wefl-watefed prairie - ernpty land ready to be setiied now that the forces of law and 

order have prevailed? 

The area of ploughed landh the. very centre of the composition alço carries 

implications for any reading of the final pn'nt. Dumont had issued strict orders for his men 

not to plough more land, since he apparently did not want them to be distracted by the 

need to plant? According to the print capfion, it was across this ploughed land that "our 

men sufFered rnosr- The ptoughed land has syrnbolic resonance since it was over the 

issue of land ownership that the Rebelfion was fought, and it was tbere in the open on the 

site of the contested land that the cornbatants' sacrifice was most visibiy displayed- 

Moreover, ploughed land was proof of the Métis daims to have settled the land and 

therefore own its title. It was evidence of agricultural settlement, something which in 

coionialist discourse was said tu be antithetical to Native culture (in which the Métis were 

inciuded). Haultain himself presented the culonialist argument 

they are nomadic in their habits ... they cannot be made to settle dom 
peaceably to the cultivation of tfieir lands ... indeed, land for this purpose is 
not'by any rneans what they chiefly desire ...f27 

AIthough, in general, the images confirm the authority of the dominant culture, this image is 

an example in which some of the tensions witbin saciety - the hiciden transcripts of the 

oppressecf - are revealed. The ploughed land is-evidence of civilization, contradicb'ng the 

dominant public discourse which consûuded Natives as primitive and incapable of 

-- - 

This argument was made by Adolphe Caron (q886) amd conservative French-Canadian 
w e a  of Confedemon f 864-7900 newspapers: A f- Sifver, The French-Can , 1982, 2"6 ed- 

(Toronto: Universiiy of Toronto Press, 1997) 164 n-101. Reporters also cornmented on the 
devefopment of the cities in the North-West For instance, Calgary was described as a thriving 
town with a new CPR depot, churches, nice stores and friendly people: Gazette May 1 i , t 885, 1. 

'* Beal and Macleod 260. 
ln Haultain i :1. 



pursuing an agriculture lifestyle. 

The images in the illustrated press, and JWN in particular, cmtested other version 

of the events. They smoothed over incidents and situations which rnight disrupt the 

'official' history of the Rebellion and expose dissent and poor handling on the part of the 

miiitary or govemment. The Middleton scanda1 and the framing of the airee baffles as 

'victories' has been mentioned. The valorking of the troops might also be questioned, their 

orderly retreat from Cut Knife Hill might better be understood as dis~rderly; their 

'advanceda equipment was in fact a hodgepodge of obsolete rifles, broken-down guns, 

and a borrowed Gatiing Gun. Their 'barbarous' adversaries showed themsefves to be 

restrained and humane, when, for instance Big Bear urged the police to surrender Fort Pitt 

and slip away before Little Poplar and other wamors (who were by then out of his control) 

could attack;'" or when Poundmaker prevented his men from routing Ottets troop as they 

retreated from Cut Knife Hill? Similarly, the MBtis only fought defensive rather than 

offensive battles. Far from being disciplined and 'civilized', the troopç in fact were reported 

to have plundered Métis homes for souvenirs and clothing after Fish Creek and 

Ba t~che ,~~and the  Toronto New accused Me Rifies of lax fightimg and religious 

intolerance against its English-speaking, Protestant rnernber~.'~' These accusations 

indicate where the limits of identity were drawn by the audience. Plundering and looting 

la Stonechild 8 Waiser 120-22. 
Beal & Macleod 249-51 ; Hildebrandt, Battleford 79. 

jWN, May 30,1885,67. 
13' Initially it was reported that a Protestant private had k e n  punished for refusing to attend 

religious parade, implying he had done so for religious reasons. This caused an uproar of 
indignation at the supposed imposition of Catholicisrn. Subsequently, it became known that this 
was not the case: M N  July II, 1885, Garette July 25,1885. JWN, May 30, 1885 reported that 
Major Dugas of the 65'" Mount Royal Rifles had s u d  a Toronto paper for accusations against his 
unit's honour. This b e l  suit eventually bankrupted E.E. Sheppard, wtio lost control of the New (a 
Labour Reform paper which was not sympathetic to the govemment) in November 1887: Hann 55. 
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were characterized as uncivilized adVities, unworthy of 'ouf troops; accusations against 

French-Canadian troops were likewise distasteful because they ran counter to the 

dominant image of Canadian identity- The latter reveal also the ethnic divisions in society. 

French-language reports complained that the newspapers had k e n  full of news of 

English soldiers, but had ignored the work being done by the french units. Colonel 

Ouimet was praised by the French press for raising a unit of loyal Métis in St. Albert, and 

thus showing that not al1 Métis were traitors, despite the degree of elision that had 

occurred tarring al1 Natives and ail Métis with the rebel brush. A letter in Presse, July 

22, 1885 claimed that French Canadians felt they were the natural protectors of the Métis. 

When the whole city tumed out to welcome home the 6 p  RiRes to Montreal, the French 

press declared it 'non seulement une ovation, non-seulement un triomphe - c'est un acte 

de justice."'" Division was, therefore, brewing along ethnic lines and Riel's exewtion 

brought these long-standing resentments to a head. 

Constnictirlgan 'Official Na * rrative of Nation 

Although the political ongin of the nation state can be pinpointed as Confederation 

in 1867, the rationalization of the existence of the nation depended upon creating a 

narrative of its cultural ongins and history. Since territorial boundaries and nationality are 

not natural givens, these narratives of nation are 'cultural fictions' constnicted through a 

plethora of activities. In a recent article, Timothy Brennan notes that both Walter Benjamin 

and Benedict Anderson pointed to the popular novel and newspapers as being ''the 

decisive print media of bourgeois society".lu Since their rise in the nineteenth century 

coincided with naüonalist movements, Brennan extends this argument, claiming: 

132 laLpse July 21, 1885. 
133 Brennan 55. 



Nations, then, are imaginary constructs mat depend for their existence on 
an apparatus of cultural fictions in which imaginative literature plays a 
decisive role? 

I have atternpted to argue that visual irnagery was yet another vehicle through which the 

narrative of nation, and hence 'officiaP history, was construded, and visual images which 

appeared in the illustrated press were particularly instrumental in this regard. 

The fact that the first two battles of the Rebeflion were actually not victories for the 

Field Force was erased by the final prints, in Wch there is no sense that the troops are 

anything but in control. Like Haultain's text, which is a fabric whose weft and warp is a 

worldview of wlonialist, sexist and racist stereotypes, the visual account is generated 

entirely from the viewpoint of the dominant culture. Nthough at Cut Knife Creek the Field 

Force was surrounded, in the image the troops appear to be in total control of the 

situation; the rebels are always shown in flight from the dominant forces. The prints were 

the public transcrïpt of the dominant, projecting the values of hierarchy, tradition, 

discipline, order, and European batüe form. Great emphasis was placed on the ability the 

traops had shown to endure the hardships of their joumey and the conditions in the field. 

They had sunhed al1 this and came home fitter and healthier than when they leftft135 Thus, 

their experience in the North-West had been an indigenising journey whicti demonstrated 

al1 the rnanly characteristics of Canadian identity - physicaf prowess, the ability to navigate 

and survive in the wild, endurance, pluck and courage.'% The story of the other side was 

' Brennan 49. 
'" Gazetfe July 22. q885. The soldiers had accomplished a mythic joumey: they had leff 

their normal existence, endured and overcorne a series of hardships, accomplished their goal and 
retumed to everyday Ife. 

' There was much debate over providing the t m p s  with fnesh dothing for their horne- 
coming. Eventually it was decided that their wom cfothing and suntanned skin were a badge of 
honour, indications of the strenuous trials they had been through. See, for instance, Gazette July 
22, 1885. 



told only from the viewpoint of the calonizers. When Natives were represented, they were 

more likely to be caricature figures - cigar store tndians - than reatistic portraits, and Native 

or Métis grievances were aiways presented to the public through colonial fibers. 

Métis and Native were treated alike, despite their obvious dïfFerences and 

histories. Riel rejected the idea of ambushing the North-West Mounted Police on their 

retreat from Fort Carleton to Prince Arthur specifically on the grounds that this was the way 

Indians fought, but not how M&is conducted themsel~es.'~ Yet, the images do little 

to highiight the difference between rebel graups, and hence reinforce the elision of Native 

and Métis, Native figures predominate in the baüie scenes, despite the fact that a very 

small propoRion of the Native population of the North-West waç in~oived.'~ 

The final pnnts must be considered as a series which makes up a narrathte history 

of the Rebeltion. tt is the struggte of the nation corning to rnanhood; the triurnph of national 

identity in which 'our Canadian boys' prove themselves to be "no tin ~oIdierS".'~~ In this 

stocy, Batoche is the culminating charge - the victory which vindites the central 

govemment, the Canadian troops and officers, and the domination of white culture over 

aboriginal. lt is also the stwy of Canadian ability and prowess overshadowing that of the 

British. Significantly, Middleton is not the centre of action or depicted in a dynamic pose in 

any of the final prints, rather it is the Canadian officers who are seen leading the attacks. 

At the oniy real victory, Middteton is not even represented on the field1 The Globe 
137 Beal & Macleod 228. Poundrnaker's reported restraint at Cut Knife Creek shows this 

stereotype to be rnisguided. 
' Hildebrant rejects the tradiional view that Métis and Cree were acting together as retying 

"too heaviiy on govemment sources and exptanations", which Hauttain no doubt did: m e f o a  88. 
A. Blair Stonechitd estimates that fess than 5% of the Native population were invoived, and that the 
leaders were draw into the confîict by circumstances beyond their control: 'The tndian View of the 
1885 Uprising," Bamn & Watdrarn 168. See also Stonechifd & Waiser op cit. 



editoriat proudty decfared 'no regular troops ... could have bebaved themsetves better,. the 

Canadian mititia. 'have proved thernsetves the equals of the veteran soldiers of Great 

Bntain.'uo Distinguishing Canada from the U n M  States, the took umbrage at 

Amencan reports about the Rebetfion, noting the "usual flippancy" with which Americans 

"poke fun at our litüe war," and sanclimoniously hoping mat Canadians will never treat the 

Indiansas our neighbors ha~edone."'~' lntheifiustrated press, then, wecan seelthe 

nation' being wnçtructed as both a political and idedogical tod which represses 

opposition, and as a cultural entity which gathers to itself popular nationalkt sentiment. As 

a Globe ediforialist declared: 

No event in the history of out country, since the thirteenth day of Sept, 
1759, is more entiUed to the histonan's pen than the MW famous battie of 
Batoche, and it must stand pre-eminently fonivard for all time to come as a 
successful proof and rnagnificent test of the discipline and heroisrn of w r  
Canadian s~ldier . ' '~~ 

The new native-Canadians were Linked bac)< to significant batttes in the history of the 

colony. The French-Canadian battalions were repeatedty told' in addresses that they were 

worthy of the heroes of Carition, Châteauguay, and other epic bmes againsi Native 

peoples,lu and cornplimented on their characteristic gaod humour: 'Les chants et les 

propos joyeux (caractère distinctif de la race française) s'ent pas cessé durant toute la 

camp a g ~ . . . " ' ~  A Gazette editorial took the opportunity of the- RebeHbn to review the 

history of the nation, and rminded readers that, although Vérendrye's exploratirons in 

1731 were regarded as the starting point of North-West histocy, it really began forty years 

before that with fhe joumeys of Henry Relsey, of the Hudsons Bay Company, v h o  reached 

la _GtobeMay?4,1885, 4. 

''' May 16, 1885, 4. 
'42 July 13, 1885, 5- 

For exarnple, Jufy 28; ta Clresse Jufy 27,1685. 
lu La PreaJuly21,  W85. 
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the country west and so.uth of Lake Winnipeg. In future, he opined, the Rebetlion woutd be 

mnsidered the true starting point of North-western prosperity, and even already it has 

given resutts in its revetations of Canadian patnotisrn .,."u5 

A defining moment in the creation of a nation is the negotiation of tenitoriat and 

cultural boundaries. The boundaries of the nation face both inward and outward, and in 

the nanation of nation they become ''the in-between spaces" through which the daims of 

cultural and politicaC aufhorïty are negotiated? Taken together, the three final prints teU 

the sfory of the creatbn of the boundanundanes of the Canadian nation. ln the Rebeiiion aü of 

the hatüe sites were internat boundaries - Fish Creek was fought on the southern 

baundary of Métis land; Cut Knife Creek was fought an the shifting perimeter of 

Poundmaker's tenitory, and the battte at Batoche was on the site of the last Métis land. In 

putüng down the Rebeltion, the Canadian gavemment subdued alt marginal 'others', and, 

in the process defined its bordes. W i  the defeat of the rebels and the erasure of att 

intemal boundwh, the intemational h n d w y  with the United States, and the new frontier 

in the North became the CarPadian boundaries. 

- - 

In addition, the Second Rebellion brought into existence the intemationat borders 

of the nation in a perfonnative sense - through the marching of troops over hundteds of 

miles of Canadlan terrain, in ail kinds of weaftrer, and through the artillery fghting across 

'45 July 25, 1885. 

Bhabha 4. Fichte expfains: "the 'extemal frontiers' of the state have to become 'intemat 
frontiers"' or, as Balibar rephiases it: "extemal frontiers have to be imagined constantiy as a 
projection and protection of an intemal coilective pemmality." Fichte, Peden an 

(1808) quoted by Etignne Balibar, 'The Nation F m :  History and Medogy," m. N a t h  
Ambigmus IdentitieS, eds. E. Balibar and knmimuel Waiierstei flondom Verso, $991) 95. 



intemal boundanes, and the final charge which erased thern?" Even more, the 

govemment accomplished this through insisting that the troops be transportecl to the 

North-West through Canadian terntory, rather than by taking the Arnerican rail route. This 

facilitated the campletion of the CPR, whose rails physically and tangibly created a 

unifying thread, a line which held togethet (and thereby rationalized the unity of) the 

expanse of the land. Railways in the nineteenth century were proof of the 'facf of 

colonization. So in Canada, jus- as in India, Africa and Australia, the laying of the tracks 

was both performative and symbolic of possession of the land.'" In symbolic terms, the 

1885 Rebellion pemitted closure: the CPR accomplished the task which its cartographie 

representation suggests bemuse the final tracks, or 'sutures', were put in place, 

metaphorically stitching the country together. At the same time, a seam - a line of 

differentiation - was created between the US. and Canada. The IWN prints offered 

themselves as part of the discourse around the historical narrative of the origins of 

nationhood, and the defeat of the rebels wtiich made closure possible.'" 

The boundaries between people had also been redrawn. The existence of 

rebellion created a dominant centre, uniting certain segments of the population together as 

a nation. The rebels had to be dealt with because they posed a threat to this national 

unity - which was a discursive myth rather than an existential fact. As a resuit of the 

- 

14' Bhabha's notion of the perfomative indudes the importance of reiteration, which certain@ 
was the case here since in rnany senses (and not least the fact that they were both lead by Riel) 
the North-West Rebellion was a repetition of the Red River Uprising of 1870-71. Bhabha 291-322. 

AA. Den Otter calls this "tecbnological nationalism", The Philoso~hv of Raiiwavs: The 
Transcontinental Raihrvav ldea in British North America (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 
1997) 12. Peter B. Waite daims: "The Canadian Pacific Raitway was more than an act of faith: it 
was a conquest, and we have rornanticized it, as we have the voyageurs," Çanada 18741896: 
Arduous Destiny, Canadian Centenary Series (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1971) 2. 

'4s Keith Walden argues that the Mounties had also played a role in defining the western 
border: Keith Walden, Visions of Order: the Canadian Mounties in Svmbol and Mvth (Toronto: 
Butterworths, 1 982) 1 17. 



Rebellion, there was no longer a boundary between Native and white people since the 

Natives no longer constiiuted a nation, instead they were a marginalized group wifhin the 

Canadian nation.'" Even before the fighting had finished, Sir John A. Macdonald's 

govemment envisaged giving Natives the rights of citizenship, in order that the govemrnent 

could command their votes through the influence of their agents on the reserves. 

Indignant meetings were held throughout Ontario protesting against the proposed 

Dominion Franchise Bill which, it was feared, would disenfranchise thousands of 

intelligent, respectable white men ...[ and) give the rigM to vote lo hundreds 
of lndians, who are wards of the Govemment, who are held by law to be, 
incapable of managing their own affairs, who bear none of the burdens or 
obligations of citizenship, and who are incapable of voting intel~igently.'~' 

Furthemore, a new boundary was created which excluded British leadership, whilst still 

admiring and emulating Britishness. The IWN pnnts legitimized and authonzed the 

emergence or metamorphosis of Canadian national identity out of and against British 

culture; at one and the same time Canada emulated and repudiated its parent. Middleton 

was criticized for not adopting indigenous strategies in his attempts to capture Big Bear. 

His methods were recognized as inappropriate in the Canadian contexi; bu!, in general, 

the events of the Rebellion were an enactment of the superiority of European scientific 

warfare. Visually and performatively, Middleton's tactics proclaimed possession, 

supremacy and victory over the Native inhabïtants. Afier the Rebellion, Native people no 

longer evoked fear, they became pattietic remnants of a dying civilkation, or embodiments 

- - - 

The Rebellion "signalled the loss of lndians' ability to affect in any direct or significant 
fiashion the anâiüms under which they lived." They were entirely suqjugated thtough "excessiveiy 
arbitrav govemment policies: Noel Dyck, "An Opportunity Lost: The Initiative of the Reserve 
Agncultural Programme in the Praine Westn Bamn and Waldrarn 121-123- 

151 Globe May 9,12,13,1885. The govemment planned to replace the local assessor with 
ttieir own appointee, and thereby gain mtrd of the voters' lists. The Globe was heartily against 
such patronage appointments, and vehementiy in support of Edward Blake's resistance to the Act. 



of imaginary lndians in the Wifd West Shows.lg 

Territorially and cuîturally a new nation had been created, one with no apparent 

intemal *foreignersr, or af ieast no intemal groups visibly disputing ïts extemal boundaries- 

Many believed the Rebellion had drawn French and English together as never before. 

Colonel Ouimet was sure: 

It would open a new era for Montreal. It wouId unite the different 
nationalities, and this union would be bound more fimly than ever by the 
blocxi shed in the campaign. (Loud applau~e).'~~ 

It now had an outward, international outlook. The expen'ence of participating in the 

fighting, or following the course of events in news reports, made inhabitants of each of the 

provinces aware of themselves as Canadians with shared interests and a transcontinental 

nation. Additionally, the population had negotiated cultural difference intemally by 

subordinating its Native 'others', and delineating British and AmeRcan 'others', thereby 

constmcting an identity as 'Canadians'. This perspective was also one which looked 

outward. Needfess to Say, solidanty was only fleeting: internat divisions amongst and 

between francophone and anglophone Canadians reemwged when Riel was hanged,lS4 

'" Respondents to a CPR questionnaire regarding their expenences as sefflers in the North- 
West, dedared they had no fear of local Native peoples: What Women Sav of oie North West. A 
Simde Statement of the -riences of Women settled in al1 mfts of Manitoba and the North-West 
Tenitories (Montreal: CPR, 1 886) 40. 

ls3 Gazette Juiy21, 1885. 
lS4 Riel's execution outraged public opinion amongst French Canadians in Quebec. For the 

first time they became intensely concerned about the continued existence of a French Catholic 
cornmunity in the West, and saw the hanging of Riel as an attack on French Canada. The strength 
of French-Canadian feeling over the issue provoked mistrust of French nationalism in English 
Canada. Silver contends that the confiict between the English Canadian belief in the need for a 
single nationafity and the emergMg betief on the part of french Canada h t  Canada coutd onfy 
sunrive as a duality, was as a result of reacüons and counter-reacüons to the Rebellion: Silver, 
French-Canadian kka, ch. 8. R a ' s  hanging was a catalyst for FrencbCanadian nationak'sm. 
While Confederation had seemed to be a political structure that gave Quebec autonomy, the 
creation of new provinces in the West had reduced herulftuence. French-Cariadian religSous. 
linguistic and education rights were being ignored, industrialkation was altering the nature of 
Quebec society, and there was a massive exodus of French Canadians to the U.S. After 1885 



and during debates over Canadian nationalism versus British imperiali~rn.'~ But these 

were 'Canadian' 'national' divisions which have becorne em blematic of 'modem' Canada. 

To be sure, it produced a pmfoundfy mascutine ideal of nationhood; warnen took part in 

theR~fiononfyasideaishetduptoinspiremento~st,andaswitnesçeçoftheir 

heroism, not as full-fledged CiiiZeBs. 

Hunting and sports activities had provided a means by which British colonists and 

the professional and commercial middle classes had been able to define a CanadÏan 

nationai identity, and the second Rief Rebettion was the mat step in the process of 

âppropriating ând transfomttng N a t i v e  whrat actiwties. Up to M, nâtionat identity hâd 

beenmadeonthesbWônd~Yingfields,hthee~oftheRebeCCioniturastesfedwr 

the field of ballie?" Native people were eldinguished as a nation through military 

conquest, and their culture was considered extinct. This opened up the door for the wave 

of ethnographic collecting which swept over the North-West and Pacific caast at the end of 

the century.lS In additTon. although the Canadian troops largely confonned to Bnfish 

mititarytaetics, their sacces was athibnted Tn the pupatarpress to Cmadbn rnettiods, 

w h i c h t â f g t r e w e f e m a f e c ) o s e t g c ~ b t h o s e o f N ~ p e o B ) e s .  CoRfederationrn 

political leaders such as Honoré Mercier and joumalist Jules Paul Tardive1 became openly 
sepaFatist. Gilles GebcgeoR, AHisteFv-Qf.Wtaec-f~a~~. CQWSaBlaiF, aeeeFt CRedes 
and Jane Uberüno (Toronto: James Lorimer, 1994) 30-34. 

' Tttehpiatf- . t ~ - ~ ~ ~ - f O r m e d i n -  t 8 W - a m f r M e d  the-change--of- 
towards the colonies by the British Parliament. From being "millstonesn around the British neck (as 
wh;id--* #S%, ~ . ~ . ~ . @ . . b e f & & k ~ . ~ ~ . f f & & f y .  
resoutces of their colonies. English Canadians were unsure where their best interests lay - with 
Amerka, with-ûrihh, .or-aiof~ ïBese-debateç-ace-~ - .by  5ecger, .-e-of..P.~wer:, -and- 
Cook, Ma~le Leaf- 

157 See, for example, Douglas Cole, Ca~t~ red  Heritaae: The Scramble for Northwest Coast 
Artifacts ,(Seattle: University of Washington -Press, 1.985). 
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have been the point of origin of Canada as a pol&'cal reality, but the 1885 Rebellion was 

its cultural birth site. The North-West Rebellion was the point at which Canada ernerged 

wi€h a sense o'fitseffas a distinct nafional'cdtoral- comrnuriity, andme 'lVm\l pn'nts 

constituted a narration of the story of the nation's origins, and of its performance of 

mationhood. The -transformation .ftorn -cenedien 30 'Canuck' -had -occuned. 



human lives are shaped not only ... by the ideas we have in our 
minds, but even more by the actions we perform with our 
bodies ... we constitute ourselves through Our action. 

Tom F. Driver, The Magic of Rifual' 

In 1860, the group who met in Toronto to anange their welcome for the Prince of 

Wales, were not sure how to distinguish thernselves visually as Native Canadians, and 

resorted to using a rnaple leaf emblem pinned to their chests. In the following two 

decades, members of the professional and commercial middle classes of the major urban 

centres found a way to identify thernselves physicalty as native-Canadians by means of 

organized sport. Lacrosse, snowshoeing, and tobogganing becarne Canadian sports 

rather than cricket, baseball or curfing because they were indigenous sports, sufficiently 

different from sports played in Arnerica or Britain, that they could distinguish the players as 

Canadian. The 'primitive' associations of the games could be countered by the imposition 

of scientific rules and regulations which demonstrated the progressive and 'civilized' nature 

of Canadian society. Through these sports - by training and clothing the body in specific 

ways, and by p-erforming them in the distinctive Canadian environment - British colonists 

made themselves 'native-Canadians.' 

Victorians believed the eyes to be the most powerful of the bodily senses, so 

controlling the way they presented themselves to the gaze of others was an essential 

consideration in the construction of identity.2 The presentation of self was an actingout of 

Driver 79. 

Egerîon Ryerson advocated visual education on the grounds that "the impressions made 
upon the rnind tfirough the eye are more vivid and distinct than those made through hean'ng, 
tasting, or smelling.": uVïsible Illustrations - Use of Apparatus," Journal of w o n  for U- 
Canada 1 (1 848) 301. Quoted by Heaman, "Commercial Leviathan" 26. For contemporary belief 



a desired image, and the script of this performance sought to emulate as well as to seek 

recognition and approval from others of Iike kind. Enacting one's identity and seeing it 

reflected back by others with H o m  one felt a consciousness of kind, was an especially 

powerful way of knowing and belonging. When the fimits of identity were breached, the 

audience censured the performance, for example, when there was too much drinking, or 

when men were being taken away from their work, Thus the body was a site of cultural 

and social negotiation. The identity constructed by these activities was male, middle- 

class, Protestant and Anglo-Saxon. When players stopped actively performing, as in the 

case of snowshoeing, or were giving the wrong performance, as happened with lacrosse, 

the sports were no longer able to project that exclusive and unified identity. 

Nevertheless, the transition of Canadians from French-speaking famers to 

English-speaking members of a modem, progressive and 'civitized' nation had ken 

successfully effected. The new nationality called for by Lord Durham, D'Arcy McGee and 

other nationalists, had been made. French Canadians were marginalised as one of the 

'minor nationalities," and the rtietoric of the playing field was integrated into political and 

social life. +As Charles Mair, one of the original members of Canada First, claimed: 

Thank God there is such a thing ai last as a purely national feeling in 
Canada. There is a young and vigorous race coming to the front, entirely 
in eamest, and which is no longer English, Scotch, or Irish, but aioroughly 
and distinctively Canadian ..At means strict justice to the French and nothing 
more - a fair field and no favour. 

- - - - - - - -. 

in the primacy of vision see also, Carl Woodnng, W r e  into Art: Cufhiral Transformations in 
(Cambridge: Haward University Press, 1989) 64, and Jonathan Crary, 

Jechni~yes of the Observer: On Vision and Modemity ln the Nineteenth Century 
. - (London: MlT 

Press, 1990). 
Draft of letter to the editor of the Toronto Tel-, undated but probably 1870. Quoted 

by Carl Berger, of Power 58 n.24. 
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The constituency of nationatism was the professionat and commerciat middle 

classes. They controHed the communications media of the day, as welt as dominating 

infiuential fratemities, and CMC potitics. As more of these businessrneri moved into 

political positions, they instituüonalized the values and interests of their ciass within the 

structures of the state. Althwgh subordinate groups did at times contest their control, 

such attempts were more an anrmyance than a reai challenge before 1885. The paradox 

of sport is that it cm be a unifying force which brings together disparate groups under one 

banner, confinning the existence of the nation and acting as a vehide for nationalist 

sentiment; but if can also fiacture and unsettle a coiïeetive, or exacerhate existing 

cteavages. From the point of view of English Canada, organized sport encouraged unity, 

from the point of view of Native peoples and French-Canadians it provoked the opposite. 

When French-Canadian Montrealers took up sports in large numbers in the t89ûs it was 

as a way of contesting English domination, not in order to be assimilated. Sirnitarîy, it was 

not until Jate in the century, when working-class consciousness was more fully developed 

and mobiked, that effective challenges ta middle-dass dominance coutd be mounted. 

Then, working-class men used the fonn of rniddle-class sports and fraternal organizations, 

but put them to'their own purposes and created their own class identities. Despite dass 

difterence, however, the national identity created through the cultural practices discussed 

herein, was not totally unappealing to other social groups. Physical prowess, stamina and 

virile masculinity were ait qualities vatued by bot. tower and upper classes, as were the 

asyrnrnetricaf gender and racial hierarchies espoused by the professional and commercial 

middle classes. Thus, identities of race and gender could ovenide class positionaiiies 

and produce a common national charader, aspects of wtrich persist to the present day. 

It is a cornmonplace nowadays ta link sport and national identity. However, 
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historians of nineteenth-century Canadian sport have generatly ig nored the role it p tayed 

in nationatist movements, or have taken the connection at face value, without anaiysing 

how and why it worked. tikewise, rnainstream sport history seeks ta exptain the 

development of sport in relation to industrialiration and urbanization, but weriooks the fact 

that it was a key agent in social contrd and state Sport was a fom of power 

which m a l i z e d  values and behaviours. lnstead of being imposed by outside agents 

such as the employer, church, or state, desired behavburs were intemalized by 

participants. Hence, the range of apparentiy spontaneous personal practices was 

determined by the dominant group5 This proeess of nonnalizatïon was achieved through 

the cepetition of vîsuat and performative fepresentations experienced through products of 

visuat cuiture, such as photographs and itlustrations; through sports performances; and 

through public spectacles. Furthemiore, there were textual re-presentations of the games, 

races, parades, disptays, and concerts in the daity and periodical press. Through 

consideration of the strategies of repfesentation ernployed by the producers of these 

visual experiences, we can understand more cleariy Victorian concems and patterns of 

thoug ht. 

The question of how meanings are made is often giosed over and taken as a 

given. In particular, few authors have undertaken a detailed analysis of visual evidence? 

In this study 1 have analysed cultural performances and visuai products with regard to the 

Nancy B. Bouchier, 'Canadian Sport History," /kaunsis 28.1 (Autumn 1998): 98-102. 
This understanding draws on Pierre Bourdieu's concept of the 'ctass habitus' which is the 

intemalizaüon of noms and meanings attached to personat practices: Harvey and S p a h  t 70-1 72. 
When images are considered the anafysis "ofien entaik either aesthetic mysticisrn or a 

cornmitment to a notion of individual creativity." Michéle Banett, Philip Corngan, Annette Kuhn and 
Janet Wolff, and C m l  Praductii (London: Croom Hdm, 1979) 23. Studies which use 
images in an exemplary rnanner include the work of Lynn Hunt, Marcia Pointon, Simon Schama, 
Lisa Tickner and Keith Walden. 



material conditions within whicti they were produced, and in retation to the work they 

performed as representations h i c h  produced meanings. 1 have approached this study 

with the undemtanding that te* (of al1 media) preduce ideology rather than merety 

expressing it. I have suggested that it is not a simple question of how 'accurately' the 

artists depicted 'reality' which we must ask. Instead, images open up a cornplex array of 

questions: whose story is being told and by whom? in what context are the images 

operating? how are picton'al conventions k i n g  manipulated? who was the audience? 

how were images received? and, m a t  meanings were created? 

Aithough the rote of the European ethnie has been recognued by theorists of 

nationalism, littie attention has k e n  paid to the relationship between indigenaus peoples 

and colonists in the British white-seffler cotonies. The creation of Canadian national 

identity was not a simple matter of transptanting British traditions in the New Worfd, ramer 

colonists had to diswver a usabfe past which woufd mot them in the new landscape, yet 

retain their connections with the Home Country7 Initially, British colonists perceived 

Canada to be lacking a history. Catherine Parr Trailt, for one, lamented the absence of 

history in Canada, claiming it to be "the most unpoetical of lands ... there is nv scope for 

imagination,..there is no hoary grandeur in these woods, no recollections of former deeds 

connected with the cu~ntry."~ Through their acüvities, the snowshoe clubs invented the 

missing connecüng narrative befween the past and the present by 'remembenngr the 

former deeds of the vayageurs and the NoWesters. Similady, W. George Beers 

- - 

If nationalism is the product of cuîturat systems, as Benedict Anderson argues, then 
colonial culture originates the nation: "The colony's amval at the idea of nation can thus be seen as 
coteminoos with a cultural recognition that the cotonizer was not sirnpfy an itinerant, but an 
excrescence mat planned to stay.' Sara Suleri, The Rhetoric -lis h India (C hicagor University 
of Chicago Press, 1992) 10. 

Catherine Parr TraP, -s of Canada (1836). quoted by Zdkr, of 
pro- 4. 
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fishioned lacrosse into a modern sport and recalled its past, thus linking cotoniaî players 

to the 'irnmernoriat past' of the French m i m e  and Native peoptes, These historicat 

nanatives were essentialty fictitious, yet repetition and reiteration at dub functions, in dub 

histones, and airough newspapers and carnival advertking ensured tbat they becarne an 

authoritative version of the nation's past.' 

Furaiemiore, even though they rnight only be said to have k e n  'playing native' 

when they tramped into the bush on snowshoe or hunting trips, British colonists gain& an 

authentic experience in the wildemess, thus iegitïmizïng the& daim €0 be native- 

Canadians. The public spectacles mounted for royal tours, and the participation of the 

Prin-s and vanous govemorq-generat in incfigenous Canadian acüviües, in turn. linked 

Canadian history to British mots and al  ttiatttiey signified, thus weaving together the dual 

poles of Canadian identity. In a way which was reiated to other cotonists' experiences in 

Austratia and South. Africa, but stillmiquely ttfeir own, cotonists-inCanada 'remernbered' a 

past Hich serve6 as the-story of the origins of the nation.1° ln Mis pmcess, Native 

peoples were relegated fo pre-history, mile French Canadians were assigned to a less 

- 
a See Edwrard Said, "Representinq the Caionized: Anthropoiogy's Interbators," Critid 

15 (Winter t 989): 205-225. 
'" As one of the nirreteenffr-çentury whrte-settfer colonies, which mctuded Austratia, New 

Zealand, and South Africa, the history and specificity of Canadian colonialism should be seen as 
an example in "a broader colonial history." The course of Canadian and Australian nationalism 
was similar: Australia had a 'moment' dunng the 1890s &en an image of Australian nationalism 
was bom amund the 'legend' of a new Australian race evolving from the dimate, soi1 and social 
system. But, like the Canadian national identrty forged in Montreal, it hikd to gain hold because it 
was limited in class and locality, and because it was based on the image of the indigene-an 
anachronisrn in a society which wanted to dernonstrate to the worid its modern* and 
progressiveness: Lake, "Mission Impossible" 305-332. An oMer article by Douglas Cole, which 
does not include gender as a category of analysis, sketches the history of Australian nationalism, 
and notes that a similar course of events occurred in New Zealand: "The Problern of 'NationaIisrn' 
and 'Imperialism' in British Sefflement Colonies," a m a l  of Rntish .tu . - 10.2 (1971) T70. 
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distant p s t ?  Essenüat culturat practices anct characteristics of bath 'natives' were 

appropriateci and- transformed by the. new colonists, who, in prâctice, barety dierentiateû 

between the-two. TheBriash historyl of Canada-was, therefore, a palirnpsest wtiich elided 

the histories of both Native peapks and- the French Regirne, thereby confirming Lord 

Durham's accusation that the w n a d h s  were a peopie without history or culture who 

needed to be elevated by the imposition of: British character. 

The Native contribution to- Canadian national identity has Iargely gone 

unremgnized -Wat was appropnatedfrom Naüve culture waç. afço transformed by 

its incorporation within a modem, western ethos. Once it was part of 'us', the 'othef lost its 

owrr identity. It wuld be suggested #*the Amerindian tradition- of soiving probfems by 

encouraging the expression of different points of view in order ta search fix consensus, 

might be the unacknowledged root of Canada's international tradition of diplomacy and 

peacemaking.'* Georges Sioui, a Nativehistorian, attributes theenvironmental movement, 

theresurgence of interest in herbal medicines, and new experiments in seif-govemrnent, 

aboriginal taw, and justice to the process of trans~ulturation.~~ He suggests that Canada's 

systern of gove'mrnent is an attempt to replicate the Wendat (Huron) "multi-national, rnulti- 

ethnic, rnulti-lingual goumment arrangement" which existeci before the ravages of 

epidemic diseases destroyed Huronia. Sioui daims-that Christianity, and otber non- 

Native religions, whicfi he calk 'the spirit of the Otd World, wiH not work in North Amerka 

because Bis land- has its own spirit l4 What hunters and-snowshoers discoveree butdici 
- - " The 'indigene is shaped into an historieal artifact, a remnant of a golden age that seems to 

have little wnnection to ... contemporary life." Goldie 17. 
l Z  This is hinted at by Delage 162. 
l3 Georges S. Sioui. For an Arnenndian Autohistory 

. * 

, trans. Sheila Fischman, 1991 (Montreal: 
McGill-Queens University Press, lQ92). 

l4 Whereas the American mode! was taken from the Iroquois, and is signifmntiy difrent in 
fonn - another way in which Canadians dinerentiate themselves. from Americans: Georges S, 



not recognize, in their enmunkr with the land, was that spirit. 

Given th& national- identity has becorne a problem of national existence, it is 

understandable that discussion has most often revofved around the political definition of 

the nation and the task of uniüng French and English Canada? In a reœnt collection of 

papers, ûavid Cannadine argues that Canada has wlturafly never been a nation. He 

claims that it "lacks national monuments, national myths, national heroes and national 

traditions.-.ut is an] inçampjete and unimagined natian."16 Cannadine is rnisinformed, ~f 

course, ta think that Canada bcks b s e  historic rwts and markers, althogh he woufd be 

rightfo accuse Canadians of paying-tw littie attention to fostwing public rnemory of ffieir 

national narratives. t ike  Douglas Cote, he contends that this lack of cultural identity did 

not mean Canadians lacked an imagined nationhood in the nineteenth century because 

the-cumrnunity they imagined themsekes to be-part of was the- British Empire.I7 Cole- 

argued that "Canada never became a nation, except in a political and constitutional 

~ense."'~ However, his definition of nationhood (salutary thwgh fis distincüons between 

nation and state, nationalism and patnou'sm are) is based on an opposition between 

ethnicity and pblity, and does not consider the canstnrdion of shared idenüty üvough 

Sioui, 'Why Canada Shoufd Look for, Find, Recognize and Embrace its True, Abonginal Roots, 
The Tirne of the Taad," M i a n  Issues 20 (1998) 53. Elizabeth Tooker, howevet, finds littie 
evidence to support the idea-thatthe Arnerican Constitution owesanything ta the League ofthe 
iroquois: Eisabeth Tooker, "The United- States- Constitution-and the- Iroquois- League," Ethnohiçtow 
35.4 (1 988): 305-336. 

IS This was certainly Morton's understanding, see Cook, Uses of N- 225. Cook also 
delineates two ideologies- basic ta nationalism: political self-determination and cultural pre-- 
detenination- He says that both have been argued by both sides (ch.l4), but his-concept of 
'cultural' is based on ethnicity, not on cultural practices. 

David Cannadine, "lmperial Canada: Old History, New Problems," -ri& Canada 1867- 
1977. ed. Colin M. Coates (Edinburgh: University of Edinburgh Centre of Canadian Studies, f 997) 
4, 5. 

' Cannadine. "trnperial Canada" 7. 



cultural practiœs. Taken to its togical concfusion, his definition excludes the possibility 

that a non-native ethnie coulcî emerge. He daims that there was no "feeling that 

Canadians constitute a new ethnie-groupe, and the phrase 'new nationality' "did not mean 

the creation of a new ethnic group. it was explicitly a. polikat 'nati~nality'."'~ However, 

this does not fit with evidence frorn the period. Cari Berger, Douglas Owrarn, Suzanne 

Zeller and others have shown very clearfy that Canada was imagined as a new, dominant, 

Northern nation with boundless potentiat. There was an abundance of public discussion 

about the-effect of dimate-ând geography on the body of the-nation's citizens, showing that 

they did, indeed, envisage Canadians as a new ethnic group. It was believed that 'Young 

Canada' woufd mme by this 'new nationality' rraturalty, just by king 'sons [sicl of the land'. 

Participation in indigenous sports prwided the-indigenising exmence required to effect 

the transformation h m  colonist to-nativecanadian. HistoricaI inquiry cannot rely on ideas 

alone, it must also iook at haw ttiase. ideas are realized in cultural practice, and how 

cultural practice constnicts ideas. 

Lack of racial unity was a problem to be surmounted in creating a distinct Canadian 

idenüty. charles Mair saw a new race developing, but in the meantime, a writer in the 

Natim recognized that Canada was- madeup of: 

the fragments of a number of nationalities, which we hope to see one day 
weided into thearnpact mass of a distinct Canadian nationality. The tines- 
of national separation have long since ceased to be coincident with those 
which divide political parties ... The mere difFerence of race should-not bar- 
the way ta a common Canadian nationality ..? 

However, the writer was thinking of English, Irish, Scottish and French 'fragments', not 

aboriginal people; and, when dual nationality was spoken of, it meant British and 

'O Cole, 'Problern of Nationalismn 166, 168. 

Nation roronto] ApriI 2, 1874, II. 



Canadian, rather than British-and-- French. Thus snowshoers saw no ambiguity in 

belonging to the St. George's Snow Shoe Club (an Engfish fratemal club), yet claiming 

themselves as Canadians. Aconfusing and ambiguous a m y  of multiple-national identities 

continu4 throughout the late-part of the-century, and wereeven exploited on occasion. 

For instance, when DaWs Engfish Eleven cricket team visited Toronto in Septernber of 

1879, matches were pïayed against thern by teams chosen on the pretext of different 

nationalities, thereby increasing-the- nurnber of games that could. be- played. The visiting 

Eleven faced teams of 'Canadians', 'Foreign-born Canadians', 'Angto Canadians', and 

'Native and- Foreign~born Canadians', defeating thern- al1 .2' 

Despite the undoubted connection mlonists felt towards BritainIPthe perception of 

being British often adduced as evidence of a lack of a 'real' Canadian identity is not a 

negation of Canadian identity but a confirmation that it was-acomplex constnict, which I 

have reduced to a duality between Britishness and nativeness. It was not a question of 

being either British or Canadian, but of partaking of bath? Until there was a divergence of 

Canadian and. British interests which forced Canadians to take a side, a dual national 

21 Toronto Globe, September 12-16, 1879, quoted by Nancy Howell and Maxwell L. Howell, 
an Life 1700 to the oresent, (Toronto: Macmillan, 1969) 85. 

" Even pro-republicans such as E.E. Sheppard and Goldwin Smith did not want to sever the 
connection with Bntain: Wade A. Henry, "Severing the Imperiai Xe?: Republicanism and British 
ldentity in English Canada, 18-1 91 7," Coates.183. 

in a recent electronic discussion. Arthur Silver pointed out that the idea that Canadians 
insisted on considering themselves English, Scottish or Irish was a-myth popularised by Henri 
Bourassa. He quoted an editorial to show that mis was-not the case The writer: complained that 
recent French-Canadian orators Iimited the nght to be Canadian "to French Roman Catholics. 
We, nous autres, no matter what we are religiously, are sirnply aliens." The writer went on to 
protest such daims: uWhy should it not be known and acted upon that al1 citizens of Canada by 
birth or adoption (including, if necessary, naturalisation), are equally entitled to be called 
Canadians, and, as for k i n g  'Yrue Canadians, that depends upon the way in which they sewe 
their country, and do their duty to God and man...": "True Canadians", Montreal G m ,  July 7, 
1880, quoted by A. Sirver, '7Nhat is Canadian?': H-CANADAeH-NET.MsU.EDU, 20 Nov. 1997. 



identity was perfectly viable:24 As an MSSC member expressed it: M i l e  in what was 

provincial-we were thoroughly Canadian, our instincts were British and Imperia1 in al1 that 

concemed- the-Empire? This sentiment was shared- by certain sections of theFrench- 

Canadian population. In a speech to theToronto Young Men's- Liberal Club in 1886, 

Wilfnd Laurier dedared: 

We may not assimilate, we may not blend, but for al1 that we are the 
component partsof the same country,..We may be French in our 
origin ... We-may beEnglish, or Scotch or whateve~ it may be, but we are 
Canadians; one in aim and purpose; and not only Canadians, but we are 
also members of the same British- Empire9 

It was easierto visualize 'Canadians' before 1885, after which there was an influx 

of foreign-km-(i.e. nom-British) immigrants-who- did- not fit the- image of 'us' which-had- been 

constructed. The national identity proposed in Montreal was white, middle-class, urban, 

Protestant and male. No wonder Chinese, Japanese, lndian and Black immigrants could 

not be  envisageci as candidates for Canadian ~itizenship.~~ Northem Eumpean immigrants 

with Caucasian features-and acceptable work habits might be assimilated into this narrow 

vision of the ideal Canadian, but it was much harder to admit darker-skinned immigrants 

from Southem Europe, Asians, or Jews. The. representational strategies. used to. define 

Canadian identity were-exclusionary and hierarchical, and, because- it wasthe. product.of a 

" This view was expressed by John S. Ellis, "Dual identity and Britishness," H-CANADA@H- 
NET.MSU.EDU, 12 Sept. 1997. Based on his research regarding conceptions of Irish and Welsh 
identity during the Edwardian ers, he-suggests that this was "a strongly.estabIished way of thinking 
about nationality within the British Empire," 

25 Newspaper clipping: report of MSSC President's speech, 15 Feb. 1873. NAC: MSSC, 
Scrapbook 1.7. 

28 Quoteci frorn. YViEfn'd burier on the Platfom: 1871-1890.,, comp. UMch Barthe (Quebec: 
Turcotte & Menard, 1890): found at 
http:l~.nelson.comlnelson/schoof/discovery/cantext/sp~ 8861aci.htrn 

Chinese immigration was pmgressively restricted through 'head taxes' and banned in 1923; 
Japanese immigrants were restricted through an agreement with Japan in 1907; immigration frorn 
lndia was banned in f907; Blacks were infomafiy-denied entry h m  1910. Canadian Encycio~ea 
i741. 
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dominant ctass, this vision of nationa t identity was institutionalized in the structures of civit 

and political society, leaving the-nation with a legacy of systernic racism and unanswered 

dilemmas. 

The progressive exclusion of Native peoples fmm snowshoeing, rnoose and 

caribou hunting, and lacrosse paraiieiled- their treatrnent in the political and ewnomic life of 

themation, After leaming_indigenousskills-fiom Nativepeoples, mlonisksought ta take- 

over the game: whether it was sport, or land settlement. Once colonists had leamed how 

tu navigate and subsist in the new landscape, and no langer needed Native peopies as 

theirallies, they were expendabte, and-the colonists changed the rules in order ta 

monopolise the field. The representation of British colonists as indigenised, native- 

Canadians, contrasteci with the perceiveci inability of Native peopfe to play the modern, 

scientific game their transgression of theamateur code-consequently just'ied their 

exclusion from the playing field and, by a smalf çtep of logic, from agricoltural land. Just 

as, between 1839 and 1885, Native people were increasingly excluded or omitted from 

urban public acüvities, and from the political and commercial Me of the nation, so, affer 

1885, they weré even further excluded from sight and citizenship on remote-resenre lands. 

Cultural practices naturaiized strategies of opposition, exclusion and subordination, thus 

institutionalizing and jusbfying their use in the social and political realm. 

Women alsa were disadvantaged by either being excludeci from-representation or 

represented in restricted ways. Most theones of nationalism have-failed to recognire-that 

nationalism is- a gendered discoure As Anne- McClintock points-out: no nation gives- 

women and men equal access to power and resaurces, and this inequality is naturaiized 

through the pervasive depicfion of the nation as 'a krni7y' in which women and children are 
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'naturally' subordinated to the male, Thus, nationalism depends on the prior construction 

of gender difference." The cornpetitive sports acüvities discussed herein were one of the 

multiple sites in which this differentiation occurred: masculinity was imbued and displayed 

on the playing-field, and an ideal of Canadian rnanhood was heM up and contrasted 

against the fragifity and refinement of the female sex. As well as defining their masculinity 

in relation to women, players and. speciafors couid also judge-themselves against other 

men, including- Native players, whose-ctose-connection with Nature renderedthem 

feminised? Wornen remain a shadowy presences in my study - there as spectaton and 

occasionaliy as participants, but never fully fteshect out. If men were indigenised thmugh 

physicat interactions with the- land-and- sports, the process by which wornen bewrne 

indigenised remains to be e~plored.~~ 

In trying to define their national identity, Canadians today face similar proMems to 

the British colonists who have been the subject of this study. What Canadian idenüty is, 

and should bel is enigrnatic in the face of assertions of Quebec's sovereignty, 

Amerïcanization and globalization. For want, perhaps, of somefhing better, Canadians 

continue to use'the very solutions.devised by Victorians, For instance, souvenir stores 

combine snowshoes, moccasins, 'tndian' dolls, and Inuit c a ~ n g s  with modem ctothing 

ernblazoned with Mounties and the Canadian ffag. while on St. Catherine Street in 

McClintock, -rial L eathec 353. 
" Kimrnel argues. in fact. that "Masculinity is largely a homosocial enactmenf'. Kimmel, 

a n b d  in Amen= 7. 
30 1 hypothesize that an indigenising adivity adopted by women may have been the 

ethnographie search for, and appropriation and transformation of aboriginal and French-Canadian 
design and crafts, notably textiles and. basketry. The absence of 'active' indigenising adivities 
equivalent to those available to men rnay have legitirnized the delay in granting women the rights of 
citizenship until afkr theù pacücipation in the-firçt WoridWar effort praved their 'worth'- 
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Montreal, a manikin in hiking gear wears a feather headdress [Figures C.1 & C.2],31 The 

Winter Carnival held in Quebec City continues to include ice sculptures, tobgganing, and 

torchlight processions." Even abroad. the-nineteenth-cwttury national stereotype-is still 

recognized: an article-in a- British magazineon &Canadian who devised a way of cooling 

corn puter central processing units, is illustrated by a photograph of an office desk in the 

snow, against which a pair of snowshoes are propped-[figure C.31. Adveitising. 

es pecially. for beer and- sports-related-goods, reg ulariy ern ploys nationdistic sentiments, 

and propagates the idea that 'Winter Sports. 'R Us? Canada's naturat environment and 

the opportunity forwilderness camping, hiking, canoeing, skiing and ottier active outdoor 

pursuits are key attributes br tourist advertising; 

In addition, the maintenance of national pride relies heavily on success in sporting 

events, especially those-closely connected to the-natural environment, such as ice-hockey, 

skating, curling, canoeing and swimming. Much angst has k e n  caused by the threat to 

31 Other examples of images of Native peoples and culture empioyed to signify national, in 
this case Québecois, identity, are illustrated in Bernard Arcand, Marc Laberge and Syivie Vincent, 
"L'imagerie des Am6nndiens. Un tour organisés" Recherches am&ndrennes au Québeç . . 

10.102 
(1 980) 132-1 35, 10.3 (1 980) 205-207, and 10.4 (1 981) 278-285 

* Jim Fox, 'Winter festivals: from Newfoundtand tb Alberta, major cotd-season events are 
planned," Globe and M a  January t ,  1997, Cf O, and taszio Buhast, 'Heads up: world's third- 
largest camival heats up winter in Quebec," w b e  and January 13, 1999. 

"The lncredible Mr. Freeze." PC Answers 65 (March 1999) 58. Smmshoes and toboggan 
are also propped against a cottage walf on the m e r  of the Winter 1999 Canadian T i ,  catalogue. 

For instance, Kokanee and Canadian beer advertising. 'Canadian' Christmas cards 
featuring snow scenes with children snowshoeing, tobogganing and skating are ubiquitous. See 
for instance, micef Winter C m  1996, 20. The Canadian Christmas cards in the FaIl& 
Winter Unicef Collection for 1999 feature-aciarence-A; Gagnon painting of habitant famiers- 
crossing an ice bridge in Quebec on horse-drawn sleighs, and d o  children playing hockey on a 
ftozen pond (10-1 1). The five cards in the 'Christmas in Canada" collection in this catalogue 
include 'Inuit Children Dancing," three different renditions of children tobogganing, and one of 
children piaying ice hockey. Northemness and indigenous activib'es (including Native and French 
Canadian) continue to be characteristic. On this subject, see Val Ross, 'In this card game Canada- 
has a winning hand," Globe - Mailoront01 December 22, 1998, Cl. This author also comments 
on nationalistic appeals in advertising in 'Monkeying around-with the Canadian identity," Giobe & 

Toronto) June 27,- 1 998, CA. 







Fig. C.3: Uncredited photograph, "The lncredible Mr. Freeze," PC Answers 
65 (March 1999) 58 
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Canadian dominance in ice hockey (and hence the game's effectÏveness as a national 

signifier) caused by recent European and American successes in worid cornpetition. 

Given the-past history discussed herein, it môy not becoincidentat that at this point in time- 

lacrosse-should be attempting a comeback as  a professional Canadian sport!35 in 

contempotary, multi-cultural society, northemness and outdwr physical activities continue 

to be mainstays of Canadian national identity because they are a unifling. factor relatively 

availableto.all Canadian inhabitants, regardles-of origin? It is stül through parücipation 

in such indigenous actrvities that new Canadians can feel thernselves to be native in a 

foreign land. 

35 For example. Michael Grange, 'Old sport something special to fans", Globe & Mail 
[Toronto] August 28, 1997. Lacrosse never died out completely, and continues to be a popular 
game in small-tom OntarÏo and in British Columbia. However, it has not been a significant garna 
natianatiy for many decades. Yet, in the team's first year in the- Nationat Lacrosse League, the 
Toronto Rock beat an Amencan team to win the titie in front of a standing-oniy crowd at Maple teaf 
Gardens irr Aprit 1 999. This was -particufarfy significant since thisarena; considered-by many to 
be an historie city land-mark, had-recentty been vacated-by the Toronto professiorrakice hockey 
team. Newspaper reportingwas effusively nationalistic 'What is huly wonderful~about the Rock's 
success is that it strurns a chord in most of us that is to uniquely, boidly and unapologetically 
Canadian." Mary O m b y  "Lacrosse team keeps the Gardens Rock-ing ," The Toronto S t a  April3, 
1999; and, "Rock caps tnurnphant, raucous fi& season," April24, 1999; So, at a time when ice 
hockey is losing its potcncy as a national signifier, lacrosse has made a come-back in the popular 
imagination in a key Canadian city. 

rJ However, as in the nineteenth century, these sports tend to be the preserve of the middle 
class due to the cost of equipment and.facilities- 
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